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Ole white used to talk wid dey tongues widdout sayin' 

nothin' but Jesus told us slaves to talk wid our hearts. 

-- Nancy Williams of Petemburg in 
f i e  Negro in Virginia 





Petersburg has long been recognized as having 

a special place in &can American history. The First 

(Atrican) Baptist Church, on Harrison Street, and 

Gdheld Baptist Church, on Perry and Gill streets, were 

organized during the last quarter of the eighteenth 

century. By the end of the century the area's free black - .  

population represented an anomaly in Southern society, - - 
and Petersburg, for reasons stiu being explored, appears - - - - 

to have been one of the most attractive locations for 

their settlement. 

During the hrst half of the nineteenth century, 

on average, a third of the total African American 

population of Petersburg consisted of free blacks. They, 

along with the city's white population, enjoyed a 

relatively prosperous period. O n  the eve of the Civll 

War, Petersburg had the largest n u d e r  of "Lee persons 

of color" of any Southern city. 

Even after the Civil War the black population 

continued to climb, as the white population cieclined. - - 

Moreover, black businesses, as well as cultural and social 

organizations, thrived. Black home-ownership increased 

by 300% during the last quarter of the nineteenth - 
century, while white home-ownership was stagnant. 

During the twentieth century black society in 

Petersburg was largely dominated by the churches. 

Gillfield's membership included many of the city's most 

successlul, and prosperous, African Americans. 

Significant among the city's black population were also 

the undertakers, one of the more prestigious callings. 

It is against this backdrop that this study 

begins to explore Petersburg's &can American 

graveyards and cemeteries, £ocusing on four still extant 

today: People's, Blandford, Little Church, and East 

View (which includes Wilkerson Memorial). Excluded 

from consideration are the several graveyards which have 

been lost to development activities. 

This study has been undertaken as a result of 

lunding provided by the Virginia Department of 

Historic Resources and the City of Petersburg. The 

research goals included the collection of historical 

information concerning the extant cemeteries, with 

particular attention on People's Cemetery, now owned 

by the City. In addition, People's was completely 

mapped and surveyed, with all extant markers and plots 

being incorporated onto a map of the cemetery. As a 

result of this work we identified 114 family plots . - 
containing at least 290 graves, as well as an additional 

440 graves without any form of plot designation. Using 

an earlier, incomplete survey of the cemetery, as well as 

maps prepared during several episodes of road widening, 

we were able to add over a hundred additional family 

names to the inventory. 

The historic research not only focused on 

issues of ownership and the evolution of the property, 

but also on the role that African American lodges, 

societies, and organizations (both secret and fraternal) 

played in ensuring the proper burial of petersburg7s 

&can American community. This, in turn, led to our 

exploration of lodge stones as a particular type of 

funeral marker not previously surveyed in the literature. 

Associated with these investigations at 

People's, this study also explored several of the 

seemingly vacant areas (one of which was being 

considered for cemetery access parking by the City), 

using a penetrometer to determine if graves were 

present. We found that a number of graves were 

present, even in areas with no outward appearance of 

burials (i.e., lacking markers or even sunken 

depressions). 

Incorporated into the research at People's was 

the preparation of a preliminary preservation plan for 

the cemetery. This information focuses on issues of 

access, routine maintenance, and historic "restoration" 

eHorts appropriate for the property. 

Although less detailed, research at Blandford's 



black section, Little Church Cemetery, and East View 

Cemetery provided not only historic oveniears and 

sketch maps, but also allowed a much broader range of 

grave markers and burial practices used by the AIrican 

American community to be examined. As a result, the 

study provides new information on the range and styles 

used by African Americans in the Petersburg area and 

compares them to other areas of the south. 

This research ultimately revealed that these 

cemeteries, taken together, are clearly eligible £or 

inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places as 

a multiple property nomination. Part of this project, 

therefore, involved the development of a draft multiple 

property nomination. 

Finally, the Petersburg research clearly reveals 

the significance of this topic and highlights issues 

appropriate for wider investigation or more detailed 

research. These are provided as recommendations to the 

Virginia Department of Historic Resources £or 

additional research and preservation activities. 
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ODUCTION 

Proiect Backtround and Goals 

In February 1998 the Virginia Department of 

Historic Resources (DHR) solicited proposals from local 

governments for a broad range of historic survey and 

planning activities. The resulting projects would be 

developed as cost-shares between the DHR and local 

government. Through competitive evaluation, a 

proposal from the City of Petenburg to 

survey and evaluate &can American 

cemeteries was among those selected. 

One of the identified cemeteries, 

People's Memorial, had been long 

recognized as one of the largest AIrican 

American cemeteries in Virginia. Now 

owned by the City of Petersburg, efforts 

were being made to ensure not only its 

preservation, but in some manner, its 

restoration. This interest grew gradually, 

being spearheaded by not only the local 

community, but also the City's Mayor, 

Roslyn Dance (Figure 1). Consequently, 

the City was particularly interested in 

obtaining outside preservation assistance. 

Moreover, DHR recognized that combined 

with Petersburg's other black cemeteries, 

this project had the potential for creating a 
significant Multiple Property Nomination 

to the National Register of Historic Places. 

This would help recognize, and 

commemorate, the importance place of these cemeteries 

in black life. 

In discussions with both the City of Petersburg 

(where the project was being handled by Ms. Suzanne 

Savery, Museum Manager for the City) and DHR 
(where the project's technical contracting oIhcer was 

Ms. Margaret Peters), we lound that there were actually 

multiple goals. The City recognized the need to better 

manage People's Cemetery. This meant that they 

needed to have a more complete history of the cemetery; 

igure 1. Mayor Roslyn Dance with other dignitaries at People's 

Cemetery, Memorial Day 1996 (courtesy of Mrs. Mary L. 

As a result, DHR distributed a request for 

proposals at the end o£ July 1998. At that time the 

project envisioned the identification and documentation 

of the several Afncan k e r i c a n  cemeteries known to 

exist in Petersburg and, assuming that the criteria lor 

nomination were met, the preparation of a draft 

Multiple Property nomination. 

that they needed assistance determining how to best 

preserve, operate, and manage the cemetery; that they 

needed information on where they might construct a 

parking lot for thbse using the cemetery; and finally, 

that they needed a better handle on who was buried at 

Peoples and, if possible, where all of the documented 

burials were located. The Department of Historic 

Resources viewed the project from a broader perspective. 

They were interested in better understanding the 

sign&cance and needs of African American cemeteries 

across Virginia and saw this project as an opportunity to 



INTRODUC' 

develop and test techniques and research strategies 

toward the goal of a wider, more inclusive project. A 
draft Multiple Property Nomination would help 

establish a context for &can American cemeteries at 

least in the Southside region1 and might point out 

issues applicable across the state. 

We immediately recognized that this project 

was being thought about as providing many things to 

many different groups. In  preservation, as in any 
discipline, this format has the potential to cause many 

problems as individual constituencies feel unsatisfied or 

left out. On  the other hand, such projects also provide 

exceptional opportunities. Being loosely structured they 

offer the maximum potential to develop research 

questions, and pursue the research in whatever direction 

it might go. Researchers are not constrained by the need 

to produce largely bureaucratic paperwork. Such projects 

are, simply put, very exciting. 

As a result, Chicora Foundation and Historic 

Preservation Consultants combined experiences and 

expertise, successfully proposing on the project in 

September 1998. 

By the end of September we had been notified 

that DHR intended to award the Petersburg project to 

our team and, by mid-October, an agreement for the 

work had been processed and signed. Having already 

made one visit to Petersburg, both to view the 

cemeteries and also to attend a pre-bid conference, a 

second visit was scheduled after the award of the project 
- .  

to review contract specifications and attend meetings 

with the DHR in Richmond. This second trip, from 

September 30 through October 4, 1998, also included 

a brief layover in Petersburg, during which we began the 

on-going process of research. 

Although the exact nature of the project would 
continue to evolve over the next several months there 

were two major goals consistently advanced throughout 

The Southside is typically considered the region 
between the James River and the North Carolina line and 
between the Blue Ridge foothills and the Nansemond River 
and Dismal Swamp. It takes in at least 18 counties, including 
the vicinity of Petersburg and Dinwiddie County. 

our research. 

The first, and certainly primary goal, was to 

collect the information necessary to develop a draft 

multiple property documentation form for &can 
American cemeteries in P e t e r ~ b u r g . ~  This form 

organizes the themes, trends, and patterns of history 

that are shared by the resources into one or more 

historic contexts? In addition, the form also outlines the 

property typos that represent those historic contexts. 

The multiple property documentation form is 

not intended to be a nomination in its own right, but 

rather to provide a basis for the evaluation of National 

Register eligibility for similar types of sites. As such, the 

multiple property documentation form may be used 

immediately, to nominate and register thematically- 

related historic properties that are submitted at the same 

time, or it may be used to establish the registration 

requirements for future nominations. 

For the Petersburg sites, we envisioned (along 

with the DHR) that the draft multiple property 

documentation form would help do both. It would 

provide an immediate boost to the nomination of several 

of Petersburgfs &ican American cemeteries, but it 

would also serve as s foundation for nominations of 

additional &ican American properties throughout 

Virginia. It would help in the evaluation of individual 

properties by comparing them with resources with 

similar physical attributes and historic contexts or 

associations. 

The project would produce only a draft of this 

document since it was recognized that there may be 

other historic contexts - other themes, trends, and 

patterns obvious elsewhere in the state - that were not 

Additional information concerning Multiple 
Property Documentation Forms is available in National 
Register Bdetin 16B, How to Complete the National Register 
Mu ItipIe Property Documentation F o m  . 

Historic contexts are the patterns or trends in 
history by which properties or sites are understood and their 
meaning is made clear. It is a written narrative that descnbes 
the unifymg thematic Lamework. The context also help to 
support the relevance or importance of tLe properties. 



AFRICAN AMERICAN CEMETERIES OF PETERSBURG 

present in Petersburg. 

Those familiar with the National Register of 

Historic Places w d  no doubt wonder about this 

approach since the conventional wisdom is that 

cemeteries - such as those in Petersburg - are oken 

not considered eligible properties. In  fact, National 

Register Bulletin 16A, How to CompIete the National 

Register Registration Form, notes that ordinarily 

cemeteries (as well as properties achieving significance 

within the last 50 years) are not eligible for inclusion on 

the National Register. For a cemetery to be eligible it 

must fall within one or more exceptions, known as 

Criteria Considerations. 

We felt, very early on, that the Petemburg 

cemeteries would easily meet several of these exceptions 

or Criteria Considerations. Most clearly, we felt that the 

cemeteries would fall under Criterion Consideration D: 
a cemetery is eligible if it derives its primary sign&cance 

from graves of persons of transcendent importance, 

from age, from distinctive design features, or from 

association with historic events.* In particular, we 

believed, after only a little research, that Petenburg's 

African Arnerican cemeteries contained distinctive 

design features and also were associated with significant 

historical events. 

We also felt tLat a case could be made that the 

cemeteries were also significant under Criterion Dl 
typically used for the nomination of archaeological 

properties that contain significant research potential. 

The application of this criterion does not require, or 

imply, that the site is subject to excavation or removal. 

It simply means that if such activities ever occur (as 

they have twice in the past at People's), this aspect of 

the site's significance should be considered. 

The information thought to be necessary to 

accomplish this L s t  goal was known at a general level to 

include primary and secondary historical research 

associated with the cemeteries in Petersburg. This 

included title searches, review of published material, and 

For additional inlormation, see National Register 

Bulletin 41, Guidelines for EoaIuating and Registering 

Cemeteries and Burial Places. 

the collection of oral history, all critical for the 

development of a historic context. But, we also 

recognized that additional contexts might include issues 

such as the importance of fraternal and benevolent 

lodges and associates, the origin and development of 

burial insurance, &can American burial and lnerary 

customs, the place of the African American church in 

the social fabric of urban life, the role of free persons of 

color in Petersburg, the development of what might be 

described as follz art markers, and the adoption of broad 

cemetery trends and traditions by &can Americans. 

A second goal was more closely related to the 

immediate and specific needs of the City of Petersburg 

and involved providing assistance the 

management, preservation, and operation of 
People's Cemetery. This took ihe form of several 

tasks, including the production of a map showing all of 

the known graves in People's Cemetery, the preparation 

of a complete inventory of stones and markers in 

People's Cemetery, a penetrometer survey of several 

locations to help the City better understand the density 

of remains in the cemetery, and some pelirninary 

recommendations regarding essential preservation 

eIIorts at the cemetery. 

Although this goal seems far less "theoretical" 

than discussions of historic context, signih-cance, and 

criteria considerations, the issues involved in developing 

cemetery preservation plans are no less complex or time 

consuming. Moreover, because they involve issues 

associated with the day-to-day operation and 

maintenance of cemeteries, they can generate 

considerable interest and even disagreement. As a result. 

we recognized that just as we were charged with 

developing a draft multiple property documentation 

form, so too would the preservation &an be only a draft 

- an initial effort at developing a cohesive preservation 

philosophy for a site which had received only minimal 

maintenance and care for the last 50 or more years. 

Our third visit to Petersburg was made from 

December 12 through 18, 1998, during which time the 

field investigations of the various cemeteries were 

conducted and a great deal of the oral histories and on- 

site historic research was collected. At the conclusion of 

this visit, on December 18, an on-site meeting was held 

with representatives of the City ol Petersburg, including 



the City Manager, David Canada, and others.5 During 

this meeting we presented an overview of our 

findings thus far, including information on the historic 

background on the cemeteries, their current conditions, 

and recommendations we intended to offer regarding 

presenration efforts at People's Cemetery (Figure 2). 

A fouah visit to Petersburg was scheduled 

from January 25 through January 29, 1999. The focus 

of this work was to complete the necessary on-site 

progress up to that point and also to solicit any 

additional information that individuals might have 

concerning the cemeteries in Petersburg. 

About 25 individuals attended this meeting. 

Although some additional information came to light, 

including the existence of a hand written history of 

People's Cemetery by Captain Thomas Brown (in the 

possession of his grand-daughter, Thomasine Burke), 

more of those attending were interested in finding out 
if there had been any 

historic research and interviews. In  addition, a pbl ic  

meeting was held in the evening of Tuesday, January 26 
at one of the oldest African American churches, 

Gdheld Baptist Church. This meeting was designed to 

provide the local community with an overview of the 

Besides Mr. Canada, the meeting included Ms. 
Suzanne T. Savery, Museums Manager; Mr. ~eonard A. 
Muse, Director o£ Planning and Community Development; 
Mr. Landon C. Well£ord, Preservation Planner; Dr. Larry C. 
Toombs, Superintendent, Buildings, Grounds, Park, and 
Cemeteries; and Ms. CZlristine Joyce, Curator, Blandford 
Cemetery Museum. 

success in locating a 

map of the cemetery. 

There was considerable 

interest on the part of 

the community in 

trying to determine 

where family members 

were buried. Of course 

there was little that we 

could do to respond to 

these concerns, since it 

was clear to us that it 

was unlikely a map or 

complete record book 

ever existed for People's 

Cemetery, which h a s  

been used for over 150 
years. We explained that 

while we were compiling 

all of the extant 

information concerning 

the location of various 

family plots, there was 

no way to ascertain who was buried in the vast majority 

of unmarked plots. 

In  addition, a number of families wanted to 

know what the city's policy would be on additional 

burials at People's Cemetery. Specific questions 

included not only where individuals were buried, or 

where f a d y  plots were located, but also how they were 

to go about making arrangements to use plots they 

oamed, or how they were to obtain replacement deeds for 

plots. Although we were in a position to make 

recommendations regarding a number of preservation 

issues, we pointed out that these were administrative 

concerns beyond both the scope of our project and also 
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our authority. 

There was also considerable concern expressed 

over what was perceived as a lack ol interest in People's 

Cemetery on the part of the City, which they saw as 

translating into a lack of care and appropriate 

maintenance. Here we indicated that we were able to 

make preservation and maintenance recommendations 

to the City, although clearly we did. not have the 

authority to demand that they be implemented. 

In other words, the public hearing made it 

clear that the black community in Petersburg, while 

possessing relatively little information concerning 

speclhcs of burial locations, is tremendously concerned 

that People's Cemetery be cared for and that some 

provisions be made to ensure that families have 

appropriate burial spots. These concerns are 

incorporated into our recommendations. 

The remainder of our time involved in this 

project focused on collecting, wee&$ and synthesizing 

the vast literature involved with &can American burial 

practices, fraternal and benevolent organizations, and 

cemetery practices. T L  work involved a broad range of 

searches, taking us to a number of different libraries, 

often seeking rather obscure publications. 

This report summarizes the different facets of 

this research, providing detailed documentation of the 

various cemeteries, an outline of the historic context, 

information on the mapping and inventory of People's 

Cemetery, recommendations for the preservatidn of 

People's Cemetery, and a draft Mdtiple Property 

Documentation Form. a s  publication should provide 

an excellent initial oveMew for others undertaking 

research on &can American burial practices in 

Virginia's Southside area. 

Research Strate* and  Ouestions 

The previous discussion provides some general 

indication of the research questions we sought to 

address during this work and outlines two major goals ol 

the project: the development of a draft Multiple 

Property Documentation Form and the development of 

iniormation on the current condition of People's 

Cemetery (including a map and inventory). 

Although there has been considerable research 

in &can American burial practices, there has been 

relatively little examination of black urban Virginia - 
cemeteries. Most of the focus has been on rural 

cemeteries, often associated with coastal South 

Carolina, Georgia, or Florida. 

Moreover, we found that much of the literature 

on &can American burial practices might be 

characterized as hated on proving Afncan connections. 

Historians such as Vlach (1918) have sought to find 

these connections throughout the African American 

cemetery. For example Vlach sees hand made concrete 

markers as a "neat intersection between commercial 

headstones and scattered clusters of burial offeringsw 

associated with both African and nineteenth century 

American traditions (Vlach 1928: 145). 

There seems to be no end of African 

traditions. Nigh, for example, suggests that hand made 

markers are examples of "recoded traditions;" that 

multiple grave markers ("redundant identification") are 

forms of respect for the "new ancestor;" that mementos 

at graves are examples of the Kongo tomb decorations; 

that furry rugs provide examples of direct Yoruba 

traditions; and that shells and shiny objects may all be 

traced back to the Y o d a  traditions associated with 

water (Nigh 1991). 

Archaeologists have likewise sought to find 

evidence of &can religious practices in nineteenth and 

even twentieth century cemeteries. Connor, for 

example, argues that &can slaves brought a world view 

and burial practices quite distinct from Euro-Americans 

and these beliefs are still visible in black graveyards 

through the use of specific plants, the use of plates 

(Aich  she relates to a Nigerian tradition), and the 

scattering of grave $oods. She even argues that the 

modern use of styrofoam decorations follows well 

defined &can traditions (Connor J. 989). 

Overlooked by these efforts are similar (or in 

some cases, identical) practices in white cemeteries, 

leaving unaddressed the issue of origin. Did &can 

traditions affect white burial practices, did white 

practices affect &can-American, or might both have 

been independently developed from dillerent traditions? 
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Not all historians or archaeologists, o£ course, 

have sought to find little pieces of Afnca in $raveyards. 

Examining the Charleston, South Carolina, King - - 
Cemetery, Jones and his colleagues tend to descnbe it as 

a distinctive "Sea Coast Am-can American type," 

without extending the parallels too far (Jones et al. 

1996:20). Cemetery Lstorian Barbara Rotundo is even 

more critical, noting that most items found in African - 
American cemeteries are well within the Anglo- 

American tradition and none have what might be 

described as a particularly strong "African stamp." She 

suggests that, "as a reaction to the long-time white 

denial ol any black culture, scholars today are often too 

apt to make sweeping statements" concerning Amcan 

connections (Rotundo 1992: 103). 

Whde &can connections may be present, we 

£eel that a middle ground is more suitable and, like 

Rotundo, believe that moderation is appropriate. 

Moreover, to focus on posited &can connections, to 

the exclusion of other research issues and topics, might 

suggest that were it not for those perceived connections, 

black cemeteries would be unworthy of study. We do not 

believe this to be the case. In fact, as our Petersbwg 

study demonstrates, there is far more occurring in most 

African American cemeteries than many researchers 

have previously recognized. 

We believe that a more fundamentally useful 

theoretical perspective is provided by cultural 

geographers who have viewed cemeteries as deliberately 

shaped and highly organized cultural landscapes 

(Francaviglia 1921). To this can be added an 

anthropological perspective, which allows a more holistic 

perspective. When studied individually, such as the case 

when any one of ~etersburg's &can American 

cemeteries is examined in isolation, the cemetery may 

offer clues about the belief systems of the living. The 

strength of these clues, of course, depends on the clarity 

of the cemetery, depth of the research, and the 

understanding of associated historical events. 

m e n  several cemeteries are studied 
collectively, as in Petersburg, they are more likely to 

povide clues regarding social conditions and perhaps 

even idealizations of larger patterns. How far these 

observations can be taken of course depends on the 

sample size. At present, our examination includes only 

Petersburg supplemented by personal observations and 

professional experiences, other site-specific work in 

Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia, 

and also the benefit of some other good studies. 

By way of comparison, our investigation of 

African American cemeteries is far less extensive than 

Gregory Jeane's sample used to create his model of 

Upland South Cemeteries (Jeane 1969). By 1981 his 

study included two Virginia counties - Isle of Wight 

to the southeast of Petersburg and Hanover to the 

north (Jeane 1982). Nevertheless, we believe that the 

Petersburg research provides an important new focus in 

the examination and recordation of &can American 

cemeteries, at least in the Southside area. 

Our survey of the various cemeteries sought to 

document not only features that seemed unique to the 

&can American community, but also to examine how 

blacks adopted, and adapted, traditional (i.e., white) 

cemetery movements or expressions. This involved the 

examination oI how cemeteries such as People's 

incorporated the rural cemetery movement, how there 

was a gradual transition to concepts associated with the 

lam-park cemetery, although there seems never to have 

been anything approaching complete acceptance, and 

how finally the memorial park movement has blended 

with more traditional customs. 

In ~e t e r sbu r~ ,  at least, we also recognize that 

even this process of adoption and adaptation is likely far 

more complex than it might at first seem. As is well 

understood, the dominant elite in Petersburg's historic 

&can American community were mulattoes. It seems 

likely that these individuals were not only aware of 

prevailing white customs and attitudes through their 

education but also through their close connections with 

the white community. It may be not so much that 

beliefs and attitudes were copied as it was that the elite 

of the African American community were actively 

participating in similar cultural activities and events. Of 
course, this leaves unaddressed the role of blacks in 

lower socio-economic brackets. Were they copying and 

adopting white behavior or perhaps the patterns of the 

black brothers? 

As this research progressed we Iound that one 

significant issue was the development of folk 
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, I 

Figure 3. Location of Petersburg in southeastern Virginia (basemap is USGS United States 1922, 1:2,500,000). 1 
8 
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are critical and which should be implemented 

immediately. 

The ~atura l  Setkind of Petemburg 

By 1850 Virginia o&cially recognized, for 

statistical purposes, four "grand divisions": the 

tidewater, piedmont, valley, and trans-Allegheny. As 
might be expected, geographical, geological, and physical 

differences in these divisions have Lad profound effects 

on Virginia's history. As mentioned earlier, the project 

area also falls into the region known as the "Southside," 

one of nine generalized areas of Virginia. Situated 

between the James River to the north and the Noah 

Carolina line to the south, the western limits are the 

Blue kdge foothills, while the eastern limit are the 

Nansemond h e r  and the Dismal swamp6 Depending 

on how the lines are drawn, the Southside includes at 

least 18 counties, including Dinwiddie, Prince George, 

and the City of Petersburg (Elliott 1983). 

Petersburg is situated in (but administratively 

independent of) Dinwiddie County, in southeastern 

~irginia.' It, along with cities such as Alexandria, 

Fredericksburg, and Richmond, is situated on the Fall 

Line, a narrow zone of rapids that are found at the 

point where the rivers pass from the resistant granites of 

the Piedmont to the more easily eroded sands and clays 

of the Coastal Plain. It aras along the FaU Line that not 

only were inland water vessels stopped by the falls, but 

that these falls furnished power for mills, promoting 

industrial development. As a consequence Petersburg's 

history is intimately tied first to tobacco and later to 

milling and shipping. 

Petersburg is situated on the south bank of the 

The Southside has its origin in Prince George 

County, which was formed in 1103 Lorn the portion of 

Charles City County (one ol the eight original shires or 

counties created in 1634) situated on the south side of the 

Appomattox aver,  just downriver from the rapids that 

mark the division between coastal plain and piedmont 

(Figure 3). The city originated on a relatively flat 

terrace bordered by Brickhouse Run to the west and 

another small drainage, Lieutenant Run, to the east. 

Elevations dropped as you left the higher, inland part of 

the city and moved north toward the riverfront. Nearby 

Pocahontas was situated on the floodplain of the 

Appornattox, while Blandford, like Petersburg, was built 

a little further inland, on a terrace. As a result, 

Petersburg incorporates considerable topographic relief 

and elevations range &om less than 50 feet above mean 

sea level (AMSL) to over 150 feet AMSL. Only 2 
miles to the west elevations range up to 200 feet 

AMSL. 

To the east is the Tidewater region - a level 

plain of alluvial soil. Elevations range from about sea 

level, along the Atlantic coast, to upwards of300 feet, 

at the Fall Line. Although characterized in simple 

terms, closer inspection reveals the Tidewater to be far 

more complex and diversified. For example, on the 

eastern shore of the Chesapeake Bay the topography is 

very flat, while the western shore is far more varied and 

rolling. In fact, David Hackett Fischer observes that 

when cleared and cultivated this western shore "took on 

a quiet, pastoral beauty that reminded homesick 

colonists of southern and western England" (Fischer 

1989:248). 

To the west of the Tidewater region is the 

Piedmont, the largest physiographic province in 

Virginia. It is a relatively low, rolling plateau with 

elevations ranging up to about 2,000 feet at the 

foothills of the Blue ~ d g e ,  previously known as the 

Early on Uerences were observed in Virginia's 

vegetation, based largely on drainage. Pines seemed to 

quickly give way to oaks and hickories as one moved 

inland, toward the fall line, where deciduous hardwood 

forests dominated the setting (Morgan 1998:31). 

James River. One of its characteristics was a slower settlement 

and development than the area to the north of the Just as Petersburg takes on characteristics of 

Appomattox River. both the adjacent Tidewater and Piedmont regions, it is 

also situated between two different climates. The climate 

Virginia is composed of 130 political subdivisions, of the southeastern Coastal Plain is moderated by the 

including 96 counties and 34 independent cities. Atlantic Ocean, having fewer hot and cold days, less 
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snodall, and a longer growing season than is typical for 

the rest of the state. In general, however, the region's 

climate may be described as having hot summers and 

mild winters, characteristic of a continental climate. 

The growing season varies from about ZOO to 210 days 

in the Tidewater to about 1.80 days in the lower reaches 

of the Piedmont. Rainfall over much of the region is 

around 50 inches, easily supporting a range of both 

subsistence and cash crops. 

DHR. 

Photographic materials for this work were 

produced with color print film. Although inherently 

unstable, color prints often provide the most useLl 

renditions of cemetery markers under less than ideal 

conditions. Copies of critical photographs have been 

incorporated into this study as black and white prints, 

ensuring their long-term usefulness. The remainder are 

incorporated in files retained by Chicora Foundation. 

In terms of its natural setting, however, the 

one thing that stands out in the descriptions of many 

eighteenth and nineteenth century visitors is the 
"grubbiness" of Pet ersburg. For example, Suzanne 

Lebsock notes the 1786 complaints of Josiah Flagg 

("This is the most dirty place I ever saw"), and also 

observes that the town's growth was largely unplanned, 

resulting in meandering, narrow streets and large 

number of wooden houses (Lebsock 1984: 1-3). It was 

only with the nineteenth century that things began to 

change. Streets began to be paved about 1813, the 

1815 fire promoted "urban renewal," gas lights were 

introduced in 1851, and by 1857 there were new 

waterworks. AU of these urban improvements 

ameliorated the unhealthmess of the area. Nevertheless, 

the city was considered fairly lackluster even in the 

18205, when Samuel Mordecai commented on the 

town's condition: 

the roads in ruts - the fields 

uncultivated - the houses tumbling 

down, groups of free negroes, 

mulattoes and whites lounging 

around a grog shop - the town half 

depopulated (poted in Lebsock 

1984:9). 

The map of People's Cemetery resulting from 

this work has been prepared on mylar and has been 

curated at the Virginia Department of Historic 

Resources, with copies provided to the City of 
Petersburg. The inventory of People's Cemetery is 

incorporated into this study, which is printed on 

permanent paper. Likewise, the sketch maps o£ the 

other cemeteries in Petersburg are incorporated into 

this study, although copies are also curated with the 
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Historical Overview 04 Petersbura's 

k c a n  American Community 

This is not intended to be a comprehensive 

account of African-American history in Pet ersburg . 
Other writers, Luther Porter Jackson, Lucious Edwards, 

Jr . , and William D . Henderson, have documented the 

subject well up until about 1900. A thorough 

exploration of Petersburg's twentieth century 

aican-American history has yet to be made.' Our 

purpose in this summary is to note the aspects of local 

history that relate to cemeteries. 

From its earliest colonial settlement, the 

Petersburg area was home to free whites, enslaved 

blacks, and a separate class, "free persons of color," 

whose liberties were subject to white control. Because 

such control could not be escaped, even in the Noah, 

urban areas wi th  relatively open wage labor and 

entrepreneurial opportunities drew many Lee blacks. 

During the first quarter of the nineteenth century, the 

number of Lee persons of color in Petersburg increased 

dramatically with both immigrants and new 

manumissions and self-purchase. The census of 181 O 
found 310 free persons of color. By 1830, there were 

2,032 Iree blacks alongside 3,440 whites and 2,850 
slaves (Bushey et al. 1994: 22-24). 

They found employment alongside slaves in 

petersburgls rapidly-growing tobacco factories, the 

women typically stemming and the men For 

' A similar situation is found in Norfolk, where 
Bogger's (1991) research stops at 1860. 

example, in 1831 the Leslie and Brydon lactory labor 

force included 21 free "boysIt' 52 slaves, and 23 free 

women, all of whom were stemmers. A sort of truce 

developed among the white and black working classes 

and their employers. Cotton mills, driven by water and 

steam power, were staGed by white labor, while blacks 

held most jobs in tobacco lactories, which were 

unmechanized. By 1860, about one-quarter of tobacco 

factory workers were free blacks (Jackson 1942: 14, 
92-94). 

Other free people established themselves as 

craftsmen, tradespeople, entrepreneurs, and property 

owners. Many among the African-Americans who 

accumulated real estate were blacksmiths, barbers, 

carpenters; mechanics, preachers, shoemakers, boatmen 

and restaurateurs. Fewer were twisters and stemmers. 

By 1860 about one-third of Petersburgts 811 free 

Negro families (composed of 3,225 individuals) owned 

property. More free Negroes were women than men, 

and about half the heads of families were women. By 

1860, 10 such women were stemmers, 65 were laborers, 

and only 39 were washerwomen, the cliche image of free 

black women workers. Like men, the more ambitious 

free women of color found ways to acquire real estate 

(Jackson 1942). Unlike men, however, they were not 

among the individuals or mutual benefit group trustees 

who acquired land for cemeteries in  the nineteenth 

century. 

Petersburg was a majority-black city in 1810, 

with 10,206 blacks and 9,342 whites, and an important 

city to Virginia's black life. During the 1870s, 

&can-American religious and fraternal organizations 

routinely held their annual meetings at Petersburg. 

With white conservatives holding power in both local - - 

and state government, &can-kericans were forming 
Stemming is the process 04 stripping the entire 

midrib or stem from the led. 
a separate society. By the early 1870s, the poweAl 

Ahcan-American churches, Gillfield Baptist, First 

Following stemming the delicate strip tobacco was 

fashioned into a twist. These twists then went into a press 

where they were "prized," or compacted in order to evenly distribute the moisture. 
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(Hamson Street) Baptist, Third Baptist, St. Stephens 

PE, and Oak Street AMEZ, had become independent 

ol white conferences and played a significant role in 

community life. 

The Petersburg community was oken 

prosperous by comparison w i t h  &can-Americans 

elsewhere. Although tobacco plants were closed for 

several months of each year, they did offer wage-labor 

opportunities. In  1870 there were approximately 20 
tobacco factories in Petersburg. Aker the economic 

crash of the early 18Z0s, they were among the local 

industries that recovered, even booming in the 1880s 

(Henderson 1977: 95, 115, 141). 

Petersburg's tobacco industry peaked in the 

early 1880s, then began to decline as Anerican tastes 

shiked away from dark tobacco to bright-leaf and 

cigarettes. Nonetheless, Watson and McGill, a maker 

of plug and twist tobacco for export, continued to 

expand into the 1890s, and the Cameron and Brothers' 

Tobacco Company employed BOO in 1893. In the 

mid- 1890s Dunlop Tobacco Company was employing 

nearly 700 black men and women. In 1908 five large 

tobacco factories employed 5,000 people making plug 

tobacco for export, included Watson & McGill, John H. 
Maclin @ Son, and Dunlop. There were also four cigar 

Iactories with 2,000 hands (Anonymous n.d.1. 

Aker the departure of the textile industry and 

decline of flour milling, industries such as tobacco, - 
peanut factories, foundries and machine shops, 

trunk-and-bag manufacturing, Dupont's Hopewell 

plant, railroads, and even Fort Lee, supported the 
general economy until after World War I. Most 

occupations were racially segregated, and there was still 
a color line within the tobacco industry. Cigarette 

makers were becoming mechanized, but stemming and 

twisting were more efficiently done by hand (Perdue 

1994: 339). White labor was chosen for 

machine-driven work, and Afncan-Americans for 

manual tasks. In 191 7 Petersburg's cigarette factories 

employed 700 white women and girls, 500 white men 

and boys; cigar makers employed 300 white women and 

girls. In the plants devoted to dark tobacco in smoking, 

plug, twist and leaf £ o m  were 1,000 Negro men and 

boys and 500 women and girls. In addition, a large 

number of black men were employed as laborers in 

warehouses and freight yards (Hedges 19 17). 

American tastes abandoned Petersburg's dark 

tobacco for lighter tobacco and cigarettes, but dark 

tobacco in plugs, whose production was dominated by 
&can-American labor, was still valuable on the export 

market. Fire-cured dark tobacco took another blow 

alter World War I, as Europeans switched to flue-cured 

bright leaf tobacco, but plug makers developed new 

export markets in Asia, saving the stemmeries and their 

job opportunities for another generation of 

African-Americans in Petersburg. 

Dunlap Plug and Twist Tobacco Company, 

after being taken over by Maclin-Zimmer-McGill, 

prospered through the Depression yith exports of plug 

and twist tobacco. Seidenburg & Company, which 

opened a stemmery on Harrison Street by about 1910, 

also survived the crash. According to city directories, 

this plant, which became a branch of the American 

Cigar Company about 1920, and then the Petersburg 

Division of American Suppliers, remained an employer 

until 1949. The export market had been killed by 

World War 11, but in 1942 the US government bought 

the &ant's entire production as a trade item for workers 

in the South Seas. Only in the 1950s did a cash 

economy replace this Pacific market, and demand 

declined for the first time. In 1950 American 

Suppliers was converted to the American Tobacco 

Company's bright-leaf department. Employment at the 

old Dunlop-McGill plant dwindled do- from 200 in 

1950 until the operations were finally phased out in the 

late 1960s (Henderson 1980). 

Funeral and Burial Customs 

American slavery separated Afncans from their 

traditional societies, but it did not erase all their 

spiritual values. The plantation situation put great 

numbers of black slaves together, in limited contact with 

whtes. A distinct &can-American culture was forged 

as slaves drew upon their diverse backgrounds, retaining 

elements of African tradition as they established 

communal and gamily life in the new setting (Faust 

1991 : 4-5). For a group granted little dignity by the 

surrounding society, the funeral developed into a 

prominent religious ritual and social event, providing a 

rare opportunity to acknowledge a member of the 
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African-American community. The central position of 

the Lneral in an individual's life has been seen as an 

African tradition that persisted after conversions to 

Christianity, and to some modern observers it even 

appears that the funeral was "the climax of life" 

(Roediger 1981). Although t h s  is an overstatement. it 

was unquestionably important that when life was 

hnished, the body not be disposed ol like a dead animal, 
but the "book should be closed with dignity1' (Wade 

1964: 170-111). 

A s d a r  view is provided by Angelika Kntger- 

Kahloula (1989:38) who notes that a study of Afncan 

groups on the Ivory Coast found that "to be forgotten 

is far worse than death." Consequently, it may be that 

much oi the funeral, the grave marker, and even the 

grave decorations are intended to ensure that a relative 

or iriend is not forgotten. 

By the middle of the nineteenth century, black 

people in some cities had access to livery hearses and 

carriages. In 1852, a Sunday afternoon funeral in 

~ichmond involved a "decent hearse of tLe usual style, 

drawn by two horses" and more closed coaches leading 

the procession of walkers. At the cemetery, a reporter 

observed fifty mourners and a single white man, who 

remained separate from them in the capacity of observer 

(Olmsted 1996 [1861]: 35-36). 

Slave and free-black funerals, like all 

gatherings of blacks, were closely observed by whites 

fearing that such gatherings could become occasions for 

subversive plotting. As long as it was kept within 

bounds, many white Southerners condoned the slave 

Ilneral, because for whites, too, a proper funeral was an - 
important community ritual. The whites extended their 

community feeling to a few favorite slaves, whom they 

occasionally honored with funerals and gravestones 

attend.''* Unfortunately, as with notices for white 

funerals, the interment location was not stated. 

Regardless of the extent of Africanisms 

retained in slave and free black funeral rites during the 

antebellum period, disposition of the body was 

supervised by whites. Plantation burials were typically 

in a graveyard set aside for slaves (whether the master or 

the community chose its location probably varied). 

Many free blacks and urban slaves, even churchgoers, 

were laid in a potter's field, disposed of at the least cost 

to the public. Therefore, acquisition of a suitable burial 

ground was a priority of mutual assistance organizations 

from their beginnings in the late eighteenth century. 

Petersburg obituaries for the nineteenth 

century supply no information about burial places, and 
little about funerals. One, however, did attract 

significant coverage: that of Richard Slaughter, who 

died at the age ol about 15,  a "well-known colored 

citizen and musician . . . a champion filer for 60 years 

. . . a life-long ~etersburg resident and formerly the 

slave of E. G. Hinton." The remains were "escorted 

[from the clhurch] to the cemetery by a large concourse 

of colored people on foot and in vehicles . . . the band 

named after him preceded the procession, discoursing 

solemn music and with instruments draped [making] a 

striking and impressive effect."5 The attendance and 

coverage reveal Slaughter's status, especially considering 

the fact that the occasion took place in mid-winter. 

Slaughter's Brass Band was a commercial 

venture. ~enevdent  societies also organized bands to 

provide music for their members' Lneral processions. 

In  the early 1820s, Baker's Band played for Odd 
Fellows functions, and probably funeral; as well, and the 

Cable   and (part of BIBC), Ideal   and (NIBS) and 

Young Men's Band (YMIBA) were well-respected well - 
equivalent to those placed on white graves (Roediger 

1981; cf. Kriiger-Kahloula 1989 for a different 

perspective on whites commemorating blacks ). 

A rare funeral notice for a slave was published 

in Petersburd in 1851: "The Funeral of Sarah Smith 

(colored) 4 take place this morning at the residence of 

her owner, T. P. Watson, Blandford. The friends of 
* Petersburg DaiIg Express, September 12,1852. 

her late mother and those of her father are invited to 5~etersburg ~ n d e x  and ~ ~ 1 ,  January 22,1825 and 

January 23, 1815. 
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into the twentieth century.6 

By the 1880s, fraternal orders, notably 

Masons and odd Fellows, had begun inserting Iuneral 

notices when members died, summoning other members - 
to the funeral. Benefit club members also provided a 

respectable turnout for their members' funerals. Two 

hundred members of YMIBA escorted the body of 

Thomas Hardy from First Baptist Church to East View 

Cemetery in April 1925. A photo of the floral tributes 

on the grave of James Major Colson (d. 1909). member 

of the Beneficial Society and a founder of the YMCA 
in ~etersburg, shows wreaths bound with sashes printed 

"YMCA."' 

After Lneral ceremonies are complete, the 

grave can provide little indication about hoklarge the 

procession was, how fervent the eulogies, or even the 

status of the deceased. Nevertheless, sometimes 

community standing is proven by an impressive marker 

such as that of the Reverend Henry Williams in Little 

Church Cemetery, or by smaller stones bearing society 

names or emblems of lodge membership. Found on 

many of Petersburg's &can-American graves, these 

markers testid$ to the importance that fraternal and 

benevolent societies placed on mutual reliance, 

community, and remembrance. 

The Role of Benevolent Societies 

Private fraternal organizations have a long 

tradition in America. With memberships traditionally 

based on ethnic and cultural alhnity, their purposes 

have ranged from socializing to religious outreach to 

educational philanthropies and charitable suppoa. 

Secret ritual societies have played an important part in 

the spectrum of fraternal organizations, and the blend 

Petersburg Daib Courier, March 21, 1871. 
Interviews, Mr. Pernell Simms, December 16, 1998 and 
Mrs. Mary Lee Berry, January 28, 1999. See below for 
benehcial group acronyms. 

Ca. 1880s newspaper clippings in an undated 
scrapbook, Major William Henry Johnson Papers, Special 
Collections, Johnston Memorial Library, Virginia State 
University (VS U). Petemburg Progress-Index, April 8, 1925. 
Colson £amily papers, Special Collections, VSU. 

of mysticism with mutual assistance proved especially 

attractive during the nineteenth century. working 
classes, white and black, were particularly interested in 

providing themselves a respectable funeral or 

gravemarker. This became a primary role of benevolent 

organizations. As early as 1283, free blacks in New 

Orleans organized the Perseverance Benevolence and 

Mutual Ad Association, and the Brown Fellowship 

Society of Charleston was established in 1290 
(Wikramanayake 1923: 81-86). Also in 1290, the 

Free &can Society, forerunner of the African 

Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church, applied for a grant 

of land in Philadelphia's potter's field to be set aside as 

a burial ground for Negroes (Browning 1937). 

The plantation experience was the crucible for 

&can-American culture, but cities wade possible the 

benevolent societies and strong churches that helped 

create an &can-American community (Goldkeld 

1991: 146-147'). By the early 1850s the large free 

black community in Washington, DC, was sustaining 

churches, schools, and mutual assistance organizations - 
(sick relief and burial societies), some groups including 

both Lee and slaves among their members (Olmsted 

1996: 29-30). Before the C i d  War many such groups 

were found in the north and in areas with large free 

black populations; nearly all the large towns in .. - 

antebellum Virginia had benevolent financial societies, 

many of them the owners of cemeteries (Browning 

1932). No other region of the county had such a 

concentration of lodges and other mutual aid 

organizations as the Middle Atlantic South, notably the 

cities of southeastern Virginia (Walker 1985: 103). 

The first decades of the nineteenth century, 

not coincidentally a period of religious awakening, was 

a time of organized benevolence. Influenced by the 

same philosophies that aflected whites, the free black 

community viewed mutual cooperation as the tool for 

improving social problems, and self-help as the vehicle 

for individual advancement. Civic-minded blacks, 

however, could not enter white circles of influence, and 

were further tied to their own community by the 

undlingness of white-managed associations to serve 

colored people. Regardless of wealth or education, for 

blacks to participate in civic and community 

improvement there was no choice but to organize 

independently of whites. Therefore, the free black 
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community created its own societies to care for the sick 

or impoverished and manage burials (Bellows 1993: 

68-69). 

WLtes did not object to charitable efforts that 

they did not consider threats to the establisLed order. 

On the other hand, after state laws in 1831 forbade the 

education of blacks, whether free or slaves, schools were 

driven underground. Private benevolent societies were 

crucial to their continuation.8 

The first documented &can-American 

mutual assistance group in Petersburg was the 

Benevolent Society of Free Men of Color. In 1818 the 

group's five trustees were schoolmaster John T. 
Raymond; Uriah Ty-ner, blacksmith; Major Elebeck, a 

mechanic [skilled builder]; James Colson, a barber; and 

john Stewart. The organization was set up so that "as 

often as any one or more of the said Trustees shall die 

or cease to be a member, then the remaining trustees 

shall nominate one or more persons to fill such place 

(provided the person shall have been at least one year a 

member and be 21) in order to keep up the number of 

five trustees forever.'19 Despite the process, the group 

eventually became defunct . 

Another group, the ~enehcial Society of Free 

Men of Color, may have grown out of the ~enevolent 

Society, or as a separate endeavor. Its records have 

been lost, but a broadside copy survives of a revised 

constitution adopted in 1852, which sets an initiation 

fee of $10 and monthly dues of254. Every member 

was entitled to "a square in the place of interment'' 

(probably the first tract of People's Cemetery) wherein 

to bury himself, his wife, and siblings or children who 

were under the age of 21. Other benefits were to be 

drawn &om the Treasurer's Account: lump sums of $5 
to $15 to survivors; weekly payments of $1.50 to sick 

members or $1 monthly to members' widows. Every 

member was expected to attend every member's 

funeral. lo 

The cash structure of such an organization 

could only be supported by a steady membership of 

healthy, employed individuals. Most lodges paid burial 

Lnds raised by assessments on members at the time oi 

a death or illness. Therefore, when too few members 

were well-employed to support the funds, benefits were 

reduced, taking membership incentives on a downward 

spiral. The practice of assessing small dues to fund 

large promises may have caused the collapse of an earlier 

Beneficial Society (the 1852 group set out a revised 

constitution, not a wholly new charter) and the 

Benevolent Society. Comparisons to women's beneficial 

groups would be valuable, especially because of the large 

proportion of working women among the heads of Lee 

black families (Jackson 1942); but no records of 
women's associations have been found. In any case, 

mutual-benefit groups could not survive substantial 

unemployment among their members. 

Benevolent and hraternal orders were also a 

significant part of white community life in antebellum 

Petersburd. The Benevolent Mechanics' Association 

was organized in 1825 to serve the interests of working 

men and their f a d e s  (Lebsock 1984:214).  landf ford 
Lodge #3, Ancient Free and Accepted Masons, first 

met in 1155; Petersburg Lodge #15 was formed in 

1186; and in 1809 the Petersburg Union Royal Arch 

Chapter #?, aMiated with the Masons, was chartered. 

At least by 1816 the Blandford Lodge Committee on 

Charity was assisting to support children of deceased 

members. Lodges also funded L e r a l s  for impoverished 

members. Interestingly, aker paying for a member's 

funeral in 1825, Blandford Lodge was reimbursed by - 
the city's Overseers of the Poor, an option unavailable 

to black organizations. Sometime before 1821 the 

Petemburg lodges bought a plot (known as the Masonic 

Plot) in Blandford Cemetery. After a decline in the 

1830s and 40s, reflecting a national anti-Masonic 

sentiment, the white Petersburg lodges regained their 

popularity (Brown 1957: 119, 149-150, 21 1-212, 

For example, as early as 1820 John T. Raymond 
was operating a school in Petersburg, mention oi which later 
disappears (Tackson 1942:20). Constitution, Rules and ReguIations of the 

Benebcia1 Society of Free Men of Color, of the City of ~ e t e r s b u r ~  

Hustings Court, Deed  BOO^ 5, pg. 306 (recited in and State of Krginia, as revised on the 2nd  day ofAugust A .  D. 
Jackson 1942: 162). 1852 (Special Collections, VS U) . 
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The purpose ol AIrican-American benevolent 

organizations was mutual assistance, but like similar 

white groups - temperance societies, labor unions, 

even fraternal Lfe insurance hrms - some incorporated 

secret or mystical rites into their programs, and their 

members drere aware ol, if not lamiliar with. Masonic 

rites. North American ~ a s o n i c  lodges generally 

excluded blacks, but in 1725 Prince Hall and 15 other 

colored men were initiated in Boston. In 1784 Hall 

founded Afncan Lodge No. 459, the first of the black 

lodges. For a number of years these were recognized by 

the Grand Lodge of England, but the connection was 

eventually lost (Fox 1991: 372-329). &can Lodge 

attempted to associate with white American Masons, 

but in 1827 the Grand Lodge ol Massachusetts rehsed 

to recognize them. Black Masons created an 

independent Grand Lodge, continued to establish new 

lodges, and in the 1840s began to adopt the name 

Prince Hall Masonry. The Order of the Eastern Star 

among the Colored People (OES), an afhliated 

women's group (with men in the highest rank),  was 

organized somewhat later (Schmidt 1980: 99). 

Ahcan Americans also became Odd Fellows. 

The hrst American Negro Lodge was recognized by the 

Grand Lodge of England in 1842, whereupon the white 

American lodges withdrew to form the Independent 

Order of Odd Fellows. The black branch retained the 

name of its EngLsh parent, the Grand United Order of 

Odd Fellows (GUUOF). The women's branch of the 

order was organized as the Sojouma Household of Ruth 

(Ferguson 1937: 191). 

White Petersburg in 1857 boasted two 

Masonic lodges, with a total of 160 members; two Odd 
Fellows lodges, with 240 members; a 200-member 

chapter ol the Sons of Temperance; the International 

Order 04 Red Men, with 200 members; about 100 
members each in the St. Andrews and St. Patricks 

societies; and a society of the city's Germans being 

organized." Even allowing lor overlapping 

memberships, the numbers are impressive. 

It cannot be guessed how many African 

Americans were involved in their separate array of 

Lendly societies and fraternal orders, ignored by white 

publications of the day. Given the levels oi church 
membership and education among Petersburgts free 

people ol color, it would seem llikely for them to have 

supported a Masonic or Odd Fellows Lodge. However, 
-. 

it was white Masons who laid the cornerstone for the 

new Gillfield Baptist Church in 1859 (this may have 

been because Gillfield, like all black churches, was under 

white supervision at the time, and not because there 

were no black Masons). The ceremony ol prayers, 

music hom Slaughter's Brass Band, and speeches was 

attended by a large crowd, church members and others, 

"including a large number of ladies and gentlemedt12 - 
that is, white people. 

Because petenburg's white newspapers and 

gazetteers *aid scant attention to black social and 

community activities until the 187Os, we have not 

learned when the city$ branches of national orders were 

organized. By 1870 there were three Afncan-American 

Odd Fellows lodges - Noah Lodge #1367, St. Joseph 

Lodge #1382, and United Sons of the Morning Lodge 

#I384 - which shared a hall on Lombard Street. 

Sheba Lodge #IT, Ancient York/Ancient Free and 

Accepted Masons, was well-established by 1811. In 

1823 the Door of Virtue Tabernacle #80 of the 

General Grand Accepted Order of Brothers and Sisters 

and Charity was organized.13 The 1880-81 city 

directory lists three haternal hall buildings: Masonic 

(Oak Street), Odd Fellows (Lombard Street) and 

Temperance (Oak Street). 

Some orders stressed pomp and regalia more 

than others. An article about a procession held by the 

Host of Israel described a procession of uniformed 

members, carrying a replica ol the Ark of the Covenant 

and preceded by Slaughter's Brass Band. A participant 

declared "that thing excels the Odd Fellows, Masons 

l2 Petersburg Daily Express, August 11, 1859. 

13petersburg Daily Courier, October 31, 1870, 
January 23, 1821, March 21, 1811; Petersburg Index and 

Appeal, August 19, 1873, October a, 1873. 
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and all ol them."ls the annual meeting was held in Petersburg in 18i'6.17 

The mid-1820s was a high point of Other independent branches oi all-white lodges 

fraternalism for whites as well as African Americans, were formed aker the Civll War. In 1869, the Knights 

memberships swelling as working classes joined the 

elites. Petersburgts National Register Courthouse 

District includes several white fraternal buildings: Odd 
Fellows, Knights of Pythias, and Mechanic's ~ a 1 l . l ~  

The Great Council of Improved Order of Red Men 

expected its largest council ever in 1815 when it met in 

Virginia for the first time." In an era without 

government benefits or even health insurance, lodges 

offered financial aid to ill members and death beneiits 

to their survivors, small sums that prevented starvation 

or homelessness. Between 1880 and 1900 hundreds of 

secret beneficial societies offering fellowship, cheap 

insurance and initiatory ritual were established. For 

many of these, the secret rituals were the glue that kept 

their mostly-male members together (Carnes 1989: 

9- 1 I.). For others, membership was an important 

aspect of social networking. OfLcers were generally 

selected from the leaders ol church and community, and 

ambitious people found lodge membership an aid to 

advancement in business and public life (Taylor 1926: 

65). 

Several temperance organizations formed 

during the 1840s incorporated mystical rites into their 

meetings. Among them were the Sons of Temperance, 

which had active chapters, both black and white, in 

1820s Petersburg. Another was the pasi-integrated 

(top ranks were all white) Independent Order of Good 

Samaritans and the Daughters ol Samaria. In 1820 
the order had 12.000 members in Virginia - six lodges 

in Petersburg alone (Ferguson 1932: 185-186; Carnes 

1989: 6-7). The Good Samaritans flourished, . 
representing some one hundred lodges statewide when 

of Pythias soundly rejected the charter application oi a 
Negro Knights lodge in Richmond. A separate 

organization, the Colored Knights of Pythias, was 

organized as a fraternal beneiit society (Ferguson 1931 : 
191). Likewise, white Elks would not admit 

African-Americans, so the Improved Benevolent and 

Protective Order of Elks of the World (IBPOEM) was 

organized in 1898. The IBPOEW remained a 

substantial order well after the general decline in 

fraternalism had begun (Ferguson 193 1 : 190- 192). 
Petersburgts first Elks lodge was said to have been 

established by the turn of the century; Royal Lodges 

#22 and #??, and Majestic TempSe #109, were active 

at least into the 1960s. The Royal Social Clubs, #43 
Girls and #44 Boys, active in twentieth-century 

Petersburg are also thought to have been akliated with 
the Elks.'' 

Mutual aid societies, fraternal lodges, church 

groups aad burial associations helped to create the first 

major black Iinancial institutions. Especially after the 

collapse of the Freedman's Savings and Trust Company 

in 1824, blacks mistrusted established banks. Mutual 

aid organizations began to create alternatives, the most 

rapidly successful being those that combined mystic 

fraternalism with finance (Lincoln and Marniya 1990: 

244-245). 

The Grand Fountain of the True ~eformers, 

a joint-stock mutual insurance association composed of 

male and female members, was organized in Richmond 

in 1881, and incorporated in 1883.19 Principal ogcers 

11 Petersburg ~ait'y Courier, August 9, 1870, 

October 12, 1810; Petersburg Index and Appeal, December 

29, 1824, ~ecember 13, 1826. 

l4 Petersburg Index and Appeal, March 21, 1811. 1s Interview, Mrs. Mary Lee Berry, January 28, 

15 
1999. 

"Petersburg Courthouse Historic District," 

VDHR FJe No. 123-103, National Register nomination, l9 By 1900 the joining fee for those 14-45 was 
1990. $4.50 with monthly dues of 35 to 504 and an 804 annual 

tax. Death benekts ranged from $15 to $125. There were 
16 Petemburg Index and Appeal, April 6, 1815. 

also "Rosebud Fountains" for children under 14, with a death 
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were Grand Worthy Master Rev. William W. Browne of 

Richmond and Grand Worthy Mistress Eliza Allen of 

Petersburg (DuBois 1907: 101). Among the earliest 

lodges (Fountains) was Petersburgls Fidelity Fountain 

#40." By the turn of the century, the savings bank of 

the Grand Fountain had more than 10,000 depositors 

and over 100 employees in its main ofiice (Rabinowitz 

1996: 21 1). From four Fountains in 1881, the True 

Reformers grew to 2,678 lodges with over 50,000 
members in 1907 (DuBois 1907: 101). In  1900 the 

Silver Key and Cir. #26 were active in Petersburg, with 

the Chief being James Allen, living on Oak Street." 

members (Perdue 1994: 326). 

The crest of mystic haternalism's popularity 

lasted until about the turn ol the century (Carnes 1989: 

2-3). In 1904 there were at least 64 Prince Hall 

Masonic lodges in Virginia, with 2,111 members, and 

235 Odd Fellows lodges, with about 9,000 members 

(DuBois 1901: 109, 121). During the 1920s 

institutional haternalism began to lose strength 

(although benekcial societies remained powerful in 

Petersburg; according to the city directory in 1920 
there were ten beneficial insurance companies, seven of 

The True Reformers organization collapsed shortly after them for whites), then during the Great Depression 
the failure of its bank in 1910 (Meier 1964: 137). many national orders shrank or went bankrupt. In 

1937 the total membership in the 60+ national Negro 
Probably the best-known of the new benevolent societies was estimated at 2.5 milliqn, but by 1940 the 

societies was tLe International Order of St. Luke. This heyday ol ritual haternalism had clearly ended (Carnes 
organizatio~ began in Baltimore and achieved only 1989: 152; Ferguson 1937: 184, 197); yet NIBS 
moderate success before 1899 when executive secretaly continued placing markers well after 1950. The current 
Maggie Walker oI Richmond took over the agairs. St. Bell Atlantic Yellow Pages list only Elks Majestic 
Luke's members hip increased exponentially, and Walker Temple #I09 with a permanent address. 
soon organized the St. Luke's Penny Savings Bank. As 
late as 1935, the Order still had 53,000 members Alongside national fraternal orders, 

(Perdue 1994: 323). Petersburg9s black community supported a nurnbkr of 

local beneficial associations. Providence Beneficial, 
The National Ideal Benekcial Society (NIBS), among the groups that have been connected to People's 

formally organized in ILchmond in 1912 (Perdue Cemetery, was organized sometime after the Civil 

1994: 326). was active as early as 1910, when NIBS War.23 Minerva Spratley's obituary in 1879 
was cited on stones in Petersburg cemeteries. commented that she was a member of "a number of the - 
Petersburg supported at least three NIBS lodges: colored benevolent societies of the city, and her funeral 

Magnolia #116, Blooming Zion #215, and Charity d doubtless be largely attended.lV2* 

#502. At least one of these lodges was associated with - 
WJkerson Funeral Home, where the first meetings were A special edition of the Index-PPPeal provides 

held." After the death of Maggie Walker, NIBS a snapshot of Iratema1 organizations at the end of - - 

assumed the obligations of the Supreme Council of St. 18877 Among established kcan-Arnerican societies 

Luke, and in 1937 had 500 lodges with 40,000 were Masons: Pocahontas Lodge #I and Friendly 

Lodge #21, which shared Masonic Hall on Lombard 

Street; Virginia Lodge #9, AbrahadAbram Lodge 

#lo, ~erusalem ~odge-#16, and S heba Lodge #I 7, a1 
bene£it o£ $25.40 or $37.00 (Richmond The Reformer using Masonic Hall on Oak Street, which was also 
January 22, 1900). 

20~etersburg Index and Appeal, August 19, 1873. 
23 Thomas H. Brown, leeer 1931 (copy in "History 

Richmond Ihe Reformer, January 27, 1900. of People's Cemeteryv). DuBois (1901:94) did not record the 
existence of Providence as of 1898. 

22 Interview, Mrs. Mary Lee Berry, January 28, 
1999. As early as 1900, W;lkerson was advertising a hall to 24 February 21, 1819 clipping in Obituaries 

rent for such societies (see Figure 15). scrapbook (Petersburgj Public Library). 
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home to Keystone Royal Arch Chapter and St. Mark's 

Commandery Kmghts Templar; and Eureka Lodge 

#I 5. Odd Fellows Hall on Lombard Street was 

headquarters to several lodges: Noah #1361, St. 
Joseph's #1382, Abraham #1533, as well as the 

akliated Household oI ~ u t h  (women) and united Sons 
of the Morning. Two chapters of the  nights of 

Pythias wire active, Auxiliary Lodge (which met at the 

white-owned Ramsdell Hall and may have been a branch 

of the white Py-thian Knights) and Excelsior Lodge 

#43, which used Coleman's Hall on Sycamore Street. 

Coleman's Hall was the meeting place of quite a few 

groups: women's organizations including Sisters of 

David, Sisters of Esther, Sisters of Samuel, and Sisters 

of Job; two chapters of the Order of St. Luke 

(Petemburg Council #55 and Mt. Lebanon #lo) ;  and 

Crystal Fountain #43 of the Order of True 

~eformers?~ There was also a Good Samaritan Hall on 

South Jefferson Street, which had moved to Gill Street, 
next to Brown's Funeral Home, by 1935.~~ The 

Masonic-affkated Mosaic TempIars Hall at 211 
Halifax Street is said to have been built in the late 

nineteenth century (Bushey et al. 1994: 46). 

The 1880s, a decade of expanding industrial 

employment and wages, are considered to have been the 

high point in black cultural life in Petersburg, but the 

interest in benevolent and fraternal organizations lasted 

several more decades. In 1898 tGre were at least 

twenty-two mutual benefit societies, alongside numerous 

secret and fraternal lodges (Weare 1923: 11). The 
Young Men's Industrial Beneficial Association 

(YMIBA), organized in 1894, had its own building by 

1911 (shared with the Young Women's Industrial 

Beneficial Club (YWIBA or WIBC) at 434 Federal 

Street; and in 1925 was described by the Prgress-Index 

as "one of our most formidable, influential and useM 

building (now gone) at the corner of Bank Street and 

Crater Road. It is not known when the Young Men's 

Silver Leaf Industrial Club (YMSLIC) developed; the 

women's Silver Leaf Club (SLIC) was active by the 

1 9 2 0 s . ~ ~  

Most if not all of these organizations are 

inactive today, their buildings demolished or converted 

to other uses. The most tangible reminders of the clubs 

are the individual memorials they placed on the graves 

of their members. An  important reason for supporting 

large funerals was to ensure that Lends would not be 

forgotten (reiterating the idea that "to be forgotten is 

worse than death"), but the individual lodge stones have 

become significant memorials to the clubs themselves. 

Petersburd Cemeteries 

~u r i a I  of the dead in the ground is an ancient 

custom in both Ahica and Europe, and came to the 

New Vorld with the earliest settlers. Whether in town 

or on the plantation, most corpses were interred, and 

the locations of an untold number of burial sites have 

been forgotten. The earliest extant cemetery in 

Petersburg is Blandford Churchyard, known to have 

been in use by 1102. Well-situated on the outskirts of 

the growing t om,  Blandford Cemetery became the 

principal &ace of interment for white residents of 

Petersburg. 

Perhaps even older, and used by many of the 

town's white citizens, was one situated "around High 

and Market streets"29 (Figure 4). This cemetery was 

apparently moved in the early nineteenth century to 

make way for the city's expansion. Another early 

graveyard, shown on an 1809 map of ~ e t e r s b u r ~ , ~ '  was 

situated on the north side of Marshall between Walnut 
local organizations .'lZ7 Another local society, the and Adams - essentially in the backyard of what is 
Blandford Industrial Benefit Club (BIBC), had a today the Petersburg Lbrary. Nothing is lefi to mark the 

23 Petersburg Index and Appeal's Annual and 28 Petersburg Progress-Index, March 1, 1925. 
Resume of Evenis, January 1888. Interview, Mrs. Mary Lee Berry, January 28, 1999. 

26~etersburg City Directory 1935. 29 Petersburg Daib Index, February 6, 1866. 

Z7~etersburg Progress-Index, April 1, 191 1, April 30 Lots South of Washington Street . . . Surveyed 
15, 1925, April 17, 1925. for Robert Boiling by James Hargrave. 
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spot. Another white cemetery, at times called Bethel, 

was situated southwest of the fairgrounds and saw the 

burial of 500-600 Confederate soldiers.31 This cemetery 

was apparently built over during the early 1910s (see 

discussion below). The "Old Burying Ground on 

Sycamore Street, opposite Poplar Lawn, by 1858 was 

abandoned and the City Council decided to convert it to 

an oat field, later selling lots for development. 32 

Although the cause is far from clear, it is 

curious that Petersburg seems to be one of the few cities - 
without urban or in-town churchyard cemeteries. 

Instead, there appear to have been public and private 

cemeteries both in the city and on the outskirts. 

Following a trend spreading throughout Europe and 

North America, the t o m  of Petersburg purchased the 

 landf ford tract for use as a public burying ground in 

1819. 

Adjacent to   land ford Cemetery, St. Joseph's 

and B'rith Achirn, for the use of Catholics and Jews 

respectively, were both established in the nineteenth 

century. These cemeteries are oken considered part of 

Blandford, but they are separate tracts not included in 

the National Register listing for Blandford, and were 

not researched for this project. 

Plots in Blandford were available for white 

citizens, but paupers and indigent strangers who died in 

Petersburg would be taken to a "potters field," where 

they were interred with little ceremony, at the lowest 

cost to the public treasury. Several such burial grounds 

were probably used in Petersburg. They may have been 

segregated by race, and it is l&ely that a large proportion 

of urban slaves were buried in a potters field. 

In addition to public graveyards (Blandford and 

potters fields), in various areas of the city were private 

burial grounds which are generally undocumented. Two 

are shown on the 1811 Beers Map, one for the Wyatt 

Blandford Manor on South Crater Road) where a single 

head and footstone, without legible inscription, was 

photographed for a ca. 1958 news article about the "old 

rectory on Blandford Hill.'"3 

&ican American cemeteries were treated no 

better - and likely far worse - than white graveyards. 

One of the earlest is undoubtedly the "colored burying 

ground on Walnut Street, given to Petersburg in 1794 
by the father of Robert B. Boiling. By 1856 the City 

found it "unnecessary" and the land was converted to 

"purposes better suited to that improving and populous 

portion of the city7'.% In other words, it was developed. 

Many of Petersburgts free blacks settled in the 

Pocahontas area, found employment in trade, service, 
and laboring occupations, and began to acquire 

property. Sandy Beach Church was established before 

1800, and at an barly date a burial ground was in use on 

Pocahontas. It is not certain whether it was begun 

through the church or other organization. 

Independently held by black people, and not by the city, 

the cemetery was acknowledged but not protected. 

As early as 1856 this property, owned by G.W. 
west, had been abandoned and sold at auction to 

P a n d  and Collier, only to be quickly purchased by the 

city.35 It seems that almost immediately the city began 

excavating the property and using it as fJ dirt in various 

street repair projects. It wasn't until 1869 that this was 

noticed by anyone who either found it ogensive or who 

was in a position to be vocal. The horror of the site was 

reportedM and a year later, after appar~ntly no action 

had been taken, a councilman, Mr. Doggett, warned 

that, "when we cease to respect the dead, we cease to 

33 "Old Rectoxy Interesting Place," in ~etersburg 
prop-ess-~ndex (n.d., ca. Februq 1958, copy in D.L. Lauter 
&lest Prince George County). 

family (on Portersville Street) and one owned by A. G. 
34 Petersburg f i e  Southside Daily Democraf, 

McIIwaine (west of Sycamore). Beers does not show a 
November 12, 1856. 

cemetery on the Mingea lot (about the site of today's 

35 Petersburg f i e  Southside Daily Democrat, 
December 19, 1856. 

31 Petersburg f i e  Daib Index, May 22, 1869. 

36 Petersburg f i e  DaiIy Express, February 15, 
32 Petersburg Daik Index, February 16, 1866. 1869. 
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73 37 respect ourselves . A year later the newspaper reported 

that sand was still being hauled from the abandoned 

graveyard during the construction of the new iron bridge 

and no action had been taken to either stop the 

desecration or rebury the exposed bones.38 Years later, 

Thomas Brown declared that Pocahontas Cemetery had 

been dug up as a health nuisance and the remains used 

to fill Low Street or Tinpot Alley, just west 04 
Petersburg's Old Town Section." Regardless of the 

precise intents or activities, there is no visible trace of 

the cemetery today. 

To provide an alternative to potters field or 

private backyard burial, in 1818 trustees of the 

Benevolent Society of Free Men of Color paid $100 for 

a small parcel in the section of Petersburg known as 

Blandford to become a burial ground. Their half-acre 

plot, a portion of the estate of Nicholas Voss, has not 

been located with certainty. The deed describes it as 

surrounded by Voss's land on three sides, with a 30' 
street to the north?' Because bones were unearthed 

during the construction (ca. 1920) of Blandford 

Elementary School on East Bank Street, this has been 

said to be the Benevolent Society lot (Bushey et al. 

1994: 42). However, according to Mary Berry, several 

older residents believe that these bones represented 

another small graveyard whose name has been-lost, and 

not a heady used plot such as the Benevolent Society's 

would have7beeki 

The Benevolent Society's 18 18 purchase was 

made while the City of Petersburg was purchasing four 

acres at old Blandford Churchyard as a public burying 

ground lor whites (arrangements began 1811, sale 

complete 1819). The Iree men of color did for their 

37 Petemburg f i e  Dai/'zj Courier, February 2, 1810. 

38 Petersburg The Daih Courier, March 14, 1811. 

39 Thomas Brown, unpublished letter to the editor 

oi the Petersburg Progress-Index, March 11, 1941. 

40 Hustings Court, Deed Book 5, pg. 306 (recited 

in Jackson 1942:162). 

o m  community what the government did for its 

citizens, both purchases influenced by the combination 

of a rising economy with awakening public/religious zeal 

that rebuilt ~ e t e r s b u r ~  aker the great fire of 1815, and 

saw the expanding congregations of Gillfield Baptist, 

First Baptist, and Union Methodist (Oak Street 

AMEZ) churches. 

During the 1830~~ when restrictions on free 

blacks were being enacted in several states (Virginia was 

especially vigorous, reacting to Nat Turner's rebellion; 

see, for example, Guild I. 996), cities began to formally 

segregate their public burying grounds (Goldfield 1 99 1 : 
150-151). Petersburg was no exception: in 1831 a 

City Ordinance forbade the burial of blacks in 

Blandford Cemetery. New restrictions at Blandford, 

the limited land area at Pocahontas; and the absence oi 

churchyard cemeteries all contributed to the need for a 

larger cemetery for the Iree black community. In IMO, 

a group of 28 men paid $200 for a one-acre tract, the 

first deeded Parcel of- today's Peoples Memorial 

Cemetery. In 1865 the cemetery was enlarged, again by 

the purchase of land by a group of &can American 

men. Because records have been lost, and later writers 

relied on oral tradition, the story of the organizational 

management of People's Cemetery has been lost. The 

1840 tract was probably the 'lplace of intermentlt 

mentioned in the ~eneficial Society's 1852 
constitution. This group and its successors were the 

"Old Benekcial" and "~enekcial Board" cited in 

twentieth century records. 

Although $ZoO/acre in the first quarter of the 

nineteenth century was closer to market price than a 

gik, 125 years later Thomas Brown stated that "some 

of the noble white men under Col. McRae (Captain 

Richard McRae oI the Petersburg Volunteers in the 

War of 1812) had given to the slaves and free Negroes 

the two strips of land, namely the Old Beneficial and 

the Benekcial Board . . ." that form the northern 

portion of People's Cemetery (Brown 1942). Soon 

after, he mote ol ''the existence [of] the old Beneficial 

Board that was next to a piece of ground that was set 

aside by a Mr. BoIing. This land was called a free 

41 Interview, Mrs. Mary L. Berry, January 28, 
1999. 
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Negro's burying ground.''42 Brown added to the 

codusion of records about Petersburgfs cemeteries, but 

there may be some truth to the notion that there had 

been a free cemetery at the north side of People's. 

Abutting the earliest part of People's, Little Church 

Cemetery was already a burial ground when the Mingea 

heirs sold the plot to undertaker James Wilkerson in 

1882. The Mingeas, a prominent white family, had 

owned the land for decades, but nothing is known of the 

burial plot: who was buried there, or when. Slaves of 

the Mingeas or hee blacks may have been buried there; 

the Mingeas may even have had a cooperative 

arrangement with other whites (McRae or BoUingj) to 

allow use of the cemetery. 

Petersburgls other extant historic cemetery, 

East Viearrnilkerson Memorial, was in use by 1866. 
Little is known. of the early history ol this burial 

ground, which was acquired by the Wilkerson interests 

in 191 1 but not annexed &om Prince George County 

into Petersburg until the 1940s. Adjacent to the 

in-town cemeteries, East View was no less convenient 

for city dwellers by being outside the city line. 

The City of Petersburg enlarged ~1andIord 

Cemetery in the early 1 8 4 0 ~ ~  and in 1850, noting the 

"propriety of providing a burying ground lor persons of 

color by the city,'' authorized a section to be separated 

by a fence &om the white sectiona and used for &can 

American burials. This provided one more option for 

Petersburgls black families when they selected a grave 

site. 

Petersburg1s separate cemeteries - the 

People's complex, Little Church, East View, and the 

Blandford complex - are connected geographically, 

with several boundaries being blurred over time. They 

are also knitted together by family relationships within 

the black community, as many of the city's 

long-established families have members buried in two or 

more cemeteries. Geographic and family ties, even 

similar grave markers, create a unity among the 

properties that should not be overlooked when studying 

them separately. 

Several other cemeteries have disappeared from 

Petersburgfs landscape. According to the Beers Map of 

1877, two graveyards were in the West End, near the 

city poorhouse and charity hospital. The City Home 

remained occupied into the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  when one ol the 

residents, a retired minister, was supervising burials 

there (Perdue 1976: 211). The cemeteries later fell 

into disuse and were obliterated with the construction of 

nearby Pecan Acres in the early 1970s. Some of the 

Confederate soldiers were moved to Blandford; the 

unmarked burials of indigents and the unknown, 

whether black or white, were probably covered over. 
44 

O n  Jones Street, a plot called the "Matthew Thomas 

Cemetery" had vanished by the time Thomas Brown 

mote his History of the people k ~ e r n o r i a l  Cemetery 

(Brown 1942). There may have been a burial ground 

on St. Andrew Street, the road that runs up to the 

west side of People's, which was separate from the 

People's complex but also under Thomas Brown's 

management during the early twentieth century.45 

There are few contemporary descriptions of 

antebellum African American cemeteries, and those 

that can be found are often tainted by racism. A white 

reporter observed a Lneral in IZlchmond in 1852: 

Beyond the white cemetery, a "neat, rural place, 

well-filled with monuments and evergreens," was a 

"desolatetf place - the black hillside cemetery. The grave 

was already dug, next to that of an apparently unrelated 

child who was interred the same day. Once the pine 

c o b  had been lowered and earth piled up into a raised 

mound over it, one of the men broke two small branches 

horn a nearby beech tree and placed them upfight at the 

head and foot (Olmsted 1996 [I8611 : 35-36). 

William Cullen Bryant was more sensitive, 

noting that it did not matter so much that the 

42 Thomas H. Brown, letter to Petersburg City 
Council, Apd  1943. 

4'4 Interview, Mr. Leonard A. Muse, December 18, 
1998. 

43 "Blandford Cemetery" National Register 45 Interview, Mrs. Mary L. Berry, January 28, 
nomination, VDNR, 1991 1999. 
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cemeteries were llpoorly keptt1, with few markers and 

lithose mostly humble" (quoted in Wade 1964: 

170- 111). Regardless of the perspective of white 

onlookers, slaves and free persons of color conducted 

their funerals and maintained their graveyards in 

accordance with their own spiritual beliefs, and with as 

much care as circumstances permitted often making 

them not only orderly but artistic (Quigley 1996: 88). 

Landscaping, fencing, and markers bearing the 

name oI the deceased are conventional grave care 

customs that vary according to time, place, economics, 

and spiritual values. One of the notable, if not unique, 

ways in which Petersburg's black community 

traditionally demonstrated remembrance was by placing 

small "lodge stones1' to commemorate membership in a 

fraternal or mutual-assistance organization. 

As early as 1813 and as late as 1948, grave 

Despite the presence of mutual-aid 

organizations, other charitable acts may have been more 

personal. In 1932 undertaker Thomas Brown buried 

Nannie McNeil and her baby at People's Cemetery, 

charging his $15.90 fee to "Friends at factory" 

(People's Cemetery Records Reel One). Mid- 1920s 

gravemarkers in People's Cemetery were placed by 
co-workers in Seidenburg Stemmery Room No. 1 and 

No. 2; a stone from 1941 is inscribed American 

Suppliers Stemmery No. 1 (the successor to 

Seidenburg). Seidenburg/American Suppliers was a 

major employer of African Americans, apparently in 

large enough numbers to support some  SO^ of in-house 

mutual-benelit group. The workplaces of other 

employment-related memorial stones have not been 

identified: at Little Church is a 1933 marker "from the 

Employees of C. S. H." and at East View is a marker 

from "Employees 1898-1945, C. S. H.", and one for 

Holly Hunter (1949) "from her co-workers." 
markers in Petersburg's &can American cemeteries 

bear Masonic emblems. Although fraternal and Undertakng 

beneficial organizations were as active in the 1870s and 

1880s as in the 1920s and 1930s, the greatest number During the nineteenth century, the occupation 

of lodge stones bear twentieth century dates. While of undertaker became professionalized, with traditional 

many stones from the earlier period may have been lost 

over time, it seems that the custom of providing small - 
membershp markers was more popular in the latter era. 

The International Order of St. Luke's 

objective to "administer to the sick, help the distressed, 

extend charity to all, and bury the dead" is demonstrated 

by 1920s gravemarkers placed by Deborah Chapter 

#1285. Besides Masons, other groups prolific in 

placing markers were YMIBA, NIB Sf  BIBS, and the 

various Elks lodges and temples. Some graves have 

more than one commemorative stone or carving: 

IBPOEW Royal Lodge #1I/YMIBA; IBPOEW 
Majestic Temple # 109/NIB S Blooming Zion #275; 

IBPOEW Majestic Temple #109/TWIBA; IBPOEW 
Royal Lodge #??/IFL Inc./MIBA. 

The habit continued well into the twentieth 

century. ES 61 LC, responsible for a good many 

markers between 1920 and 1949, was probably related 

to the Order of Eastern Star. Rosetta Tent #433 is a 

later group; its first stones date to 1950. Other 

organizations await research, such as Star Chamber 

#5352. 

"layers out of the dead" (often women) being displaced 

as other tradespeople expanded into the business of 

managing funerals. Carpenters and cabinetmakers who 

made coffms and livery-stable keepers who supplied 

horses and coaches grew more involved with the funeral 

business, joined by barber-surgeons and chemists trained 

in embalming. This chore was better performed in a 

specialized setting, so embalmers prelerred to remove 

the body from home for the work. Evolving into 

Iuneral directors, they provided viewing rooms and 

on-site chapels instead of returning the body home £or 

the watch and funeral (Habenstein and Lamers 1955; 

Mitford 1998: 141-149; Quigley 1996: 52-53). 
Other funeral parlors and mortuaries grew out of burial 

associations through which poor people bought burial 

plans, paying an undertaker a few cents weekly, to 

assure themselves of decent burial (Lincoln and Mamiya 

1990: 246). 

Petersburg's early undertakers arrived in their 

prolession through the normal routes. The city 

directory of 1859 includes four undertakers (all white), 

with advertisements for two: James T. Morris (furniture 

dealer; 'lcoffins of every description always on hand. 
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And particular attention paid to the duties of an director-embalmer who was probably associated with the 

Undertaker") and John Morrison ("Cabinet Maker, "William Jackson Beneficial Club" (cited in Brown 

Upholsterer & General Furnishing. Undertaker, Agent 1942) and Jackson Cemetery (the south part of the 

for Fisk's Metallic Caskets.") ~eoplels complex, and the only burial place not being 

managed by Wilkerson in 1.9 10). Jackson's business 

In the black community too, some professions disappears from the listings by 1914, but may have been 

were associated with funerals and burial. At least by connected with Jackson Memorial Funeral Home, 

1858 Richard Kennard, a free man of color, was established in the 1930s. Between about 1914 and 

operating a hack (horse and carriage for hire) business 

in Petersburg (Jackson 1942: 20). Involvement in 

funerals was probably one reason he joined nine other 

men in the purchase of cemetery land in 1865. 
Another of the purchasers, Thomas Scott, established 

a funeral home business (he is listed in the 1870 
Census as a 49-year-old undertaker). Although 

antebellum gazetteers seem to include only white 

citizens, the city directory for 1813 lists two black 

undertakers, Philip Robinson, and Hill, Parker B 
Wilkinson iprobab& Wilkerson] . 

A successful A£rican-American undertaker or 

funeral director could earn a comfortable living in a 

trade mostly free from white interlerence. Not 

surprisingly, the trade was intensively competitive in 

Petersburg. While the white businesses were fairly 

stable with two funeral directors for decades, the black 

field was volatile. By 1811 John M. Hlll & Co. had 

joined the ranks of the city's undertakers. After a 

decade of turnover and changes, in 1888 there were 

1925 J. M. Epps/Epps @ Epps operated a funeral 

home; David T. Paige was in business briefly around 

1920. City directories reveal no information about 

Albert Avant, the proprietor of another early funeral 

home (Bushey et al. 1994: 45), or Wilcox Jones, oi 

Community Funeral Directors (perhaps an out-of-town 

firm) who directed at least one funeral in 1 9 2 5 . ~ ~  The 

concerns presently in business axe Wilkerson, William 

N. Bland & Sons (established 1952), and Tucker's 

Funeral Home. The oldest of them, Wilkerson, has 

endured with several generations of family management, 

and the company still retains ownership of Little 

Church and East View cemeteries. 

Besides Wilkerson, the longest-lasting of the 

early undertaking businesses was that established by 

Thomas Scott, a member of an antebellum free family 

that produced a number of carpenters and builders. In 

1893 the elderly Scott took an assistant, Thomas H. 
Brown. Very shortly Brown took over the business, and 

was listed as an undertaker in the 1891 City Directory. 

four undertakers headquartered on Harrison, Oak and By 1899 he was running an advertisement in the city 

Halifax streets: Green b Crowden, Philip Robinson, business directory, an approach taken by neither of his 
Thomas Scott, and J. M. Wilkerson, now a sole direct competitors. Soon undertaker James M. 
proprietor.46 Wilkerson too Lad advertisements in the local black 

press, stressing " L e  caskets; embalming neatly done.1148 

Several other funeral directors operated more A 1900 advertisement (Figure 5) also reminded the 
or less successfully during the next decades, most of public that he had a "Hall to rent for Societies, Suppers 
them along Halifax, Oak and South streets. Among and Concerts."49 Groups such as NIBS found a home 

them were Armistead Green (1 84 1 - 1893), grocer and in Wilkerson's hall. 
undertaker, perhaps associated with Green and 

Crowden; Christopher B. Stevens, builder and Captain Thomas H. Brom (1864-1952) is 
coffinmaker; R. A. Jones (1893 City Directory); J. A. 
C. Stevens (1899 Directory). About 1910 William 
Frederick Jackson came into the business as a funeral 

Petersburg Progress-Index, April 8, 1925. 

48 1903 newspaper clippings in W.H. Johnson 
"' This situation seems to have been similar in Scrapbook, Special Collections, VSU. 

Richmond where, in 1900, at least five undertaking firms 

were advertising (Richmond f i e  Refomer, January 27, 1900). 49 Petersburg National pilot, February 1, 1900. 
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the most vivid character in the historv 
2 

of the city's undertaking 

establishments. A Petersburg native, 

he went to work as a boy in the 

tobacco industry and at the age of 18 
joined the Knights of L n g  Solomon; 

found emplyment in a drug 

store/pharmacy, then, probably having 

learned something of chemicil . 
embalming, was hired by Thomas 

Scott; and eventually took over not 

only Scott's business but also People's 

Cemetery. In 1899 he was 

instrumental in organizing an Elks 

lodge; in 1900 he was commissioned a 

deputy o£ the RWG Council of 

Virginia, International Order of St. 
Luke (Brown 1945). 

Brown's granddaughter's 

memories, and his own 

autobiographical sketch, are unclear 

about some of his professional 

activities. He may have practiced as 

an undertaker in Alexandria for a 

while; he may have operated a drug 

store in North Carolina. For several 

years after 1909, he does not appear in 

~etersburg City Directories, so the 

only competition to James Wilkerson 

was oIIered by William Frederick 

Jackson. In 1914, the year Brown 

returned to Petersburg Jackson's 

business disappears from the listings. 

At some point, Brown moved 

his funeral home &om Thomas Scott's 

old location on Ha1ila.x Street to a new building next to 

Gillfield Baptist Church. He later established a branch 

of the business in Hopewell, and in 1916 organized the 

Hopewell Benevolent Beneficial Society, a - .  

burial-insurance association. Despite hw lack of formal 

schooling, Thomas H. Brown was a prodigious writer, 

publishing newspapers targeted toward the black 

community (Brown 19421, and miting epistles to 

editors, politicians and club members nearly until his 

The important asset that the two most 

successful funeral home businesses, Wilkerson and 

Brown, had in common was ownership or management 

of a cemetery. James M. Wilkerson purchased Little 

Church in 1883; from about 1899, he was the 

50 Thomas H. Brown, "An Open Letter to the 
Public,'' undated newspaper clipping ca. 1942. 
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NRICAN AMERICAN CEMETERIES OF PETERSBURG 

designers, and cemetery managers and owners was 

intricately related to the marketing and management of 

the institution" (Sloane 1991 :'I). 

Sloane uses several hundred pages to develop 

his evolutionary scheme of cemetery development and 

we rvlU dramatically synthesize those discussions for this 

overview (see, for example, Table 2). He observes that 

the earliest burial customs were unorganized, often in - 
isolated places. Through time the family burial plot is 

used by additional families, probably through 

intermarriage. It evolves from a few graves to perhaps 

several dozen (see also Jeane 1969:40). 

Church graveyards followed European 

practices, providing a place for the burial of city- 

dwellers. As authors such as Aribs (1914) emphasize, 

parishioners hoped for a sale, and comfortable, closeness 

to heaven and eternal salvation by being buried close to 

the saints on sacred ground. Social stratAcation quickly 

developed, with the wealthiest being buried within the 

church, while those of modest means made do with 
outside plots. 

Care, as well as planning, was minimal, so that 

not only were the grounds oken "torn up," but graves 

weaved across the landscape (see, for example, Trinkley 

and Hacker 1998). Few pathways existed, the ground 

being far too valuable lor burials to be wasted. 

Ornamentation and vegetation were scarce, for the same 

reason. The church graveyard presented a bleak - - 

reminder of the cold, harsh grip of the grave. It wasn't 

until the mid to late nineteenth century that well- 

intentioned caretakers began to gather up markers, 

resetting them in neat straight lines, establishing paths 

over burials, and in general "beautifymg" these 

graveyards. 

Sloane observes that the close proximity of 

these church graveyards to to- residences and 

commerce helped maintain contact between the living 

and the dead. But it also made it far easier for the living 

to justify displacing the dead and obliterating the 

graveyard as the need for city expansion became critical. 

This might be subsumed under the warning that 

6*familiarity breeds contempt ." As has been previously 

discussed this is exactly the situation at several of 

Petersburg's cemeteries. 

Potter's fields, the term applied to any burial 

place for the indigent53, were rarely found prior to 

nineteenth century. Prior to that time plots were 

typically set aside for 'strangers," who typically would 

not have the means to pay for their grave (Sloane 

199 1 :24-25). 

&can Americans were particularly susceptible 

to losing their burial places, especially since these 

burying grounds were often little more than potter's 

fields. One of the greatest problems in tracing the 

history of these graveyards is that none existed for very - 
long. They were typically used and then discarded, being 

built over. In a society that was dominated by racism 

and concern with maintaining the white power 

structure, African Americans, who had a hard enough 

time owning land in the first place, were usually denied 

the right to bury in family plots. Sloane observes that 

this eIIort to strip familial and community relationships 

actually encouraged blacks "to develop and protect the 

areas in which they could express their sense of family 

and community" (Sloane 199 1 : 1 5). 

Through time the urban graveyard began to 

engender considerable concern. One account proclaimed 

that, "the living here breathe on all sides an atmosphere 

impregnated with the odor of the dead. . . . Typhus fever 

in its aggravated form has attacked them with the most 

destructive ravages." At another location the situation 

was no better, the soil being "saturated with human 

Elsewhere the accounts of bodies being 

dug up and carted away for their bones, or simply being 

strewn around the graveyard, were common (Collison 

1841:143). 

As overcrowding of typical church cemeteries 

became more clearly recognized and as concerns over 

the "reservoir" of disease that church cemeteries 

*resented to the urban population mounted, there was 

a clamor to close city graveyards and move burying 

grounds outside the city limits. In New Haven, 

Connecticut this led to the creation of a private 

association of lot holders "joining together to save the 

53 The term comes Lorn Matthew xxvii,?' and 

describes a burial place, "the potter's field," purchased with 

the 30 pieces of silver thrown down by Judas. 
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footing. In addition, the cemetery managers began to 

recognize that not all families would maintain 

appropriate decorum in the decoration of their lots, nor 

would maintenance be equal. 

There was no clear answer for the issue of 

taste, especially since virtually all of the mral cemetery 

organizations had made some provision assuring lot- 
54 

holders of their free rein. The issue of maintenance 

was somewhat easier to address. Although no board 

desired to be responsible for the care and maintenance 

of monuments (there were simply too many different 

styles and materials), there were trusts established to 

help care for lots' appearances. The movement, however, 

was slow, and most cemeteries did not establish funds 

until the 1870s or 1880s. 

~ l a n c h e    in den-Ward (1990) suggests that 

fences are one of the hallmarks of the ma1  cemetery 

movement. h n g  the plot and assured of its 

preservation (a situation wkch was never present in the 

church cemetery), fencing suddenly became an option. 

She also sees it as part of a far-reaching trend in 

privatization and emphasizes that it was a matter of 

taste, not necessity (i.e., there were, by this time, no 

cattle or pigs freely ranging in rural cemeteries). 55 

The building of fences at Mount Auburn 

increased annually from 1840, reaching a peak in 

1853, then dropping off markedly from 1858 through 

the 1860s. During the prime, dealers sought to create 

a market by advertising a wide range of funerary 

furniture, including tree guards, trellises, planter urns, 

settees, statues, and hitching posts. All of this, of 

course, encouraged family plots to become increasingly 

cluttered and overwhelmed, Litting in nicely with the 

Victorian middle class's eHort to achieve identity and 

54 
Actually there were some restrictions. For 

individual sensibility (Grier 1988). 

Through time, as the rural cemeteries became 

more cluttered, less rural, and more ostentatious, a 

back-lash developed. One critic was the horticulturalist 

h d r e w  J. Downing, often described as America's 

"arbiter of taste" from the 1840s until his death in 

1856. While an ardent supporter of the mral and 

picturesque movement, he was a vicious critic of the 

pomposity found in many rural cemeteries. Moreover, 

he found them far too gayly decorated, not in keeping 

with the need for contemplation central to the idea of a 

Romantic cemetery as part of the larger Romantic- 

Picturesque landscape movement. He argued that the 

clutter also detracted from the m a 1  setting and made 

the cemeteries feel far too urban. 

It was about this time that a gradual shift away 

from fencing and toward curbing begins. It first 

appeared at Mount Auburn in 1858, but increased 

dramatically in the 1860s and 1870s. 

The curbs served many of the same goals as 

fences, clearly marking ownership. But, instead of an 

iron fence, owners used granite curbs raised 12 to 16 
inches above the surrounding ground. The interior of 

the lot was then "filled up inside with good earth like a 

flower pot and grassed over" (Linden-Ward 1990 : 5 1 ) . 
The cost of curbing was far greater ($600 to $100 for 

a simple design) than a fence, but the curbing required 

less maintenance and, in the long-run, was considered 

an excellent investment. 

As a result of criticisms the cemetery began to - - 
be re-fashioned yet again, *ushed toward a more formal, 

less picturesque design similar to that being found in 

urban parks and middle-class suburbs. A leading 

proponent of tLs new movement, called the Lam-Park 

Cemetery, was Adolph Strauch, best known for his work 

at Spring Grove Cemetery in Cincinnati in 1855. 

example, at Mount Auburn owners had "the right to erect on 
Strauch sought to replace the picturesque with 

their lots fences, monuments and stones of appropriate 

character. Wooded Lnces and gravestones ol slate [were] not 
the pastoral, feehg that one of the greatest faults of the 

allowed (see Liden-Ward 1990:36). rural cemetery movement was the effort to include too 

much in the landscape, resulting in a clutter of opposing - - 

55 Historian Stanley French (1915) suggests that and confLcting devices. He also was strongly opposed to 

hlnerary enclosures were Osyn$olic of the national trait of the "individualism" found in rural cemeteries like 

possessive individualism". Spring Grove, commenting that "Gaudiness is often 
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mistaken for splendor and capricious strangeness for 

improvement" (S loane 199 1 : 104). 

He aggressively controlled the introduction (or 

what he felt was the intrusion) of markers into the 

landscape. He sought to provide incentives for lot 

owners to memoriaLe using plantings and to minimize 

stone monuments, gradually acquiring the power to 

prevent what he saw as excesses. He also gradually 

restricted private gardeners from working family plots, 

hiring instead a crew of professional gardeners to assure 

a unity of appearance. 

His modifications were costly and, in order to 

pay for these changes, Spring Grove began to offer 

those purchasing lots two options: pay a higher price 

and receive perpetual care or pay a lower price 

supplemented with annual-care payments. Those already 

owning lots were given the opportunity to join the 

annual care payment program. By the end of the 1810s 

almost all cemeteries used annual-care fees and 

perpetual-care payments as a means of increasing their 

maintenance funds (Sloane 1991 : 109). 

Strauchs approach not only changed the 

landscape of the cemetery, and marked the rise of the 

superintendent - a professional responsible for the 

maintenance of the cemetery - but it also marked a 

radical change in the relationship between lot-holder 

and the cemetery. The lot-holder's "freedom" was 

dramatically limited. Monuments had to meet 

guidelines set by the superintendent; plantings were 

determined by the superintendent and put in by his 

crew, not the lot-holder; and the superintendent became 

the olficial arbiter of good taste in his cemetely. 

For a variety of reasons, many focused on 

America's retreat horn sentimentalit- after the Civll 

War, as well as a growing interest in parks, lawn-park 

cemeteries became increasingly popular. Sloane observes 

that they combined "the beauty of the lawn with the 

artistry of the monument" (Sloane 1991 :121). There 

were fewer clusters of bushes or trees to clutter the lawn 

and individual markers were not allowed to overwhelm 

tLe setting. Flower beds, often limited to the entrance 

and road intersections, provided restrained splashes of 

color. Classical art was featured. Through time, of 

course, even the lawn-park cemeteries developed excesses 

and occasionally artikciality threatened, or even 

overwhelmed, the naturalism that was at the core of the 

movement. 

An excellent understanding of the lawn-park 

cemetery can be obtained horn scanning the literature 

of the period. For example, Howard Evarts Weed 

(1 912), in ~ o d e m  Park Cemeteries, lays out a plan for 

the development of an appropriate cemetery ol the 

period. For example, while he recounts that originally 

Christian burials were oriented east-west "in order than 

the spirit might face the rising sun on resurrection 

morn," (cf. Ezekial h i ,  12- 14) he eqlphasizes that 

this was no longer common, "in all modern cemeteries 

no attention is paid to orientation, the graves being 

placed on the lot so as to make the best use oi the 

space7* (Weed 1912:15).~~ 

Further emphasizing the e&ciency of the 

modem lawn-park cemetery, Weed explains that while 

walkways were previously common, "in all recent plans, 

each lot faces only one walk. This has proved of great 

economy as it allows more burial space in a given area 

and there is thus less waste'' (Weed 1912:33). He goes 

on to explain the dimensions of family plots: 

Allowing three by six for grave space, 

two feet for markers, and a six-inch 

margin at the border af a lot, a six 

grave lot would be nine by seventeen, 

such small lots, of course, not 

allowing for monuments. In fact, no 

monuments should be allowed on lots 

less than 14 by 20, containing 280 
square feet, a space for eight lull- 
sized graves and a monument. The 

family which cannot aHord the 

purchase of a lot of this size certainly 

cannot alford a monument (Weed 

1912:43). 

56 Ths comment serves to emphasize the increasing 
commercialization ol cemeteries and ego* to ensure 
"entrepreneurial e&ciency." The new cemeteries were not run 
by churches, towns, or even owner-boards, but by private 
businessmen seeking to from death. 
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The corners of these lots should be marked, minimally, complained that many people sought: 

by flat concrete monuments - the cost of which 

"should not exceed fifty cents each" (Weed 1912:53). to be as exclusive and private in their 

lots as in their dwellings. But when 

Weed also makes it very clear that it is the 

landscape with which the superintendents were 

concerned: 

The best landscape effects cannot be 

obtained when flowers are planted on 

the graves. The individual grave is 

but a small detail of the whole 

grounds, and the general appearance 

of the cemetery should not be marred 

by planting thereon (Weed 

1912:13). 

He argues that mausoleums are not only "unsanitary," 

but often distract from the landscape. As a result, they 

should be severely limited. Likewise, monuments on 

family lots should be limited to one centrally placed 
stone. 

The members o£ the Association of American 

Cemetery Superintendents were even more critical of 

markers, with one noting that: 

A headstone or marker exists merely 

to preserve the location of the grave. 

It does this per£ectly when its top is 

even with the sudace of the ground. 

It is not a work or art or thing of 

beauty. Why should it be allowed to 

mar a beautiid lawn? (Simonds 

1898: 100). 

Weed notes this allows "a l a m  mower to pass over 

them," which translates into "economy in care" (Weed 

1912:94). For all their concern with taste, there seems 

to be little understanding of the beauty, cpality, or - - 

artistry of gravestone markers. The desire to create a 

unilorm - and pre-approved - landscape was lar more 

important than any art form. Death was being rapidly 

transformed into commercial expediency. 

The Superintendents were even more outraged 

at the fences, curbs, and other privatization devices they 

saw in cemeteries. Matthew P. B r a d ,  for example, 

we come to see the confusion and 

unsightly appearance caused by 

stone, iron fences, and copings, it 

becomes our duty to appeal to the 

good senses and taste of the lot 

owners to avoid them altogether . . . 
. Lot Enclosures are unsightly in 

appearance and contrary to good 

taste, besides requiring a good deal o£ 

labor and expense to keep them in 

repair and they destroy the general 

good appearance of the cemetery 

(Bradl 1898: 129-130). ' 

He suggests that *at "all the most important and best 

managed cemeteries, the work of getting rid of stone 

and iron fences has been going on for some time," 

although at Mount Auburn the first voluntary removal 

of curbing didn't take placeDuntil 1885 and there 

doesn't seem to have been any widespread effort uiitil 

the 1920s (Linden-Ward 1990 54-55). It seems likely 

that the cemetery superintendents waged war on curbing 

£or years before actually makingmuch headway. 

Sloane believes that the memorial p rk ,  the 

last (historical) phase in the evolution of the American 

cemetery was the result of the public's desire to further 

isolate death. &sing as it did in the aftermath of World 

War I there may be some truth to this. But perhaps 

even more telling is the increased commercialism of this 

final phase. 

In  1911 Hubert Eaton converted a failed 

CaliIornia cemetery into Forest Lawn - the epitome of 

the memorial park which served as the model lor new 

cemeteries across the country. Drawing upon the 

experiences of both cemetery operators, and real estate 

developers, Eaton recreated the cemetery. He removed 

the last vestiges of death from the landscape, succeeding 

in forcing all monuments to be at ground level. He 

created a cemetery without "gloom." He also created a 

multiservice business, streamhing the process of burial 

by ollering all the senices of the Lneral director, 

cemetery, and monument dealer. Death was given the 
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convenience of "one-stop shopping." 

Sloane observes certain characteristics in the 

development of memorial parks that are especially 

worthy of consideration. For example, almost all took 

large tracts of pasture-like land and developed them 

section by section, using pre-need sales to ogset 

development costs. Since the landscape was typically flat 

suburban farmland, there was no eflort to create 

anything even vaguely picturesque. Instead, there was a 

central drive off which short, circular drives extended, 

creating sections and subsections. Each section had a 

diHerent theme, based on three-dimensional sculpture 

and associated plantinds57. Purchasers were offered a - 
choice oi themes, just as they were offered a choice of 

neighborhoods in which to live (Sloane 1991 : 162). 

Typical of the time, these cemeteries became 

increasingly exclusive, with racial-exclusion clauses in 

their deeds minoring a growing real estate trend. Sloane 

emphasizes that this exclusion had not always been 

standard. Although many cemeteries segregated races, 

very few rural or lawn park cemeteries had exclusionary 

clauses in their deeds (Sloane 1991: 188). By 1917, 
, - 

however, it was commonly held in the courts that blacks 

could be excluded from purchasing a plot by the 

cemetery company. This racial segregation was not 

challenged until well aker V W  II. A more common 

response was lor &can Americans to create their own 

memorial parks, such as Detroit Memorial Park 

Cemetery, organized in 1925 by a group of black 

businessmen, including &can American Lneral 

directors and also ministers (Wright 1993). 

The creators of the memorial parks sought to 

create a cemetery the public would be comfortable 

returning to over and over, but they dramatically 

misread the American public. There was no twentieth 

century interest in having a close relationship with the 

cemetery such as was seen in the nineteenth century. 

57 Although monuments and carved sculpture are 
again seen in a positive light, their place, style, and design are 
very strictly limited by the memorial park owner and designer. 
There is no individual freedom of expression, so the 
recognition of the sculpture's beauty and worth is contrived 
and commercialized. 

Americans no longer wanted to go to a cemetery for 

contemplation or relaxation. Instead, they sought out 

the memorial parks because they offered a total-service 

package that helped reduce the exposure to the reality of 

death and distanced the grave from the mourner. 58 

Another attraction of the memorial parks, especially in 

today's mobile society, may be the assurance that the 

grave site MI1 be protected "in perpetuity," unlike so 

many other graveyards. 

There have been a few efforts to trace the 

development and evolution of different markers. Larry 

W. Price (1966) examined 214 cemeteries in 

southwestern Illinois, identifymg four basic styles of 

markers: a crudely carved sandstbne "keyhole" style 

(1831-1841)59, a plain marble style (1840- 1900), a 

granite or marble obelisk (1870-1 930), and a low, wider 

granite style (1920- 1960). He also observes that more 

recently a "brass or bronze plate" put in at ground level 

had become more popular (Price 1966:205). 

Coleen L. Nutty (1984) conducted a study of 

gravestone art Irom a number ol Midwestern stones 

dating from 1850 through 1900 and, in the process, 

proposed definitions for a number of different stone 

types she encountered, going lar beyond the simple 

styles discussed by Price. For example, upright marble 

tablets are divided into square top, square top with 

ornamentation, multiple square top, rounded top, 

ornamented rounded ton multiDle rounded  to^. 
A '  A A '  

segmented top, ornamented segmented top, indented 

circle, and so i n ,  all of which are considered variations 

of the "standing tablet." Obelisks are divided into at 

least lour styles and are called "columns," while the 

term "block gravestone" is applied to a range ol digerent 

58 Of course, this is not tLe case with all families. 
The presence of trinkets and other memorabilia at the grave 
site, even outside of African American culture, seems to 
suggest that some families strive to un-isolate death by 
maintaining contact witL the deceased. 

59 Although the sydolism of this form is not 
understood, Ruth Little reports that it is found in &can 
American cemeteries in North Carolina during the twentieth 
century (Little 1989:Figure 1 1). 
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rectangular devices (Nutty 1984:55-57). She found 

that her standing tablets dated primarily from the 

1850s through the 1 8 7 0 ~ ~  while the column style was 

popular during the 1880s and 1890s. The block style, 

which appears to include the more massive granite 

styles, became popular after 1890 (Nutty J.984:96-98). 

Regardless 04 the scheme, or the author, these 

efforts at devising evolutionary scenarios must be 

evaluated in the context of the local conditions and 

circumstances. So little is known about the development 

and marketing of stone styles, or the practices of 

consumer choice, that it would be dihcult to offer 

meaningful observations without research far beyond the 

scope of this project. 

For example, as tempting as it might be to 

make a case that Petersburg7s &can h e r i c a n s  had 

more limited consumer choices than whites in the same 

area, this cannot be proffered without undertaking 

exhaustive studies of gravestone styles in both white and 

black cemeteries. Moreover, it would be necessary to 

control for other variables, most especially cultural 

practices, to ensure that only issues of price ?nd 

availability were being considered. 

More important to our current needs, is a clear 

typology of marker styles, allowing us to discuss the 

monuments found in the various cemeteries without 

long digressions on the styles themselves or on added 

decorative elements. As a result, we have taken ideas, 

defimtions, and generalzed styles from a broad range of 

researchers, modified them to suit our needs, and offer 

them here as a glossary of major styles in the s i c a n  

American cemeteries of Petersburg (Figure 6). The 

reader, however, should be aware that these are 

essentially architectural descriptions, because a range of 

artistic or verbal imagery may exist on each type. 

Base, Die and Cap Monument - usually constructed 

of granite or marble, these are very heavy monuments 

consisting of at least three (and oken more) pieces: one 

or more bases (often stepped) on which may be carved a 

family name, a central massive die which usually 

contains the epitaph, and a cap. These monuments 

typically predate 1930. 

Bedstead Monument - headstone, footstone, and 

side rails designed and laid to imitate the form of a bed. 

Initially in marble, although imitated in concrete. 

Sometimes called a "cradle p v e  ." 

Burial Vault Slab - top of the concrete burial vault 

left at grade, forming an imitation ledger. Usually 

plaques with information concerning both the deceased 

and the name of the funeral home are attached. There 

may also be other decorative elements. Often these are 

painted. 

Box Tomb - a masonry box measuring about 3 by 6- 
feet on top of which is laid a horizontal ledger stone. 

Strictly speaking these were not L6tombs" since the 

burial was below grade and the monument was 

afterwards built over the grave. 

Die in Socket - a type ol upright headstone 

terminating in a tab which was set into a socket or 

support buried under the ground. Typically the die in 

socket stone is indistinguishable from a tabletstone 

unless fully exposed. The die in socket stones were 

popular during the last quarter of the nineteenth and 

&st quarter of the twentieth centuries. Both marble and 

concrete styles are recognized. 

Die on 

upright 

about 1 

Base - Two piece monuments consisting of an 

or vertical die set on a broad, Rat base. Prior to 

930 the die was attached with the use of brass or 

iron dowels set with melted sulfur, lead, or -cement. 

Afier this period it was usually attached with a setting 

compound, 

Footstone - usually smaller than a headstone, set 

vertically at the foot of the grave. Inscriptions, when 

present, are typically limited to initials and perhaps a 

death date. 

Government Stone - there are three broad types of 

government-provided headstones and markers. The first, 

often called the "Civil War" type, was approved in 1873 - - - - 
and consists of a tabletstone measuring 4-inches thick 

and 10-inches in width. The top is slightly curved and 

there is a sunken shield in which the inscription appears 

in bas relief. Despite the name this style has been used 

for the eligible deceased of the Revolutionary War, War 

of 1812, Mexican War, Indian Campaigns, and 

Spanish American War. In 1903 the width of the stone 
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was changed to l ~ i n c h e s .  A subcategory of this "Civil 

War" government stone was approved for Confederate 

dead in 1906. The top is pointed and the shield is 

omitted. In 1930 the Confederate Cross of Honor was 

added. The second type of stone, often called the 

 enem em!' type, was used aker World War I. This stone 

is 13-inches in width and the inscription appears on the 

front face without a shield. The third type of 

government stone is the 'Yat marker," approved in 

marble in 1936 and granite i n  1939, and bronze in 

1940. These measure 24-inches by 12-inches. This 

style of stone is also known as the lawn type. 

Headstone - one of the most common grave markers, 

usually set vertically in the ground at the head of the 

grave and containing an inscription. Usually of stone, 

although wood (known as headboards), concrete, and 

metal markers are also known. The term covers both 

tabletstones and also dies in soclqets. Of particular 

interest in Petersburg are the large number of "lodge 
stones." These are small headstones, often about the 

size of footstones, or between 6 and 10 inches in width 

and perhaps about 2 feet in height. They are typically 

marble and contain very basic idormation - usually 

the name of the lodge (sometimes with its symbol), the 

name of the deceased, and the death date. Often the 

birth date is omitted (Figure 2). 

Lawn-Type - these are usually granite or bronze 

plates with their tops set flush with ground level. 

Originally designed for use in lam-park cemeteries 

where there was an objection to other monuments 

breaking-up the landscape and causing problems in 

maintenance activities, such as mowing. These were 

introduced about 1910. They are similar to Raised- 

Top Inscription MaAers. 

Ledger - thin horizontal stone slab laid covering the 

grave. These usually measure about 3-feet by 6-feet and 

may be elaborately carved in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. Occasionally they are set on a low 

masonry base. As the base is increased to about 3-leet 

in height the marker is referred to as a box tomb. When 

the ledger is supported by four to six supports or pillars 

it is called a table stone or table tomb. While usually 

marble, they may also be of concrete. 

Obelislz - this neoclassical monument consists of a 

column or shaft set on a base, which is often multi- 

tiered. They terminate in a pyramidal point. These may 

be marble or occasionally granite and are related to 

Pedestal-Tombs. They were most common from about 

1880 to 1910. 

Pedestal Tomb - this neoclassical monument 

consists of a base, usually high and often multi-tiered, 

which terminates with an urn or other decorative 

element, often a cross-vaulted "rooi." These are typically 

marble and are simply called Obelisks. They usually 

predate 1920. 

Plaque Marker - these are simple rectangular to 

square tablets at a 45-degree angle, sometimes resting 

on s stand design or base. Often the inscription will be 

set within a recessed frame. These monuments are 

found in marble and granite, although they most 

commonly occur in concrete which has been 

whitewashed. 

Pulpit Marker - these stones may be marble or 

granite and have a height typically under 30-inches. 

The inscription is on the slanting top of the marker. 

Occasionally there may be an open book on the top of 

the 'pulpit," containing a Biblical verse. 

Raised-Top Inscription Marlzers - these are 

rectangular slabs, usually of granite, although marble is 

also used. The inscription is on the flat top. They dif£er 

from Lawn-Type markers in that they are raised about 

6-inches above the ground suriace. Although "Rat type9' 

Govenunent Stoner are designed to be used as Lam-  

Type monuments, they are sometimes set as Raised-Top 

Inscription markers. 

Table Stone - this type of marker consists of a ledger 

stone supported by four to six pillars or columns, 

usually about 2 to 3-feet off the ground. At the base, on - 
the ground, is a second stone with shallow tabs for the 

columns. These are also known as table tombs. 

Tabletstone - upright (vertical) single piece of stone 

usually not more than 3-inches thick. Often the depth 

ol the buried portion is equal to or greater than the 

portion exposed. This is also popularly known as a 

headstone. Marble tends to be the most common 

material, although both slate and concrete are also used. 
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The Use of Concrete Monuments far different than casting tabletstones. An interesting 

parallel is illustrated by Lydia Parrish (I. 992:Figure 12) 
Of special interest to our study are the from the Georgia coast. There may also be some 

concrete stones identified in the African American similarity in style to the bronze bust or head recovered 

cemeteries in Petersburg. They are found primarily as from Ife in 1938 (Parrish 1992:Figure 18). 
simple tablets or occasionally as tablets with overhangs 

or "peaked roofs." Many are also cast as what we have 

identified as plaque markers, and most were initially 

whitewashed.60 

The shapes are all fairly common, being found 

at a .wide range ol cemeteries throughout the region 

(Figure 8). For example, tabletstones with a pointed 

top are found not only in Petersburg9s African 

American cemeteries, but also in North Carolina (Little 

1998:Figure 6.25) and in Dorchester County, South 

Carolina. They are easily created using simple wood 

forms, perhaps occasionally using leather belting or 

other flexible material to create the rounded or 

segmented top. 

Less easily crafted, however, are several 

concrete markers found in East View. Described as 

"barbed spears," or perhaps "roofed obelisks," they range 

from about 2 to 4 feet in height and are about 4-inches 

on a side. Not only is the style unusual (we Lave not 
been able to identify it from other &can American 

cemeteries in Virginia. North Carolina, South 

Carolina, or Georgia), but it represents considerably 

more effort on the part of the artisan. Whereas other 

markers are easily created with simple forms, these 

would require considerably more effort and more 

complex casting techniques. This is particularly true of 

the marker at East View that has a cast Negroid head. 

This three-dimensional work, cast as one piece on the 

shaft, would have required a careLlly executed negative 

mold that the concrete could have been poured into - 

60 Whether ths was intended to make them look 
like marble, or has some long-lost tie to the importance of 
white in &can religions, is unknown. In fact, the 
whitewashing may simply have been a sign of respect. of 
keeping the stone clean and neat. Regardless, tLe practice 
appears widespread. Little's (1998) photographs of African 
American markers in North Carolina, for example, show 
many with evidence of remnant whitewashing. The same has 
been seen at an African American cemetery in downtown 
Columbia, south Carolina. 

Although we have no information concerning 

the maker of these unusual concrete forms, we do have 

clues concerning at least two makers of the more 

conventional markers. One informant recounted that 

V.H. Poppa, a mid-twentieth century Petersburg stone 

cutter, produced concrete markers for those clients 

whom he couldn't "sell up" to marble or granite. He 

maintained a variety of forms and special lettering for 

the purpose - suggesting that while a ''sideline" it was 

requested often enough to make it worth his while 

collecting the necessary items for a professional job. 

Another informat told us that one of the 'Wilkerson 

employees also crafted concrete markers as a side-line. 

Both Rotundo (1992) and Little (1989, 

1 998) have discussed the practice of using concrete 

markers among African Americans, making 

observations that are woahy of brief discussion. 

Rotundo cautions against assuming any ethnic folkways, 

claiming that they were produced out of poverty. She 

quotes John Milbauer, who claims: 

with increasing affluence blacks are 

choosing commercial tombstones 

over those made by themselves. The 

transition from folk to mass culture 

mamfests itself in the Afro-American 

cemetery, where one can observe a 

commercial tombstone juxtaposed to 

a homemade marker on the same 

grave (Mllbauer 1991, quoted in 

Rotundo 1992: 105). 

This may, in fact, be true. But we wonder if the process 

is that simple. Clearly concrete markers are sometimes 

chosen because of cost - this is demonstrated bys 
Poppa's decision to offer concrete in order to attract 

more clients. But are commercial stone markers chosen 

only because a family has more money? Might it also 

have something to do with their status (apart from 

financial standing) in the community or perhaps even 

cultural values? To equate this choice with only money 
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may miss other, potentially significant, variables. 

Little, for example, observes that while both 

whites and blacks use concrete markers in their 

respective cemeteries (perhaps because of poverty), there 

are diflerences: 

white gravemarkers adhere more 

tightly to popular aesthetic norms 

tLan the African American ones. . . 
. Black gravemarkers exhibit the 

animated style and uninhibited 

handling of materials that 

characterize much of the &can 

American material culture, including 

pi i ts  and paintings. Blacks were 

generally not drawn into the social 

posturing of white society in the 

erection of a fashionable monument, 

and black artisans remain freer of the 

preconceptions of a ktting and proper 
grave monument that guide white 

artisans (Little 1998:268). 

Although we are not sure that we would agree 

with Little's comments concerning "social posturing," 

since this likely depends on issues of status, location, 

and time period, we do believe that her observations 

concerning a different style are appropriate - and 

perhaps nowhere better illustrated than with the 

presence of the "barbed spear" monuments. It seems 

likely that th is* a topic which has received far too little 

examination and may be sufiering &om its focus. It may 

be, for example, that the b'popular aesthetic norms" of 

which Little speaks are actually only the norms of white 

society. It may be that upon more careful scrutiny we 

would find that African American society has its o m  

bbpopular aesthetic norms," historically quite 

independent of white society. 

work, several examples of which are still present in 

People's Cemetery. 

This tendency, of course, was not unique to 

blacks. As previously discussed, at the height of the 

Rural Cemetery movement came an increasing focus on 

privacy, exclusivity, and conspicuous consumption.61 At 
a philosophical level this was intolerable to those who 
viewed the movement as one fostering pious 

contemplation and who viewed the rural cemetery as a 

bbplace of moral purity, in contrast to the impure 

commercial world of the cities" (Sloane 199 1 :86). A. J. 
Downing was forceM in his disdain for what rural 

cemeteries were becoming with the introduction of 

curbing, gates, and large monuments. He argued that 

the rural cemetery was intended to "educate" the public 

through lessons of "natural beauty" and that by 

"enclosing" lots (with curbs, but especially with fences), 

lot-holders violated the balance between nature and art 

(Sloane 1991 :88). He argued that: 

The exhibitions of ironmongery, in 

the shape of vulgar iron railings, 

posts and chains, balustrades, etc., all 
belonging properly to the front-door 

steps and areas of Broadway and 

Chestnut-street [in Philadelphia], 

and for the most part barbarous and 

cockneyish in their forms, are totally 

out of keeping with the aspect of 

nature, the repose, and the seclusion 

of a rural cemetery (Downing 

1846:229-230). 

This sentiment against fencing continued, 

unabated, among the bbprofessionals" throughout the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. At the turn of 

the century H.E. Weed commented that, "there is a 

great need for the spreading of the gospel of simplicity 

Fences and Curbing 

The a i c a n  American cemeteries in Of course some fencing was used, as discussed in 
the section on People's Cemetery, to protect the stones and Petersburg contain a number of fenced plots, indicative 
graves from cattle. Nevertheless, many of the iron fences 

o4 the efforts that the families took to permanently 
found in our cemeteries post-date the time when wandering 

mark, and memorialize, their cemetery plots. Fences livestock would have been a serious concern. Their use, 
ranged from simple and inexpensive to individually therefore, must express something concerning the 
crafted art forms. The earliest fences were simple wire aesthetic. *' 
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among the lot owners, and all cemetery officials should 

consider it their duty to aid in this education" (Weed 

1912:123). But more than "aid," Weed argued that 

superintendents should actively remove eyesores and 

problems, such as fences, copings, grave mounds, and 

even foot stones (Weed 1912: 120-122). This, coupled 

wi th  America's eventual war drives for metal, decimated 

many cemeteries (Sloane 1991 91). 

Linden- Ward (1990:54), however, suggests 

that it was not so much the Superintendents who 

managed to have fences curtailed as it was the American 

public's change in taste. In the 1880s they began to be 

considered "old fashioned," although they continued to 

be used for perhaps another 30 or 40 years in many 

areas - such as Petersburg and most of the South. 

One of the most proldic companies is Stewart 
Iron Works, which gradually grew out of Stewart & 
Martin Iron Fence Works in Covington, Kentucky, first 

established in 1862 by R.C. Stewart and T.A. Martin. 

By 1869 the partners had gone separate ways, with 

Stewart operating a successIul business in Covington. 

By 1887 two of Stewart's sons established a foundry-in 

Wichita, Kansas, although their lather and another 

brother, Frank L. Stewart, remained in Covington, 

operating the Stewart works, which seems to have been 

formally established in 1886. Aker an 1889 fire, the 

brothers returned to Covington, consolidating the 

iamily business. Frank L. Stewart was, at that time, the 

general foreman of the operations. By 1914 the 

company surrendered its Ohio charter and again 

consolidated their operations in Kentucky 

(Liet~enma~er 1998). The company is still in existence 

and continues to manufacture many of its historic 

fences using the original patterns. Although producing 

jail ironwork, bridges, and even trucks, cemetery tences 

were a specialty (see Figure 9). 

This company has fences in many cemeteries 

throughout the area east of the Mississippil including at 

least two in Little Church. Stewart was one of the 

largest companies, selling fences directly to both 

individuals and retailers (such as hardware or dry goods 

stores), and also selling their products to "middle men" 

(such as fence companies) who would install fences 

using their own identification plates (or none at all). 

This is also seen at Little Church, where a Stewart 

design is installed with another company's shield. 

We have also identitied at least one fence of 

the Cincinnati Iron Gate Company in Little Church. 

This £inn was first listed in Cincinnati city directories 

in 1905 and continued in business until 1968. During 

at least part of their history the general manager was 

Frank L. Stewart, who served as the general foreman at 

the Stewart Iron Works for many years (and who died 

in 1912). The Public Library of Cincinnati and 

Hamilton County has three catalogs from this 

company, with one approximately dated to about 1925. 
Their fences varied in price from about $1.10 to $2.30 
per linear foot, with so-called walk gates (3 feet 2 inches 

in width) ranging from $9.50 to $22.00. Arched 

gateways and gates ranged from about $182 to $234 
(Cincinnati Iron Fence Co., price- List No. 25, The 

Public ~ibrary of Cincinnati and Hamilton County). 

Found in Peoples Cemetery were taro fences 

marked with a winged globe shield. O n  this shield is 

" T H E I V A L L E Y  F O R G E / P A T E N T  
FENCE S/KNOXVILLE/TENN." We have found 

only two references to The Valley Forge. One is from 

Kephart 's (1 90 1) Manufacturers of Knoxville, Tennessa , 
a promotional booklet that lists H.O. Nelson as 

proprietor and observes that it was &st started in 1823. 
At the turn of the century 10 men were employed at the 

shop and the company indicated that its sole product, 

wrought steel fences, were used in cemeteries, 

public parks, etc." The 1902 City Directory includes an 

ad for the firm, on the same page as a machine shop 

and the W.L. Bean Monument Company. 

C. Hanika O Sons of Celina, Ohio have 

fences in both Little Church and Peoples. Their shield 

is a rather plain circle in which is cast, "C. HANIKAJ 
&ISONS/CEILINA, OHIO." To date we have been 

unable to obtain any additional information concerning 

this company. There is no listing for them in Archives 

Library of the Ohio Historical Society, nor have any 

Celina City Directories been identified. An inquiry to 

the Mercer County Historical Society in Celina has 

gone unanswered. Curiously, several of the fences have 

an identical shield except the city is listed as Muncie, 



Indiana. Further 

research may 

identify the firm. 

In addition 

to these traditional 

fences, several of 

P e t e r s b u r g ' s  

African k e r i c a n  

cemeteries also 

revealed examples 

of very low borders, 

consisting of 

plastic or wire 

fences used in lawn 

edging or borders 

of bricks. These 

typically surround - .  
a single grave 

(Figure 10). Little 

contrasts these 

grave enclosures at 

black cemeteries 

with the white 

practice of 

enclosing an entire 

plot (Little 

1989: 121). In 

fact, tlne difference 

is so great that we 

not, strictly 

speaking, fencing, but perhaps are more appropriately 

considered grave decorations. Their £unction seems not 

so much exclusionary as commemorative. They help 

define the grave and ensure its place is remembered. 

suspect that the 

Curbing followed a history similar to that of 

iron work. Introduced in the 1860s. it became very 

popular in the 1870s, only to begin its decline at 

cemeteries such as Mount Auburn in the 1880s 

(Linden-Ward 1990:52-54). Curbing, however, seems 

to have disappeared from cemeteries far more slowly 

than fences, perhaps because it was more stable and also 

because it has less salvage value. Regardless, most 

cemeteries didn't see any massive curbing removal until 

the 1920s. At Petersburg, in contrast, it appears that 

Figure 9. Example of Stewart Iron Works advertisement for cemetery fencing. 

curbing was still very popular in the 1926s, perhaps well 

into the 1940s, when it was being re-established for 

plots removed by highway widening. It was apparently 

even reinstalled with some of the 1968 re-interments. 

low enclosures are 1 

The curbing observed in Petersburg falls into 

two broad categories. It may be well executed granite. 

often rounded with corner posts, or granite with 

rusticated sides (Figure 11). In either case the family 

name was often cut in an entryway on one side of the 

plot. This curbing was typically installed in sections 

ranging from 4 to 8 feet in length, with the individual 

sections attached to one another using iron dogs. The 

other category of curbing is made from concrete, 

apparently cast on-site. Again, the family name is oiten 
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at some "entry point," where the name is 

impressed into the wet concrete using 

some sort of letters. A variation of the 

concrete curbing has small marble flakes 

impressed into the outer surface. 

Neither type of curbing bears 

any manufacturer's name, although it 

was almost certainly produced locally. In 

fact, in speaking with Ronald Hess, 

owner of Hess Trigard, we discovered 

that the stonecutter Poppa had made the 

concrete curbing with limestone £lakes. 

Poppa apparently tried to sell individuals 

(white or black) marble or granite sto~ms - 
and coping first. If they didn't order 

these, he had a fall-back line - making 

concrete monuments and curbing. Both 

were apparently made with, and without, 

the marble flakes. These were sweepings 

from his floor that were dusted in the 

mold prior to the concrete being added. 

This apparently provided a "touch of 

class" to the otherwise utilitarian 

concrete. Although he produced both, we 

don't know if the marble chips made the 

stone or curbing more expensive. 

Petersbur!j7s Stone Cutters 

The only Petenburg stone 

cutter whose history has been extensively 

explored is Charles Miller Walsh, whb 

was active from 1865 through 1901 
(Briggs 1990). A Confederate veteran, 

he apparently apprenticed in Petersburg, 

perhaps under Charles Ritch (who left 

no known signed stones), prior to the 

C i d  War. Afterwards he opened his own 

shop, eventually calling it the Cockade Marble Works. cluldren mere involved in the £inn before Walsh's death, 
What are probably a small minority of his stones are as well as the fact that the firm continued for at least a 
s i n e  C.M.W., C.M. Walsh, or C.M. Walsh, few years afterward. She does not, however, indicate the 
Petersburg, ~ a . ~ ~  Briggs mentions that several of his ultimate disposition of the business (Briggs 1990: I. 64). 

e of decorative fencing placed around a grave in People's 

62 Although Briggs comments that the use of 

Petersburg in his signature is found only on stones outside 

the city, we identilied it on several stones in East View and People's cemeteries. 
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Figure 11. Example of curbing found in People's Cemetery. I 
While it oIIers an excellent beginning, Briggs 

fails to include any of the Walsh stones from 

Petersburg7s African American cemeteries in her 

inventory (Briggs i990:Appendix 2 and 3). Given the 

proximity of the various cemeteries, we question why 

only Blandford was included in her study. It is clear 

from our work that Walsh, Confederate veteran or not, 

was &g to serve the &can American community. 

Further research may compare the styles of stones 

found in the wLte and black cemeteries, but our general 

observations suggest that there are little or no 

differences. 

There are several additional stone carvers 

represented in People's, Little Church, and East View, 

as well as the "Negro Section" of Blandford. Table 3 
lists these individuals, but unfortunately there are no 

published histories for any. The limited oral histories 

sought during this stage of investigation suggests that a 

detailed historical survey should be conducted. As an 

example, we were told by one informant that during the 

late 1940s through the early 1960s there were three 

lirms lined up on S. Crater: Poppa, Arlie Andrews, and 

Crowder. There was, however, no real competition. 

Prices were readily communicated from one firm to 

another. In addition, Pembroke Granite Works is 

reposed to have been an umbrella company for all three 

stone cutters. Today the only remaining companies are 

Pedroke  (under new ownership) and Hess-Trigard (the 

successor to V.H. Poppa). 

Only four stone carvers are reported from 

Blandford, n i t  because the others sold exclusively to the 

&ican American community, but rathk because our 

Blandford data is based on the National Register 

nomination, which focused only on the period up to 

1900. The bulk of the carvers not identified as being in 

  land ford all date from the turn of the century. The 

one clear dgerence between Blandford and the &ican 

American cemeteries is the greater use of extralocal 

stone carvers in Blandford, compared to the Alrican 

American cemeteries, where only Little Church revealed 

a single non-Petersburg carver (Oakwood, identihed 

from Richmond). 

Based on this initial overview we have not been 

able to detect any carvers that were either more or less 
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Stone Cutters Identified in Petersburgrs Afncan American Cemeteries 

(Blandlord included for comparison) 

Crowder Memorials 

Pembroke Granite Works 

Arlie G. Andrews 

Oakwood (Richmond) €4 

pevalent, with the exception of Milton &vers, who was 

an Afncan American. Although we have not conducted 

an exhaustive examination of Blandford, it may be that 

he found his clientele exclusively in the black 

community. 
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PEOPLE'S MEMOR CEMETERY 

Current Condition plots.' What were more likely early entrances, forming 

a horseshoe drive are marked today only by remnant 
What is today known as People's Memorial curb cuts (although at least portions of both can still be 

Cemetery is situated on the west side of S. Crater Street traced among the graves). 
across from Blandford Cemetery (Figures 12 andl3). It 
is bordered to the north by two residential lots and the The westem-most extension of People's, as dl 
modern, but indistinct, boundary of Little Church be discussed below, is actually a recent addition, 
Cemetery. To the south is a commercial lot (fronting on purchased by the City in 1943 for the relocation of 
S. Crater) and Windy 

ILdge Apartments. The 

southwestern boundary 

consists of residential 

lots, although the bulk 

are not currently 

developed. St. Andrears 

Street stops at the 

cemetery's western 

boundary, while 

TaUiaferro Street turns 

to the north and 

continues to Mingea 

Street . Along Talliaferro 

is a narrow triangle of 

property which, 

according to the deeds, is 

not actually part of 

~eople's Cemetery. 

Nevertheless, as these 
1 1 

discussions reveal, it I I 
appears to contain 

burials and should be 

considered part of the 

c e m e t e r y  t o r  
management purposes. burials fronting S. Crater, where road construction was 

planned. This addition incorporates a parallelogram 

The cemetery is bisected east-west by a gravel containing about an acre. Excluding this addition, 
road running off S. Crater and, at the far end of the People's Cemetery has a roughly trapezoid form and 

cemetery, tying into the intersection of St. Andrears and 

Talliaierro streets. This does not appear to an original 

road for the cemetery and, we believe, was created within 
the past 70 years to provide access to the different As a result, it is likely that this "modern" road 

has been laid through graves and family 
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incorporates about 7.2 acres.2 Lieutenant Run prior to the constmction of 1-85 and 

95. On the opposite side of the drainage the cemetery's 
The cemetery's graves and family plots (again, topography slopes steeply to the southeast. 

except for the new addition) have a distinct and fairly 

consistent orientation of about 116 '30' (or only 3 '30' At the western edge of the cemetery, toward 
ofi magnetic east-west) (Figure 14). The 1943 addition Talliaferro Street, the topography becomes level, before 
breaks with historic pattern, assuming a orientation of once again dropping steeply down a short bank to the 
about 145' - apparently adopted for convenience's road. The cemetery's property, according to the plat, 
sake since it allows more full plots to be laid into the ends at the crest of tLs lowest slope, wUe the city owns 
available space (as mentioned by Weed 1912: 15). the strip sloping down to the road. This strip widens to 

the north, toward Little Church Cemetery, becoming 

~ e o ~ l e ' s  Cemetery occupies the southern edge more steeply sloped and containing less level land. 
ol a ridge top (which extends northward into Little 

Church Cemetery), with a maximum elevation of about The northern third of the parcel, adjacent to 

Little Church 

far less 

sloping and 

presents a 

very gradual 

slope &om S. 
Crater Road 

to Talliaferro 

Street. The 

ridge top 

e x t e n d s  

northward, 

into Little 

Church, so 

that what 

might' be 

considered 

the prime 

lots occur 
1 - 

along 5.  
l~igure 14. Example of a family plot with plantings, markers, and use of both lot and grave curbing. I crater Road 

and along the 

130 feet above mean sea level (AMSL). The topography eastern third of the property. Along Crater Road, 

slopes to the south, and there is a remnant drainage however, there is a slight bank, suggesting that as the 

running northeast-southwest through the eastern third highway has been widened into People's Cemetery the 

of the property. %s is shown as a “ditch" on the 1996 bulk of the work has involved fill sections. 

survey, but the USGS topographic map suggests it is 

more &ely an intermittent drainage that emptied into The cemetery includes both open grassed areas 

as well as sections dominated by large (primarily oak) 

trees which have reduced or completely shaded out the 

The portion ol people's Cemetery now owned by grass. Although recent efforts to clear the undergrowth 

the City of petemburg measures 8.123 acres according to its have largely been successL1, there remain a number of 

1996 survey by Harvey L. parks, Inc. weedy areas and, especially around the oaks, large 
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clumps of poison ivy. The trees themselves are not well 

tended and have suffered from years of neglect. A 
number of trees, for example, evidence damage from 

past wind and ice storms. Grass mowing is sporadic and 

Is supplemented with the use of nylon-string weed 

trimmers among the graves. There is evidence of 

considerable damage to the stones from these practices. 

Leal raking is likewise sporadic and there are, at times, 

dense accumulations of leaves both on the grass and also 

on the stones. 

Although there were no open graves, occasional - - 

erosional areas, as we1 as small excavations to reveal 

buried inscriptions on stones, gave us some idea of the 

soils in People's Cemetery. In the more upland areas 

there appears to be a fairly well developed A horizon of - - 

dark brown loamy sand overlying a firm red clay. This 

is typical of the Cecil-Applind area of what has been - -  - 
ca1k;l the red-clay hill region stretching from Alabama 

through the Carolinas and into Virginia (U.S. 
Department of Agriculture 1939: 1059). 

There is a report that heavy equipment was 

used to clear the underbrush when the cemetery was 

first taken over the City of Petersburg. The only clearly 

visible evidence of this are two spoil piles on the south 

side of the gravel access road about mid-way in the - 
cemetery. Two displaced stones were found in or on the 

edge of these piles, suggesting that the piles are result of 

aggressive clearing operations. 

There are no pathways in the cemetery and a 

landscaping plan, probalby dating about 1926, which 

would have provided walkways within the family plot 

layout, was not fully implemented and its vestiges have 

been lost (largely through the breakdown of the formal 

cemetery arrangement and use of available space). The 

single road is in poor c~ndi t ion .~  Ruts and erosional 

areas appear to be occasionally filled in by a light 

grading, but there is no evidence of any planned 

As previously mentioned there are curb cuts for 

maintenance. Moreover, as previously mentioned, this 

is a relatively new road which may have been placed over 

a number of graves. During our investigations we found 

that this road was commonly used as a cut-through 

between Crater Road and the neighborhoods to the west, 

off St. Andrew Street. O n  only a few occasions was the 

road used by individuals having business in the 

cemetery. 

While there are no formal pathways, the 

cemetery sees a great deal of pedestrian traffic, largely 

cutting through from the vicinity of Talliaferro and St. 

Andre- streets in the west to Windy ILdge Apartments 

along the southern side. This tralfic is unimpeded since 

the cemetery is completely open and unsecured. In 

several areas close to the apartments there are worn 

pathways marking heavy use areas. In one area a 

basketball hoop has been set up in the cemetery and 

local youth from the apartments play basketball among 

the graves. This pedestrian trafhc is also the source of 

a great deal of trash found in the cemetery. Lacking 

trash cans, these debris are scattered throughout and the 

City has no organized effort to pick up trash or 

maintain the cemetery. 

There is no parlnng area'for visitors or for use 

during funerals or other ceremonies. It appears that the 

lower (western) section bordering Talliaferro Street has 

been used, based on the compaction results of the 

penetrometer study (discussed below). Nevertheless, this 

area is very limited and during our investigations we 

observed that most visitors simply pull off the central 

gravel road, parking on unmarked graves. 

Stones and other monuments in the cemetery 

show considerable variation in condition (Figure 15). A 
large number e&it some form of mower or weed whip 

damage. Many are simply toppled or badly leaning - 
the result of graves sinking. There are also a number 

which have been broken. Vandalism seems to be only a 

minor problem and appears (at present) to be focused in 

the new section at the far rear (western) comer of the 

cemetery. Graves in this area are in very close proximity 

the original access road. These curb cuts, however, provide 
inappropriate access to the cemetery. During our study we 
observed one vehicle take one of these entrances, drive among 
the markers on the grass, wind its way to the gravel road, then 
speed OH. 
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to a number of houses.* 

It is important to 

emphasize that all these problems 

most certainly existed before the 

City took ownership of the 

cemetery. In fact, most are the 

result of 'years of neglect and . 
inadequate maintenance. 

However, by virtue of ownership 

the City now has the 

responsibility to make substantive 

improvements in the care and 

maintenance of the cemetery (as 

outlined below). 

Historical Synopsis 

l ~ i ~ u r e  15. Examples of toppled and broken monuments. 
Deed records in the City 

of Petersburg Hustings Court 

chronicle three stages in the historical development of Thomas Walden Harrison Bailey 
People's Memorial Cemetery. The written record begins James Ford John K. Shore 
in 184.0. In that year WAam H. and Edith Wdiams, Robert Chieves John McRae 
who were white, sold to twenty-eight men a parcel at the James Fells John Myrick 
west side of Blandford Road (today's South Crater William Underdue Latinus Stewart 
Road) for use "as a burying ground."5 It is possible that Thomas Pritchet Henry H. Elebeck 
the land was already being used as a cemetery; however Robert Stewart Paul Jones 
neither this deed nor the deed filed when Villiams John Cary Frank Stewart 
prchased the land in 1837 (part of a 16-acre John Bays Edward Stokes 
conveyance from Samuel and Mary Robbins) makes any William Adkins Cato Guthrage 
mention of burial. Henry Claibome James Easter 

William &ng Hartwell parham6 
The 1.840 purchasers, who paid $200 for their 

acre of land, were all residents of Petersburg, and all Among them were members of the Elebeck 
believed to have been free men of color: and Stewart families, who had been active with the 

earlier Benevolent Society of Flee Men of Color, which 
Bailey Matthews Gaston Burnett had purchased a half-acre site (location not certain, but 

Arthur Par ham Thomas Joiner see Figure 4) for a cemetery in 1818. The 1840 deed 

does not speciiy that the cemetery was being acquired 

for a benevolent burial association, but clearlv this was 
d 

In one area a portion of the City's property (a 20 
loot open area) is being occupied by an adjacent property - - 

owner. This proximity, we believe, results in much mischief Several of the are found in the hrst 
and is an excellent example o£ why appropriate {encing and volume (1194-1818) of Petersburg's Register of Free Negroes 
maintenance are critical. and ~ulat toes:  Thomas Joiner (#322), " ~ d l y "  King (# 7'41), 

John "Stuart" (#504), Uliah Tyner (#676), Hanison Bailey 
' Hustings Court, City oi petemburg, ~ e e d  ~ o o k  (#864). Others have been identified by Luther Porter 

11, p. 321. Jackson and Lucious Edwards Jr. 
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Figure 16. 1880 plat of a portion of People's Cemetery. 

As with the earlier group, the deed 

does not specify the arrangement these men 

had made for the purchase and use of the 

land, but they too were almost certainly 

co-operating on behalf of a 

mutual-assistance or burial society. 

Although none of their family names were 

the same as those of the earlier group, 

several ol them are known to have had 

family or business connections with them 

and with each other (see Jackson 1942 and 

Edwards 1971). By 1880 this property 

was referred to as Scott Cemetery, lor 

undertaker Thomas Scott. 

The largest portion of the 

cemetery was the last to be acquired from 

Williams' estate. The 51/8 acre tract south 

of the 1865 lot was purchased privately in 

1868 by Peter Archer, a barber; h i s t e a d  

Wilson, a blacksmith; and William 

Ja~kson .~  Archer established a residence on 

his share, north of which the families laid 

the case. Whether the Benevolent Society had already 

been supplanted by the Benekcial Society of Free Men 

of Color is not certain. Later relerences to this plot as 
"B f"1" ene icia and not "Benevolent" indicate that its 

prchasers had acted for the antebellum Beneficial 

society.? 

out three 16' X 16' grave plots, marked 

Archer, Wilson, and Jackson on an 1880 plat (Figure 

16). Peter Archer and his widow Sarah h (d. 1882), 
Armistead Wilson (d. 1880). and other members of 

their families and the Jacksons probably rest in this 

section of today's Peoples Cemetery.'' 

The Beers Map shows a dwelling house marked 

"Archer Est." at about this location in 1871 (Figure 

13, the year his heirs sold their third of the land. The 

purchaser was J. C. Drake, whose wife Eloise was an 

heir to WAam Jackson's estate (she may have been his 

daughter). Two years later, the rest of the tract was 

divided: the northernmost section, with the grave plots, 

was conveyed to undertaker Thomas Scott, while the 

Jackson heirs retained the balance." Thus the 5% acre 

In March 1865 Wdiams sold another tract, 

two acres south of the first, to a group of ten men, 

again identikable as prominent in the antebellum free 

black community: 

John Hill Joseph Bentley 
Harrison Artis Thomas Scott 
John Brewer Robert Buck 
Jesse O'Bird &chard Kennard 
Benjamin Robert Hargrave Henry  aso on^ 

Hustings Court, Deed Book 31, p. 832. 

For example, the 1882 deed to Little Church lo Clippings in Obituaries scrapbook (np, nd, 

Cemetery reiers to "tLe Benekcial Cemetery lot to its south" Petersburg Public Library). 

(Hustings Court, Deed ~ o o k  43, p. 99). 
11 Hustings Court, Deed Book 38, p. 348; Book 

Hustings Court, Deed Book 28, p. 347. 40, p. 554; Book 41, p. 46. 
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Figure 17. Portion of the 1822 Beers map overlaid on a modem tau map showing the approximate location of the 

Archer Est. and People's Cemetery. 
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parcel had come to be held by the Jackson-Drake family 

and Thomas Scott. 

Within the early deeds can be seen the 

beginnings of several aspects of the history of the 

cemetery known today as People's Memorial. First, 

most of the land was owned by groups of individuals, 

not by chattered organizations. Unlike the continuity 

at city-owned Blandford Cemetery, when trusteeship of 

an association changed, or it became inactive, there was 

not an assignment of responsibility for the burial 

grounds. 

There was periodic physical neglect, and from 

an early date record keeping was erratic at best. Not all 

graves were marked, and f a d e s  died out, moved away, 

or simply forgot where relatives were buried. Grave sites 

were sold by organizations whose maps or layouts 

disappeared when the groups became defunct. Deeds 

that were issued or re-issued from the 1920s through 

the 1940s often refer to a location in a named section, 

but may also indicate "number to be given after map is 

completed" or "when new plat is made."12 The goal ol 

mapping the cemetery accurately has never been 

achieved. Even had it been attempted as early as 1880, 
it would probably have been impossible; too many 

burials would have been forgotten, and too many deeds 

misplaced. 

Alongside the evidence of occasional severe 

neglect, People's Memorial Cemetery retains positive 

physical reminders of its association with benevolent 

societies. Mutual aid societies and secret fraternal 

orders both offered burial assistance to their members. 

In fact, provision of a decent funeral and burial site was 

earlytwentieth century Petersburg. Besides serving as 

oHicers of benevolent organizations, several men 

involved with the land were funeral directors. Access to 

burial plots was among the services provided by Thomas 

Scott, Thomas Brown, James M. Wilkerson, and 

William F. Jackson, all African-American undertakers 

during different periods of the city's history. 

For years, the various sections of today's 

People's Cemetery were referred to by separate names 

that remained in local memory even when records were 

poorly kept. From north to south, these were Old 
Benehcial (the original acre), Beneficial Board (2 acres 

acquired in 1865, known as Scott Cemetery in 1880), 

Providence First Section (north section of 

Archer-Wilson-Jackson tract, purchased by Thomas 

Scott in 1819), Providence Second Section and 

Jackson Cemeteryllackson Memorial Cemetery Section 

(the balance of the Archer-Wilson-Jackson-Drake tract). 

In about 1926, when trustees of the cemetery laid out 

a master plan for improvements, the sections were 

labeled according to common usage. 
13 

Noah of the peoples complex, Little Church 

Cemetery was privately owned by the Wilkerson family. 

In 1931, by a deed from J. M. Wilkerson to the 

People's Memorial Committee, Little Church was 

merged into Peoples. The agreement was intended to 

eliminate property taxes on Llttle Church, and combine 

use and maintenance of the two plots." However, the 

deed was not filed in Hustings Court. In 1986 when 

the City of Petersburg accepted ownership of People's 

Cemetery, the boundary was drawn to include part but 

not all of Little Church. Title to its north half remains 

in J. M. Wilkerson Funeral Establishment. 
a primary purpose of some groups. A lodge or 
associational funeral was a great celebration of unitv, 

,' 

reinforced in Petersburgj by t i e  habit, adopted not only 
13 11 Plat of Outlay 'The People's Memorial 

by mystic fraternal orders but also the more prosaic Cemetery, Petersburg VA," nd, ca. 1926 (copy in Siege 

mutual-assistance clubs, of placing separate markers Museum Mes). W.E .B. DuBois (DuBois 1907:94) noted the 

inscribed with club name or lodge symbol at membersf presence of a 163-member "~eneficial Association" in 
Petersburg, a group organized in 1893. This was at least the 

graves. 
third group by that name, and is probaLly the Beneficial 

- .  

~oard-cited in People's records. Du~ois  did not record the 
Another aspect of cemetery ownership relates existence oi Providence Association, though he recognized 

to the undertaking business in nineteenth and that as the name of the cemetery. 

12~eoples Cemetery Records: Reel Two. 

14 People's Memorial Association Minutes, 
February 10, 1931 (Siege Museum files). 
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The white population of Petersburg historically 

considered the several adjoining cemeteries as one 

property. An 1810 news article complains about the 

condition of the: 

colored people's burying ground near 

the Brick Church. The whole place 

is open and exposeed to the ravages of 

cattle; graves are trampled on; the 

tombstones are knocked down, and 

no one seems to take any care of the 

place whatever. Now, we do not 

know whose business it is exactly to 

see to it, but it is surely somebody's, 

and whoever that somebody is, we 

suggest that he or they take some 

steps to have a new fence put around 

the yard.'' 

The mingling of names and blurring of 

property lines continued into the twentieth century. In 

1901, W. E. B. DuBois (DuBois 1902: 132) recorded 

two Negro cemeteries in Petersburg: East View, and 

"Providence," a name that to him covered the entire 

Peoples/Little Church complex. Maps prepared by the 

City Engineer's ojhce (1892 and 1930) show "Colored 

Cemete j or "Peoples Memorial Cemetery (Colored)" 

extending south from Mingea Street, and the Sanborn 

Map Company also treated the entire area as one burial 

ground (Figure 18). 

There were periodic attempts to reconstitute or 

replace the organizations that had initially had charge of 

the cemetery tracts. In 1894, Thomas H. Brown, C. 
B. Stevens, John Berry and John G. Smith organized 

themselves in an agreement to oversee the work at 

Peoples Cemetery, then in very bad condition. The 

People's Memorial Association worked to put the 

in a pretty condition. . ., but interest died and 

it soon went back to a  wilderness.^^'^ 

According to city directories, hom 1899 until 

15 Petersburg Daih Courier, May 12, 1820. 

l6 Thomas H. Brown, open letter, February 1931 
(Siege Museum files). 

at least 1911, James M. Wilkerson was superintendent 

of Providence, Old ~eneficial and Little Church 

cemeteries. During this time, interest may have died in 

the group headed by Brown, but there was certainly 

activity on behalf of the cemetery. On Labor Day 1906 
a new iron fence with a central arched gate was 

dedicated, secured and set up by the Women Union 

Cemetery Club, led by Nellie Coleman, Cindarella 

Byrd, and Malinda Johnson. The printed 

announcement states that, with the help of churches, 

Sunday Schools, Lodges and Societies, the club had 

contributed much of the $350 needed to pay for the 

fence and erection, but $100 was still needed to 

dedicate it free of debt (Figure 19). The gate must 

eventually have been paid for, and is remembered as 

reading "Providence Cemetery.tt17 

Thomas H. Brown (1862-1952) is the 

individual most closely associated with People's 

Cemetery during the first half of the twentieth century. 

It is impossible to speculate from this distance on the 

degree of rivalry between him and others for 

management of the property. His explanation of how 

he came to manage People's Cemetery was as follows: 

The Old Beneficial Board bought the 

first land (1840) for the cemetery; 

the second and third acquisitions 

(1865 and 1829) were made on 

behalf of the Providence Mutual 

Society and the Jackson Club. Tax 

rolls recorded the land as owned by 

Thomas Scott, pesident of the Old 
BeneficiaI Board, William Berry, and 

others; but in an unrecorded deed, 

the trustees of Beneficial and Jackson 

had transferred their interest to tLe 

Providence Mutual Society. Thomas 

Brown was the last surviving trustee 

of Providence. Further, in an 1894 
Hustings Court case apparently 

brought on by the Brown-led cleanup 

" Newspaper article announcing dedication in 
undated scrapbook, Major William Henry Johnson Papers, 
VSU library Special Collections. Interview, Mrs. Mary Lee 
Berry, January 28, 1999. 
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h~uidred and sixty dollars. 

~ ~ L L I R S  more by or on the  day oi dedicatioa: 

- .  ---- .- .-- .. 1 . . a__-. 
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of the grounds, the legal owners and 

heirs to the land (Thomas Scott, C. 
B. Stevens, J. K. Berry and Isham 

Carry) lost their rights by not being 

elected Trustees of the newly-formed 

People's Memorial Association, 

which was given title. Thus, as 

Chairman of the Trustees, Brown 

had come to manage all the 

components of the People's 

Memorial Cemetery, holding the 

property on behalf -of the ~ L s t e e  
- .  

Board and the individual lot owners 

(Brown 1942). 

Particularly because of the absence of 

organizational charters and deeds, the reform-minded 

city government of the 1920s must have been relieved 

to have a single organization and a single individual to 

accept accountability for the grounds. They had not 

bargained for Brown's tirelessness in demanding public 

assistance for People's Cemetery, or his simple 

longevity. It was only with difficulty that for decades 

Thomas Brown's strongly-voiced demands on behalf of 

People's Memorial Cemetery could be denied. 

Captain Thomas H. Brown was an undertaker 

who began his career as an employee of Thomas Scott 

and eventually took over the business. Although he was 

successful in Petenburg, and active in the People's 

Memorial Association, he was absent from the city for 

several years during the early twentieth century; his 

granddaughter recalls that he operated in Alexandria for 

a time.18 The 1914 city directory shows that he had 

returned to Petersburg. A few years later he was again 

in charge of People's Cemetery. 

maintaining, and enlarging Blandford Cemetery. 19 

Reacting to these public expenditures, Brown returned 

to the old issue of tax-exempt status for People's 

Cemetery. In 1921 the property tax was finally 

eliminated, with the land being recognized as a place set 

aside by a charitable group for the purpose of burying 

the dead." 

In about 1922, the People's Association was 

reorganized as the Colored Cemetery Association, 

Brown retaining his post as Keeper of the People's 

Memorial Cemeteries. The city government drew up 

rules to govern the cemetery (Figure ZO), providing for 

the Association to elect the Keeper and spelling out his 

duties and powers. During this period, the Colored 

Chamber of Commerce and most of the Akican 

American churches in Petersburg were involved in the 

effort to bring the cemetery into line wi th  city health 

and safety regulations, and also in the attempts to 

improve the grounds. Their fund-raising was targeted 

toward the community; it is difficult to tell how much 

they were simultaneously lobbying £or pbl ic  funds." 

Regardless, public funding mas not forthcoming and the 

burden remained on the cemetery's own constituency. 

Despite the inability or unwillingness of lot 

owners to fund even the annual care tee ($3/ssuare) 

permitted under city regulationsIz2 in 1926 the 

Cemetery Memorial Association and Colored Chamber 

of Commerce sponsored an ambitious new plan to make 

l9 Report 'of the City of Petersburg, Virginia, for 

the Period September 15 1920 to June 30, 1923, Being a 

Complete Report of the City Government under the 

Council-Manager Plan (Petersburg : City Council, 1923). 

One of Brown's initiatives was to elmmate the 20 Letter to Judge Mullen, August 1921 (copy in 

"History of the People's Memorial Cemeteryn). Thomas H. 
property tax on the burial grounds. In  1920 the city 

Brown, open letter, ~ebruary 1931 (Siege Museum Ues). 
government began to combat the economic depression 

that accompanied the closure of Fort Lee. Along with 
21 Rules Governing people's Memorial Cemetery, 

reorganizing departments, the city also began to issue Petersburg City Code Sections 525-539, adopted 1925. 
improvement bonds and attempt seriously to bring in Meeting Notice, 1925 William H. Johnson Papers, VSU 
new industry. Funds were allocated for improving, Archives). 

22 Thomas H. Brown, letter to members o£ People's 
18 

Interview, Ms. Thomasine Burke, January 28, Memorial Cemetery Committee, February 10, 193 1 (Siege 
1999. Museum Liles). 
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'CIIU lu l lowl r~g rules to buvcrn tue 
ce~nelcry -ere adopted: 

L.EI.UII* \ r u ~ u ~ l ~ &  tolu bIUU-3 UIIU vi. 
uldllary L'lrg Luue Utlurr ~L~~IIUII UI 
U1~1~utoI'U Clelll~lerY. 1U SeC. ZJ I .  pp 
13.3; s'ec. yo*, 1Jr. Pa&E 151; Scc. 540 

altu r i l .  Ilalic.IUU; tiec. 242 pure luu; 
see. zr*  IIi1t.8 l u l ,  And w app1,cu t u  
~ ~ U I I U I O I ~  Ucisete.)., except lu cttarbe 
IUI LUIC u l  l u l l  and graves. 

(Sec. 525. People's Memorlal Ceme. 
t ~ lY1 .  

';nu I ~ u r l a l  ground I n  The Peoplc's 
h ln~rur la t  Guuiccury shall be kept a~ 
I* place o l  bu.lal for Cltlreus. 

(Sec. 526, Same-Keeper-lleitlon. 
II,,U,~ UI a\c~#iuaitce eic.1 

l.lte Assoclatlon shall l l e c t  a ICccp- 
cr  of the I'euplr's hlemorlal Cemetecr, 
11l1o shnll detute 1118 attention t o  the 
prebervntton and keeplng l o  o.der of 
t l ~ e  grourtds, under the dlrectlun or 
l lrc Cemetery C+mmlttee, and shnl l  he 
at the Cemetery as often as he can. 

The Keeper, when required, shal l  
prcparc grnves lor  persona ent l l led 
to burlal and 1111 the same af ter  the 
bodim slrnlt be 1owe:ed thereln. and 
no Eravc shal l  bc dug or  f l l led In. 
rscept by h l m  or  under h ls  dlrectlon. 
Nu grave shall be less than flve feet 

deep. except graves l o r  chlldren, rrhfch 
shall be not less than l ou r  feet deep. 
f l e  shali he oresent a t  a l l  Interments 
and shall cdnduct them I n  the man- 
ner prcsc lhed by the Commlttee. 

Scctlon 627, Burial Plots-Appllca- 
lions for-Record-Certllleate) 

The Cemetery shall be arrnnged I n  
scctlons and plots to meet present ~ P J  

cnndltton*. Each sectlon t o  be number- 
~d r r 3  as- rr-l!!!rctes !%rued for same 
and a hecctd Bcok shc l l  be made. 

Sltcruld there be f ou l~d  an? lo t  IIII-(II~ 
nrlrl salnblc. the sanle mu). bc sold and 
the nloncr kepi III thc I ~a l l d s  of roc- 

ponalble partics, t l c~ l pn r t ed  b). the As- 
soclntlon, to asslat I n  the upkeep of 
the cemeterg. A l l  reports shall be 
made by the Keepe: to the Cemelcry 
Commlllec. who I n  turn shal l  report 
*~uartert). to the A8~ocla l lon.  
(Scctlon 528-Charges for Interments 

di~lntcrmenta and turflnQ-no work l o  
be dooe unt l l  charges are pald. 

Stellon 529-\\'hen n grave Is  l o  be. 
opened on an unkept lot. the Keeper 
shall ml lcc t  the lee necessar). to 
have the lot cleanen RS wel l  aa I I t r  
Interment Fec, before the g ave i s  
opened 

Be I t  reaolred hg the Colo-ed Cenr- 
etery A w l a l l o n  of thc C i t y  of rw-  
Ie~ iburg,  Vlrglnln. that t l ~ e  l o l l o a l n ~  
charge* tor work In  the Pcuplns' Me- 
morlal Ccmete:l be, and the rams are 
hereby adopted: 
INTERMENTS 
OPenlng grave of Aclult (box grave) 

" .. ---.......-.-. t3.ro .. ,* 
" (vault)---. 6.00 
" ch l l d  under 12 

rears of age ...-.-..--.--. 2.00 
DISINTERRING 
Dlslnterrlng adult -..-.-.----- $4.00 

" chlld under 12 yrs o f  age.-1.00 
LOCATING SINGLE GRAVE 
Adult-slngle grave (Includlng 

owning) ----------------- $7.00 
Chl ld  under 12 y,s. of agc- 

lncludlng openlng) ---. 4 00 
FILLING AND PACKING 
Adult-new grave ------------ $1.60 
Chlld under 12 y r r  of age -----.. 1 . 0 ~  

LINING 
Adult Grave --....*--.-.---- $2.00 
Chlld under 12 prs of age ---... 1.60 

TURFING 
Adult G x v e  -....-----.-----.- $1.60 

Chl ld  under 12 years ------.--.. 1.00 
SPECIAL ATTENTION 

ANNUAL CARE 
Olle .Square ( cu t l l t ~g  grnss and 

clcanlng ---.---.---------_ f 3,00 
One half square (cut l lng grass and 

clcanlng) --------------_- 2.Uu 
(Scctlon 630-Keeper to perform 

cerwlces--prepayment of charge.) 
A l l  servlces requlred of  the Kcepcr 

by owners of plots or  ports o f  plots 
othcr than those mcntloncd %n  t he  
vecedlng sectlon, or t ~ h l c h  the Cenl- 
etery Cammlttec may requlre t o  bc 
done upon a l l  lots I n  common, dhnl l  
be promptly done by hlm. r h c n  t he  
charge flxed therefor shal l  have been 
pal& 

iSec t l o~  631-Keener's Record of 
lnierments shall be 'reported t o  the 
Health Ofllce, monlhly.) 

The Keeper shall register a l l  I n -  
tormcnts I n  a book t o  be kept fo-  ttte 
purpose. M, arrnnged as t o  present I n  
a convcnlenl tabular form, the name 
ace and resldcncc of  t he  dcccascd. 
cause of death, sg. la: as I t  can 'be 
pscertalned. the nantes of  thc of f lc ln t -  
I n g  underlaker and of  t he  attcndlng 
physlclan and the par t  o l  the ceme- 

. tery l u  whlch the Interment Is  made. 
H e  shalt keep th ls  book 111 h l s  olllce. 
proper17 Indexed and subject a t  ill 
tlmes t o  the inspecllon of  the Cent- 
cte:y Commlttee owners of plots, o r  
parts o f  plota. and Cltlzens. A t  the 
closc of  each month, he  shal l  cer t l -  
l y  a copy of the register. so made t o  
the Health off lce or t he  Clty. who 
shal l  trsnscrlbe and proparly Index 
the slune i n  a book t o  be kept I n  h i s  
off lce for the purpose, and a.hlch 
shal l  l i kea lse be open .to publle In-  
spcctlon. Quarterly. the Iteepc: alrnll 
render to .the Assoclatlon, an  afount  
of the number of burlald d u r l n ~  the 

p-ecedlng qrtar!er. des~bnnt ing the aaes 
and diseases, and on tho llrs: day of 
July. each year. he shal l  make a re- 
port. embraclng these detulls, f o r  the 
preceding rear. 

Sectlon 532-Tho Keeper may employ 
labor.) 

The  Kccper shall be, and 1.i h c~e t r r  
crr.poaered to have s u l l l c l e ~ ~ l  ln icc  
t o  bc employed In  dlgging g aves. hcep 
111g the walks clean. rcmo\ lng and 
prunlng shru bery, trees otc.. planll;~;! 
out  trees an$ shruhbe y arrd attend- 
I ng  to the cemelery g rou~~d i .  gf.nirally 
under the control of the Cetnele:s 
Commlttee, , , , , 

(8ectlon 633-Hours wllolf gates 
sha:l be kept open) 

Tire gates of  the Cemetery sl lal l  he 
kept unlocked durlng the I ~ou rs  I l l c  
Keepe: Is  requlied to be prcceu:'.. und 
shal l  bc l t ee  for the a d n l ~ l a l ,  u f  n l l  
owhers of plots wiro mar  ~ icz l r ( !  t o  put  
u u  enclosures, graveslones, or  II~UIIU- 
nienta thcrcln, o: to do any work up- 
on l he l r   lot that they may wall1 t o  
do peraonaily. 

Sectlon 634-Trees not l o  be p lant -  
ed or  r emoved wlthou? not i fy ing 
Keeper and gettlng hls ronren:.) 
-Any veraon who shall Inlure o r  de- 
face any par t  of the enlcoaure of TIrc 
People's Memorlal Cemetery, o: any 
enclosure of a grave plot, or  ncg  m o ~  
uaent. tombstone or d a l r o y  or  111- 
Jure any t:ee, shrub, vlna or  florvcr, 
o r  I n  any manner, wantonly I n l a re  
any pa r t  of the ground or nnglltl!i% 
contalned thereln or  plant any s l ~ade  
tyee I n  any square or remove f rom 
ay square an7 tree or  larga shrub. 
wl thout  t he  consent of the Koepcr 
sha l l  be i l ned  not iess tnan F l vc  Dol- 

, Ic ra  l o r  every such offense. 
(Sectlon 635-Penalty for fai lure t o  

cbey Keeper, or  vlolatlon of ordinance) 
Any  person who shall f a l l  u r  re- 

fuse t o  obey the lawfu l  dlrectlons o l  
t he  safd Keeper, o: of the Ceu~etery  
Commlltee o r  shall vlolate an r  ordtn- 
alrce or  regulation lor  the. govern- 
ment  o f  the Peoples Memnrlal Cetlia- 
tery, sha l l  be lfned not less thnn two. 
no:'more than ten dollars for every 
such olfense. . 

(Scctlon 636-Work I n  Cemet5ry- 
r rqut rsmrntb I n  rrgqrd to 10013, ma- 

terlal, etc.. I1:elr use and removal - 
no work l o  be done on 'Memorial Day' 
-Penaltier.) 

No stones or  other n~nler la l  0.- t r o l ~  
shnl l  be dcposlled I n  any of tltc A v -  
enun .  walks or  squares or I'eop!ei' 

Atcrnorlnl Cen~clery, prepa.alory l o  $10- 
1ng s:-Urk on any of  the totnhrlonfn. 
n%oilumenla, curblng or otlter l i lw  
work on n n r  of t he  squares thc .ein, 
u n l l l  the person eng~ged  to do such 
work, shntl be prepared and reedy to 
commence t he  same. After such ma- 
l c r l a l  sha l l  have been bought  I ~ l o  
the Cemetcry. such person shall be- 
sin the work promptly and contlnue 
l o  do so. t r l t h  rc;~?onnhle dlllgence un- 
l!I completed. and a l ter  I ts  complt:r- 
loll. sl lnlt ca-efullg remove from ca~t~. 
c?cry a l l  h ls  tools and nI I  mott.rlal 
nnct d ~ h ~ i s ,  rcmain lng after complet- 
I~IF l h 4  work. Any pcrsou who allall 
b I n6  nny such materlal In  the Celrc- 
tc : .~  nnd nl.o:v I t  t o  remaln tllcro 
morc thnn three days before begin- 
n l n g  work, o r  more than flve days 
a l te-  corngletlnr: It, o r  who shdll fa i l  
l o  prosecute with reasonable d!llgence 

such work when once begun or who 
sha l l  b r i ng  any such mate:lal I n  the 
Ccmetcry on Memorlal Dey or durlng 
t he  perlod of  F i ve  Days preceding, 
shnl l  be l l n cd  $10.00 l o r  each ollense. 

(Section 637-Debrls removed from 
squares t o  be p lacd I n  receptacles) 
-No dobrls. such as gra?s, weeds. 
branches of  trees, etc removed from 
any square I n  the cemetery shall he 
f e l t  I n  any of  the avenues or  walk6 

thereof, hu: shal l  be carefully removed 
and placed I n  receptacles provlCed for 
t he  purpose: h n y  person vlolsting 
t h l s  sectlon shal l  be f lned $2.00 for 
each offense. - 
(Sectlon 538-Police powers of Keep. 

era of Cemeteries) 
-The Keeper o t  every cemetery, 

whether  publ lc  or  prlrate. shall have 
pollee pouers s t t h l n  the cemetery of 
which he has charge, and r r l lh ln  one 

hul~dl.ed yards t l~creuf. and shsll k a ~ p  
order alld prescl've the salrlc thera!u; 
and any person nbslructlng or h ln~ ler -  
log IIIIII I n  the I-chage of hls duly 
sh.t:l be l lned n i b l ess  than two dall- 
lars for each olfense. 

(Scctlon 639 Proo! of ownership 
Must be established before a Grave 
can be opened)-In cverr ca5e s hc:o 
n g r w e  I3 to-be openei ovcr night. 
notlco must be glvcn the keeper, and 
tho r l gh t  to burr  oh a lo t  establlshc~* 
t o  the satlslaetlon of the keeper, n r ~ d  
chorgcs pnld, before the keeper can 
have the grave opened. 

A l ter  July 16th 1925. no one shall 
hac tvke r lght  to order a grave open- 
ed on any lo t  x l thout  f i rs t  obtalnlng 
the kceoC:S oermlt. The keeoer hot$.- 

cvcr, m i s t  k'ep In  hls cfffce borne une 
capnblc of Issulng to any undertaker 
or  person 'provlng r lght  t o  such per- 
mlt, the said p i rm l t  so as to not d c  
tn ln  the bur la l  or put the undertaker 
to undue trouble. 

A l l  of whlch w e  read and re-adopled 
Alarch 14th. 1925, at T r l n i t g  Bapllst 
Church. 
Af ter  belng approved. Afarclr 11:h 1926, 

by  . 
Cl ty  Alanager 

To  Thomas H. Brown 

(Keeper or Peoples* hfemorfal 
Cemetery) 

CEMETERY COMMITTEE: hlal. Wm If. 
Johnson, Deacon Henrr  Hl l l .  Jas, hi. 
Wl lkersoo L. A Hawks. \Vm. t ienry 
I inr r is :  *! ti. ~ o r . i s :  beacon R J. 
Jones; R. E. Sanders. A B. Mackey; 
C. A. Wllllams. 8ecty. Cnpt. Thos H 
Brown, Chalrman 

R?v. A. L F o r d  Pies., Deacon L N 
Wells, Secty Afaj W H Johnson Treas. 
City Cemetery Assoclntlon. 

I ~ i ~ u r e  20. ~etersburg City Code 525-539, ~ u l e s  Governing People's Cemetery, 1925. 
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the cemetery "one of the beauty spots of the city." 

During the $3,000 improvement program, new plots 

would be made, new deeds issued, the existing fence 

repaired and a new fence extended around the entire 

property (including Little Church), the grounds cleared 

oi overgrowth, landscaping and new avenues laid out. 

The avenues would be named Harris (Dr. H. L. Harris, 

"G. S. Masons of Virginia"), Thomas Scott ("Vet. F. 
D."), Stevens-Berry ("first trustees"), Jackson-Black 

(Major Jackson and Rev. L. A. Black), H. Williams 

(Rev. Henry Williams), J. M. Wilkerson ("V. F. D. 
Founder of Little Church"), and the walkways Rev. 

Daniel Jackson, Nellie Coleman, Malinda K. Johnson, 

Rev. H. Dickerson, Rev. A. M. Morris, and Junious 

Chavers. Unfortunately, despite the enthusiasm of 

Brown and his colleagues, fundraising fell short. 

Cleanup days were fairly well attended and many new 

deeds were issuedIz3 but thorough mapping was not 

achieved, no new fencing was installed, and little 

progress was made laying and grading drives or walks - 
a project that would surely have been destructive to 

unmarked graves. This plan appears to be retained by an 

undated drawing, labeled "Plan of Outlay of The 

People's Memorial Cemetery, Petersburg, V A  (Figure 

21). 2" 

In his efforts to raise Iunds to 'Zranspose the 

sites from eyesores into ones presentable and neat in 

appearance," Brown continued to go from City Council 

to the white community back home to the black 

community. Council steadfastly resisted his appeals, 

but small amounts, such as $100 given by the Relief 

Association in early 1931, were grate£ully noticed. Yet 

even with a donation of $50 from the Rtchrnond Grand 

Lodge of Colored Masons, the group had less than 

$500 in the spring of1934. Once again, a fundraising 

Petersburg Progress-Index, March 15, 1926 and 

April 5, 1926. Thomas H. Brown, letter March 17, 1941 
(Siege Museum files). 

24 Efforts to scale this drawing to fit either the 

current tax map or the plan of People's Cemetery have been 

unsuccessful. Th;s is simply a sketch, intended to provide a 

general view or impression of the layout - not a scaled 

drawing. 

drive was Throughout these appeals there 
appears to have been no clear accounting oi how the 

Lnds repired by city ordinance were collected or spent. 

Short of the $1 per burial due to the city, the records 

are silent regarding the remaining $2 to $4 per 

interment. 

Aker the failure of the landscaping master 

plan, ambitions for People's Memorial Cemetery were 

much quieter. Families continued to bury there, and 

maintain their own plots in a more or less passive 

fashion. Memorial Day observances at the cemetery 

included choirs, dignitaries and recitationsIz6 but the era 

of optimism had generally passed. Thomas Brown's was 

a voice in the dderness. In a 1941 letter to the editor, 

he called attention to the cemetery's location on the 

main road to the "New National Parkw (Petersburg 

National Battlefield). Its condition, particularly by 

contrast to   land ford Cemetery across the road, would 

be seen as a disgrace by visitors. The only solution was 

funding assistance by the public, without regard to 

color. Two years later he wrote "While your tax takes 

'care of the   land ford Cemetery, who and by what 

means is there for taking care of ours? ... [we] have to - - 

ask God to get into the hearts of our City Council to 

take care of us.'lZ7 

Some of Thomas Brown's loudest outcries 

responded to very unwelcome public expenditures 

targeted toward People's Cemetery. The city had 

decided to improve South Crater RoadlHighway 301 at 

the curve between Blandford and People's. To do so, it 

was necessary to encroach onto the southeast section 

(Providence-Jackson) of People's Cemetery. The strip 

of land to be condemned in 1943, about 0.1 acre, was 

25 People's Memorial Association Minutes, 
February 10, 193 1 (Siege Museum kles). Newspaper articles 

ca. 1933-34 in undated scrapbook, Major William Henry 

Johnson Papers, VSU library Special Collections. 

26 Petersburg Progress- ~ n d e x ,  June 1, 194 1. 

27 Thomas H. Brown, "An Open Letter to the 

Public" undated newspaper clipping ca. 1942 (Siege Museum 
£iles) . 
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a thin triangle 15 feet wide at its base (Figure 22).28 
Over the spirited objections of Brown and others, the 

city moved ahead with plans to remove the bodies from 

the roadway, and ultimately contracted Brown's 

assistance in identilpng bodies and the ownership and 

location of graves, and also with relocating graves in the 

new section.29 

The "new section" was one acre at the west side 

of the cemetery which the city had acquired (after a 

separate court case with the owner of an adjacent 

residence) for the reburials (Figures 23 and 24). This 

was significantly larger than the area to be disturbed, 

where Brown estimated there were 108 bodies. The 

extra space allowed the city to carry out the move on the 

basis of lots or squares: if any portion of a lot was ai tLn 

the condemned strip, a new square of equivalent size 

would be assigned to that owner in the new lot, and any 

bodies in thk old lot would be moved to the new lot. 

Aithough records are unclear as to who would actually 

provide labor and equipment for the move, the city's 

own crews or a separately-retained Lneral home, 

tombstones, monuments, fences and markers would be 

reset in the new square, and plots would be curbed in the 

new lot to correspond to curbing in the old. The city 

also planned to place curbing around each section that 

would be used lor interment. Finally, "the fence along 

Crater Road will be moved and reset along the new 

28 This plan (see also Figure 23) reveals that, in 

1942, there were three entrances to the cemetery. TLe 
northern two forming a horseshoe-shaped drive and the third 
running westwardly into the southern quarter o£ the tract. In 
addition, the layout of plots reveals that while a few were 
placed with walkways (on the southern edge of the plan), most 

lacked t b s  design feature. 

boundaq of the ~ e m e t e r y . ~ ' ~ ~  

There is no purpose in trying to guess the level 

of thoroughness or sensitivity with which the move was 

accomplished. Much more important mould be to 

determine the fate of the 1906 iron fence. No 
photograph or drawing of the fence has been located, 

and the only certain memory of it concerns the arched 

"Providence" gate. Because fence repair was an 

uncompleted work item in 1926-34, its condition was 

surely very poor by 1943. The probable conclusion is 

that the fence was not in fact reset. Removing it would 

have further damaged its already-&agile sections, so that 

reinstallation would require extensive repair. Regardless 

of cost overmns, wartime material shortages would have 

argued against replacing broken elements. A patriotic 

appeal would likely have resulted in the People's 

constituency themselves donating the fencing to the war 

effort. Because there is no mention of the fence after 

1943, this may well have been the outcome. 

Not all the disinterred bodies were moved to 

the new section of People's. Some families chose to 

have their kin relocated to plots they purchased in East 

View Cemetery, in a new section of Wilkerson 

Memorial Cemetery opened in 1942.~' Unused space 

in the reinterment section of Peoples was sold as new 

lots after the project was complete. 

Crater RoadiHighway 301 was widened again 

in 1968 to a full four-lane road with median. This 

state highway project required a right-of-way of nearly 

0.5 acre through the southeastern edge of People's 

Memorial Cemetery (as well as additiorial acreage at 

Little Church). 'The department's engineers mapped the 

area in question, locating curbing, vaults and 

headstones, and acknowledging the presence of 

unmarked, unknown graves. Sixty squares in WJkerson 

Memorial Cemetery were prchased from Wilkerson 

Memorial Funeral Association. The funeral directors 

29 City of Petersburg, letter to Thomas H. Brown 

(May 3, 1943, Siege Museum Mes). TLs letter some 

evidence of the poor relations between the city and its black 

citizens. Although Brown would be paid $400 for hs services, 

including assistance "in the identification of bodies and 

ownership and location of graves," the city manager opened 

the letter, "Dear Brown," dropping the titles "Mr." or 

"Captain. " 

City of Petemburg, "Petition in the Hustings 

Court o£ the City of Petersburg," (unexecuted copy, 1943, 
Siege Museum ges). 

31 Interview, Pernell Simms, December 16, 1998. 
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When natural soil strata are disturbed - 
whether by large scale construction or by the excavation 

of a small hole in the ground - the resulting spoil 

contains a large volume of voids and the compaction of 

the soil is very low. When this spoil is used as M1, either 

in the original Lole or at another location, it likewise 

has a large volume of voids and a very low compaction. 

In construction, such fill is artificially 

compacted, settling under a load as air and water are 

expelled. For example, compaction by heavy rubber-tired 

ve~cles  onU produce a chaige in density or compaction 

as deep as 4 feet. In agriculture, tillage is normally 

confined to dry weather or the end of the growing 

season - when the lubricating ef£ects of water are 

minimized. 

In the case of a pit, or a burial, the excavated 

MI is typically thrown back in the hole not as thin layers 

that are then compacted before the next layer is added, 

but in one, relatively pick, episode. This prevents the 

fill from being compacted, or at least as compacted as 

the surrounding sod. 

Penetrometers come in a variety of styles, but 

all measure compaction as a numerical reading, typically 

as pounds per square inch (psi). The dickey-John 

penetrometer consists of a stainless steel rod about 3- 
feet in length, connected to a T-handle. As the rod is 

inserted in the soil, the compaction needle rotates 

within an oil Mled (for damping) stainless steel housing, 

indicating the compaction levels. The rod is also 

engraved at 3-inch levels, allowing more precise 

collection of compaction measurements through various 

soil horizons. Two tips (M-inch and %-inch) are 

provided for different soil types. 

Of course a penetrometer is simply a 

measuring device. It cannot distinguish soil compacted 
by natural events from soil artificially compacted. Nor 

can it distinguish an artificially excavated pit from a tree 

throw which has been hlled in. Nor can it, per se, 

distinguish between a hole dug as a trash pit and a hole 

dug as a burial pit. What it does is convert each of these 

events to PSI readings. It is then up to the operator to 

determine through various techniques the cause of the 

increased or lowered soil compaction. 

Curiously, penetrometers are rarely used by 

archaeologists in routine studies, although they are used 

by forensic anthropologists (such as Drs. Dennis 

Dirbmaat and Steve Namocki) and by the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (Special Agent Michael 

Hochrein) in searches for clandestine graves. While a 

penetrometer may be only marginally better than a 

probe in the hands of an exceedingly skilled individual 

with years of experience, such ideal circumstances are 

rare. In addition, a penetrometer provides quantitative 

readings which are replicable and which allow much 

more accurate documentation of cemeteries. 

Like probing, the penetrometer is used at set 

intervals along grid lines established perpendicular to the 

suspected grave orientations. The readings are recorded 

and used to develop a map of probable grave locations. 

In addition, it is important to "calibrate" the 

penetrometer to the speci£ic site where it is being used. 

Since readings are affected by soil moisture and even to 

some degree by soil texture, it is important to compare 

readings taken during a single investigation and ensure 

that soils are generally similar in composition. 

It is also important to compare suspect 

readings to those Lorn known areas. For example, when 

searching for graves in a cemetery where both marked 

and unmarked graves are present it is usually 

appropriate to begin by examining known graves to 

identify the range of compaction present. From work at 
several graveyards, including the Kings Cemetery 

(Charleston County, South Carolina) where 28 
additional graves were identified, Maple Grove Cemetery 

(Haywood County, Noah Carolina) where 3 19 
unmarked graves were identified, the Walker Family 

Cemetery (Greenville County, South Carolina) where 

18 unmarked graves were identified , and Colonial Park 

Cemetery (Chatham County, Georgia) where 8,678 
probable graves were identified, we have found that the 

compaction of graves is typically under 150 psi, usually 

in the range of 50 to 100 psi, while non-grave areas 

exhibit compaction that is almost always over 150 psi, 

typically 160 to 180 psi (Trinkley and Hacker 199?a, 

1991b, 1998, 1999). 

After the examination of over 20 cemeteries 

using a penetrometer, we are relatively confident that 

the same ranges II be found throughout the Carolinas, 
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Georgia, and Virginia. It is l&ely that these ranges are 

far more dependent on general soil characteristics (such 

as texture and moisture) than on cultural aspects of the 

burial process. 

The process works best when there are clear 

and distinct non-grave areas, i.e., when the graves are 

not overlapping. In such cases taking penetrometer 

readings at 2-foot intervals perpendicular to the 

supposed orientation (assuming east-west orientations, 

the survey lines would be established north-south) will 

typically allow the quick identification of something 

approaching the mid-point of the grave. Working along 

the survey line forward and backward (i.e., north and 

south) d allow the north and south edges of the grave 

to be identified. From there the grave is tested 

perpendicular to the survey line, along the grave's 

center-line, in order to identi£y the head and loot. 

Typically the head and foot are both marked 

using surveyor's pen flags. We have also found that it is 

he1pM to run a Abon of flagging from the head flag to 

the foot flag, since the heads and feet in tightly packed 

cemeteries begin to blur together. 

Findings a t  People's Cemetery 

The investigations at People's Cemetery were 

intended to explore two general areas. One was the area 

at the west end of the cemetery, adjacent to Talliaferro 

Street, where the City hoped to construct a parking lot 

for use by cemetery visitors. The other area was on the 

broad slope in the southeast corner of the cemetery, 

where relatively few monuments are found. There the 

question was whether this portion of the cemetery might 

be vacant, perhaps allowing additional plots to be used. 

Initially we "calibrated the penetrometer by 

examining what were thought to be marked graves. We 

found that the soil compaction varied from about 50 psi 

to about 125 psi - suggesting a relatively standard 

compaction range lor human burials based on our 

previous experience. We were likewise able to 

consistently identify the sides of the grave, although we 

found considerable variation in some areas, suggesting 

that some portions of the cemetery had been extensively 

used (and that there may be gar more individuals buried 

in the cemetery, perhaps very close to being on top of 

one another, than previously anticipated). 

Moving from the central portion ol the 

cemetery to the southwest, on the slope, we found that 

graves were likely located in this area, although their 

placement seemed less regular, or at  least less tightly 

placed, than in the central portion. This finding is 

difhcult to interpret, largely since the sample size is so 

small. What it may suggest, however, is that this section 

of the cemetery, while used, has been less intensively 

used than that closer to Crater Road. 

Turning to the area along Talliaferro Street we 

did encounter a line ol graves at the western edge ol the 

proposed parking area. The central portion ol this 

parking area, however, evidenced artificial compaction 

- typically in the range of 250+ psi. This may be the 

result of the area being frequently used for parking in 

the past. There is-also a large quantity of gravel spread 

around in this area, as though it may have been used by 

the City as a stockpile for gravel used in road work. 

Regardless, the compaction is so great that we cannot 

determine the extent of graves in this area. Since there 

are at least some to the west, we suspect that grdves 

extend to the road - that would be the safest 

assumption unless the City wishes to conduct 

archaeological testing in this area to determine with a 

greater degree ol certainty. 

Stones and  Other Features 

Standing on the ground today, it is &cult to 

envision People's original design or layout. Historic 

documents suggest that it was develoGd to provide - - 

family plots to members of mutual benefit societies. 

Based on remnant portions, these were probably around 

the standard of 12 to 18 feet square, brovidkg about 

300 square feet. There is no evidence of the kind of 

larger lots that were considered "prime" real estate at 

cemeteries such as Mount Auburn (Boston, MA) or 

Spring Grove (Cincinnati, OH). There is also much 

remaining evidence that many lots, especially along 

Crater Road and continuing north and west toward 

Little Church, had either fences or curbs to mark them. 

It seems more likely that individual burials were placed 

at the far southwestern edge of the cemetery. 

In these respects People's Cemetery appears to 
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follow the general scheme of the rural cemetery 

movement, whch would have been in vogue during most 

of its early history. What is perhaps more curious is that 

the cemetery contains relatively few indications that 

other cemetery movements ever took hold. There are, of 

course, occasional lam-type markers, but they are 

scattered throughout and appear to be more influenced 

by consumer choice than by any change in the 

orientation of cemetery design. Unlike at least one 

other African American cemetery in Petersburg (East 

View), there is no evidence of any appreciable 

evolutionary development. People's Cemetery, perhaps 

because of its frequent periods of inactive oversight, 

changed little &om its initial plan. 

What has evolved, however, is our 

understanding of the cemetery. In 1982, a year after 

the City acquired ownership, a police intern begin 

transcribing stones and making notes oil conditions 

which needed repair. The ultimate goal of this was to 

develop a computer listing of the burials, but today we 

have been able to identify only bits and pieces of the 

original research. From what has been reconstructed 

122 stones were identified and recorded from two of the 

four sections of the cemetery. 36 

additional 434 individual markers or monuments (i.e., 

not clearly associated with family plots evidenced by 

coping or fences) marking the burial of 440 individuals. 

Of the 122 stones documented by the intern's 

1987 list, 22 are no longer present in People's 

Cemetery. This is disturbing since it projects nearly a 

20% loss over a 12 year period. While some may have 

been moved by familes, rather than simply being stolen 

or destroyed, the City has no record to indicate where 

these 22 markers went. 

We have also identiked 26 family plots from 

the 1942 highway removal, as well as 38 plots and 48 
individual graves from the 1961 removal. In neither 

case, however, were the records adequate to do more 

than provide last names (and often aid not indicate the 

exact number of bodies actually removed). 

As a consequence, we have developed an index 

incorporating the 864 individuals or family names 

known to be associated with People's Cemetery. We 

have also developed a detailed inventory of the 692 
stones present at People's Cemetery (included in this 

report as Appendix z).~' 

The next recordation effort came in 1997 
when the City contracted with Harvey L. Parks, Inc. to 

prepare a plan ol the cemetery property, including the 

location of plots and stones, as well as any names. The 

resulting survey revealed 309 plots and grave locations, 

most with at least a family name. 

Our research, which included a rather detailed 

exploration of the grounds (generally open and easily 

accessible) as well as the recovery of several stones from 

spoil piles, revealed a total of 114 surviving family plots 

with 258 monuments or markers revealing the burial of 

290  individual^.^^ In addition, our work revealed an 

36 Although we assume that the four sections 

kcluded two on either side of the gravel road, t b  is no longer 

clear Irom the surviving notes. 

37 The number of burials is greater than the number 

of markers or monuments since several revealed that more 

than one person was buried in the plot. 

38 In 1921 Thomas Brown estimated that there 

were about 140 gravestones in Peoples (inclusive of what was 

being called Old Beneficial, ~ e d c i a l  Board, Providence 1st 

and Znd, and Jackson). The earliest he cited was Moses 

Jones, with a date of 1862. He included a list of about 30 of 

the more prominent names, including Major W. F. Jackson 

and Thomas Scott (Letter to Judge MuUen, August 1921, 

copy in "History of the People's Memorial Cemetery"). This 
count did not include unmarked graves, which must surely 
have been numerous. 

A letter of 1931 claimed 642 deaths m Petersburg's 

&can-American community during the years 1928-30; an 

average of 214 annually, not all of whom were buried at 

People's (Thomas H. Brown, letter to members of People's 

Memorial Cemetery Committee, 2/10/31, Siege Museum 

kles; Thomas H. Brown, People's Cemetery Record and 

Ledger 1931-35, People's Cemetery Records, Reel One). 

Brown's ledger for the early 1930s includes fewer than ZOO 
burials per year. Again, not all the burials were at People's: 

in 1931, for example, 20% of Brown's 158 funerals were 

elsewhere. There is no indication of how many burials other 

directors may have made at People's during the same period. 
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The form used for the inventory is a standard 

format that solicits information concerning the hame 

on the marker, the complete inscription (ensuring 

adherence to original spelling, punctuation, and 

spacing), the inscription technique (carved, painted, or 

other), the grave marker material (marble, granite, etc.), 

gravestone measurements, design features, condition, 

information on the stonecutter, and information on 

coping and fencing (Figure 22). The only data category 

which was not routinely used was the one for 

measurements. As the work progressed we found that 

there was inadequate time to collect all of the data so 

this category was eliminated. Otherwise, the form 

allowed for consistent collection of a broad range of 
iniormation essential to our goal to provide not only a 

listing of individuals in People's, but also 

recommendations concerning repair and maintenance. 

Just as importantly, this information allows the City of 

Petersburg to evaluate the on-going condition of stones 

and 4 help prioritize immediate needs. 

Family plots were assigned only one number, 

with the individual graves within the plot assigned 

letters. Thus, within Plot 3, there might be stones 3A, 
3B, and 3C. A sketch of the family plot was made bn 

the reverse of the form, showing the location of the - 
various stones, as well as other details, such as the 

shape, often the approximate size, and information on 

plantings. 

In those cases where there were multiple stones 

for one individual, they were designed by a dash and 

In 1943 Brown stated that horn 1892 to 1925, 

4,992 interments were made at Peoples, and 3,890 hom 

1925 to October 1944, for a total of 8,882 for the 52 years. 

The figures were used to make the point that, at $1 per 
burial, People's Cemetery had contributed nearly $9,000 to 

the city coifers, and received nothing in return. 

An average o£ 111 burials annually seems 

reasonaLle lor a population that averaged 12,280 horn 1890 
to 1940. TL yields a death rate of 13.9 per 1,000 - almost 
exactly that reported by Gee and Carson (1929:89) for 
surrounding areas between 1923 and 1921 - 13.4 per 
1,000. 

sequential numbers. So you might have grave 100-1 
and 100-2. In cases where there were multiple stones 

for the same individual within a family plot, the 

designation would combine both approaches, with the 

result of grave 10OA- 1 and 1OOA-2. 

Although this sounds complex, it is actually 

very simple and allows a great deal of information to be 

collected in a relatively short period of time. It also 

ensures a high degree of standardization." 

Aker the completion of the monument survey, 

all markers were field checked against the 1991 Harvey 

L. Parks map, and those not shown on the map were 

added. Where corrections were needed, either of plot 

size or shape or location ol monuments, these were also 

made at the same time. Figure 28 shows the resulting 

map of People's Cemetery. 

Because of the size and intensity of recordation 

efforts, People's Cemetery exhibits a great deal of 
variety in the types of stones present. 

It is perhaps interesting to comment that a 

casual observer probably would not, or even could not, 

discern that this is an African American cemetery. 

There are no obvious grave goods, there are no 

immediately obvious Africanisms, there is no eKort to 

make the cemetery stand out as culturally or ethnically 

different or distinct. In  fact, a casual observer would 

likely mistake People's for a small white cemetery. This 

is because the casual observer sees only the bbforest'' - 
the vague outline of markers and their arrangements, 

and the orientation of fences and curbing. This casual - 
observer does not see the "trees" - the individual 

markers, their lorm, their composition, the great 

number ol lodge and fraternal order stones, or the 

occasional plot with clearly intended plantings. As a 

result, to truly understand People's takes considerable 

39 It is L degree of standardization which is most 
critical in cemetery surveys. Not only must epitaphs be 

correctly transcribed, but inionnation on the condition of 

stones must be carefully and consistently noted if the data is 

to be useful for preservation eHorts. 
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The most common monument type is the 

headstone, accounting for about 41.1% of the stones in 

the cemetery. The bulk of these represent traditional 

marble or granite forms, typically with square, rounded, 

or segmented tops. Although most were plain, there are 

examples of very ornamented styles. For example, 

monument #176, in marble, dates from 1859, wMe # 
18-C-2, dates &om 1932. There are also a number of 

very classic Victorian styles, indicating that many of 

Petersburg's &can American community participated, 

in so far as they were able, in the aesthetics of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

A large proportion of the headstones are 

simple, relatively small marble lodge stones (see the 

discussion of these stones in the Historic Overview; 
see also Figure I for examples). These typically provide 

only the name of the lodge or katernal order, the 

individual, and (most often) only the death date. We 

believe that these represent a part of the burial benefit 

of a number of organizations, which would account for 

both their modest size and limited carving, as well as the 

prominent display of the lodge initials. Table 4 lists the 

lodges identlhed at People's Cemetery - which take in 

many of the lodges known to be operating in Petersburg 

in the early twentieth century. What is perhaps of 

greater interest is that although only a few of these 

stones are signed by their carver (or were sufLciently 

exposed to allow the signature to be noted), those that 

were carved by Bums and Campbell are most numerous. 

In fact, of the 13 stones identified from this firm, at 

least five (over 38%) are from lodges or similar 

organizations. If two others, which are fragmentary but 

of very similar design, are included, over half of the 

signed Bums and Campbell stones are from 

organizations (or commemorate an individual's 

membership in an organization). 

First and foremost it seems odd that a stone 

cutter would sign such a simple and unassuming 

example of his work. O n  the other hand, it may be that 

Burns and Campbell were actively competing for the 

"lodge market." Although the individual stones are all 

simple, there are a great many of them and this quantity 

may have been commercially attractive. It is also 

Table 4. 
List of Lodges and other Organizations Identified 

at People's Cemetery 

A.F. &A. Sheba Lodge No. 17 
American Suppliers Stem'ry No. 1 
B.I.B.C. 
Honorable Son's 8 Dau's of Golden Link 

E.S. 6 L.C. 
I.B.P.O.E.W. Lodge No. 12 
I.B.P.O.E.W. Lodge No. I I  
1.B.P.O.E .W. Majestic Temple No. 109 
I.F.L. INC. Of Petersburg, VA 
1.0. of St. Luke 

Jr. Gold Key Club 

Masons 

N.I.B.S. Blooming Zion No. 275 
N.I.B.S. Charity Lodge No. 502 
N.I.B.S. Magnolia Lodge 116 
O.E.S. Electra Chapter No. I 
O.E.S. Grand Patron of Va. 

Royal Social Club 

Seidenburg Stem'ry Room No. 1 
Seidenburg Stem'ry Room No. 2 
S.L.I.C. 
Y.M.I.B.A. 
Y.W.S.L.I.C. 

between some of the lodges and various stone carvers. 

Although beyond the scope of this project, this line of 

inquiry is potentially vexy interesting. It also 

demonstrates just how little we know about consumer 

choice in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century 

monument market. 

Nine stones are signed by C.M. Walsh, 

although none are for lodges or fraternal organizations. 

In fact, all of the stones are relatively "high status," by 
which we mean they are more elaborately carved, include 

longer verses, and are more "typical" of stones that 

might be found in white Blandford. 

Also present are stones carved by Pembroke 

Granite Works and M.R. (Milton Evers). These are all 

relatively modem and none are associated with fraternal 

organizations. 

possible that there existed some form of agreement 
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The number of headstones likely includes 

many die in socket forms, which are identifiable only if 

out of their base or socket. We could identify only 0.2% 

of the stones as definitely being die in socket 

monuments. 

About 18.6% of the headstones are concrete, 

probably being locally crafted (see the discussion of 

concrete stone forms in the Historic O ~ e r v i i ~ ;  see 

also Figure 8). In fad, when these stones are examined 

there are least a small handful that appear to have been 

crafted by one artisan, based on the decorative style. 

Not included in these percentages for 

headstones are the 2.9% which are government stones, 

including 1.0% which are "Civil War" style (largely 

dating from the Spanish American War) and 6.9% 
which are "General" style, post-dating the First World 

War. 

The next most common monument form at 

People's are the die on base stones, accounting for 

about 22.9% of those examined. The vast majority of 

these (87.2%) are made from marble or granite. A 
notable number, 12.8%, were made in concrete. These 

monuments were cast as one-piece - simply being 

made to look like the traditional die on base 

monuments. 

Plaque markers are the third most common 

monument form at People's, accounting for 9.2% of 

the stones. What is perhaps most interesting about this 

form is that nearly equal proportions were stone and 

concrete - 56.8% were either marble or, more 

commonly, granite, while 43.2% were concrete. One of - - 
the concrete stones (# 185) has a marble inscription 

plaque set into the concrete, combining the two forms. 

Bedstead monuments account for only 1 .2% 
of the stones, but they are of special interest since they 

represent the only monument form found more 

commonly in concrete than in either marble or granite. 

Nearly 88% of the bedstead markers are concrete, 

although we found that the definition was dikculi to 

apply since there were so many graves which 

incorporated a concrete headstone and concrete coping, 

oken as an oval around the grave outline. There seems 

to be no doubt that this style served the same purpose as 

the more traditional bedstead markers - and both are 

found in black and white cemeteries. 

Lawn-type markers account for 4.4% of the 

People's assemblage, with all of the identified specimens 

being in either marble or granite. Unlike at Little 

Church and East View, we found no examples of locally 

produced concrete forms. Added to the lawn-type 

markers, of course, are the 0.4% of government stones 

in this style. 

The cemetery is dominated by fairly simple 

styles of markers, which account for over four-fikhs of 

the remaining markers. This is likely because these 

simple markers were inexpensive (in the case of 

government stones, free) and readily available on 

relatively short notice. There are, however, exceptions. 

For example, 1.9% are pedestal tombs; 1.0% are 

obelisks; 0.4% are pulpit markers; 2.1% are raised-top 

inscription markers; and 0.1% are examples of base, 

die, and cap monuments. Of these only 1% of the 

raised-top inscription markers have been created in 

concrete - all of the remaining styles are traditionally 

made in marble or granite. In  fact, these more elaborate 

monuments - which llkely were somewhat more costly 

- all appear virtually indistinguishable from the white 

section of Blandford Cemetery. 

There is only one ledger stone identified at 

People's Cemetery and it is made from concrete. This 

may suggests that the form was out of vogue during the 

period of time People's was used, that it was simply not 

sought after by &can Americans, or that it was out of 

the price range of those most commonly using People's 

Cemetery. 

Likewise, there is only one burial vault slab 

identified in People's and it, of course, is made of 

concrete. These appear somewhat more common at East 

View and at Wdkerson's Memorial - probably because 

this is a fairly recent style and these other cemeteries 

have seen more burials in the past 30 years than has 

People's. 

In addition to these stones, 2.3% of the graves 

were marked by metal funeral home plaques. Other 

forms of marking are likely associated with very reduced 

economic means (although, as previously discussed,we 
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a marker for a comer of "A square" or plot in the layout 

of the cemetery. Another, # 335, is a carved marble 

tablet on which is "HENRY H. KERR'S / SQUARE" 
(Figure 30). This is almost certainly the same type of 
device - used to mark a corner of a family plot sold to 

Henry H. Kerr. What is curious is not that these are 

found, but rather that so few mapping monuments still 

exist in the cemetery. It appears that most have been 

either destroyed or were removed during the various . . 
period of cemetery re-organization. 

Another interesting historical remnant is a 

small oval (3x4 inch) concrete marker found at ground 

level just inside a family plot with the word "CARE" 
cast in it (Figure 31). This plot (# 45), in which 

George E. Boyd and Sarah Boyd White are buried, is 

surrounded by low concrete coping. The marker likely 

denotes that at one time the family members were 

can't rule out ethnic digerences or even differing 

cultural norms). For example 1.1% are marked using 

only chunks of rough stone or partially finished stones 

- likely either found materials or stones prchased 

from local stone cutters very inexpensively. About 0.6% 
are marked with building materials, such as concrete 

blocks. In one case only a brick was used, mitten on in 

Made Marker (# 103). There are also unique stones 

which do not fit into any of our established categories 

(these account for about 1 .O% of the monuments). One 

is a low marble column with an integral base - looking 

something like a collar stud in cross section - with very 

crude carving on the base (marker # 52-B; Figure 29). 
Another (# 239) is a flat marble slab without lettering, - 
but containing two carved half circles. There are also 

several concrete columns which might, at one time, 

have been associated with plots, but which today are 

either isolated remnants or were actually used to mark 

graves. 

of some interest are three monuments which 

tell us something about the evolving history oI the 

cemetery. Monument 53-B is an urn-shaped column on 

a base cast in concrete (see Figure 8). On the base is "A 
SQUARE." We believe that this was probably used as 

Figure 30. Marker 335, probably denoting a plot or 
'1 I? 

square. 
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40 
participating in an annual care agreement for the plot. 

While this study is not intended to explore 

either the iconography of the People's monuments, or - - -  
their epitaphs, a few comments concerning our field - - 

observations mav Drove useful to other researchers. 

They are, howeve;, Lased on limited data and should be 

carefully interpreted. 

Figure 31. "Care" marker in Plot 45. 

We noticed that the vast majority of the names 

on the People's stones lack any titles. There are only a 

few exceptions (such as marker #1O2-2 and 168) which 

povide titles such as "Bro." or "Mrs." This has been 

previously noted by Rotundo (199l)during her study of 

the craftsman Merry E. Veal. She noted that he very 

routinely used either Bro., Sis., Mr. or Mrs., noting 

that: 

* Annual care programs were begun in American 

cemeteries at least by the 1880s as superintendents became 

aware that upkeep would far exceed available resources. Sloane 

argues that the situation became critical by the 1940s as the 

small hnds  set aside "became pitifully inadequate because 

technological changes, postwar inflation. and labor 

unionization forced bighe; costs." Regardless of what was 
happening on the national level, it seems likely that the 
People's care find represents only a short venture. For 
example, in 1931 Keeper Thomas Brown wrote that an 
annual care program instituted about 1922 had just about 

ceased producing any revenue (Thomas H. Brown letter, 

February 10, 1931). 

a title is very important to blacks. 

especialy to older men and women 

who have too often been called by 

nothing but first name by all the 

whites whom they are expected to 

address by title. During the interview 

I tried to ask a question that would 

elicit this information in Veal's o m  

words. Instead, he took the use of the 

title so much for granted that in 

response to my question, "What 

about the way you always use a title 

before the name?", he said, "Yes, but 

I tell them if the name is too long.'' 

In other words, he was explaining 

(and excusing) the few times he did 

not use a title. Interestingly enough, 

other markers in the cemeteries 

rarely give titles (~o tundo  

Although few stones with titles exist at People, 

those wLch do make us wonder if Veal's recognition of 

respect beyond the grave may have been shared by other 

craftsmen or by relatives. 

Another interesting aspect of the People's - - 
stones is their use of Bible verses. Many are simple and 

commonly used. For example, monument 30-D- 1 lists 

Psalm 23 ("The Lord is my shepherd . . ."), while 

monument 142 cites Revelations xiv, 13 ("Happy are 

the dead who die in the faith of Christ!"). Another 

stone, with a very worn inscription, appears to reference 

Romans ii, 13, in which Paul cautions that both Jew 

and Gentile dl be judged the same: "It is not hearing 

the law, but by doing it, that men 4 be justified before 

God." Even tlus simple message, however, may have had 

multiple meanings to &can Americans - who may 

have wondered if it didn't also apply to whites who 

pretended to be followers of Christ, routinely going to 

church, while failing to do His work in the black 

community. 41 

4' fie Negro in Virginia cites Nancy WilLams of 
Petersburg, "Ole white peachers used to talk wid dey tongues 

widdmt sayin' notLng' but Jesus told us slaves to talk wid our 

hearts" (Perdue 1994:120). It  may be &at this, too, 
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But perhaps the most unusual religious feature 

is the frequent use of the term "Mizpah" (occasionally 

spelled "Mispah") on stones in People's Cemetery 

(which does not appear to be duplicated in white 

Blandford). Mizpah is the name of several places in the 

Old Testament, including the Hurrian land of Mispah 

near Mt. Hermon (Josh. xi, 3, 8), ~amath-mizpah of 

Gilead (Josh. di ,  26; Judg. x, 11, 17, 29,34), Mizpah 

of Moab (I Sam. xxii, 3). Mizpah of southern Judah 

gosh. xv, 38), and Mizpah of Benjamin (Josh. xviii, 26; 

Judg. xx, 1-3; Hos. v, 1). 

The most interesting, and relevant, reference 

is to Mizpah in Gen. m i .  There we discover the story 

of Jacob, husband of Laban's daughters Rachel and 

Leah. Being tired of hban ' s  treatment and what he 

sees as Laban's dishonesty, Jacob decides to take flight 

and return to his home land - on the other side of the 

aver  Jordan. Laban discovers that he has left and goes 

after him with a party of his o m  countrymen. During 

this time God appears to Laban, warning him not to 

h a m  Jacob. Eventually ~ a b a n  catches up with Jacob 

and, in a meeting, deman& to know why he lek. Jacob, 

no longer fearing Laban, recounts the ill-treatment he 

received at his lather-in-law's hands. Warned, Laban 

has little recourse but to accept Jacob's departure. 

At this meeting place Jacob and Laban erect a 

stone pillar and cairn. The account goes on: 

Laban said, "This cairn is witness 

today between you and me." For this 

reason it was named Gal-ed; it was 

also named Mizpah [watch-tower] , 
for Laban said, "May the Lord watch 

between you and me, when we are 

parted from each other's sight. If you 

ill-treat my daughters or take other 

wives beside them when no one is 

there to see, then God be witness 

between us." Laban said further to 

Jacob, "Here is this cairn, and here 

the pillar which I have set up between 

us. This cairn is witness and the 

comments on the distinction between "hearing" and 
"implementing" Christianity. 

pillar is witness: I for my part will 

not pass beyond this cairn to your 

side, and you for your part shall not 

pass beyond this cairn and this pillar 

to my side to do an injury, otherwise 

the God of Abraham and the God of 

Nahor will judge between us (Gen. 

xxxi, 48-53). 

Mizpah is used to mean a benediction wherein 

God is asked to watch over people in their absence from 

each other. As an epitaph it might simply be a request 

that God watch over both the dead and the living until 

they are re-united.This is a fairly safe, acceptable, and 

conventional explanation. Although certain to entertain 

disagreement and controversery, does the term perhaps 

have a deeper meaning? In other words, might there be 
a "deep structure'' correlating with the "surface 

structure"? If so, this structure may be largely lost, even 

to the black community. 

For example, did African Americans see 

themselves as Jacob, being ill-treated and cheated by 

white society - Laban - and finding relief only in the 

escape of death? Might Mizpah, in that sense, be 

another example of justice delayed, but not forgotten? 

A reminder on the stone - in full view of white society, 

but not easily comprehended - that the injustice was 

clearly recognized and never accepted. 

In  addition, the theme of the watch-tower or 

cairn is also strong in the story. While there are several 

Biblical references to gravestones as memorials and 

markers (e.g., 2 Sam. xviii, 18 and Gen. xxxv, 20), 
Mizpah expands on the conventional nature of - - 

the gravestone, establishing it as seperating the dead 

from the living. In this sense might the term mean that 

the dead are not to return to bother the living? This is - 
certainly a theme common to Airican American 

spxitualism. Could, in this scenario, the term be a 

replacement for grave goods intended to keep the dead 

happy? 

Furthermore, there are numerous references to 

the River Jordan in the Bible. In 2 Kgs. ii the chariot 

comes to Elijah at the Jordan and takes him into 

heaven. This undoubtedly serves as the source for the 
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spiritual, "Swing Low Sweet Chariot" with its references 
to the angels crossing the Jordan "to carry me home." 
Jordan is a common theme in Afncan American songs, 
including "Sabbath Has No End," and "I Got to Lay in 

Yonder Graveyard,'' with the latter explaining, "I got to 

cross that river 07Jurden, I got to cross there lo' myself." 

(Pamish 1992: 172, 196). Lbewise, "crossing the Jordan" 
is usually accepted as a specific reference to entering the 
promised land (Josh. i-iv). Might Mizpah, in the context 
of a stone set up "on the other side" of the Jordan, be part 
of this theme? 

In another context, I Sam. vii recounts the 
Israelites victory over the Plulistines and the erection of a 

stone near Mizpah, called Ebenezer or "stone of help." 

Again this account is one of hope and victory over one's 
enefies - raising the issue of whether Mizpah should be 

interpreted in a social or spiritual context, or both? 

Obviously, the interpretation of dm term and its 
place in Lstoric black society is far beyond the scope o£ 
our work. We offer it here as another line of research 
which may help better understand &can American 
mortuary pattern and beliefs. 

The People's stones also indicate the burial of no 
less than five individuals identiiied as "Reverends." And 
the stones also identib three &can American churches 
- St. Stephen's Protestant Episcopal Church, Zion 
Apostolic Church, and Gillfield Baptist Church (with the 

latter representing nearly 78% of the references to a 
church in the cemetery). 

The stones are also heady dominated by flower 
or ,lant motlfs, with the dogwood, ivy, rose, and acanthus 
leaves being common features. All have common, if 
sometimes inconsistent, meanings in Judeo-Christian 
iconography. The dogwood £lower, for example, is a 
reminder of Jesus's crucifixion. On at least one stone ivy 
is intertwined with an anchor - a very old s y d o l  for 
Christian faith." The rose has been used as a symbol of 
condolence and sorrow, but in some Christian traditions 

the red rose grew from the drops ol Christ's blood and 

43 rose. Acanthus leaves, commonly incorporated into 

classical buildings, can signify the arts, but the thorns 

on the leaves symbolize the pain and pnishment for 

sin. In  Christian beliefs the thorns are a reference to 

"crown of thorns" (Mat. xmii, 29). 

Of course, it may be that many plant symbols 

have more to do with Victorian inventiveness than 

earlier religious traditions. For example, through time 

ivy has been a symbol of many things, including fidelity 

and immortality. This apparently developed from the 

observation that ivy continues to grow on dead trees 

(Tresidder 1998:llO). Nor can we say that the 

icongraphy was accepted, or even understood, by all 

those who prchased the stones. 

Several of the People's monuments (for 

example #147) show the gates of heaven opening to 

receive the departed and barring death. This was a 

common theme, even offered on mail order monuments 

(see, for example, Little 1998:28). Likewise, several 

reveal open books (as an example # 30-D-1). Although 

these are ambiguous, they are typically seen as 

representing the Word of God. The book is oken 

mentioned in the Old Testament (for example, Exod. 

xvii, 14 and m i i ,  32). Perhaps more appropriate are 

the mentions of the book of life in the New Testiment 

(for example, Phil. iv, 3, "whose names are in the book 

of life;" Rev. xxi, 21, "are written in the Lamb's book 

of life", see also Rev. xx, 12, 15). 

Animals depicted in People's stones include the 

dove and the lamb - two common Christian motifs. 

The dove is the symbol of purity and peace. In the Old 
Testament it was chaste and was sent out from the ark 

by Noah (Gen. viii, 8-12). And in Is. iix, 11, "we 
mourn like doves." In the New Testament the holy 

spirit descended from heaven "like a dove" (Mt. iii, 16; 
Mk. i, 10; Lk. iii, Z; Jn. i, 32).The dove was also used 

az a symbol of the soul being carried to heaven. The 

lamb is the symbol of Christ (Jn. I, 29), as well as a sign 

the Virgin Mary is frequently holding a red 

43 Can. ii, I, "1 am the rose of: Sharon," and Isa. 
xxxv, I: "desert shall blossom as the rose." Canticles is also 

42 Heb. vi, 19, refers to the hope of salvation often called  he Song of Songs or The Song of Solomon 
through faith in Christ, "which hope we have as an anchor o£ (since his name appears several times in the text). The rose is 
the soul, both sincere and steadfast.'' also incorporated into Freemasonry. 
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of meekness, sacrifice, 

and innocence. It was 

commonly used in the 

nineteenth century on 

children's graves. "IHS" 
is used on at least one 

stone and is a 

monogram representing 

the Greek contraction of 

"Jesus." It is also 

sometimes considered an 

abbreviation of the Latin 

phrase meaning, "Jesus, 

Savior of Men." 

Common to 

nineteenth century 

cemetelies is the shaking 

or clasped hands motif. 

Nancy-Lou Patterson 

terms this "linked I I 

a male hand to the right 
and are symbols of holy matrimony or a sacred union. 

In addition, however, many stones will show one hand, 

typically on the lelt, as limp. Patterson interprets this 

as contact of the living and the dead, "not only at the 

moment of parting, or at the moment yet to come of 

greeting in another world, but also, in some mystical 

way, contact in the present" (Patterson 1989:192). At 
least one o& the stones in People's combines the linked 

hands with three links of chain. Leonard Huber 

(1982:5) notes a similar design in New Orleans where 

it is well associated with the Odd Fellows and taken as 

a symbol of brotherly love and respect. 

hands." Many a 

Some of the stones combine several images. 

Stone 212, for example, includes a heaven pointed 

finger, and a cross and crown. The finger motif was 

common in Victorian funerary art and is thought to 

direct attention upwards, toward Heaven. It may also be 

a symbol of transcendence over death (Patterson 

1989: 194-195). The cross and crown combine the 

emphasis of Christ's kingly position with the promise of 

eternal lile (be thou faithful unto death and I will give 

thee a crown of life, Rev. ii, 10). 

Figure 32. Example of a fenced plot (Plot 21). 

Five plots, all at the north end of the cemetery, 

have remnant iron fencing. Three of these, Plots 21 
(Figure 32). 27, and 356 were all manufactured by 

female hand to the left, 

Valley Forge in KnoxvdIe, Tennessee. Two gates (at 

Plots 21 and 27) retain their winged shields; although 

the third has lost its shield, the fence and gate design is 

identical. These three exhibit a pattern consisting of an 

apex-topped fence with an ornamented name-plate gate. 

The only company broadside we have been able to 

identify shows a bow and picket design 6ndicating that 

the company must have manufactured a variety of 

styles), with the identical gate (suggesting that this gate 

may have been the "flag shipw of the company and was 

used extensively to "dress up" the otherwise relatively 

plain fence). 

Plot 25 was once lenced, although today much 

of the fence is stacked on at one edge oI the lot. The 

remaining gate evidences a circular shield with the 

name, "C. KANIKA/ & / SONS / MUNCIE, IND." 
As previously mentioned, the firm C. Hanika also 

produced gates with a shield from Celina, Ohio. 

Plot 31 is surrounded by a hairpin and picket 
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fence similar to Haluka's styles 26-28, except that there 

are only two (not three) channel rails. The shield on tlus 

gate reveals it was manufactured by Cincinnati Iron 

Fence Company in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

~mmediately north of plot 48 is a remnant 

section of woven wire fencing set on 4x4-inch wood 

posts with it 2x4-inch top rail and 4x4-inch bottom 

rail (set at grade). The fence consists .o£ formed dart- 

shaped "pickets" woven among horizontal lines set about 

6-inches apart. T h  is the best preserved section of wire 

fencing in People's, although it was likely quite 

common during an earlier period. 

Of all the fencing found or known to have 

been in People's Cemetery, the most enigmatic is that 

which was originally along Crater Road. It was dedicated 

in 1906 and specific mention was made of its arched 

entryway. Several of the companies known to have been 

providing fencing to the Afncan American cemeteries in 

Petersburg include these types of gates in their catalogs, 

including Cincinnati Iron Fence Company (although 

they illustrate only a straight banner) and Stewart Iron 

Works (which illustrates several varieties of arched 

entryways).M The fence was still present in 1942, when 

the City began condemnation proceedings for the 

widening of Crater ~ o a d ~ ~ ,  but was missing by the time 

of the second widening in 1968. Whether it was ever re- 

installed in the 1940s could not be determined. 

A General Conditions R e ~ o r t  of 

People's Cemetery 

The investigations conducted at People's 
Cemetery included a reconnaissance of existing 

conditions in the areas of monuments, landscape, and 

maintenance and management. Although the 

ThiS style of gate was relatively common and was 
poduced by a number of additional companies, such as 

Campion Iron Fence Company in Kenton, Ohio. 

development of an appropriate conservation plan 

presupposes a means of evaluating the progress of 

deterioration, this is not always possible. At People's we 

have integrated what historical evidence there is for the 

deterioration o£ conditions, along with some more 

specific data from the initial city effort to document the 

cemetery, undertaken in 1981, with the current survey. 

Monuments 

The most visible problem at People's Cemetery 

is the number of tilted, £alien, disattached, and/or 

sunken stones (see Figure 15). Many of these problems 

can be traced back to inadequate maintenance. As 
graves without vaults have settled, stones have tilted and 

fallen. Many have s& below ground level. Others have 

been broken by the stress oi topograjhic change. A few 

were almost certainly damaged as a result of various 

well-intentioned but poorly implemented clean-up 

campaigns. There is also some evidence of breakage 

resulting from previous improper repairs, typically with 
concrete!6 Dies on bases have either become disaligned 

or fallen og, often with consequential damage to the 

dowels. Marble and granite monuments are equally at 

risk. 

While not common, there is evidence of 

breakage most likely caused by vandalism, especially 

along the road side, where stones are easily accessible or 

where they have been involved in automobile impacts. 

There are also scattered or disassociated markers, 

perhaps caused by clean-up eflorts, vandalism, or simply 

erosion. We also noticed considerable damage from lawn 

mowing, most notably mower abrasion or nylon weed 

trimmer damage (from use of a too heavy cord). 

In addition to the displacement, breakage, and 

abrasion, many of the stones are soiled, at times 

limiting legibility. A special concern is the inappropriate 

cleaning of the monuments. Use of harsh chemicals, 

abrasives, and other typically "modern" methods can 

cause irreparable harm to the stones and must be 

4 9 t  that time the City, in the Hustings Court 
proceedings, indicated that, "The ience along Parcel A on * Concrete (Portland cement) should never be used 
Crater Road wJ1 be moved by your petitioner [the City] and in cemetery preservation projects. It is far harder than the 
reset along the boundary 04 the cemetery as it will be aker materials it is used to repair and iailure almost always results 
completion o4 A s  proceeding.w in damage to the original £&ric. 
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The fences at People's are in varied states of 

preservation. In several there are sizable losses of 

original fabric and, in one case, much of the original 

fabric is currently present, although the fence is 

disassembled. Several have been recently painted, 

presumably by associated families, but most exhibit 

corrosion. 

The curbing, which consists of both granite 

and concrete examples, is also in varied states of 

preservation. Some are well set and in very good 

condition. Others, however, exhibit cracking (in the 

concrete) and displacement (in both the concrete and 

the granite). Corner posts are often tilted or, in some 

cases, missing. Some sections of curbing are also 

missing. Although some of this damage is readily 

attributed to tree growth, much is more likely the result - 
of either previous clean-up egorts or the use of 

mechanized equipment, perhaps for grave digging. 

Currently the cemetery has no access control, 

being completely open to the streets and the adjacent 

apartment complex. The property is routinely used a 

pdestrian and automobile cut-through. A portion ol 

the cemetery adjacent to the apartment complex is being 

improperly used by tenants of the complex, while a 

portion adjacent to housing on St. Andrews Street is 

being adversely occupied. All of this has promoted 

littering, excessive wear to grass, and has likely caused 

additional damage to some stones. Moreover, it creates 

a situation where visitors will potentially feel 

uncomfortable. 

There is no circulation plan lor People's 

Cemetery. Although it appears to have had a horseshoe 

drive, allowing access to virtually all parts, this has been 

closed lor at least the past 40 years, being replaced by a 

gravel drive connecting S. Crater with St. Andrews 

Street. This has served only to promote inappropriate 

use of the cemetery and leaves much ol the cemetery 

inaccessible except by foot to visitors. Although this is 

not a critical issue at the moment, it w d  become more 

serious as eIforts to promote and preserve the cemetery 

encourage additional visitation. 

There is currently no lighting of the cemetery 

except for a Virginia Power street lamp at the far 

southern end of the cemetery on TaIIialerro Street. 

Even this lamp, however, has been inoperative for at 

least the past three months, suggesting a serious 

deliciency in maintenance. However, historically the 

cemetery was never provided with decorative lighting and 

we do not believe that any should be added at this time. 

Additional security lighting, on the other hand, is 

advisable and should be mounted at the edges of the 

cemetery on poles. 

The information we have been able to obtain 

suggests that the original drives for People's Cemetery 

were graded soil and were never paved. The current 

extension of St. Andrews Street is gravel, but is 

currently in poor condition. AtLouah keeping the - - 
pavement soil-based would be more historically 

appropriate, the steep slopes in some areas are likely to 

cause erosion and maintenance problems. Moreover, 

depending on the extent of additional use the cemetery 

may see, soil drives are not able to support much traific. 

Just as there appear never to have been paved - -- 

roads at People's, it seems unlikely that the paths were 

ever more than soil (although they may have been 

sanded to improve drainage). Today there is no evidence 

of any original pathways, although we suspect they were 

placed between family plots, in a fashion typical of the 

time and organization of such cemeteries. The "new" 

portion ol People's Cemetery, acquired by the City in 

1942 for the reburial of the graves removed for the first 

widening of Crater Road, was to have graded streets and 

sanded walkways - although neither materialized. 

There is today no evidence of site furniture, 

although some may have existed on individual lots. 

Likewise, there is evidence that at one time trash cans 

were placed on site for the use of families tending their 

plots. These, too, are no longer present. 

The lawn is very spotty, being primarily 

aflected by tree cover (which shades out grass, and 

depletes soil nutrients and water). There are areas, 

primarily where there are no trees, in good to £air 

condition. Elsewhere the lawn cover is either absent or 

in poor condition. There does not appear to be any 

effort to seed bare areas, establish a more shade tolerant 
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grass, fertilize, or convert the current ground cover to a 

more low growing variety. Mowing appears inhequent, 

often waiting until the grass is very high (based on the 

cut and dried grass found caked on some stones). 

Compaction does not appear to be a problem except at 

the far south end of the cemetery, adjacent to 

Talliaferro Street. 

Plantings are fairly limited in the cemetery and 

there is no evidence of any previous landscape plan. 

Deciduous trees (along with a few old cedars) are the 

predominant plant material found, mixed with 

occasional yuccas and a very few shrubs. Otherwise, the 

most abundant plant material is poison ivy, which 

heavily infests many of the trees in the cemetery. 

The trees evidence little or no eifort at 

maintenance. Many have been seriously damaged by 

previous storms and are in need of professional 

trimming, as we1 as fertilization. There does not appear 

to be any plan for the removal of trees endangering 

stones or other cemetery features, nor is there any 

evidence of a plan to replace vegetation as it dies. 

LAewise, there appears to be no set schedule for raking 

and leaf removal (during the time we were on-site a 

portion of the heavy leaf accumulation had been 

previously removed, while large areas remained 

untouched). 

Serious soil erosion appears to be limited to 

the road area, where there are numerous gravel N e d  

ruts. The bare ground in many portions of the 

cemetery, however, must be promoting sheet erosion, 

evidenced by the number of stones which had been 

previously placed in concrete, but are today completely 

loose. The only drainage system for the cemetery is 

natural, following the topography. There are no road 

drains or drains remaining lrom previous (if 
they ever existed). 

Maintenance and Management 

adequately scheduled mowing, or routine leaf raking. 

Clearly the current stag is not adequate to povide first 

class maintenance. 

There is no signage of any sort at People's 

(except for several memorial stones along Crater Road 

which are dikcult to identify, hard to read, and offer 

little historical iniormat ion). 

It does not appear that the City has established 

any procedures for owners of lots in People's to bury 

family members. Given the inadequacy of records, there 

is considerable concern that continued use of People's 

dl result in damage to human remains already interred. 

We also understand that there is no line-item 

budget for maintenance or preskrvation efforts at 

People's Cemetery. The issue of funding is very serious 

and must be dealt with before virtually any of our 

recommendations can be meaningLily implemented. 

Recommendations for the Long-Term 
Preservation of People's Cemetery 

Our recommendations are ofiered in the same 

three categories as outlined in the previous section: 

Monuments, Landscape, and Maintenance and 

Management. We have, however, added the additional 

category of funding. 

We believe that there is, in hand, adequate 

information to immediately begin the preservation 

efforts at People's Cemetery. Although the eiforts will 

clearly need to be phased, we do not believe that 

additional planning is either necessary or an appropriate 

use of scarce resources. Projects can too often be 

"planned to death." It is time to devote the resources 

and manpower to make substantive changes in the 

condition of People's Cemetery. Where appropriate we 

have also provided guidance on prioritizing the different 

actions within each broad category. 

Maintenance at People's Cemetery must be Monuments 
significantly improved. At the present time both our 

field observations and the condition suggest that the It is critical for the City to understand that a 

cemetery is under a "deferred maintenance program,'* historic cemetery is as much an outdoor museum as a 

with issues being addressed only when they become park. Consequently, the City must function as much 

critical. We saw no evidence of regular trash pick up, like a registrar and curator as like a grounds keeper. To 
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do one, and not the other, is to cause what is often 

irreparable damage to the resource. 

We have heard, during our work in Petersburg, 

that the City hoped to encourage lot owners to 

undertake the repair oi the stones in their plots. This 

'*seli-treatment" is a very poor idea and would result in 

large numbers oi inappropriate repairs that cause 

extensive additional damage. Moreover, it is the City's 

responsibility to both repair, and maintain, the cemetery 

- not that of individual families. 

We strongly advocate what we believe is an 

ethically and professionally appropriate approach. 

Physical integrity should be stabilized without 
cosmetic reconstruction of damaged stones or 

featwres. In this manner the stones, curbing, fences, 
7 

and other features are retained, without recreating 

features that are already lost using modern materials. 

In addition, it is absolutely critical that all 

treatments be completely documented and that this 

documentation be maintained (curated) by the City in - - 
perpetuity - just as would be amuseum object and its 

documentation. 

With this in mind, our first priority actions 

are those which are critical to ensure the long-term 
preservation of stones that would otherwise be in 
immediate danger 04 either aational material loss 
due to accelerated deterioration or imm;lent 
danger of loss or thek. These actions should be 

conducted within the next 3 to 6 months. 

All loose stones should be identified, 

documented, and appropriately erected. This 

will minimize the potential that they will be 

lost, stolen, or damaged by maintenance 

activities. If a corrected location is identified 

later, they can be moved. 

appropriately repaired. This will ensure that 

the pieces are not further damaged or lost." 

All stones tilting more than 1 5 O  should be 

documented and appropriately reset. 

8 All sections of loose fencing should be 

immediately reset in order to avoid their theft. 

Gates, in particular, should be attached using 

one-way or tamper resistant screws and bolts. 

A monitoring or maintenance program 

should be develoDed for the treated 
I 

monuments. %s should involve seasonal site 

visits to identify newly dislodged or out-of-the- 

ground stones, vandalism, and other problems. 

Provisions should be made to document, 

collect, and properly store such specimens 

until treatment can be conducted. 

Second priority items are those not 

considered immediately critical to the preservation of 

the original fabric of the cemetery. Although classified 

as a secondary priority, they should not be delayed 

more than one to two years. These are actions that 

are also essential for the long-term preservation plan, 

but which may be briefly delayed. 

Conservation treatments should be 

conducted on all iron work in the cemetery. 

These wJ1 likely involve glass bead abrasion, 

followed by application oreither a high-grade 

rust resistant paint or a volatile corrosion 

inhibitor. The different poducts should be 

explored as a test of longevity in the 

Petersburg climate. 

Conservation treatments for several concrete 

monuments with exposed (and corroding) 

All toppled stones (including dies which are 

off bases) should be documented and " The only exceptions to this recommendation 

appropriately reset. This will ensure that the 
concern the government issued stones, which can be replaced 

without charge by contacting the Department of Veterans 
now disassociated parts are not Lrther 

+ ,  Mairs, Memorid Programs Service, and stones which are too 
damaged or lost. 

L, 

badly damaged for egective repair. These latter stones should 

be documented and either buried on-site where they are iound 
All broken stones should be documented and or curated by an appropriate museum. 
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Trees should be selected for use when 

replacements are necessary. The selected tree 

should produce minimal sap (which damages 

stone), avoid sucker growth at their base, and 

limit the number of surface roots (which both 

inhibits grass growth and causes stones to be 

displaced and topple). They should produce 

only light shade and be suitable for an urban 

environment without irrigation. Ideally they 

will be light self-pruners and produce small 

leaves (resulting in less leaf removal in the 

autumn). 

Secondary issues include access and 

security, bhting, paths, and site & h e .  As with 

the monuments, secondary priority should not be 

interpreted as long-range, but instead issues which 

should be planned for and  dealt with within the 
next 12 to 34 months. 

The City should acquire appropriate, safe 

parking facilities for the cemetery. This space 

will not only encourage use of the cemetery, 

but will povide space for equipment storage 

and also interpretive exhibits or kiosks. One 

choice is residential property at the far 

southern end of the cemetery on either 

Talliaferro or St. Andrews street. The other 

option is adjacent commercial or residential 

property fronting South Crater. This second 

option is preferred, since it would allow easier 

access to the cemetery and greater visibility to 

attract visitors. 

The entire cemetery should be fenced to 

eliminate inappropriate use. Along South 

Crater Street we recommend reinstalling a - 
historically appropriate fence.49 Along the 

remaining sides and south edge we recommend 

using an 8-foot high security chain link fence. 

This, in turn, should be screened using a fast 

* Our recommendation is one of the several fences 

and gates available &om Stewart Iron Works. These fences 

are not only historically appropriate, but the company is 

known to have provided fences for African American 

cemeteries in ~etersburg. 

growing, low maintenance climbing such 

as wild rose. The City may wish to install a 

vehicle gate at the south kdge of the fence, 

especially if the existing road is at least 

temporarily maintained as a pedestrian 

pathway.50 

The current lighting is inadequate for night- 

time security and the City should install 

additional pole mounted lighting. 

As previously mentioned, it is unlikely that 

there were laid in paths when People's was 

being actively used. At the present time 

visitation is so low that it is probably 

unnecessary to establish paths. Nevertheless, 

the City should develop a pathway plan for the 

luture. We recommend brick pathways since 

they are easy to maintain, cause minimal 

disturbance, and provide easy access for the 

disabled." Wherever possible we recommend 

that the site be made accessible to all visitors. 

There are currently no benches and we do 

not recommend their placement at People's 

Cemetery. We do, however, recommend the 

placement of several litter containers for use 

by visitors. 

Maintenance and Management 

TLere are a number of maintenance 

changes that  the City should immediately 

50 This wiU separate People's Memorial Cemetery 

hom Little Church, which was never the case historically. 
However, fencing only three sides of the cemetery will not 
eflectively control pedestrian trafiic nor provide the necessary 
security. 

As an alternative the City may wish to explore 

soil cement, but ths is likely to require greater maintenance, 

ohetting its lower initial cost. In addition, the use of: a paving 

material allows at least one edge of the pathway to be raised, 
allowing visually impaired individuals to more easily navigate. 

O n  slopes the City should be careLl to ensure that the 

pathways take into account drainage issues and do not 

promote erosion. 
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implement t o  improve the care given People's mowing twice a month during the heat of the 

Cemetery. Some of these can be done with only limited summer (from mid- June through August), and 

expense, although like other issues relating to then returning to a weekly schedule toward the 

preservation, there are real costs associated with end of the growing season as the grass 

maintaining a cemetery. The  first priority approaches dormancy. We recognize that this 

recommendations should be implemented within is an ideal, but the point is that the grass 

the next 3 to  6 months. should not be allowed to become as high has it 

apparently has in the past. Not only does that 
People's Cemetery needs at least one full- encourage more damage to the stones (since 

time employee, with aa t iona l  staff rotating in they can't be easily seen), but it also creates 

on an as-needed basis. The grounds keeper greater hazards for site visitors. In addition, 

would provide a higher visibility and promote the longer and thicker grass becomes, the 

greater security at the cemetery. In addition, more difficult it is to remove with line 

the individual's duties should include opening trimmers using the light-weight line necessary 

and closing the site daily; collecting trash at to prevent damage to the stones. 

least once a day (more often as public use 

increases); weeding, emergency pruning, and No chemical weed killers should be used at 

removal of volunteer growth; lea£ raking and People's (with the exception of the previously 

pick-up; mowing; and monitoring and discussed use o£ a brush killer to eliminate the 

reporting vandalism, maintenance issues, and poison i .  Likewise, we specifically 

other problems. recommend against the installation of a 

sprinkler system at people's Cemetery. It 
The City police should begin routine patrols would be very damaging to headstones and 

of the cemetery immediately. This means that would be almost impossible to install without 

at least two to three times a night and several damaging graves. 
times during the day, the central road should 

be patrolled. When this road is no longer in A tree maintenance program should be 
use the police should continue to routinely initiated immediately. All trees should be 
check the grounds from S. Crater Road and pruned at least once a year to remove dead 
Talliaferro Street during the night. wood. This should be coupled with professional 

pruning every three years by a trained arborist. 
The best approach to the maintenance of the Likewise, only individuals with special training 

lawn at People's without damaging the stones should be allowed to removed dead trees since 
is to use power mowers within 12-inches of this work must be done with the greatest care 
stones and then to use line weed trimmers with to avoid damage to monuments. 
nylon whips to trim up to the markers. 

However, the current use of very heavy duty Leaf removal should be scheduled for at least 
line must stop immediately. We have found every other week - and preferably once a week 
that the cord being currently used is at least - during the fall. At non-peak seasons they 
0.12-inch and is itself abrading and damaging should be removed at least monthly. A 
the stones. Instead a much lighter line - no neglected appearance seems to encourage 
heavier than 0.08-inch should be used in the vandalism. 
future. This change should be implemented 

immediately. Issues of secondary priority should be 
implemented by the city w i t h  the next 12 to 24 

An ideal mowing schedule is about once a months. Although not as critical as the previously 
week during the beginning of growing season discussed first priority maintenance and management 
(perhaps May through early-June), with issues, they must not be neglected. 
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As paa of the l a m  maintenance program, 

the City should begin fertilizing the grass on a 

schedule appropriate to the zone and dominant 

type of grass present. The formula should be 

approved by a stone conservator before use 

since many products contain high levels of 

materials (such as salts and acids) which can 

damage stones. 

The City, as previously discussed, should 

begin the process of reseeding bare lawn areas 

using a shade tolerant, slow growing grass 

suitable lor the climate. The seed mixture 

should also be drought resistant since artificial 

watering is not possible. 

Just as the grass needs fertilization, so too do 
the trees. The City should have all of the trees 

evaluated by a professional arborist and 

individually feed on a prescribed basis. If the 

fertilization is injected it is less likely to 

damage the stones than if- broadcast. 

The City should develop appropriate signage 

for the cemetery. This should include 

regulatory and informational signage which 

indicates what may, and may not be done in 

the cemetery (including how the City will deal 

with memorial flower arrangements placed on 

graves); the times during which the cemetery is 

open; and other legal notices concerning 

vandalism, theft, and damage to plants or 

stones. It should also include interpretive 

signage that helps the visitor understand the 

nature and impoaance of the cemetery. It may 

also be appropriate to include signage 

explaining various consenation activities being 

conducted on the cemetery, as well as why the 

security steps have been taken. It is our 

experience that when these details are 

explained to the public they are much more 

willing to cooperate. Eventually the City may 

wish to install signage that points out the 

grave sites of notable individuals in 

Funding 

The City must recognize that the oaaersLp of 

a cemetery involves on-going expenses and, in order to 

meet these routine needs, establish an appropriate line- 

item in the budget for the care, preservation, and 

maintenance of People's Cemetery. Vhile we encourage 

inventive and non-traditional funding approaches, the 

City must recognize that ultimately People's Cemetery 

requires constant maintenance Lnding, just like the 

streets, the schools, or the various city parks. Funding 

must be Iound internally to allow the City to Llf-ill its 

commitment to People's Cemetery, made when the 

property was purchased in 1986." 

It is critical that an appropriate funding level 
be established and included, as a line item, in the yearly 

appropriations. Cemeteries must not compete with other 

city activities for funding. They require a certain level of- 
. - 

care on an on-going basis. This can only be achieved by 

a stable funding base. 

The City must realize that state and federal 

resources Lor preservation money (most especially for 

on-going maintenance) are limited and it is unlikely 

that sufhcient funds can be acquired from these sources 

to do the work necessary in People's Cemetery. As a 

result, the search for funding sources must begin at the 

local level. Although it may be natural to begin that 

search in the &can American community, the City 

must also realize that it accepted responsibility for 

People's Cemetery and therefore its preservation has 

become a duty of both the white and black populations 

of Petersburg. As we have recommended previously, the 

City d need to identify consistent iunding sources and 

include People's preservation and maintenance as a line- 

item in the budget. In fact, it is unlikely that granting 

sources, either inside or outside the City, will want to 

contribute Lnds to a project that the City itself is not 

fully supporting. 

There are, oi course, some activities that 

volunteers can undertake. But the City must realize that 

volunteers should not be asked to as 

Petersburg7s African American community. 

52 The deed £or the purchase indicates that the City 
4 "properly and perpetually maintain the cemetery." 
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professional stone masons, landscapers, ironworkers, or 

stone conservators. The importance of "friends groups" 

is in the support functions that they can contribute - 
providing assistance in Lnd raising, helping on cleaning 

projects, serving to monitor security until permanent 

provisions are established, and so lorth. These Lnctions 

d l  be critical to the success of the program. 
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Extant Environment and Current Condition 

Known locally as "Little Church," this 

cemetery is situated at the corner of South Crater and 

Mingea roads, with the main access, a single-lane gravel 

drive, running off Mingea at the foot of Little Church 

~ o a d  (Figures 33 and 34). There is also a pedestrian 

gate off Mingea, at the northern edge of the cemetery. 

The cemetery incorporates approximately 2.5 
acres and has a roughly triangular shape with its long 

dimension oriented northeast-southwest. It is separated 

from People's Cemetery by a windrow of recently cut 

trees. In fact, this southern boundary is so unclear that 

it appears several of Little Church's burials are actually 

over the legal property line on land owned by People's 

Cemetery. As briefly discussed in the Historical 

Overview below, this cemetery has a long and 

convoluted history and ownership. There is some 

question whether it has ever been truly distinct from 

People's. 

To the west of Little Church is another strip of 

land owned by the City of Petemburg, bordering 

TaUiaferro Street, while to the east the cemetery 

extends to South Crater Road on only one lot (Figure 

35). There is a commercial establishment on the corner 

lot and two residential lots to the south, one bordering 

only Little Church and the other bordering both Little 

Church and People's. Across Mingea to the north and 

Talliaferro to the west there is a predominantly African 

American neighborhood, largely consisting of elderly, 

lower and middle 
I income individuals. 

The Petemburg 

Police Department 

reports that this 

area, several years 

ago, was considered 

one of the city's 

more dangerous 

areas, but is today 

considerably quieter 

and more secure. 

To the northeast, 

across South Crater 

R o a d ,  i s 

P e t e r s b u r g ' s  

historically city- 

owned  a n d  

p r e d o m i n a n t l y  

white Blandford 

Cemetery, listed on 

the National 

Register of Historic 

Figure 33. Little Church Cemetery, view to the west (showing the Williams monument on the left). 
Places. 
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The topography at Little Church slopes from 

the north to the south. In this area Crater Road 

follows a ridge, with Little Church occupying the 

western portion of that ridge at an elevation of about 

130 feet above mean sea level (AMSL). The ground 

drops precipitously at the west edge (on Talliaferro) 

and drops more gradually to the south, into People's 

Cemetery. Locally, there is considerable undulation in 

the topography at Little Church, sGggestive of many 

unmarked graves. 1 

Dominating the central portion of the 

cemetery, at the highest elevation, is the largest 

monument in Little Church, dedicated to the 

Reverend Henry WdLams (Figure 36). Since L s  death 

in 1900 clearly post-dates the formation of the - 
cemetery it is unclear whether this monument is 

situated on a pre-existing family plot or was added 

later. Regardless, today it dwarfs the other monuments 
in the cemetery. This monument also provides silent 

testimony concerning the changes that have taken 

place at Little Church. A photograph of the 
. - 

monument's dedication clearly reveals a bow and picket 

fence around the obelisk - a fence which has 

disappeared since that time. 

The soils present in the cemetery, based on a 

recently excavated grave, are red and reddish-yellow 

clays characteristic of the Cecil-Appling area of what 

has been known as the red-clay hill-region stretching 

from Alabama through the Carolinas and into 

Virginia. Known also as the Southern Piedmont, the 

topography consists of r o h g  or undulating hJls, often 

eroded (U. S . Department of Agriculture 1939: 1059). 

The cemetery, prior to this study in the 

summer of 1998, had been overgrown with herbaceous 

vegetation, including much poison ivy and honeysuckle 

on the fences in the cemetery. Also present were 

numerous second growth scrub trees. The cemetery is 

characterized by an unnatural, disturbed environment 

open to plants typically called "weeds," many of which 

This is Lrther supported by the identikcation ol 
a number of human remains, as well as a cofkn handle in the 
backdirt of a recent burial which appears to have intruded into 
an earlier grave. 

are stenotrophic and thrive on enriched (or polluted) 

conditions typical of the urban environment. It seems 

likely that the vegetation was cleaned out only when a 

burial was to take place, with the cleaning largely limited 

to the burial spot and appropriate access. 

By the fall (at the time of our study), 

considerable e££orts were being made to clean up the 

cemetery. The tree line separating People's and Little 
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Church was being removed, graves and fences had been 1829.~ 
cleared ol vines, scrub trees had been removed, and 

portion of the cemetery previously impassible had been 

opened up. Only at the southern edge of the cemetery 

were there still graves obscured by vegetation. 

These endeavors, however, revealed that 

residents (either current or former) had been throwing 

large quantities of household trash and debris over their 

fences and into the cemetery, where it was obscured by 

the thick vegetation. Now that nearby portions are 

cleared of vegetation this trash is a significant eyesore, 

as well as presenting a hazard to health and safety. 

A few portions of the cemetery, probably 

representing those areas most commonly used, have 

been established in low grass. Other than several cedar 

trees (which may, or may not, be intentionally planted 

for their religious or spiritual sigruhcance), there are no 

grave or lot plantings in Little Church. In fact, this 

cemetery has a rather stark appearance. ks discussed 

below, the use of curbing and other features suggests 

that it was laid out, or evolved, along lines typical of the 

rural cemetery movement. It seems likely that the 

landscaping has simply fallen victim to years of neglect. 

Historical Overview of Lide Church 

The first definite description of Little Church 

Cemetery can be dated to 1883. In August ol that 

year, John C. and Eloise Drake conveyed a piece of land 

to James WJkerson, Jr., described as a1 of Lot #99 and 

part of Lot #98, a parcel in the "heights of New 

Blandford" measuring 312' along Fifth (Mingea) Street, 

117' on the west (Talliaferro Street) boundary, and 

about 382' on its southern line (Figure 32). The 

purchase price was $900, secured by a lien on the 

property.2 

John C. Drake had owned the land he sold to 

WJLerson for only a year, having paid $600 to the heirs 

and legatees of John W. Mingea in 1882. That deed 

(for Lot 99 and part of Lot 98) referred to buildings on 

the land, and also to an agreement to keep the "burial 

ground thereon from use or m~lestation."~ There is no 

indication of when the burial ground was established, or 

for whom, but the deed makes clear that as early as 

1882 Little Church Cemetery was considered a 

designated place for burial. 

The 1883 boundaries are much different from 

today's. At some point the cemetery was enlarged 

eastward to include all of Lot 98 and part of Lot 91. 
Lot 91, originally 100' wide by about 400' along South 

Crater Road, is today occupied by a commercial 

business, taro houses, and a lot with graves that extends 

Little Church east to South Crater Road. The deeds 

that might reveal how a portion of Lot 91 became part 

of Little Church Cemetery have not been researched. 
ft 

The south boundary of Little Chuzch 

Cemetery has also been relocated over time, but to 

reduce, not enlarge, the site. The People's Memorial 

Cemetery complex lies along the south side of Little 

Church. A strip about 80' wide that was historically 

part of Little Church is presently incorporated into the 

city-owned People's. The present boundary was marked 

by a row of hardwoods less than twenty years old which 

were cut during the winter of 1998-99. 

The early record of Lots 99, 98 and 92, before 

the acquisition of the burial ground lot, is confusing. 

In 1835 Samuel and Mary Robbins conveyed Lot #98, 
with a dwelling house, to John Mingea for $335.' Lot 

The identity of the Drakes is unclear, but they 

are known to have been heirs of William M. Jackson, 

who had been a partner in acquiring the southernmost 

section of today's People's Cemetery. The Drakes 

conveyed their interest in that land to Thomas Scott in 

Hustings Court, Deed Book 40, p. 554. 

* Hustings Court, Deed Book 43, p. 99. 

The price further confuses matters: two years later, 
Hustings Court, City of Petersburg, Deed Book the same Robbins sold 16 acres, part of which became 

44, p. 622. People's Cemetery, to William H. Williams for $350. 

97 
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98 was described as two acres in 1835 ,~  but the 1780 
plat shows it as less than one acre. Mingea acquired Lot 

#97 in 1841. His price of $1 10 was the high bid at an 

auction of some of the land of Patrick FoIey, being sold 

to settle a mortgage debt.? The deed by which John 

Mingea acquired Lot #99 has not been located. 

According to &chard L. Jones, Mingea subdivided #98 
and 99 in 1854, by an unlocated plat.' 

The issue of how Mingea came into this land, 

and how it was subdivided dillerently from the 1780 
plat, is not so important. The more interesting 

questions concern the late-nineteenth century 

relationship of J. C. Drake with the cemeteries that 

became People's and Little Church, and the origin ol 

the Little Church burial ground. No reference to a 

cemetery is made in the 1830s deeds to Mingea ol Lots 

97 and 98, but there could be a mention in the deed to 

Lot 99 (we did not find the deed or the 1854 plat cited 

by Jones). Therefore, the initial establishment of the 

cemetery that became Little Church has not been dated. 

Further, there is no evidence as to whether it began as 

a burial ground for whites, slaves, or free persons of 

color. 

From his acquisition of the cemetery in 1883, 
James M. Wilkerson, Jr., operated it as part of his 

successful undertaking business. The purchase of this 

cemetery lot seems to coincide with establishing a n  

independent firm: in 1880 Wilkerson was a partner in 

Parker & Wilbinson [sic], and by 1888 James M. 
Wdkerson was listed as an independent funeral director. 

The city directories do not specify that either, or both, 

listings may represent Wilkerson Jr. rather than his 

father. 

The WJkerson family were staunch members 

of Gillfield Baptist Church, and were surely proud that 

Rev. Henry Williams Jr., pastor from 1866 until his 

death in 1900, was buried in Little Church Cemetery. 

- -- 

Hustings Court, Deed B O O ~  9, p. 279. 

Hustings Court, Deed Book 16, p. 365. 

"ichard L. Jones, "People's Memorial Cemetery," 

(n.d., Siege Museum files). 

A history of the church mitten in 1903 reports that 

"this church is his monument; that granite shak erected 

by this church in Blandford Cemetery helps to 

perpetuate his memo ry... His wife rests arith him." Not 

long after Williams' death, the church members 

determined to erect the monument, which cost $1,800 
(Johnson 1903). The dedication was an important 

community event, attended by many of Gillfield's finest 

families. photographs taken at the time also show the 

Williams plot enclosed with a cast-iron fence, which is 

no longer present.9 

The business of undertaking in Petersburg was 

very competitive in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. There were usually three or four in 

operation in any given year, and city directories for the 

period list a number of enterprises that lasted only 

briefly. Only two proved successL1 over a long term: 

Thomas Scott and his successor Thomas Brown, and 

James M. Wilkerson's establishment. These firms had 

in common ownership or management of burial 

grounds, where they sold lots and sometimes individual 

grave plots. Consolidation of services - oGering a plot 

as well as embalming and other Lneral needs - was 

probably a factor in the longevity of these businesses. 

With Wilkerson's success in selling plots, 

eventually there was no more space available in Little 

Church Cemetery (families who already owned lots 

could continue to bury). In  the early 1900s Wilkerson 

solved this problem by acquiring a larger property, now 

known as East View Cemetery, at the east side of South 

Crater Road. . 

During the 1 9 2 0 ~ ~  Lttle Church Cemetery 

was considered part of the People's Memorial 

Cemeteries (Benekcial, Providence, Jackson) by the City 

of Petersburg. New sections oL the city code provided 

Photographs of monument dedication, ca. 1901, 
in undated scrapbook, Major WAam Henry Johnson Papers, 
VSU library Special Collections. Bushey et. al. 1994:51 
state that Williams was buried elsewhere, but this may be a 

misreading of Johnson's 1903 work. In the early twentieth 

century,  landfo ford Cemetery" could refer to the 

People's/Little Church complex (see 1906 fence dedication 

notice) as readily as to Old Blandford, the white cemetery. 
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regulations for the cemetery complex, assigning 

responsibility for reporting burials to the Health Office, 

and giving authority to a designated Keeper for 

assigning plots, supervising maintenance, and similar 

powers. For the first time, the land was acknowledged 

to be tax-exempt as a burial ground." James Wilkerson 

was one of the members of the Cemetery Committee of 

the Colored Cemetery Association, which elected 

Thomas H. Brown the Keeper. Although Wikerson 

had previously superintended Beneficial and Providence, 

there is no evidence that he challenged Brown for the 

post. In fact, without space available in Little Church, 

he may have been pleased to leave it in Brown's hands. 

Thomas Brown had been viewing the tract as one with 
People's for several years. His plans for improvement in 

1925-26 included continuous iron fencing along 

Mingea Street and the back of the cemetery, and 

extended People's new grid and road system across Lttle 

Church (see Figure 21). 

In late 1931 members of the People's 

Cemetery Committee and James M. Wilkerson agreed 

that Little Church Cemetery should be merged with 

People's, to formally eliminate taxes on Little Church 

and combine the two *lots for use and maintenanck. 

Wilkerson deeded Little Church to the committee, 

which accepted the plot with thanks," but the deed 

seems not to have been recorded in the Hustings Court 

(and may not have been prepared as a legally binding 

document). 

Because the ambitious landscaping and 

maintenance plans made by Thomas Brom, and 

attempts to map the cemeteries under his management, 

never came to fruition (even his map of Peoples shorn 

as Figure 26 does not include Little Church), there is 

little evidence that combining Little Church with the 

People's Cemetery complex had any deknite impact. 

During the decades after Brown's death (1952) when 

People's became overgrown and largely impassable, 

10 Rules Governing People's Memorial Cemetery, 

Petersburg City Code Seetions 525-539, adopted 1925. 

" 1931 Minute Book, People's ~ernorial 
Cemetery, (F. H. Noms, secretary). 

Little Church could still be accessed from Mingea 

Street, and the public perception was that the two were 

separate. 

Whether or not the deed conveying Little 

Church to the People's Memorial Cemetery Association 

was registered, People's Cemetery as acquired by the 

City of Petersburg in 1986 includes the south portion 

of the original Little Church Cemetery. The balance of 

the property belongs to J. M. Wilkerson Funeral 

Establishment. 

Stones and Other Features 

The cemetery is unenclosed, although a 

pedestrian gate is found at the north edge of the 

cemetery on Mingea Street (identified as number 21 on 

Figure 35). A series of concrete steps, bordered by 
welded pipe handrails, lead up from the road to the gate 

(Figure 38) which is in fair condition. The opening for 

this double gate is six feet in width. Each gate has a 

Cincinnati Iron Gate Co. shield attached at the top rail 

and the gate hinges are melded to the top pipe railing 

post, perhaps suggesting that the gates have been reset 

or modified. The design is a typical bow and picket style, 

common to a variety of manufacturers. 

The cemetery and its graves are oriented on a 

rough northeast-southwest axis, although variation 

between d v i d u a l  markers is noticeable. The cemetery 

consists of a number of recognizable plots, distinguished 

by concrete or granite coping, fences, or posts, which 

seem to focus on the central portion of the cemetery 

(i.e., as you move to the northeast, south, or southwest 

the number of marked family plots seems to diminish). 

Full plots consistently measure 16 feet square, while 

half plots measures about 7 to 8 feet in width. This 

suggests that at least some areas of the cemetery were 

laid out using the standard design techniques of the 

period. It is not possible to determine if graves not 

bounded by plot limits are individual graves or if plots 

were simply not marked. As previously discussed, the 

title lor tLs cemetery is complex and there are no good 

ownership records for the individual plots (although the 

cemetery continues to be used). 

There are five fenced plots within the cemetery 

(identified as numbers 1 , 2 ,  32, 37, and 38 on Figure 
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35). Fence I, representing a hall plot measuring 7 by 

15 feet, is a hairpin and picket style manufactured, 

according to a shield attached to the gate, by "C. 

Hanika & Sons, Celina, OH." It enclosed a single 

marble obelisk. This plot is apparently still being 

actively cared lor. Although a portion of the fence has 

been damaged, probably by a tree, it has recently been 

cleaned and painted. 

Fence 2 is a Stewart Iron Works fence, 

consisting of a bow and picket design that is still listed 

in their catalog (Design IOR). Comer and gate posts are 

Stewart's Design 2. This fence, and the plot it encloses 

(which measures 16 feet square), are in poor condition, 

being heavily overgrown with a portion of the fence 

missing. 

The script "S" in Stewart on the gate's shield 

indicates that the gate was produced after 1910. In 

addition, careful inspection of the underside of the 

horizontal channels reveals the presence of a rib. This 

was an option offered by the company only between 

1903 and about 1914 (Mr. Tony Milburn, personal 

communication 1996; Mr. Mark Rottinghaus, personal 

communication 1998). Consequently, this gate was 

manufactured no earlier than 

1910 and no later than 

about 1914. 

Fence 32 is a 

hairpin and picket motif. A 
broken shield on the gate 

povides only a 

identification: "H[? ] 
F E [ N C E ]  c [o . ]  
CINCINNAT[I, OHIO]. In 

spite of this slueld, the design 

is that of Stewart Iron 

Works. The fence is their 

design 6R, while the corner 

and gate posts are their Style 
- .. 

O. These posts are topped 

with an unidentifiable 

ornament, although the fence 

used their Style K picket top. 

The interior ol this *lot, 

which measures 16 feet 

square, has been topped with 

concrete and a single granite marker is situated in the 

middle. The plot has recently been cleaned out by 

Milkerson's, suggesting that it is no longer routinely 

maintained by the l a d y .  In spite of that the fence is in 

good condition, except for one section where the 

original hairpin and picket has been replaced with a 

non-matching bow and picket style. This replaced 

section has been damaged and is in poor condition. 

Fence 31 consists of a cast iron fence about 2 
feet in height set on a low concrete coping. The shield 

on the gate identified its manufacturer as Stewart Iron 

Works. The fence is an ornamented picket design and 

is unusual lor any of the &can American cemeteries 

investigated in Petemburg. 

Fence 38 consists of concrete posts and iron 

pipe railings. Although clearly not as "formal" as the 

previously described fences, designed specifically for 

cemetery enclosures, this fence has a dignified simplicity 

and is seen in other cemetery settings. It is in good 

condition, although the gate is missing and the pipes are 

bowed on the southwest side where a cedar tree has 

grown into the fence. 
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1. Fenced Plot 24. M.R. stonecutter (1898 and 1901) 
2. Fenced Plot 25. I .B .P.O.E . W. Royal Lodge No. 11 (1 950) 
3. Williams Monument 26. I.B.P.O.E.W. Royal Lodge No. 77 (1931) 
4. Granite marker with block letters 21. Pedestal tomb (1889) 
5. Concrete marker with hand lettering 28. Obelisk (1889) 
6. Lee, 1913-1958, painted stone 29. Marble tabletstone (1895) 
1. I.B.P.0.E.W.,RoyalLodgeNo.72(1951) 30. 1.B .P.O.E .W. Royal Lodge No. 77 (1 923) 

31. B.I.B.C. (1921) 
9. N.I.B. S. Blooming Zion No. 225 (1954) 32. Fenced plot 

10. Y.W.S.L.I.C. (1949) 33. Government Issue stone (Jewish, 1982) 
1 1 .  Name on whitewashed coping in metal letters 4 .  Rosetta Tent No. 433 (1921) 
12. I.B.P.O.E.W., Majestic Temple No. 109 and 35. Granite posts delimit half lot 

N.I.B.S. Blooming Zion No. 225 (1949) 36. Marble tabletstone (1884) 
13. Concrete coping for lot 31. Fenced plot 

14. "From the Employees of C.S.H." (1933) 38. Fenced plot 

15. I .B .P.O.E .W. Royal Lodge No. 21 (1 960) 39. Granite marker, Mason (1888) 
16. Concrete corner posts for lot 40. N.1.B . S ., Magnolia Lodge No. 1 16 
1 .  Y.M.I.B.A. (1922) 41. Concrete marker (1947) 
18. Whitewashed concrete marker 42. 1.B .P.O.E .W., Majestic Temple No. 109 
19. M. R. stonecutter (1 899) and Y.W.I.B.A. (1933) 
20. Mason, Pocahontas Lodge No. 7 (1920) 43. Deacon of Third Church, MR stonecutter 

21. Cemetery gate 

22. Y.M.I.B.A.(1922) 44. Rosetta Tent No. 433 (1950 
23. Iron fence posts at plot (fence missing) 5 I.B.P.O.E.W. Royal Lodge 

There are several areas along the southern 

boundary of Little Church that are worthy of brief 

comment since thev stand in contrast to the remainder 

of the cemetery. In  these areas there is extensive use of 

concrete lam-type markers, all of which appear to be - - 

cast in a similar fashion, if not by the same hand 

(Figure 39). 

At the end of the access road there are six rows 

of concrete markers, further recognizable by the 

undulations in the ground. These appear to represent an 

area of individual grave plots (called single sections in 

the business) and no family plots are found 

intermingled. The practice of selling both family and - - . -  
individual plots was common at cemeteries during the 

last quarter of the nineteenth century, as cemeteries 

attempted to provide services fitting the needs of all 

people. These single sections, however, were typically 

segregated Lorn the family plots, usually at the edges of 

the cemetery - much as we see at Little Church (see 

Sloane 1991:83-84). While there was a strong feeling 

of democracy associated with the rural cemetery 

movement, the limiting factor was consistently money. 
- ,  

Sloane explains, "the only barrier to owning a plot in 

most rural cemeteries . . . was money" (Sloane 

1991:83). 

To the east there is a concrete marker for 

Spencer Green which is marked "FULL," almost 

certainly indicating that he had purchased a full lot. 

Further east is another stone marked, "HOSEA 

HOLCOMB 1 FULL," again probably designating a 

corner and the amount of land o-ed. Another marker 

is found in the southeast padrant oi the cemetery, for 

Nathaniel Bullock, Jr. 

A survey ol the stones in Little Church reveals 

that the earliest marked grave (that of Robert Lee) is 
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1883. Lee was born, likelv a free I , 
person of color, in 1835. The 

next oldest stones are of the 

Wilkerson family, including the 

child, Maria Wilkerson (1867- 
1884).12 These stones are all 

found south of the access to the 

cemetery along Mingea Street. 

The most recent grave dates from 

1997, reflecting a use range 

similar to the adjacent People's 

Cemetery. The stones represent 

the same range of forms as seen 

in both People's and Blandford, 

including tabletstones, obelisks. 

dies on bases, plaque markers, 

government stones, and lawn-type 

and/or raised-top markers. Many 

of these are found in several 

materials, such as the plaques, 

which occur in granite, although 

concrete is far more common, 

representing one of the 

characteristic vernacular styles. 

Likervise, both concrete and I ~ i ~ u r e  39. Concrete lawn-type markers at the south edge of Little Church. 
granite lawn-type and raised-top 

markers are present throughout 

the cemetery. Also present are tlun marble tablets which include Tucker's, W&erson7s, and Winhee-Wright, all 
appear to be remnant furniture tops. There are 11 historically black mortuaries. The first two operate in 

extant obelisks at Little Church, ranging in date from Petersburg, while the third is an out-of-town firm. 
1889 through 1921, with a mean date of 1902. Table 

5 povides an listing of the stones or other features Six stonecutters were also identified in the 
which are marked on Figure 35. cemetery, including Hess-Trigard (successor to V.H. 

Poppa ol Petersburg), Arlie Andre-, Crowder, 
Two churches were specikcally represented in Oakwood (a Richmond firm), M.R. (Milton Rivers), 

the stone inscriptions: GilKeld Baptist Church and Bums and Campbell. All except the last two are 

(identified on the Reverend Henry Williams monument either known or thought to be relatively modern 
in the center of the cemetery) and Third Church.13 monument firms. 

Funeral homes identified on modem metal plaques 

There are 10 distinct fraternal organizations or 

lodges represented at Little Church (Table 6). Most 

occur singly. with only three accounting for two or more 
l2 The Wilkersons have a family measuring 

about 12 feet square, shown in Figure 35 as number 31. 
stones. The most common provider were the Elks, 

including Royal Lodge No. 77 and Majestic Temple 

l3 The Third (Baptist) Church at 630 Haliftix No. 109. These two lodges were found on at least seven 

street was b d t  in the 1820s and became a kee black church stones. Folloaing it were two Y.M.1.B .A. (Young Men's 

in 1846, forming from the Gillfield Baptist Church (Bushey Industrial Beneficial Association) stones and two 

et al. 1994:49). Rosetta Tent No. 433 stones. Most of these stones 



I.B.P.O.E. W., Royal Lodge No. 77 
I.B.P.O.E. W ., Majestic Temple No. 109 
Masons, unspecified 
Masons, Pocahontas Lodge No. 7 
N.I.B.S., Blooming Zion No. 275 
N.I.B.S., Magnolia Lodge No. 116 
Rosetta Tent No. 433 
Y.M.S.L.I.C. 

post-date 1900, seemingly reflecting the glory days of 

African American lodges during the first two or three 

decades of the twentieth century. Also identdied was one 

stone "From the Employees of C.S.H." It is unclear 

whether this was simply an a d  of kmdness or whether it 

was somehow iomalized benevolence. 
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Extant Environment and Current Condition 

Blandiord Cemetery today consists of about 

189 acres situated on the east side of South Crater 

Road, wedged between the City of Petersburg to the 

northwest and the Petersburg National Battlefield Park 

to the southeast and east. To the south are the outlying 

historic cemeteries of exclusion for Catholics, Jews, and 

Ahican-Americans. The westernmost portion of 

Blandford, adjacent to Crater Road, follows a high 

ridge. Most of the cemetery is situated on more steeply 

sloping ground (Figure 40). 

As discussed in the Historical Overview 
below, the cemetery originally surrounded the Anglican 

church at Blandford and it gradually grew into the 

acreage it holds today. Like other cemeteries of the 

times, it originally allowed only the burials of &ite 

Protestants and in 1837 a city ordinance speciLically 

forbade the burial ol &can Americans at Blandiord. 

The gradual enlargement of Blandford to its present size 

is clearly revealed by a map of the tract (Figure 41). 
The original church graveyard surrounding the 

Blandford Church is, in turn, surrounded by regularly 

laid out drives representing the influence of cemetery 

reform Aich  apparently accompanied the graveyard's 

purchase by the City in 1819. 

Too early to participate fully in the rural 

cemetery movement, Blandford caught the tail end of 

the beautification and civic improvement movement 

that began in New England about 20 years earlier. 

Cities such as New Haven struck out, creating burial 

grounds that were organized along gridded streets, 

eclectic and most importantly, large family 

lots. Slaane comments that, "the extensive family lots 

were centered around a monument proclaiming, of-ten 

in large letters, the family name" (Sloane 1991:32). 

Even as the ma1 cemetery movement began to 

sweep the country, Blandford appears to participated 

only marginally, probably because it was already well 

established and any changes would have been diificult. 

As a result, there are no winding drives, no botanical 

tours. You always realize that you are in a cemetery, 

albeit one that has been softened by the early reform 

spawned by New Haven. Of course the most recent 

portions of Blandlord reflect the lawn-park movement, 

with their flush mounted lawn markers and planned 

uniformity, designed to reduce maintenance costs and 

further isolate death. 

In  other words, Blandford reflects several of 

the issues, and resulting movements, of cemetery 

thought. It is into tL equation that &can American 

burials were added in 1851, when the City designated a 

section oi the cemetery as "a burying ground for persons 

of color" by the City (Nevde 1992; Anonymous 

1993:lS). 

The "Negro," or "Colored" Section as it has 

been known, is situated in Wards Y, Z, and YY on a low 

tract o£ land adjacent to a small drainage and heavy 

second groarth woods (Figures 42 and 43). Because 04 
the lower elevation of the "Negro Section," the soils 

here are somewhat more sandy, although clay dominates 

here as elsewhere in Petersburg. The nearby woods 

consist largely of bottomland species, which appear to be 

no older than perhaps 40 or 50 years, reflecting 

the changing £ace of the countryside outside of the 

downtown core. 

This land was likely given over to &can 

American burials since its low elevation made it one of 

the less attractive sections of the cemetery. In addition, 

it was far removed from the graves of Petersburg7s white 

citizens. In fact, the adjacent ward was left open until 

1868 when Memorial Hill was created, allowing the 

Confederate "Soldiers Monument" to tower over the 

African American section of   land ford. 

The "Negro Section" of Blandford is found 

primarily in Ward Y, although it extends to the north 
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* MAP NOT DRAWN TO SCALE 

EXPANSION THROUGH CIRCA 1900 

PRIMARILY 20TH CENTURY PLOTS 

POTTER'S FIELD AREA 

MASONS' PLOT, WARD D 

3 LUCY LOCKETT, 1836 SLAVE BURIAL 

Figure 41. Sketch map of  landf ford Cemetery showing prominent features. 
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into Ward Z and east 

into Ward YY. Ward Y, 
measuring about 350 by 

150 feet (1.2 acres), is 

bordered to the north by 

k c h  Avenue (named 

after "The Arch, " which 

marks the entrance to 

"Memorial a ill, " 

dedicated to the 

Confederate dead) and 

Ly A.P. Hill Drive to the 

west (named for a 

Confederate General). 

As is typical for 

this type of cemetery, 

Ward Y is further 

divided into a series of 

33-feet square plots, 

which in turn are divided I I 
into discrete family 

plots, each about 16 to 

l? feet square (300 
square feet being a fairly common family lot size). 

These, in turn, are dominated by monuments, fences, 

and curbing (Figure 44). Recently a portion of one plot 

(at the southeast comer of Arch Avenue and A.P. Hd 
Drive) has been converted into a "baby land." 

In the midst of the graves in the &can 

American section there are relatively few plantings, 

largely limited to native oaks and cedars. Individual lot 

landscaping is relatively uncommon. The cemetery is 

maintained as a grassed area, further reducing the 

variety of plant life present.' This starkness, however, is 

found throughout much of Blandford Cemetery and 

cannot be readily ascribed to racial or ethnic 
preierences. 

Likewise, there is very little indication of grave 

goods or ollerings. The one exception is a sun-bleached 

The only &antkg idendied during this survey is 

a yucca at Stone 59, a whitewashed concrete t headstone. 

~ l though  plantings are uncommon, the yucca does tend to be 

common in &can American graveyards. 

whelk shell placed on top of a relatively large, and 

relatively recent, granite die on base monument. This 

shell has remained untouched over the course of several 

visits spanning nearly four months. Whether it 

represents a uniquely &can American theme, 

however, is p e s t  ionable. Little, for example, observes 

that there are both English and Alrican precedents and 

that seashells are found in both white and &can 

American graveyards in North Carolina (Little 

1998:239). 

Maintenance in this section amears to be as 
A A 

thorough as elsewhere in Blandford. The oaks generate 

leaves which require raking and also serve to shade out 

the grass in some areas. Where the sun is adequate, the . . 
grass requires constant mowing, which in turn 

endangers the stones. A recent winter ice storm caused - 
heavy damage among the trees, although surprisingly 

lew stones were directly damaged by the downed limbs. 

There seem to be rela.tively few recent burials in Ward 

Y, with newer stones becoming more common in Wards 

YY and Z. 
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Historical Overview of Blandford 

Blandford Cemetery is the most celebrated of 

Petersburg's historic burial grounds. This status is 

assured by its great age (in use since 1702)~ its 

association with prominent citizens and soldiers, and 

the art-historical interest of gravestones and ironwork 

within the cemetery. While other early cemeteries 

inside the city have been lost and tLeir sites built over, 

Blandlord's suburban location allowed its survival, and 

encouraged its 1819 purchase by the town of Petersburg 

as a public burying ground. The intent was for - - -  

~landlbrd to be used by white citizens, but the burial of 

some people of color may have taken place during the 

early years. The only identified gravestone of a slave 

marks the 1836 burial of Lucy Lockett, who was 

interred near Blandford Church with the white family 

who owed  her (Christine Joyce, personal 

communication 1999). 

Blandford Cemetery has been enlarged several 

times since its establishment as a municipal cemetery. 

A purchase in 1&3 added a thirty-acre tract east of the 

original churchyard. Land acquisitions in 1854 and 

1866 extended the grounds -further east, and to 

generally the present south and north lines. From 

1866 until the twentieth century, the cemetery's size 

remained about 75 acres. In 1920 the city added a new 

35-acre tract, then another 79 acres in 1927. The 

latest enlargements were in the northwest comer beside 

South Crater Road. In the 1950s and 1960s the city 

bought two small parcels with several houses, whch were 

demolished for the construction of the cemetery office 

and reception center ( N e d e  1992). The large pieces 

of land sold to Blandford were typically former farmland 
which may have contained u ~ ~ f h c i a l  burial grounds. 

For instance, Wards Y and 2, the "Negro section'' of 

Blandford, were part of the 1843 prchase but retain 

gravestones from years before, as early as 1821. 

Blandford Cemetery mas available to the white 

public, but it was not a free cemetery. Plots were 
purchased, which eff ectively excluded most slaves and 

the indigent of both races. Impoverished white Masons 

were the exception. Blandford Lodge #3 and 

~etersburg Lodge #15 bought a lot in 1827, where 

they could bury members without family plots or finds 

for single-lot purchase. Most paupers had to be buried 

at public expense, in areas known as potter's fields. 

There was at least one such plot within Petersburg 

proper, and another just outside the original core of 

Blandford Cemetery (Neville 1992), today foun in the 

eastern triangle of Ward C, northwest of the section 

that later became Lee Ward/Memorial Hill. Burials in 

a potter's field were usually unmarked, their locations 

unrecorded. Because individual graves were forgotten, 

disturbed or even reused after a few years, there is no 

estimate of how many might be buried in the potter's 

field at the edge of Blandford, or even how early it 

began to be used. However, it is believed that blacks as 

well as whites were buried here during the early years 

(Christine Joyce, personal communication 1999). 

In 1837, Petersburg town council passed an 

ordinance disallowing any burial of blacks in Blandford 
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Cemetery (~evl l le  1992). Blacks were probably also 

excluded from the potter's field by this near law 

(Christine Joyce, personal communication 1999). This 

was one of a series og laws Virginia and other slave 

states passed during the 1830s to restrict the rights and 

activities of free blacks as well as slaves. As local laws 

echoed state regulations, cities throughout the south 

excluded blacks from public burial grounds (Goldfield 

1991:150-151). 

To set cemeteries apart as white-only was not 

necessarily lollowed by organizing an area for 

non-whites. Arranging a resting place for slaves was lek 

to their omers; providing burial plots for kee persons of 

color was left to their own community or sympathetic 

whites. Well before being formally excluded from 

Blandford's potter's field, the hee black community ol 

Petersburg had established at least two independent 

cemeteries (Pocahontas and Benevolent Society), which 

they supported with private funds. These provided 

working-class Lee blacks with alternatives to the potter's 

Eield. 

In 1840 the Beneficial Society of Free Men of 

Color established a new cemetery at the opposite side of 

Main Street (South Crater Road) &om Blandford 

Church. A decade later, a town councilman declared 

that it would be proper for the city to provide "a burying 

ground for persons of color" within Blandford 

Cemetery. This call was met in 1851, when the eastern 

extrerniiy (Ward Y) of the land purchased in 1843 was 

set aside for black burials (Neville 1992). 

During the 1870s and 1880s. Petersburg's 

black community was relatively prosperous, its standing 

frequently acknowledged by news articles covering club 

and cultural activities. The acceptance of blacks as 

participants in civic affairs may have been responsible 

for an amendment to Blandlord Cemetery's regulations 

in the late 1880s. This provided for another piece oi 

land ("the size and extent to be determined by 
committeett) to be set aside for black burials, adjacent to 

the existing black-only section (City Council 1888). 

There are no longer regulations designating 

certain areas of Blandford for certain classes of people. 

Nevertheless, because of family plots and connections, 

most African-Americans are still interred in the 

historically black wards, Y, Z, and YY (a relatively 

recent ward). This area of the cemetery is oken called 

the St. Stephen's Episcopal section, for the church 

organized in 1868, as many of its members are buried 

there. It is also known as the Virginia State section of 

Blandford, because of the graves of prominent educators 

and writers associated with the university. These 

unoihcial terms for the black wards reflect the historic 

interconnections among Petersburgts 

African-Americans and their cemeteries. Despite the 

aaiation with St. Stephen's Church, rector Emmet E. 
Miller (d. 1936) was buried at Peoples Memorial 

Cemetery. Many old families have some members 

buried in Blandford, some in the nearby historic 

cemeteries, some in modern memorial parks, and some 

relatives whose resting place has been forgotten or 

destroyed. 

Stones and Other Features 

With only a quick glance as you drive through 

Blandford it is probably dikcult, perhaps impossible, to 

identify the "Negro Section" - it seems identical to the 

other sections, dominated by curbing, obelisks, and 

other marble monuments. Closer inspection, however, 

reveals that there are clear threads of African American 

tradition running through the section and evidenced in 

both the styles and treatment of the markers. 

Perhaps most noticeable is that the stones are 

smaller and less densely packed in this section than they - - 
are in the pedominatelY white section of the cemetery. 

Stones are likeli smaller because the income oI the 

blacks was less than whites. Likewise, there are fewer 

stones, suggesting a somewhat greater tendency in the 

"Negro Section" than in the white sections for burials 

to be made without any permanent marker. 

Although coping is nearly ubiquitous in the 

cemetery, there remains evidence for only three fenced 

plots, all of wkch have been stripped, leaving only their 

comer posts. Elsewhere in Blandford iron fences are 

relatively common, with a range of manufacturers being 

present. Nevertheless, in the "Negro Section" today 

there is almost no evidence for the frequency of fenced 

plots. 

Stones in Wards Y and Z date hom as early as 
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Stones and Features at Blandford's "Negro Section" 

1. Granite plaque monument (1 931) 33. Fields (1864) 
2. Granite Royal Lodge No. I?, I.B.P.O.E. o i  34. 1916 stone surrounded by 1960s era plots 

35. Concrete lawn-type monument with copper pain 

3. Marble headstone with weeping d o w  motif and whitewashing (1 976) 
36. King ledger 

4. Holeman (1859) 37. Granite die carved with man playing golf 

5. Royal Lodge No. 77, I.B.P.O.E. of W. (lawn- 38. Granite die carved with "genie" lamp 

39. Granite die with Masonic symbol 

40. Marble with clasped hands motif 

41. 1861 monument 

42. Thomas Boyd marble headstone, erected by 
Robert Leslie, Esq. (1812) 

8. Small metal "Perpetual Care" marker 43. Marble headstone with boxwdod planting (1960) 
44. Rosetta Tent No. 433 (1913) 
45. Monuments and coping similar to examples in 

46. Royal Lodge No. 71 I.B.P.O.E.W. and E.S. 
12. Concrete stones (including picket-shaped L.C. (1948) 

varieties) and coping 4 Alfred W. Harris granite die on base (1920) 
13. Williams Lodge No. 1 1, I.B .P.O.E. W. (I 933) 48. Mason stone for black physician 

14. Stone similar to People's with concrete copihg 49. Concrete stone and coping around grave 

15. HoUaway (Clasped hands 1863) 50. Double coping, no headstones 

5 1. Royal Lodge No. 71 I. B .P. 0 . E  . W. 
52. Concrete coping and marble pedestal tomb wit 

small marble footstones 

53. Pride of Petersburg Lodge No. 487 N.I.B.S. 
19. Harriet (1860) 
20. Marble corner posts for family plot 

21. Mahood (marble on sandstone base, 1860) 
22. Barham (1859) 56. Obelisks 

57. Supreme Prince 33 O , Royal Secret 32 Maso 

58. Very thin marble headstones, but not dress 

hagments (1 903, 1 9 1 6) 
59. Whitewashed concrete with yucca planting 

60. Whitewashed concrete cross 

28. Whelk shell on granite monument (I 9 10/199 1) 61. Ella Scott, "Our Mammy" 
29. Granite coping and central marble pedestaled 62. Marble obelisk (1910) 

tomb iamily monument 63. Royal Lodge No. 77 I.B.P.O.E. of W (1951) 
30. 1855 monument 64. Blooming Zion Lodge 215 N.I.B. S. (1950) 
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1821, indicating that people were using 

this portion of the cemetery prior to its 

official designation. Most of the stones, 

however, post-date 1855, aith a small 

cluster from 1860 through 1880. In spite - 
of this probably no more than 10 to 20% 
predate 1900, suggesting that it was only 

with the turn of the century that African 

Americans began using Blandford heamlY.2 

The lodges represented in the 

cemetery are listed in Table 8 and include 

a range of those found at Petersburg's other 

African American graveyards. The most 

common organization is the Improved 

Benevolent and Protective Order of the 

Elks of the World, followed by a few 

Masons, and individual stones for a range 

04 other groups. There doesn't seem to be 

any clearly defined social distinctions, based 

on lodge membership, between those buried 

in Blandford as compared to other k c a n -  

American cemeteries in Petersburg. 

Perhaps this suggests that whatever else in 

life, the &can American community was 

most clearly defmed by color and ethnicity. 

Blandford also reveals that lodges continued to - 
be important to families, even as monument styles and 

materials were changing. For example, while lodge 

stones are typicall, small marble slabs at People's and 

Little church, they are also found in at 

Blandford (Figure 45). 

What is perhaps far more interesting is that a 

rather careful survey of Blandford failed to reveal many 

lodge stones in other (i.e., white) sections, excepting 

occasional Woodmen of the World, Masons, Odd 
Fellows, and Bible Class  stone^.^ At least based on the 

The loss of stones over time (and currently we 
don't know how prevalent &s loss may have been) may skew 

these observations. 

The two identified Bible Class stones are one for 

Radclige Bible Class, Memorial M.E. Church and Phoenix 

Bible Class, High Street Methodist Episcopal Church. Also 

observations in tL one cemetery, lodges were of far less 

importance in death to the white community then they 

were to the &can American. 

Although four funeral homes were identified 

on the markers of new graves - including J.M. 
Wilkerson, Morris @ Son, William Bland 8 Son, and 

Slurley R. Johnson - only one church was recognized 

in the monuments. That stone identified the buried 

individual as a aide" in the "Guild of St. 
Phillips Church'' (which is no longer present in 

Petersbur g) . 

Nine digerent stonecutters are identified in the 

"Negro Section,'' dominated by Pembroke Granite 

Works (representing a quarter of those identified), 

present was one stone for the Mount Vernon Council No. 20, 
D. of L. See also the Historic Section for the Masonic Plot 

at Blandford. 
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Evans Glasper Tent No. 601 / J.R. Gidding & Jolifee Union 

I.B.P.O.E. of W., Royal Lodge No. 77 
I.B.P.O.E. of W., Majestic Temple No. 109 
I.B.P.O.E. of W., Williams Lodge No. 11 

Masons, Supreme Prince 33' 
Masons, Royal Secret 3 2 O  
N.1 .B. S ., Blooming Zion No. 275 
N.I.B. S., Pride of Petersburg Lodge No. 487 
Rosetta Tent No. 433 

closely followed by Cromder Memorials (accounting for 

an additional 23% of the collection). Hess-Trigard is 

next in frequency (15%), although its original company, 

V.H. Poppa Stone 

Manufacturing, is found 

as the stonecutter for 

only 6% of the marked 

stones. Together, 

however, they account 

for 21% and represent 

the third most common 

supplier ol monuments. 

B& and Camg$en pmncLd 
13% of the marked 

stones, followed by 8% 
hom C.M. Walsh. Both 

are well known 

stonecutters from the 

white section of 

Blandlord. Relatively 

minor manufacturers 

include Metalstone 

Corporation, A.G. 

Blandford's "Negro Section." It may be that there 

was a preference for white carvers - or more likely 

their work. 

What is perhaps most obvious is that with 

52 marked stones, far more of the monuments in 

Blandford were signed than in either People's or 

Little Church. For example, this is the only place 

where we found stones signed by Poppa. Although 

some authors, such as Little (1998) provide 

interesting and compelling discussions of 

stonecutters and their trade, and while it is often 

suggested that the signature was "advertising," 

there seems to be no discussion of why stones 

were signed. Consequently, without having some 

idea of why stonecutters chose to sign some stones 

and leave others anonymous, it is impossible to 

speculate on why there are more signed stones (per 

capita) in Blandford than at other &can American 

cemeteries in Petemburg.* 

Andrews Monuments, 

and Shaw and Facu. 

Although not 

identified as such (and thus not included in the * We can speculate that more stones were signed at 
tabulation), there was at least one "M.R." (Milton Blandford than elsewhere since those choosing Blandford 
Rivers) stone in Blandford. It is perhaps surprising that seem to have had more disposable income. Yet, if this is the 
being a black carver his work is so uncommon at case, why sign stones for the other cemeteries at all? 
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When the stones at the "Negro Section" are 

examined by type, it is clear that nearly the same range 

occurs there that is found at other &can American 

cemeteries in Petersburg. For example, a range of 

concrete monuments is found, including both 

markers and raised-top inscription markers. Also 

present are a number of steeply peaked' or Pointed 

concrete tabletstones, usually whitewashed (Figure 46). 

It is immediately obvious, however, that these 

concrete markers are far less co-on at Blandford than 

they are at other cemeteries, most especially People's 

and Little Church. Conspicuously absent are examples 

of marble dresser tops that have been pressed into 

service. What we did find, however, were very thin 

marble tabletstones. Likely more affordable than 

traditional, tLcker slabs, these may reflect a slightly less 

afnuent family, that under dgerent circumstances 

might have used a marble fragment in People's or Little 

Church. 

In fact, the &can American section of 

Blandford is dominated by modest granite dies on bases, 

typically set in the center of a family plot and oken 

bearing only the family name. These, of course, are 

typical of the rural cemetery movement and are 
7 A 

characteristic of the white section as well as the black. 

Marble obelisks are also relatively common. The 13 
examples in the cemetery date from 1884 through 

1920, with a mean date of 1902. This closely parallels 

Little Church and suggests that some aspects of - - 
funerary design and art are more controlled by fashion 

than by one's skin color. It also seems to clearly indicate 

that when able to afford it, Petersburg's &can 

Americans sought to participate in the trends affecting . . .  
white burial customs. 

There are several stones which remind us of 

the complex interaction between blacks and whites. One 

stone was set by a white family in memory of "our 
Mammy," while another (dating horn 1812) reports 

that the interred was "a d u t u  son: a good scholar, and 

was faithful and devoted to his benefactor" (who the 

stone announces was Robert Leslie, Esq.). 

Petersburg. During a superhcial inspection the 

digerences seem dramatic and the "Negro Section" 

appears to blend-in with the white plots. However, upon 

closer inspection there are traits 6 practices tound at 

other African American cemeteries evident at 

Blandford. While there may have been a greater 

acceptance of standard or traditional white habits, burial 

markind practices still retain some essential elements 

found elsewhere in Petersburg, helping to form a - - 

continuum of practices that, overall, becomes quite 

distinct. 

In sum, the area historically set aside for 

blacks in Blandford stands apart - but only a very little 

- from the other Ahcan American cemeteries in 
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EAST VIEW CEMETERY 

What is commonly known as East View 

includes a series of several different parcels or discrete 

cemetery areas. Although one might imagine that these 

different sections of East View would have some 

consistently applied names, that does not seem to be the 

case. In ofact there are even portions of East View which 

have been lost from the memory of most individuals we 

spoke to during this' research. The USGS topographic 

map codines  Blandford, the Catholic, the Jewish, and 

the African American cemeteries as one entity (Figure 

47). As a result, we divide the cemetery into two 

sections - East View (to the west) and Wlikerson 

Memorial Cemetery (to the east). 

Between these taro 'sections" there is a large 

grassed held which informants have told us has been 

used for the burial of victims of Petersburg7s 1918 
influenza or typhoid epidemic. Although we have not 

been able to verify this information, it has come from 

several sources, including the owners of the property. 

And while we see no undulations in the ground, or other 

evidence of burial, the ofact that this section has not 

been resold does suggest that it contains burials. 

Clearly, a penetrometer survey of this portion of the 

cemetery could answer this question. 

Historical Overview 

East ViewNJkerson Memorial Cemetery is in 

an area that was annexed into the City of Petersburg in 

1945. Before that time, the land was in unincorporated 

Prince George County. 

The present cemetery occupies three entire 

lots, #5, 7, and 8, and parts of two more, #2 and 6, 
that are shown on a survey made in 1855 of a tract 

owned by the Estate of Elizabeth Taylor (Fipre  48). 
Henry Boarman had acquired Lot #?, the northeast 

section of the cemetery, by the time the survey plat was 

recorded, and before his death also acquired Lot #s, 
south of #I (the two tracts are separated by a no longer 

used dirt or gravel road, shown on the plat as Taylors 

Street). Lots #1 and 8 passed to Bowman's heirs as 

17.75 acres. In  1902 Henry's son John C. Bowman 

acquired title from the other four heirs, and in 1904 he 

added parcel #5 (9 acres), at the west side of #8.' 

Lots #5, 2 and 8 were conveyed ($3,343.15) 

by John C. Bowman to James M. Wilkerson in 191 1, 

and have remained in the Wilkerson family and their 

business, 7. M. WJkerson Funeral Establishment, since 

that time. By his dl written and proved in 1932, 

WJkerson devised several bulldings to sisters, nieces and 

nephews, and the rest and residue to his wife Fannie 

Crawley Wilkerson. The next year, after a substantial 

legacy to Gillfield Baptist Church, and gifts oof cash or - 
real estate to relatives, Mrs. Wilkerson in turn devised 

the rest of her estate, including the cemetery property, 

to Virgie Brown Sparks of Norfolk, daughter of 

Wilkerson's sister Elizabeth and wife of Charles F. 
Sparks.' 

Mr. Sparks was the manager of the Wilkerson 

business and its cemeteries for a number of years, and 

in 1966, Virgie and Charles Sparks conveyed these two 

tracts and other property she had inherited back to the 

company? (Alter his retirement, Sparks is thought to 

have continued to mold and carve concrete grave 

markers, which he had ohen provided during his active 

career.*) 

Clerk of Court's Oflice, Prince George County, 
Deed ~ o o k  24, p. 257, Deed Book 54, p. 428 (which refers 
to Book 46, p. 58, for John's acquisition from the other 
heirs). 

Clerk o£ Court's Oflice, Deed Book 54, p. 428. 
Hustings Court, City of Petersburg, Will Book 14, pp. 65, 
316. 

Hustings Court, Deed Book 283, p. 435. 

* Interview, Pemell Simms, manager of Wilkerson 
Funeral Home, 12/16/98. 
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The earliest markers identified in the cemetery, In 1909 Wikerson appears as superintendent of East 

dating from 1866 through the 1880s, are found in the View, Church Street, Providence, and Old Beneficial 

easternmost (WJkerson Memorial) section, Lots #? (also part of People's). 

and 8. The section of East View nearest South Crater 

Road occupies the south halves of Lots #2 and #6. It WJkerson's city directory listing for 19 1 1, the 

has not been determined when this land was added to year he acquired title to about 26 acres in East View, 

East View Cemetery; Lots #2 and #6 are not recited indicates the comprehensive nature of his business, 

in the 191 1 and the 1966 conveyance to Wilkerson. citing him as hneral director, embalmer, livery man, 

Like the Bowman prcels, this land may have been used and Superintendent providence-Church St. and East 

as a burial ground well before Wilkerson's formal 

acquisition. B'rith A c h n  Cemetery, established in the 

late nineteenth century, takes up the north halves of 

Lots #2 and 6. 

During the nineteenth century, several tracts 

of land were acquired by benevolent organizations to 

provide burial plots for Petersburg's black community. 

Deeds from 1818, 1840, and 1865 list the men who 

acquired these parcels, some of whom became 

undertakers. There are no WJaersons among the - 
purchasers. The first appearance of a W&erson among 

the professional undertakers of Petersburg comes in the 

View cemeteries. 

Before 1 920, Wilkerson's chief competitor, 

Thomas H. Brown, took over management of the 

People's complex. Ownership of East View and Little 

Church cemeteries combined with family management 

to enable W&ersonfs Funeral Establishment to survive 

the death of its founder and his son, and outlast their 
contemporaries. Today Wilkerson's is the oldest 

&can-American undertaking business in ~etersburg. 

A great loss to the historic record came when a (ire 
destroyed many of the business records. Too much 

information about the cemetery exists only in the 

1813 city directory, which lists taro businesses, Hill, memory of older citizens. 

Parker & Wilkinson [sic], and Philip Robinson. By 
1880 the former firm had become Parker 6. Wrlkinson, For example, a large section of the cemetery is 

and in 1888 J. M. Wilkerson was listed as an open and without markers, but believed to be the resting 

independent funeral director. By this point, James M. place of a large number of people who died of epidemic, 
Wilkerson, Jr., had come into the Iirm and eventually either typhoid or influenza, around 1918. No 

took it over. Directories and advertising are seamless, explanation is given for the absence of gravestones, and 
so that it not k n o w  when the changeover from father there are no estimates of how many burials may have 
to son occurred. A 1903 ad for James M. Wilkerson, occurred; it is agreed, however, that the victims were 
undertaker, stressed "fine caskets; embalming neatly buried individually rather than in a mass grave. 

6 

done ."' 
When South Crater Road was first widened in 

The Wilkerson firm found that management 1942-43, most of the disinterred bodies were reburied 
or ownership of cemeteries was an important business in the new section of people's Memorial Cemetery. A 
asset. In 1883 James M. Wilkerson acquired Little number were also moved to a section of Wilkerson 
Church Cemetery, just north of today's People's Memorial Cemetery that had not been used before that 
Memorial Cemetery. By 1899 he was the time. South Crater Road was widened again in 1968, 
superintendent of Providence (part of People's) and his to a hll four-lane road with median. This project 
own Church Street (Little Church) cemeteries, as well required a right-of-way through the southeastern edge of 
as being the "keepert' of Rod of Shalom (B'rith Achim) People's Memorial Cemetery, &om which graves and 
cemetery. The city directory for 1905 lists East View markers had to be removed. Smty squares in WAerson 
Cemetery, c/o James M. Wilkerson, for the first time. Memorial Cemetery, "northeast of East View 

f i e  ~erorder 1903, (clipping in W. H. Johnson Interviews, Pernell Simms, December 16, 1998; 
Scrapbook, Special Collections, VS U library. Mrs. Mary Lee Berry, January 28, 1999. 
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Cemetery," were purchased from Wilkerson Memorial 

Funeral Association. The funeral directors contracted 

to move the bodies (Newcomb Funeral Home of Chase 

City for the disinterments, Wilkerson for the 

reintermentsf were to relocate all head and foot stones, 

monuments, and vaults, and place standard curbing at 

the replacement squares for any squares that already had 

curbing. As with the earlier move, any square that had 

to be removed in part would be completely removed, and 

an equivalent new square assigned. 7 

Up to the present, East View/WJkerson 

Cemetery has continued to expand into other new 

sections, without adding any more land to that which 

has been held by the family and firm for decades. 

East View Cemeterv Section 

Extant Environment and 
Cuxrent Conditions 

These discussions dl be limited to the former 

portion of the cemetery, situated immediately south of 

B'rith AcLm cemetery, east of South Crater Road, and 

north of Stratford Avenue and Page Street (Figure 49). 

The cemetery consists of a linear strip of land 

measuring about 210 feet by 860 feet (about 4.2 acres) 

separated from B'rith Achim by a brick and concrete 

block wall. Beyond the wall, until recently, were only 

woods. Today these woods have been cleared and 

grubbed for an additional 300 feet, in preparation for 

an expansion of B'rith Achim. This work has lek only 

a thin woods line separating the existing African 

American burials from the newly opened Jewish parcel. 

In this woods line, which varies from perhaps 10 to 20 
feet in width, are numerous marked graves, essentially 

abandoned by those caring for East View. 

East View is bisected east-west by a two-rut 

gravel road which runs off South Crater for about 600 
feet before turning and exiting onto Page Street (Figure 

50). There is a chain gate between the two entry 

columns at South Crater, but it doesn't appear that it 

has been closed in a numbir of years. There is no gate 

or chain at the opposite end of this drive. Nor is there 

any fence along the south side of the cemetery. Access, 

therefore, is uncontrolled, as evidenced by bottles and 

other trash in the cemetexy (and in one of the graves). 

The topography in this area is quite level, with 
a very gradual slope from elevations of about 130 feet 

AMSL in the north to about 120 feet in the south. 

Further to the south is a neighborhood of small and 

generally well maintained houses, still on level, almost 

pasture-like lands. Across Crater ~ o a d  are a range of 
w 

commercial lots before the terrain drops off toward a 

small drainage (which runs into Wilcox Lake, the 

backdrop for Lee Park and Lee Golf Course). To the 

east the topography remains relatively level, although 

beyond East View there is another drainage, this one 

running into Poor Creek +which cuts through 

neighboring Petersburg National Battlefield. 

East View offers a somewhat forlorn 
appearance. ~ l t h ~ ~ g h  well grassed, there are only a very 

few oaks and cedars breaking the monotony of the 

landscape. It is clear that historically this cemetery was 

set out in uniform lots - about 16 to 17 feet square. 

Many have vestiges of coping, although there is much 

damage. In fact at the Wilkerson Memorial section of 

East View we found several "dumpsu of coping debris, at 

least some of which may have come fxom this portion of 

East View. There are only four fenced. plots in this 

cemetery and stones, while common, are typically 

modest, so there really is no central focus or dominating 

view. 

Although there were no open or recent graves, 

the adjacent cleared land reveals a thin A horizon of 

brown sandy clay loam overlying the red clays of what 
Interview, John DonIey, Virginia DOT appear to be Cecil soils. These soils seem to be far more 

RigLt-of-Way Division, December 30, 1998. 
Correspondence between C. W. Mangum, District Property 

similar to those in the People's and Little Church 

Manager, and Henry C. F. Burke, CorIiss A. Batts, Moses cemeteries than in the nearby, low, "Negro Section" of 

White, et. d., Trustees for the People's Memorial Cemetery, 
October 1961 - July 1968 (in peoples Cemetery Records). 
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nearby woods have taken over a number of 

graves. The fences are poorly maintained, - - 

as are the stones themselves. One below 

ground vault is open and inspection reveals 
that the cofhn has been broken into and 

bones are scattered in the pit along with 

modem plastic bags, soft drink containers, 

and other trash. During a recent visit there 

were a number of trees and Lnbs still down 

after a winter ice storm several weeks 

previous (although this condition also 

pevailed in Blandford to an alarming 

degree). Coping, although once widely used, 

is in variable condition with many sections 

displaced, missing, or poorly maintained. 

Stones and Other Features 

I~i~urure 50. East View Cemetery looking down gravel entrance road. Unlike People's and Little 

Church, which were developed by 
Blandford. benevolent organizations to provide burial services to 

the black community excluded from other Petersburg 

At first glance care seems more consistent in cemeteries, or ~land£ord, which was operated by the city 

East View than in Little Church or People's, but this is and allowed Amcan American burials in only a 

segregated section, there is evidence that 

East View (both sections) was I entrepreneurial, seeking to sell lots at a 
V 

profit or as part ol a total service package.8 

While most entrepreneurial cemeteries 

were, at this time, operated as lawn park 

cemeteries, the East View section retained 

many of the elements of earlier styies that, 

at least in theory, had passed out of vogue 
- such as coping and other forms of lot 

enclosures, and individual monuments. 

Yet, the cemetery is laid out not 

on an east-west arrangement, but rather in 

relation to the strip o i  land that it occupies 

-very characteristic o£ rural and lawn park 

I cemeteries which sought to use the natural 

1 lay of the land lor situating gamily and 

likely a {alse impression generated by the relatively 

sparse landscaping. It is clear that grass is only mowed This is at least the case alter Wilkerson acquired 

when it become "highitl and as previously mentioned, the the cemetery in the early twentieth century. 

Figure 51. Pipe railing fence at Plot 12 in East View Cemetery. 
individual plots, and not be tied to strict 

east-west grave orientations. This, of 
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course, was based on the sound principal of maximizing has been overtaken by shrubbery. 

land use and/or profit. Mixed with this pragmatism, 

however, the cemetery retains the very formal 

organization typical of such early town cemeteries as the 

New Haven Burying Ground, dominated by its gridded 

design and locus on-lot ownership (which extended into 

the following rural cemetery movement). 

In other words, the East View section, like all 

ol the other &can American cemeteries in Petersburg, 

seems to include a mix of different elements and 

pred ing  attitudes. It cannot be easily characterized as 

integrating - or being controlled by - one design 

focus. At least some of these competing landscapes are 

The first of the two iron fences is Plot 70, 
situated adjacent to the paved road along the southern 

side of East View and enclqsing a full plot about 17 feet 

square. It is a bow and picket design with a very ornate 

name plate for "J.F. JAJZRATT.'t9 Alihough there is no 

manuladurer's shield, the construction and design is 

nearly identical to fences produced by Stewart Iron 

Works (see below). The fence is in generally good 

condition, being recently repainted. At the base of the 

fence, situated between the support and corner posts, is 

a low (ca. 6-inch high) concrete infill, whose purpose is 

uncertain. 

likely the result of the cemeteries' gradual development 

under changing owernships. The second lence, enclosing Plot 90, is 

situated just south of the gravel road running through 

There are four fenced areas in East View - East View (Figure 52). This lence is in much worse 

two are low Pipe railing fences and two are "traditionalt' condition than that at Plot 10, being rusted, partially 

ironwork fences. Plot 12, in the northwestern corner of displaced in several areas, and entirely missing its north 

the cemetery is one of the pipe railing Iences (Figure side. In addition the gate is heavily damaged. Still 

51). It is about 2-feet in 

height, constructed of 

plumbing pipe with the 

vertical supports set in 

concrete. There are two 

horizontal rails - one 

today just above the 

ground surface and the 

other at the top of the 

fence. Each side consists 

of four sections of equal 

length. The opening lor 

the plot is on the east 

side and consists of a 

missing section. The 

second pipe railing 

fence, Plot 35, is dso  

situated at the north 

edge of the cemetery, 

but in the northeastern 

auadrant. This fence 
I 

encloses a much smaller 
I~igure 52. Stewart Iron Works fence at Plot 20 in East View Cemetery. I 

plot and consists of pipe 

railing specifically designed for fence construction. It is - - - 
low, about 18 inches in height, and each vertical post is 'The Jarratts comprised a well-known Pocahontas 
decorated with a ball finial. There is a narrow gate on gamily. They were boatmen, haulers, and property owners, 
the east side of this fence as well. A portion of the plot both begoore and after 1865. 
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intact, however is a relatively simple name plate, 

"BATES" and below it, a shield for Stewart Iron 

WorLs, Cincinnati, Ohio. Although the comer and 

gate post hnials are dillerent, the bow and picket 

design, as well as the picket finials, are identical to 

those seen in the fence for Plot 10. 

A survey of the stones in this portion of 

East View reveals that the earliest, a marble 

tabletstone, dates to 1890, with only a small handid 

dating to the first decade and a half of the twentieth 

century. Based on the surviving monuments, it 

doesn't appear that this cemetery became heady 

used until the early 1920s.'~ The most recent graves, 

dominated by metal L e r a l  home hom J.M. 
Wdkerson, date into the 1990s. L o s t  as common 

were plaques from William N. Bland @ Son. 

Monuments and markers were 

manufactured by Burns and Campbell, C.M. Walsh 

(with a Petersburg, Va. identification), Crowder 

Memorials (also with a Petersburg, Va. 

identification), and Pembroke Granite Works. . 

Although not marked, there is at least one stone (Stone "HER SON LUTHER / IN MEMORLAM / ELLEN 
4) produced by "M.R." or Milton ILwrs. Toppled, it HARRISON / DIED NOV. 2,1922 /AGE 54 YRS ." 
reads "INMEMORYOF / MY HUSBAND / SANDIE which also include a raised bronze casting of his face. 

E. / BARLOWBORN / DEC.09,1869, / DIED Directly behind this monument is what at first appears 
DEC.l'lI1910 f AGE 44YERS. / ATREST". The to be a marble ledger stone, badly worn with a central 
carving style is unmistakably that of Rivers (Figure 53). break and worn or eroded area. Upon further inspection, 

however, this ledger stone is seen to cover a below 

There is a wide range of monuments, including ground brick lined vault, in which are the desecrated 

traditional (nineteenth century) marble tabletstones, remains of a cofhn and skeleton. This vault 

small marble lodge stones, and marble dies on bases. arrangement is somewhat atypical, but is commented on 

Also present are military stones, including both those as appropriate when an individual objects to below 

from the Spanish-American War with a central shield ground, earth burial: 

and those known as general issue stones, without the 

shield. There are also a range of granite stones, 

including dies on bases, and at least one lawn-type 

marker for a lodge. There are five marble obelisks at the 

cemetery dating between 1913 and 1931. 

One of the more unusual, and expensive, 

the objections that many persons 

have to [earth burial] can be 

overcome, by the construction of 

brick graves, the bottom of which can 

be made of concrete or bluestone 

flags, the sides of 8-inch hard brick 

memorials is Plot 13 - laid out with coping. In the walls, and covered with strong 

near center is a large granite die on base inscribed bluestone flags [or in this case a 

lo This is probably related to Wilkerson's 1911 
acquisition of: what was an already extant cemetery. 

marble ledger stone] all laid in 

cement mortar, making an air-tight 

compartment for the coffin (Wells 

1898: 100). 
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1. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge No. 77 (1936) 62. Concrete plaque marker with coping (1917) 

2. Concrete obelisk with cross (1910-1929) 63. Series of three marble headstones set in concrete, snapped off and missin 

3. N.I.B. S .,Blooming Zion Lodge No. 275 &. E.S. 6 L.C. (1920) 
65. I.B.P.O.E.W., Majestic Temple 109 (1957) 

4. Probable MR stone with mistake in speUlng (1910) 
5 .  Very thin marble, poorly carved (1909) 

66. E.S. 6 L.C. (1928) 

6. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge No. 7 7  (1924) 
67. Y.M.I.B.A. 
68. Concrete markers 

7. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge No. 7 7  (1933) 
8. ~ a r b l e ,  poorly carved, with later granite stone added (1908) 

69. I.B.P.O.E.W., ~ o y a l  Lodge No. 77  (1943) 
70. J.F. Jarratt plot with iron fence, 1 6  x 16% feet 

9. Pink granite, similar to people's, MR stonecutter 
10. Elaborate marble monument (1909- 1916) 

71. I.B.P.O.E.W., ~ o y a l  Lodge No. 77 (1956) 

11. Burns and Campbell stone (1926) 
72. I.B.P.O.E.W., ~ o y a l  Lodge No. 7 7  (1933) 
73. Granite die on base with bronze cast, ~ u t h e r  Harrison 

12. Iron pipe fence, 1 6  x 1 7  feet 
13. Rustic granite with "CARTER" engraved with headstones 

74. Concrete markers (1910, 1921, 1931) 

14. Marble tablet (1890) 
75. Marble obelisk, Mason symbol (1905, 1910, 1914) 

15. I.B.P.O.E.W., ~ o y d  Lodge No. 77 (1948) 
76. Depression, no stone 

15a. Concrete obelisk without imcription 
77. I.B.P.O.E.W., RO~J Lodge No. 7 7  (1938) 
78. Handwritten concrete 

16. " F.T. H;U/From Employees/1898 C.S.H. 1 9 4 5  79. Concrete with cast triangular void 
17. Wood marker 
18. Burial vault slab with plaque marker at head 81. E.S. Q L.C. (1927) 
19. E.S. 6 L.C. (1940) 82.  ~ a r b l e  tablet set into concrete with concrete coping, "president oi th 
20. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge No. 7 7  (1950) Lacles Friendly Club 30 
21. Masonic symbol (1919) 83. Marble with &ow motif (1898) 
22. Granite modified bedstead (1939-1943) 84. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal ~ o d g e  No. 77  (1930) 
23. I.B.P.O.E.W., Majestic Temple No. 109 (1929) 85.  Rev. (1942) 
24. B.I.B.C. (1929) 86. Spanish American War military marker 
25. E.S. 6 L.C. (1949) 
26. B.I.B.C. (1921) 

87. Marble monument with marble coping 
88. Granite markers, new and probably replacement markers (1894 an 

27. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge No. 7 7  (1950) 
28. Concrete obelisk with &can head (1900) 

1911) 
89. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge No. 77, I.F.L. INC., M.I.B.A. (1921) 

29. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge No. 7 7  (1947) 
30. A.F. Q A.M. Pocahontas Lodge No. 7 (1919) 

90. Bates plot with iron fence, 8 x 16 feet 

31. Marble cross with wreath (1912) 
91. I.F.L. INC. of ~etrg.,  Va (1931) 

32. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royd Lodge No. 7 7  (1932) 
92. Concrete obelisk without inscription 

33. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge No. 11 (1935) 
93. Y.W.I.B.A. (1922) 

34. B.I.B.C. (1925) 
94. Concrete scroUs with coping (1934) 

35. Iron pipe fence and gate (1928-1985), 7% x 7% feet 95. MR stonecutter 

36. Granite obelisk with Masonic symbol (1915) %. Concrete cast in form of granite markers with flowers and scrolls (1922 

37. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge No. 77 (1946) 1959) 

38. Y.M.I.B.A. (1923) 97. B.P.O.E.W. (sic), Royal Lodge No. 77 (1929) 

39. Concrete block coping (1923) 98. Y.M.I.B.A. 

40. Three stones in brush at cemetery edge (1916) 99. Whitewashed concrete die on base 

41. Concrete plaque marker, "FAITHFUL FRIEND O F  THE SEABURY 100. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge No. 77 (1939) 

FAMILY" (1 943) 101. S.L.I.C. (1935) 

42. Marble tabletstone, unusual shape 102. Concrete with clasped hands on top (1915) 

43. Y.M.I.B.A. (1926) 103. Concrete, Masonic 

44. A.F. &A.M., Pocahontas Lodge No. 7 (1919) 104. Marble cross sculpture 

45. 1.N.B.S (sic)., Magnolia Lodge 118 (1951) 105. Whitewashed concrete (1923) 

46. N.I.B.S., Magnolia Lodge 116 (1955) 106. Y.M.I.B.A. (1932) 

47. N.I.B.S., Blooming Zion Lodge No. 275, Master (1910) 107. Y.M.I.B.A. 

48. Y.M.B.I.A. (sic) (1922) 108. Marble base, die, and cap 
109. "Founder of the Silver Leaf Club" (1937) 
110. Marble tabletstone set into edge of concrete coping 
1 1  1. St. Francis statue in plot of modcrn stoncs 
112. Thin marble, top of dresser 
113. Majestic Temple 109 
114. Granite tabletstone, Masonic symbol, "ABRAM No 10 A.F. + A.M 

32" (1944) 
115. ~ a r b I e  obelisk (1922) 

52, Petersburg, VA (1923) 116. Marble scroll, coping, with "MIZPAH" 
Directors, Supreme Lodge (1965) 117. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge No. 7 7  (1962) 

118. Whitewashed concrete tnbletstone ,letters f4ed in with gold paint (1951 
119. I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge No. 77 (1923) 
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Another common type of monument, for lawn- 

park cemeteries is seen at Plot 13. This is a plot 

surrounded by rough-hewn granite coping with corner 

posts. In the center is a large rough-hewn granite rock, - 
about 4 feet high and 3 feet in diameter, carved with the 

family name "CARTER" on both the east and wide 

sides. There is then a series of small granite raised-top 

inscription markers bearing bas-relief initials at the 

heads of graves. This Plot seems to take the advice of 

several advocates of the lawn-park cemetery. Simonds, 

for example, notes that: 

the use of boulders for monuments is 

especially to be recommended. The 

lines of a boulder are never weak in 

effect and they harmonize well with 
the trees, shrubs and lawns which are 

the main features that make a 

cemetery beautiM (Simonds 

1898:lOO-101). 

And Lovering suggested that in family plots the 

monuments of individual graves should be no larger 

than was adequate for the individual's initials (Lovering 

1898:96). 

As at Little Church, there is at least one 

monument in East View which is very thin marble, 

l&ely a fragment of marble from a piece of furniture. 

There is no visible carving on it. 

There is also at least one wood marker at East 

View - consisting of a round 4-inch upright post 

notched to accept a 2x10 crosspiece or name board. Put 

together using wire nails and painted white, this marker 

(number 17) bears no name or date. More traditional 

are a series of modified bedstead monuments, in both 

granite and marble. Some are modified to the point that 

they are really nothing more than coping surrounding 

the grave, or in some cases surrounding two graves 

(usually a husband and wife). 

shoal and flattened, pulpit markers. There is even a 

concrete obelisk in a cross form, again bearing evidence 

of being previously whitewashed. Also present are sharp 

or steeply pointed-arch concrete monuments, almost 

seeming to represent arrows pointing heavenward. This 

form is not unusual, being identified in Dorchester 

County, South Carolina, graveyards as well as in North 

Carolina African American cemeteries, where Little 

describes them as "slender, picket-shaped" (Little 

1998:262). Also bearing an uncanny resemblance to a 

North Carolina concrete stone is one at East View in 

the shape of a double shield or tablet. In the center is a 

cast triangular recess. The North Carolina example, 

although a traditional tabletstone with a rounded or 

segmental arch, has cast into it "set panels of 

translucent-blue stained glass in lead muntinsI1 (Little 

1998:264). The East View examp& appears to simply 

be missing whatever was originally cast into it. 

A.F. &A.M. 32, Abram No. 10 
A.F. & A.M., Pocahontas Lodge No. 7 

I.B.P.O.E.W., Majestic Temple No. 109 
I.B.P.O.E.W., Royal Lodge 77 
I.F.L. Inc. of Petersburg 

I. N .B . S . [N .I .B . S .?I, Magnolia Lodge 1 18 

N.I.B.S., Blooming Zion Lodge 215 
N.I.B.S., Magnolia Lodge 116 

Star Chamber 5352, Petersburg, Va. 

In addition, East View reveals an exceptional 

range of concrete markers. Some, although not all, are Perhaps most interesting are several cast 

typical of other Petersburg cemeteries, such as the concrete monuments which are shaped something like 

markers which are typically whitewashed or the barbed spears (see Figure 8). One is a low marker, about 

concrete tabletstones, also whitewashed (Figure 54). 2-feet in height, with a three dimensional roof or 

Some of these are quite thick, almost representing pointed projection. Another is about twice that height, 
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with two "roofs." Although - 
superficially resembling an 

obelisk, it seems clear that 

there is a diflerent mental 

template being reflected. Of 
greatest interest is a slender 

column, again about four 

feet in height, on top of 

wLicln is a cast head with 

clearly identifiable Negroid 

features. The head (in fact 

all of these unusual 

monuments) is in excellent 

condition, especially 

considering damage to the 

other stones. 

None of these are 

marked, except for the 
lth d" ea monument, where 

scratched (not cast) into the 

concrete at the base on the 

south side is: "B. P. [or perhaps R.] MARCH / 
[BORN] 1859 - DIED / OCT 22 19[00]." O n  the 
west face, again at the base, is "MARY P. HAGRY 1 
WIFE OF J. ESYTT 1 AT REST." 

the grassed field thought to contain the victims of one 

of Petersburg's epidemics. It is a rather non-descript 

piece of property consisting largely of a grassed held 

(Figures 55 and 56). 

Although concrete monuments occur in aU of 

the African American cemeteries in Petersburg, those 

at East View are among the more unusual and, we 

venture, traditional. They deserve far more research 

than could be allocated during the current project. 

Like the other African American cemeteries, 

there are a variety of lodge stones. They are far more 

common than at Blandford's "Negro Section," but not 

as common as at either People's or Little Church, 

perhaps helping to establish the relative status of those 

who used the various cemeteries. A listing of the various 

lodges is provided in Table 10. 

WilLerson Memorial Cemetery Section 

Extant Environment and 

Current Conditions 

This portion of East View is situated at the 

end of Page Street, east of the East View section and 

To the north the property abuts   land ford 
Cemetery, although the two are separated by about 120 
feet of woods. These woods, however, must be 

considered part of WJkerson Memorial since they 

contain an exceptional number of graves (discussed 

below). To the south the tract is bounded by a steep 

slope into Poor Creek and this adjacent parcel is owned 

by the National Park Service, as part ol the Petersburg 

National Battlefield. To the east the property enters 

woods, which seem to contain only a very few graves, 

although no intensive search was undertaken. 

The total acreage of the open portion of the 

cemetery is 6.4 acres, although at least an additional 

1.6 acres are found between Blandford and Wilkerson 

Memorial, now wooded and abandoned. Likewise, the 

cemetery property appears to incorporate an additional 

0.5 acre to the east, although this area does not seem to 

have been used lor much more than trash disposal. 

TLs  roughly "L*' shaped parcel fits the 
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. F-A 

igure 55. Portion of the USGS Petersburg topographic map showing the location ol Wilkerson Memorial Cemetery. 
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Med with upwards of 250 
burials, and allowed to 

revert to woods (Figure 

58). Several plots on the 

edge of this wooded 

section Lave been 

reclaimed and are being 

maintained. Likewise, one 

plot well in the center of 

;he abandoned area has 

been reclaimed and 

extensively repaired, 

apparently by the family 

(Figure 59). But, for the 

most part these graves are 

uncared for. Markers have 

fallen down, grave 

depressions are unfilled, 

curbing is damaged, and 
3 ,- 1 

the area is used ior trash 
kigure 58. Portion of Wdkerson Memorial Cemetery now taken over by woods. 

disposal. 

The inclusion of both family plots and 
individual graves, as well as the range of marker styles 

present, makes this portion of the cemetery most like 

East View. We have been unable to obtain information 

on why this section was abandoned, but it appears that 

at least a few families are st111 in the area and are 

attempting to maintain their individual grave plots. 

Table 11. provides a list of the marked graves 

identified inthis section. This table suggests that thib 

portion of the cemetery was used during the first third 

o$ the twentieth century, with the space being filled 

from the east to the west. Today the ground is very 

undulating and virtually all of the graves have sunk 

down two to three feet. Only aisles at the head and feet 

remain compact. The City reports having gone into this 

area at least once before to remove trash and dumped 

appliances. This remains a very serious concern. 

Another feature of Wilkerson is that several 

areas Lave been used for the disposal of coping. Most is 

found at the south edge of the site, on the slope leading 

to Poor Creek, although additional materials (some of 

very finely crafted granite) are found in the woods on 

the east edge of the site. In the late nineteenth century 

and early twentieth century there was a push by 

superintendents to remove much of these materials 

from cemeteries as distracting from the picturesque 

beauty of the cemetery. Matthew Brazil1 explained in 

1898: 

~ o t  enclosures are unsightly in 

appearance and contrary to good 

taste, besides requiring a good deal of 

labor and expense to keep them in 

repair and they destroy the general 

good appearance of the cemetery . . . 
. In all the most important and best 

managed cemeteries, the work of 

getting rid of stone and iron fences 

has been going on for some time; 

and with very gratifymg success 

(Brazil1 1898:130)." 

l1 Even tombstones were not immune horn attack 
by cemetery superintendents. O.C. Simonds (1898: 100) 
commented that, "A headstone or marker exists merely to 
preserve the location ol the grave. . . . It is not a work 0.f' art 

or thing 04 beaut,v. Why should it be allowed to mar a 

beautrh-ll lawn?" 
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Table I I. 
~ a r k e d  Graves Identified in the Abandoned Portion of Wilkerson Memorial Cemetery 

1. Reclaimed plot, Australia Wilson (1 948) 33. Concrete tabletstone, Bertha Goodmen (1 937) 
2. Marble tabletstone, Willie Thompson (1948) 34. Marble tabletstone 

3. Marble die on base, William Valentine (1948) 35. Concrete plaque marker with individual coping, 
4. Marble tabletstone, Emma Turner (1 949) Patty Jackson (1936) 
5. General military stone, Charles Lawon (1949) 36. Concrete headstone, handwritten, Fanie 
6. General military stone Flowers (1 935) 

31. Concrete plaque marker with individual coping, 

Loyed GriIhn (1933) 
38. Concrete plaque marker with individual coping, 

A. Edwards (1933) 
10. Lawn type, Booker Jones (1950) 39. Concrete plaque marker, Roy Blackman 
11. General military stone, William Day (1952) 
12. Individual concrete coping for grave 40. Concrete plaque marker 

13. Whitewashed concrete tablestone, handwritten, 41. Reverse painted glass set in concrete 

Nathaniel Ross (1 95 1) 42. Cast iron, Jessie J. Hill (1932) 
14. General military stone, Heyward Owens 43. Concrete plaque marker with individual coping, 

Bessie Grilhn Copeland (1 932) 
15. Lawn type, S .B. Keizer (1953) 44. Granite 

16. General military stone, John L. Walton (1952) 
17. General military stone, Luther Rose (1949) 

46. Concrete plaque marker, Lucy Spruiel (1931) 
41. Concrete plaque marker, Bettie Harrison Reed 

19. General military stone, Earnest Grant (1955) 
20. Granite, Harry Thomas (1958) and Annie 

21. General military stone, Joseph Wyatt (1955) 50. Marble tabletstone 

22. Elk, Elijah Smith (1951) 51. Concrete tabletstone, Sally L. Davis (1921) 
23. L a m  type concrete, James B. Reid (1956) 52. Concrete plaque marker with individual coping, 

24. Marble tabletstone, Eva Gee (1960) Mary Gregory (1928) 
25. Concrete plaque marker, Marcellus Harris 53. Marble tabletstone, Sissa Ryeis (1 931) 

54. Concrete tabletstone, Mary Burns (1 940) 
55. Marble tabletstone, Katie Ponkey Dickers 

handwritten, Annie Woodson (I 949) 
22. Marble tabletstone, Washington Hinton 56. Concrete plaque marker with individual coping 

51. Marble tabletstone, James Brach (1931) 
58. Concrete tabletstone, Virgie F. Epps (1923) 
59. Marble tabletstone 

60. Concrete tabletstone 

61. Marble tabletstone 

62. Marble tabletstone, David Ray (1925) 
63. Concrete tabletstone, J. Oliver Bailey (1935) 

32. L a m  type marble, "Blooming Zion9' 
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It is Lkely, therefore, that through 

time the cemetery operators have been 

"cleaning up" portions of the cemetery, 

primarily removing curbing, making it 

easier to dig new graves and to maintain the 

lawn. Given wLat appears to be sporadic 

maintenance efforts, we imagine that 

coping has been primarily removed when it 

was found to be in the way. There doesn't 

appear to be any uniform or organized 

"make-over" effort at WJkerson Memorial. 

Several new graves were being 

opened during our visit, allowing us to 

determine that the soil in this area is 

dominated by a heavy red clay overlain by 

about a foot of brown loamy clay, probably 

representing an old plowzone or A horizon. 

These soils are nearly identical to the Cecil 

Series found in People's, Little Church, 

and East View cemeteries. 

Stones and Other Features 

I~igure 59. Reclaimed plot in the woods at Wdkerson ~ e m o r i a l  Cemetery.l 

In the most general manner, as 

you scan Wilkerson, you get the impression 

that the cemetery has evolved from north to south, or along with the rest of the area to the north because it 

more precisely from noith to southwest. But, in fact, still contained sellable plots - and as a result it has 

the cemetery developed simultaneously from at least two continued to be used into the 1990s. This section also 

distinct areas. represents one of the more formally laid out sections of 

the cemetery, with well defined aisleways and family 
One core area is that previously discussed and plots of uniform size. 

today taken over by woods along the north edge. In this 

area graves date primarily from the 1920s through the The next oldest section is thatalock south of 

1950s. The second core is on the opposite side of the Page Street and bordered by woods to the east. There 

cemetery, on its southern edge, where markers are found burials began in the J. 930s, continuing through today. 

from as early as 1866, although the majority begin in The section north of Page Street and bordered by woods 
the 19 10s. Thm section may represent relocations from to the east was apparently opened in the 1950s. while 

People's, or it may represent the earliest use of the East the section south of Page Street and bordered by the 
View complex thus far identified. very newest section to the west, wasn't opened until the 

1960s. The small section in the southeast corner ol 
From these two separate points the cemetery Wilkerson Memorial appears to have a relatively short 

appears to grow together, with most graves today being span of use, primarily in the 1980s and 1990s. 
&aced in the southwest cpadrant of the cemetery, as it . 

expands to the west. The central sections appear to have It doesn't appear that a great deal of planning 
been used as these two core areas were Mled. The large went into the opening of different sections. Instead it 
section south of the wooded fnnge on the north edge seems like sections were opened based on perceived 
began use in the 1920s. It aras probably not abandoned 
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I.. Wdkerson metal plate and round concrete marker 28. Concrete tabletstone with name cast backwards 

3. Granite bench at f a d y  plot (1 996) 
4. Concrete tabletstone, facing S, moved when new 

granite marker installed (1962) 
5. Whitewashed concrete (1963) 33. Burial vault slab (1975) 
6.  Possible well, 4x4' brick feature covered by 34. Painted concrete block (1981) 

concrete cap with central hole 35.  Marble obelisk and Spanish-American War 
7 .  Concrete lawn type for "Infant" military marker (1 986, 1952) 
8 .  Four rows ol concrete lawn type markers, probably 36. Bronze government flat marker (1975) 

from most recent road relocation at People's 31.  rial vault slab (1997) 
9. Wood stake (once a cross), painted wLte, 38. Metal Lneral home marker with scalloped 

"GRANDMOTHER LOVE" in Sharpie on 

39. White painted wood cross (1995) 

40. Cast concrete wLch once had nameplate attached 
1 1. Concrete corner posts to plot (now missing) 
12. Marble obelisk similar to examples at People's 41. Small marble tabletstone similar to People's 

42. Concrete plaque marker, letters infJled with white 
13. Concrete tabletstone, handwritten, similar to 

examples at People's (1 912) 
14. Granite obelisk, MR carver (1913, 1921) 
15. Spanish American mrlitary marker 

16. Marble tabletstones, unusual shape 

11. Granite obelisk (1916) 45. General rmlitary marker toppled (1980) 
18. Marble tabletstone similar to style at People's 46. Marble die and base 

47. Concrete f a d y  tomb, Murray 
19. Marble tabletstone similar to style at People's 48. Plot marked by white brick (1935, 1938, 1956, 

5 1. Painted concrete tabletstone with scratched and 

painted letters (1932) 
22. Marble tabletstone similar to examples at People's 52. Concrete cast as rounded triangle with matclung 

footstone 

53. Rustic stone with brass plaque 
probably MR stonecutter (1906) 54. Marble obelisk (1943, 1946) 

24. Marble tabletstone similar to style at People's 55. Concrete plaque marker with oval concrete coping 

56. Fragment of industrial porcelain with hand 
25. Marble tabletstone s i d a r  to style at People's carving (1 946) 

57. General Illrlitary marker (1998) 
26. Wood stake with attached metal sign, surrounded 58. Marble tibletstone with oval porcelain photograph 

by picket fence garden border (1996) 
21. Granite die on base, probably MR stonecutter 
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Pre-1950 Stones 

H . I .B. S . [sic], Blooming Zion Lodge 233 [225?] 
I .B .P.O.E . W., Majestic Temple No. 109 
I .B .P.O.E .W., Royal Lodge No. 77 
N.I.B.S., Blooming Zion Lodge 225 
N.I.B.S., Magnolia Lodge No. 116 

Pastor's Aid Club, Mt. Olive Baptist Church 

Royal Social Club, Boys No. 44 Girls No. 43 

Post- 1950 Stones 

1.B .P.O.E .W., Royal Lodge No. 17 
N.I.B.S., Blooming Zion Lodge 225 
N.I.B. S., Magnolia Lodge No. 1 16 
N.I.B.S., Pride of Petersburg Lodge No. 482 
Rosetta Tent No. 433, ~ e t e r s b u r ~ ,  Va. 

Royal Ace Social Club 

Z 0 B  

karket (ability to sell plots in a timely fashion) and 

effort that it would take to make the plots accessible 

(need for capital outlay). Of course, we haw no oral 

history to support this - in £act, there seems to be 

virtually no corporate memory concerning the decisions 

to open, or close, any part of Wilkerson Memorial. 

Just as WJkerson Memorial exhibits a broad 

temporal range, it also exhibits a considerable range in 

types of monuments present (see Table 12 £or selected 

monuments). There are number of styles seen in other 

d r ican  American cemeteries, such as dies on bases, 

government stones, concrete headstones, and concrete 

plaque markers. At least two marble headstones appear 

to be adapted from marble furniture tops. Some 

portions of the cemetery contain marble tabletstones 

virtually indistinguishable from what are seen at 

People's or Little Church. In many sections there are 

commercial building products. As might be expected 

there are, especially in the newer sections, a great many 

lawn-type markers, placed flush with the surface. But 

there are also types that are rare elsewhere. 

Wilkerson Memorial has the greatest 

concentration of burial vault slabs, oken painted silver 

or blue (Figure 60). As is typical of this style, they 

usually contain not only a plaque with the individual's 

name and dates, but also a secondary plaque advertising 

the funeral home. Individual examples have been found 

in People's and East View, but neither cemetery has the 

number seen in WJkerson. This cemetery also exhibits 

a larger than anticipated number of home-made 

markers, ranging from wood crosses made from 2 x 4 ~ ~  to 

concrete with hand lettering, oken painted or filled in. 

also well laid out £?mily plots - at times outlined in 

granite or concrete curbing or at times using 

Figure 60. Burial vault (Monument 37) at Wilkerson 

Memorial Cemetery. 
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There are also pipes, 

wrapped in aluminum 

foil, as weU as two 

markers which appear to 

be made from street 

signs (with reflective 

green and white 

materials). Also present 

are a variety of markers 

using concrete blocks, 

lawn edging, and other 

commercially available 

products. Although 

many of these markers 

appear impoverished, 

they also appear to 

represent the importance 

of the grave having some 

sort of marker. 

Flush mounted 

lawn-type concrete 

markers are found 

scattered throughout the cemetery, although there is a 

concentration of them in the southwest tquadrant. These 

probably reflect burials moved from People's during the 

most recent highway widening. 

One of the more unusual monuments (and the 

only one of its type in any of the cemeteries) is a 

whitewashed concrete enclosure (A%?') for S.M. Murray 

(Figure 61). partially above grade, it may extend below 

grade. It is also somewhat larger than an individual 

vault, but not as large as what is normally thought of as 

a family vault. Although t b s  tomb has clear antecedents 

from along the Georgia and Carolina coastal plain, it 

seems an unusual leature in Petersburg. 

photographs are directly mounted on granite dies. It is 

&ely that this is a more expensive option and probably 

reflects a greater expenditure. Their use may reflect an 

intense dedication to remembering the deceased as they 

were in life. But does the use of such photographs 

reflect an acceptance ol non-traditional funerary 

decoration or might the photographs be a continuation 

of the cast heads - a representation of the deceased? 

Although many oi the monuments in 

Wilkerson Memorial are "modern," we were surprised 

that at the head of one stone there were a number of 

golf clubs, driven shaft first into the This may 

be a modern example ol grave goods 1 items to which 

the deceased was particularly attached being placed at 

It is also in Wilkerson Memorial where the the grave. More common are a variety of granite 

only examples of photographs of the deceased are found markers with more elaborate images intended to 

mounted on the stones.12 In one case the photograph is "personalize" the stone. One, for example, includes the 

on a lam-type marker protected by a brass plate which continent of Africa with ankhs on either side. Another 

lifts up to reveal the image. In two other cases, oval shows a golfer. These, being modern, are similar to 

examples in the more recent section of glandlord. 

l2 Examples are also found in the more recent Wilkerson Memorial appears to contain a 

sections 04 ~lan&ord, although these were not included in our somewhat diminished number of lodge and association 

survey. stones as compared to the other studied cemeteries, 
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suggesting that through time their influence in the 

black community declined. Alternatively, grave sites in 

the East View cemeteries may have been more 

expensive, resulting in less use by lodges. Although the 

number of lodge stones remains relatively stable 

throughout the twentieth century, there seems to be 

some change in the types of organizations present, 

particularly with the introduction of a black katernity 

after 1950. Table 13 provides a listing of lodges and 

associated groups by broad time periods. 

Another difference between the Wilkerson 

cemetery and others in Petersburg is ihat there seems to 

be a somewhat weaker association with churches. 

Although there are at least five stones indicating the 

deceased was a "reverend," only four stones mention the 

names of specific churches - Mount Olive Baptist 

Church, Zion ApostoLc, Metropolitan Baptist Church, 

and Gillfield Baptist Church (with this last example 

dating to 1886). One explanation may be the 

weakening of the church's influence in the black 

community. O r  perhaps, through time, there was less 

need to announce one's church affiliation. It also may 

suggest greater variety in church alhliation. The truth 

is, at this point we simply don't know enough to 

appropriately interpret the meaning (if there is one) of 

this observation. 

The range of stone cutters remains fairly high, 

with stones marked by Arlie G. Andre-, Burns and 

Campbell, Crowder, Hess-Trigard, Metalstone 

Corporation, Milton Rtvers (MR), Pembroke, Ramkey 

F;r Murray, and C.M. Walsh. Unmarked are many 
concrete markers, at least some of which were 

apparently made by a Wilkerson employee. 

Indicative of its name and ownership, of the 

16 graves marked by funeral home plaques, 57% were 

Wilkerson burials, followed by William N. Bland @ Son 

(with 20% ooI the burials) and Tucker's (or A.k Tucker) 

with 19% of the interments. The remainder were 

isolated burials by Elliot Service, Jones Service, Turner- 

Bland, Jackson Memorial Funeral Home, and Shirley 

P. Johnson Funeral Home. 



SUM D CONCLUSIONS 

Petersbur@'s &can American Cemeteries 

This study has covered a tremendous amount 

of ground - Petersburg's early burial grounds, the 

city's &can American funeral directors, the historical 

development of several benevolent organizations, the 

importance of lodges and benevolent societies in the 

black community, the interconnections between the 

funeral directors and the ownership of cemeteries, the 

variety of mortuary art and styles found at black 

cemeteries, and more. 

1 It is essential that we once again empnasize 

that this study should be considered preliminary. As dl 
be discussed below, there is much more to be explored in 

Petersburg and throughout Virginia concerning &can 

American cemeteries and their use. Moreover, we must 

emphasize to our readers that our focus was only on 

African American cemeteries - our investigations did 

not extend to the Catholic or Jewish cemeteries in 

Petersburg. Perhaps most importantly, our basis of 

comparison with other African American cemeteries is 

very limited and we have therefore often confined 

ourselves to statements concerning what we have seen in 

Petersburg, without attempting to detect broader 

implications. 

It was not our goal to explore - or explain - 
the African American attitude toward death and burial 

(assuming that such a task is even possible). Certainly 

there are recurring themes in the research of others that 

are worth noting. For example, Mechal Sobel observes 

that, "Formal funerals were marks of respect for the 

dead and status for the living; accordingly, they were 

elaborate and expensive affairs" (Sobel 19?9:200). 
Morris J. McDonald notes that there are clear ethnic 

ddferences between black and white funerals, observing 

that, "The rewards to the living black relatives for 

having put a loved one 'away nice' usually supersede the 

rationality" of economic choices (McDonald 

19?3:145). And we have noted that there is a strong 

thread of "being forgotten is worse than dying," that 

requires elaborate commemorative actions. We have 

found that many of these threads are intricately, albeit 

imprecisely, woven into the tapestry of Petersbureis 

&can American history. 

WhJe this study has documented tremendous 

variation among Petersburg's five African American 

cemeteries, it also reveals broad trends and similarities. 

What is perhaps most significant is that none of the 

cemeteries are what you might call "overtlf Airican 

American. That is to say, at a distance, perhaps at the 

entrance, none of them could immediately be recognized 

as having some ethnic or cultural affiliation or 

peculiarities that would set them apart from the 

dominant white paradigm. From a distance they all 

appear more white than what some scholars have led us 

to believe black cemeteries should look like. 

They all show evidence of one or more of the 

broad traditions of cemetery development; they all reveal 

styles of monuments that form what might be 

considered the main stream of American mortuary art; 

and they all have a strong adherence to the family plot 

as a central theme. 

Evidence of seashells was found at only one 

cemetery on one tomb - and the use of shells is tied as 

clearly to white graves as it is to African American 

graves. Evidence of grave goods - excluding flowers 

and similar commercial motifs - is also almost non- 

existent. Use of pipes and other types of posts or 

unusual devices for headstones is equally limited. 

Yet, when the cemeteries are careidly explored 

certain features become clearer and may help us to 

better understand the ethnicity of these burial places. 

For example, the use of concrete monuments and burial 

vault slabs appears more frequent at African American 

cemeteries than it does at white cemeteries. Although 

this may be tied to poverty, it may also be evidence of a 

different cultural norm. Perhaps most importantly, 

there are styles ol concrete monuments - such as the 
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slender pickets, the barbed shafts, the upside-down 

arrows, the &can head, and the stones with odd- 

shaped insets - that appear unique to the African 

American cemeteries. 

We have also iound that "Mizpah," whatever 

its surface and deep meanings may be, appears to be 

used much more frequently in Petersburg's ,African 

American cemeteries. As Sobel (1979) recognizes, black 

preachers synthesized the &can and Christian world 

views, creating a faith that spoke to the black person at 

several different levels. Mizpah may be an outward 

manifestation of this, combining the concept of God 

watching over us while we are parted with the concept of 

eventual freedom from tyranny (see also Masamba and 

Kalish 1976). 

Perhaps most readers will be drawn to the 

prevalence of lodge stones - which we have suggested 

as being worthy of being considered a distinctive type of 

marker - in the studied &can American cemeteries. 

Our historical research helps to draw together a great 

deal of varied research on benevolent societies - often 

pointing out the very mixed cpality of previous studies 

(see, for example, Basye 1919; Browing 1937;   rake 
1940; Drake and Cay-ton 1958; DuBois 1907; 

Ferguson 1937; Palmer 1944; Walker 1985; Weare 
1913). We believe, nevertheless, that these 

organizations, often devoted to ensuring the care of the 

sick and the burial of the dead, were integral to African 

American urban society. 

Yet Petersburg seems to stand out as especially 

active. We would, of course, have greater confidence in 

this conclusion if our sample were larger, or our 

understanding of the roots of the phenomenon better 

grounded. What me do know, however, is that the 

prevalence of lodge stones in Petersburg's &can 

American cemeteries is far greater than we have found 

in other African American cemeteries in the lower 

southeastern states. 

Returning to the issues of status and ethnicity 

for a moment, we have Iound that status has been very 

difficult to determine. We initially thought that the 

different cemeteries in Petersburg, which seem to 

overlap in use, might reflect different status. This does 

not seem, however, to be the case. We have found the 

same families burying in all five. We also see the same 

lodges using all of the cemeteries (suggesting that 

certain lodges were not tied specifically to certain 

cemeteries). It seems more likely that the choice of 

which cemetery to use was tied to which burial $ace was 

"in vogue*' or was being best maintained at that 

particular time, or perhaps even to which undertaker 

you used. In other words, each cemetery appears to have 

had its "ups and down" throughout its period of active 

use and specific cemeteries seem more closely tied to 

particular undertaking firms over different periods of 

time. 

This question of status is raised by Sobel, who 

observes that, "class differentiation in black church 

organizations was a very significant factor" (Sobel 

1919:191). Yet he also realizes that in Petersburg the 

situation may have been digerent since, "Many free 

blacks . . . remained in Gillfield [aker the 1810 split 

with the formation of Elam Baptist Church in Charles 

City by free blacks], and the positions of leadership were 

formally divided between slaves and free men" (Sobel 

I. 979: 190). Whether this blurring of social status and 

class differences is unique to Petersburg can't be 

addressed at this juncture. 

Our ability to compare ethnic differences that 

we believe to occur in Petersburg is also limited. The 

only other Virginia study we have identified that 

provides comparative data is the 1981 thesis by Conrad 

Goodwin where six (three black and three white) 

Lancaster County1, Virginia church graveyards were 

compared. All of the churches were established about 

the same time period and all evidenced approximately 

the same range of use (based on extant stones). 

Goodwin found a number of differences 

between the black and white cemeteries. For example, 

far more cement burial vaults are found in black 

cemeteries than in white graveyards; black cemeteries 
- .  

exhibit more cement, marble, aluminum, iron, and 

wood grave markers than do white cemeteries; and real - 
flowers are more common at black graveyards, while 

flowers are more often found in white cemeteries. 

Lancaster County is on the Chesapeake about 70 
miles northeast of Petersburg. 
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Although we don't have the benekt of a good 

examination of any white cemeteries in Petersburg, 

Goodwin's observation, although focusing on rural 

cemeteries, appear consistent with our findings in the 

various African American cemeteries of Petersburg. 

Goodwin may be on less solid ground, however, 

when he attempts to explain some of these differences. 

For example, he takes a cultural materialist approach, 

observing that economics plays a deterministic role and 

concluding, "high status individuals within both ethnic 

groups have more expensive grave markers" and 
. . 

-affluent blacks are more like affluent whites than they 

are like other blacks'' (Goodwin 1981 :120). This, of 

course, assumes that grave markers indicate economic 

status and that the amount of money spent on the 

marker reflects the family's economic condition and 

status in the community. It also assumes that one is 

able to distinguish "high status individuals" 

independently of their markers. 

We are far less ready to accept this approach 

than many other colleagues. There is, for example, 

ample evidence in the documentary and oral Lstories to 

suggest that, for whatever reason, blacks would deprive 

themselves in order to provide ~'appropriately" for 

funerals, coffins, and monuments. While an elaborate 

monument might indicate greater wealth than other 

famAes, it might also indicate greater success (or eflort) 

in demonstrating adherence to tLs cultural practice. We - 
are also beginning to wonder if the monument might 

not have been secondary to the funeral itself. In other 

words, if there were limited financial resources, the 

family tended to spend their money on the funeral itself, 

forgoing an expensive marker, or perhaps any marker at 

all. 

Moreover, we doubt that status in the black 

community can be equated only with financial 
condition. Status can be ascribed or acquired and it 

need not be associated with financial wealIh. 

In addition, the seeming adoption of white 

practices does not necessarily mean that some blacks 

are "more like whites'' then their fellow blacks. The 

adoption of cultural values and norms is complex and 

can have multiple explanations. In  fact, might it not be 

as much a case of convergence as adoption? 

Although we are sensitive to the efforts to 

Iurther the study of ethnicity, we are also very cautious 

in our concern that the available data will be stretched 

too far - and in the process that any conclusions will 

be misleadink if not incorrect. Perhaps the major 

benefit of this study is that it allows us to identify and 

develop avenues worthy of additional research. These are 

briefiy outlined in a concluding section. 

The Future of People's Cemetery 

With the acquisition of People's Memorial 

Cemetery, <he city assumed a variety of obligations. Two 

of the most significant involve future use of the 

cemetery and the cemetery's maintenance. These are 

clearly important issues to the &can American 

community in Petersburg and as a result we have spent 

considerable effort to lay out appropriate plans of 

action. 

It is clear that whatever mapping there may 

have been for People's, what is extant today is 

inadequate to determine who is buried where. We have 

prepared a detailed map incorporating all of the available 

data and have also prepared a detailed name index for 

those individuals who we have reason to believe are, or 

were, buried at Peoples. 

With SO much uncertainty, the number of 

deeds for People's lots (Figure 62), and the general 

failure of f a d e s  to record their o m  plots, it is prudent 

for the city to okcially close People's and make plans 

for alternative burial locations. 

Allowing continued burials at People's is 

courting disaster. Sooner or later an interment will 

disturb an earlier (pobably unknown) burial. Although 

this is currently happening at adjacent Little Church 

Cemetery, the city should not allow it to occur at 

People's. 

Just as significant are the issues of long-term 

maintenance. People's Cemetery requires considerable 

attention, including emergency conservation and 

stabilization, as well as dedicated maintenance. Both of 

these are obligations by the city to ensure the 

preservation of the site. They go far beyond occasional 

beautification projects (such as a new fence along Crater 
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Road) or short-term preservation projects (such as - .  
nominating the site to the National Register) and will 

require a line-item, yearly budget. In other words, the 

city has assumed a large responsibility and must now 

begin planning, budgeting, and implementing. 

It may be that discretionary Lnds will need to 

be used, or that h d s  wJ1 need to be moved from other 

departments. Regardless of the approach, the 

requirements of People's Cemetery cannot be 

overlooked and steps focusing on stone conservation and 

increased maintenance must be undertaken 

immediately. 

Toward a Better Understanding of the 

City's Afxican-American Corn-ty 

In general, too little has been published about 

late-nineteenth and early-hentieth century Petersburg. 

While the focus on the city's antebellum history is 

understandable, it leaves unfinished the rich history of 

the city's African American population. 

Any surviving records and minutes of the local 

chapters of fraternal orders (Masons, Elks, Odd 
Fellows), benefit societies (NIBS, YMSLIC, etc.), and 

other clubs would be extremely valuable. Women's 

benevolent organizations are especially obscure. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

Nineteenth century census returns should be 

Toward a Better Understanding of 
Petersburgs Cemeteries 

Information should be developed about the 

disposition ol burial grounds known to have been 

destroyed: why did it happen? Under whose ownership? 

What became of the bodies? Investigation of this topic, 

for example, might reveal the definite location of the 

plot purchased by the Benevolent Society of Free Men 

of Color in 1818. It would certainly help us better 

understand the historical attitudes toward burial 

grounds and society's obligations to care for them. 

Little Church, East View, and the historically 

black section of Blandford all contain graves that 

predate the first deeds that refer to cemetery use. 

Additional research might reveal how early these burial 

grounds were actually used, and under what 

arrangement. Were these properties being used as 

cemeteries with or without the owner's permission and 

knowledge? Were deeds prepared only when the 

cemetery use pecluded any other use? 

~esearch should continue with studies of St. 

Joseph's and B'rith Achim, then a consolidated report 

can be written about landscape patterns, gravemarkers, 

fences and artisans in all the city's historic cemeteriei. 

At present it is impossible to truly understand the 

historic - or ethnic - trends since we haven't been 

able to explore all of the variation which is certainly 

present. 

consulted to supplement oral histo j and city directory 

information about undertakers. Records of the 1894 
Hustings Court rase by which Thomas Brown gained 

control of the Peoples Memorial Association would also 

illuminate the rivalries and cooperations among 

competing funeral directors and provide valuable 

information on the business practices of the area's black 

entrepreneurs. 

Moreover, beyond the black self-help or 

insurance organizations, what roles did predominantly 

white businesses play? For example, did any businesses 

other than SeidenburdAmerican Suppliers foster the 

sort of mutual support that is demonstrated by 

inscriptions on several gravestones? 

Thomas Brown's records from the 1920s and 

1930s (on microfilm, Petersburg MuseLms) show that 

many ol the people he buried were born in the Pee Dee 

region of South Carolina. Bright-leaf tobacco 

agriculture hrst entered the Pee Dee in the 1880s, and 

still dominates its economy. Had the South Carolina 

natives who died in Petersburg learned tobacco 

operations at home, then moved to Virginia for better 

opportunities? Were they the children oI Peterrburg 

natives who had moved south with the industry in the 

nineteenth century and then returned home? Why were 

there so many Pee Dee-born laborers in Petersburg? 

The answers would shed light on economic migration 

and on Petersburg's early twentieth century labor forces. 
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Research Specific to People's Cemetery 

We have not located a photograph or detailed 

drawing of the iron fence placed along South Crater 

Road in 1906. Additional efforts to discover one (likely 

involve 

to the 

.term project) should be undertaken. This may 

scanning newspapers, makmg additional appeals 

public, and beginning the. arduous task of 

scanning business records of firms known to have been 

selling fences in Virginia. Why was this fence not 

replaced in 1943? We have not, for example, pulled all 

ofthe highway department correspondence. Nor have we 

have scanned all of the newspapers of the period. What 

became of the remnants? 

This study should also be expanded to 

incorporate other areas. Are lodge stones as common in 

these other cities as they are in Petenburg? If so, why 

are they as prevalent in Virginia as they are, but 

seemingly rare from the Carolinas? If they are not as 

common in other Virginia cities, why are they so 

prevalent in Petersburg - what made that city 

dgerent? Thls 4, of necessity, include much research 

in the roles of lodges and beneficial societies in these 

other areas, which arJl likely require not only the 
compilation of oral histories, but also extensive 

scanning of local newspapers, branching off into 

research concerning local &can American undertakers 

and the broader themes of business and society. 

It is also likely that considerably more detail To understand the meaning and significance of 

could be obtained on Petersburg's monument suppliers &can American cemeteries in all of their complexity 

- both those who worked in stone and those who is a daunting undertaking and it d l  require far more 

prepared concrete monuments. We have not, for effort than simply looLng for &canisms or embarking 

example, attempted any stylistic study ol the various on the trail of ethnicity and status. This is a topic which 

monuments. Nor have we researched the stone cutters is overdue and deserves far more scholarly attention. 

that provided markers to the black community. Also of 

interest is any additional information on the concrete Mizpah 

artisan(s) responsible for the unusual barbed spears, 

slender pickets, and the &can head monument found 
in East View Cemetery. 

Moving the Research into a Wider Frameworlz 

Although our observations here are focused on 

additional research in Petersburg, it is dikcult to 

distinguish between local and regional work. In other 

words, to truly understand Petersburg, it will be 

necessary to explore what is also happening in Charles 

City, Portsmouth, Newport News, ILchmond, and other 

areas of Virginia. Only through a regional (or at least 

much broader) perspective dl many of the questions 

raised during this research be addressed. 

A study of cemeteries, particularly 

African-American, near Petersburg in Dinwiddie and 

Prince George counties would provide perspectives on 

those inside the city. Historic relationships among 

families, undertakers, beneficial associations, 

landowners, cemeteries and gravemarkers were never 

controlled by municipal boundaries. Such an approach 

would help determine the degree to which urban vs. 

rural practices account for observed diflerences. 
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* names from previous Iorms not assigned a grave number 

@ 1943 Crater Road burial removal from People's Cemetery 
+ reported owners in 1942 condemnation proceedings 
n 1967 Crater Road burial removal from People's Cemetery 
8 Thomas H. Brown map ol People's Cemetery 

Name 

A.W. 
Adams, Maria 

Agraves 

Alexander, Alise 

Allen, James 

Allen, Katy 

Anderson 

Anderson, Caroline 

Anderson, Elizabeth 

Anderson, J. 
Anderson, J.H. 
Anderson, John Edward 

Archer, Sophia 

Armstead, Thomas 

Amstead, William Gustavus 

Artis, Leah 

Atkins, William 

Austin, Josephine 

Avery 

Avery, Edward D. 
Avery, Emma 

Avery, John D. 
Avery, Leoma Williams 

Avery, Mattie L. 
Aver-, Robert Alexander 

B.D. 

Bailey, Connie E. 
Bailey, James Albert Jr. 

Baker, Robert A. 
Baker, Wm. 

Balthrope, Annie El. 

Burial # 
138 
287 
fl 
12A 
354 
262 
n 
132 
340 
n 
+ 
218 
30G 
143 
395 
462 
195 
+ 
8 
332 
220 
334 
230 
219 
333 
511 
53A 
296 
fl 
136 
305 

Name 

Banks, Mary E. 
Barber, James Jr. 

Barber, James S. Sr. 

Barber, Luluenia 

Barber, Mattie C. 
Barber, Willie 

Barham, Mary 

B askerville 

Bass 

Bass, Rebecca A. 
Bass, S hadrach 

Bates, Daisy A. 
Baugh, Robert 

Baugh, Roger N. 
Beasley, Mary A. 
Beasley, Delia 

Bell 

Bell, Ida K. 
Benn, Mark 

Bennett, Albert 

Bennett, Mary E . 
Bernard, Hill 

Berry, Benjamin L. 
Berry, Bessie A. 
Berry, David L. 
Berry, Helena Ruth 

Berry, J.K. 
Berry, John 

Berry, Thomas B. 
Bevalcd 

Black, Elizabeth 
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Name 

Black, Rev. L.A. 
Blackwell, Annie 

Blackwell, Annie E. 
Blackwell, Margaret 

~lakes,  Lorraine 

Blakes, Louise Celestine 

Bland 

Blow, Clara 

BolLng 

Boiling, Capt. R. Charor 

Boiling, Martha A. 
Booker, James M. 
Bough 

Boding, James R. 
Boyce, Virginia H. 
Boyd 

Boyd, George E. 
Bradd, Richard, Jr. 

Bragg, Richard 

Branch, Ella J. 
Brewer, Julian 

Brewer, Mabel 

Briggs, A. 
Briggs, Calvin 

Briggs, Robert H. 
Briggs, Sarah 

Broadnax, Christine V. 
Brooks 

Brooks, J.H. 
Brooks, Nellie 

Brown 

Brown, Alice S. 
Brown, Betty 

Brown, Mrs. J.B. 
Brown, Josephine 
Brown, Mary 

Brown, Mother 

Brown, Nannie 

Brown, Rev. S .A. 
Brown, Ruby M. Pollard 

Brown, Thomas H. 
Brown, Virginia Lee 

Brown, William 

Brown, Willie 

Bruke, H.C.P., Sr. 

Burrell, Maynard 

Burton, Annie L. 

Burial # 
4OA, 40B 
30D2 
30D1 
216 
245 
518 
6 

Name 

Butcher, Charles Thomas 

Butcher, Samuel 

Byes, Walter E . 
B yrd 
Byrd, Anthony 

Byrd Anthony D. 
Byrd, Harriet 

Byrd, James H. 
~ ~ d ,  Lester C. Jr. 

Byrd, Sarah 

Byrd, Virginia C. 
Campbell, Robert 

C.L. 
Care 

Carroll, Mary J. ' 

Carroll, William F . 
Carter 

Castelle, John T. 
Castelle, John Thomas Jr. 

Chambliss, Indiana 

Chambliss, Thomas C. 
Chavers 

Cheaves, William H. 
Chissell 

Clark, Delsey 

Clarke, W.F. 
Clary, [Ma] thew 

CliHord Freeman 

Cogbbill, Mary 

Cogbill, Pattie 

Coleman 

Coleman, N.B. 
Coleman, Nellie 

Coleman, Sarah Jane 

Coleman, Thomas 

Collins, Emma Harrison 

Cook 

Cook, Hadassah L. 
Cook, John G. 
Cook, Margaret A. 
Cooke, Maude 

Copeland, James A. 
Cornish, Ella Braxton 

Cornish, Maj. David B. 
Cornish, Richard Jr. 

Cotton, James Allen Jr . 

Burial # 
19A 
224 
530 
s 
360A 
360B 
360A 
452B 
n 
452A1,45W,  

4- 

fi 
+ 
480 
45D 
13C, 13G, + 
364 
@ 
204 
101 
83C 
83C 
+ 
102 
TI Q 
213 
+ 
405 
11A 
50M 
28A 
n 
+ 
232,375 

311 
315 
39D 
7 
13A, 13C 
240 
522 
326 
83A 
49A 
49A 
49B 
299 
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Name 

Coureton, Thaddeus 

Cousin 

Cox 

COX, h n a  

Cox, Bertha 

Cox, David 

Cox, Fathkr 

Cox, Henry 

COX, James T. 
Cox, Mother 

Cox, Sarah 

Coy, Austin 

Crawley, J.C. 
Crawley, Marie 

CrawIey, Marie G. Grant 

Crenshaw, Fannie P. 
Crocker, Thomas H. 
Crossingham, &chard 

Crown 

Crowder, Addessia 

Crurnp, McH. 

Crurnp, William H. 
Crumpler 

Crumpler, Corine 

Crumpler, George S. 
CrurnpIer, Gracie V. 
Crumpler, Infant 

Crumpler, John R. 
Crurnpler, Pattie E. 
Cryer 

Curtist, Rebeccae F. 
Dabney 

Dabney, Benj . 
Dabney, Emma L. 
Dabney, Nelson W. 
Dabney, Robert 

Dabney, Rose 

Dammond, Harriet 

Danials 

Danieffield, Carrie 

Davis 

Davis, B. 
Davis, Bernice 

Davis, Elwood 

Davis, George C. 
Davis, Henry J. 
Davis, Irvin 

Burial # 
26A 
@ 
n 
62B 
62C 
281 

.62E 
62F 
62A 
62G 
62D 
223 
+ 
18A2 
18A1 
446 
212 
n 
@ 
29C 
263 
263 
8 
21F 
27E 
21A 
27F 
528A 
27D 
51 
478 
n 
37A 
37A 
211 
+ 
+ 
492A 
n 
+ 
8,54D, 169 
§ 

198 
412 
54E 
161 
n 

Name 

Davis, Margaret 

Davis, Nannie 

Davis, Nelson 

Davis, Nelson B. 
Davis, Parthenia E. 
Davis, Pathernia 

Davis, Sarah Scott 

Davis, Susan 

Davis, William N. 
Dennis, Beatrice C. 
Diamond, Estelle 

Dickerson, Althea H. 
Dickerson, Paul 

Diggs, Matilda 

Dilworth, Lilly 

Dodson, Callie 

Dozier, Rosa 

Drake, Cassie 

Dugger, John R. 
DugIis, Jane 

Duncan, Helen Jones 

Duncan, Samuel Garheld 

Dunn, Genevieve Cloyd 

Durffey, Mary E. 
E.L.S. 
Eason, Edward 

Edwards, Bessie Q. 
Elam, Joe Jr. 

Elder, Patsy 

Ellis 

Ellis, Inex Roxlin Mabry 

Ellis, James Thomas 

Ellis, Thomas 

Ells, Phil 

Epps, William 

Evans, Leonidas 

Faison, Eva B. 
Ferguson, Joanna 

Ferguson, Thomas E. 
Fields 

Fields, Charlotte 

Fields, Maria 

Fields, Charlotte 

Fields, Rebecca 

Fields, Martha J. 
Fisher, Clarence Wilcox 

Fisher, Willis 

Burial # 
501 
336 
54F 
189 
54C 
+ 
188 
42A 

42B, 54B 
229 
+ 
24C 
14D 
22G 
5A 
428 
331 
415 
94 
199 
19B 
19C 
83B 
345 
1 
284 
35C 
98 
241 
n 
315A 
315A 
222,315A 

154 
363 
467 
n 
174 
310 
@ 
494 
419 
494 
32D 
493 
153 
105 
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Name 

Flays, Julia 

Fiutz, Wm. McKenly 

Folks, Worther 

Foster, Walter C. 
Foulkes, Emma L. 
Foulkes, Jennie 

Fox, Lucille P. 
Fox, Lucde Eleanor Penister 

Franklin, Thomas B. 
Freeman 

Freeman, Lucy A. 

Freeman, Otlia 

Fuller 

Fuller, Geo. Barbee 0. 
Fuller, Marie 

Gaines, Nelson 

Gallee, Eliza 

Garrison, Lucy 

Garrison, Robert 

Gary, John 

Gary, Math[=] 

Gee, James Henry 

Gholson, Percy W. 
Gibbons, Robert F. 
Gibbs, Mattie 

Giles, Willie 

Givens, Mary 

Glover, Father and Mother 
Go&ny, Benj. 

Go&ny, Susie 

Gooding, Green 

Goodwyn, Laura 

Gordon, Alex. 

Gordon, Esther Rose 

Graham, Wm. 

Grant, Isaiah 

Grant, Isaiah Jr. 

Grant, Isaiah Sr. 

Graves 

Graves, J. Franceno 

Graves, Willie 

Green 

Green, Amanda 

Green, Bettie 

Green, Nancy 

Green, Peter 

Greene, Lewis T. 

Burial # 
6 
89A 
228 
¶ 

108 
109 
21B 
21A 
+ 
71 8 
1 IA 
223 
n 
140 
+ 
197 
342 
510 
258 
¶ 

207 
201 
308 
14!A 
+ 
129 
n 
1 1A 
269 
489 
483 
482 
61 
n 
116 
18C2 
18B 
l8Cl 
@r § 
225 
166 
@ 
436 
16A 
167B 
167A 
80B 

Name Burial # 
Grifhn @, n, § 

GriKm, Ann 7 
GriHin, Elizabeth D. 78A 
Griffin, Henry W. 28B, + 
Grifhn, Willie + 
Grigg @ 
Grigg, William A. n 
Hall, Katie Wilson * 
Hall, Mattie E. Wilson 44A 
Halliday, Rufus 298 
Hamlin, Edna Barber 540 
Hammie § 

Hammie, Carrington 23A2 
Hammie, Carrington P. 23A1 
Harnmie, M.A. 23C 
Hammie, Penn 23B 
Hampton, Frankie 19B 
Harcum, Clara E. 184 
Hargrave, Peggy 130 
Hargraves, Alice V. 501A 
Hargraves, Mary Ann Elizabeth 131 
Harmon 323 
Harmon, Rebecca 253 
Harper @174G 

Harper, Alice P. 74Ar + 
Harper, Fred Jr. 74H 
Harper, Fred Sr. 741 
Harper, Grace 74B 
Harper, Samuel 74E 
Harper, Wyatt J. 58A 
Harris, Adasher 451 
Harris, ALce 514 
Harris, Doola 

Harris, H.L. 226 
Harris, John H. 304 
Hams, V.A. 59 
Harrison @ 
Harrison, Birdie 19A 
Harrison, Cornelius P. 39B 
Harrison, George n 
Harrison, Henry 0. + 
Harrison, Nancy 1 
Harrison, O.H. -I- 

Harrison, Robert * 
Harrison, Sarah Royal1 39B 
Harrison, Virginia * 
Hatch * 
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Name 

Hatch, Mary 

Hawkes 

Hawkins, Allen L. 
Hawkins, Esther C. 
Henderson, Julia 

Henderson, William O. 
Henricks, Elizabeth E. 
Henry, Ella 

Hill, Capt. J.E. 
Hill, James E. 
Hill, Rose ZeUa 

Hines, James 

Hite, Marie 

Homens, Sara 

Horsley, Tom 

Hoston, Link 
Ho[ IS, Mary 
I.M. 

J., N.A. 
Jackson 

Jackson Camp Memorial 

Jackson, Charles A. 
Jackson, Charlie M. 
Jackson, DoUie 

Jackson, E. Iona 0. 
Jackson, Ella 

Jackson, Emanuel 

Jackson, Emma 

Jackson, Lucy Parker 

Jackson, Maj. W.F. 
Jackson, Mary W. 
Jackson, Nancy A. 
Jackson, Richard Henry 

Jackson, Robert 

Jackson, Thomas H. 
Jackson, Wm. T. 
James 

James, Alice Hargrave 

James, Sarah Jane 

Jarrett, Joe 

Jeflerson, Mary T. 
Jennings, Nora 

Jenkins 

Johns, Emma J. 

Johns, John W. 
Johns, Willie Ben 

Johnson 

Burial # 
112 
@ 
214 
n 
35B 
295 
+ 
104 
232 
38A 
38D 
n 

Name 

Johnson, Annie C. 
Johnson, Bernard A. 
Johnson, Cornelius (Nevis) 

Johnson, Eddie 

Johnson, Gertrude 

Johnson, L.A. 
Johnson, Lucrehus 

Johnson, Major W.H. 
Johnson, Maria F. 
Johnson, Mary F. 
Johnson, S. 
Johnson, Thomas C. 
Johnson, Virginia 

Johnson, Wilma C. 
Johnson, Wm. 

J0n.s [sic], Nathan 

Jones 

Jones, Ada 
Jones, Alberta 

Jones, Archer Ellis 

Jones, Caldonia 

Jones, CpI. Nathan. 
Jones, Edward 

Jones, Edward L. 
Jones, Elizabeth 
Jones, Emmett 

Jones, Fredric 

Jones, George 0. 
Jones, Habe Mae 

Jones, James 

Jones, John 

Jones, John H. 
Jones, Julia A. 
Jones, Lucinda K. 
Jones, Margaret 

Jones, Margaret V. 
Jones, Mary J. 
Jones, Moses 

Jones, Rose 

Jones, Roland A. 
Jones, Susan A. 
Jones, W.W. 
Jones, William A. 
Jones, William 

Jones, [ ] Mae 

Jons, Pearl Halsey 

Jordan, Armstead 

Burial # 
+ 
63E 
491A 
355 
38C 
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Name 

Jordan, Harriet 

Jordan, James 

Jordan, James Jr. 

Joyner, Elvee 

Joyner, T. 
Kennard 

Ken, Henry H. 
Kerr, Melvin 

King 
King, Frances Warrington 

King, William Henry 

Lamax 

Lancaster 

Lancaster, Lucy 

Lane, F.E. 

Lanier, Martha Ann 

Law, C.W. 

Lee, D.T. Rosa E. 
Lewis, Charlie 

Lewis, Dallas 

Lewis, Earl 

Lewis, Emily 

Lewis, Ethel 

Lewis, Louise 

Lewis, Luther 

Lewis, Susie 

Lewis, William H . 
Liggins, Eliza 

Liwes, Richard 

Lund, S.  

LW 
M.A.E. 
M.A.L. 
Mabry, Carrie Elizabeth Bell 

Mabry, Joe 

Mabry, ,Joseph Edward Jr. 

Mabry, Joseph Edward Sr. 

Mabry, Joshua 

Mabry, Joshua H. . . 

Mabry, Leroy lexander 

Mabry, Sandy 

Macklin, Carrie 

Macky 

Maclin 

Magnum 

Manuel, Lizzie 

Manson 

Burial # 
30A 
n 
n 
n 
8 
n,7l 
335 
221 
§ 

200B 
200A 
ll 
@ 
82B 
+ 
149 
n 
111 
464 
341B 
309 
464 
+ 
465 
280 
+ 
144 
n 
210 
410 
409 
402 
392 
315A 
139 
315A 
315A 
142-1 
142-2 
315A 
141 
+ 
@ 
§ 

n 
160 
8 

Name 

Martin 

Martin, Alease H. ("Doll") 

Mason 

Mason, Alice Dabney , 

Mason, Edwaxd 

Mason, Edward S. 
Mason, Fanny 

Mason, Mrs. Melvin 

Mason, Rebecca 

Mason, Rebecca A. 
Mason, Willie 

May, William E. 
Matthews, Lewis L. 
McCoy, Elmira F. 
McCoy, Sylvia Halsey 

McCoy, U1ysses S. Jr. 

McCoy, Ulysses S. (M.D.) 
McCray, Frank . 
McCray, Harriet 

Mchrurnp, Robert 

McLaughlin, R.V. 
McQuillon, Moses 

Merritt, John 

Mder 

Miller, Rev. Emmett E. (B.D.) 
Miller, Terry Wayne 

Miller, Thomas 

Mitchell 

Monroe, Aron 

Moody, Father 

Moody, Levy 

Moody, Martha 

Moody, Mother 

Moore, Ed 
Moore, Eunice E. 
Moore, Rev. J. Leo 

Morgan 

Morgan, John W. 
Morgan, Julia A. 
Morgan, Minnie W. 
Morgan, Peter G. 
Morgan, Sarah 

Morris, Rev. A.M. 
Morris, Ruth 

Morse, Chastine 

Morse, John R. 
Moss, Mary A. 

Burial # 
63A 
74F 
n 
35D 
152 
155 
432 
+ 
330 
203 
529 
n 
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Name 

Moss, Nathaniel P.  

Muchison, Rev. G.L. 

Mumy 

Murry, Ellis 

Myers, Mary B. 
Myrick, Alexander 

N.B. 
Nelson, Mary P. 
Nichols 

Nichols, William 

Nichols, Wm. 

Nickols, W.S. 
Norman 

Norris 

Omens, Sarah 

Owens, Phillips 

Pace, Rosa Brooks 

Page, Willie 

Palmer, George B. 
Palmer, Red 

Parham, Charles 

Parham, Lydia 

Parham, Martha 

Parham, Sercie 

Parker, A. 
Parker, Mary E. 
Patterson 

Patterson, Adam D. 
Patterson, James Bosy 

Patterson, Lena 

Patterson, L d a  E. 
Patterson, Rebecca Penister 

Pecram, Violet 

Pegram, Celia 

Pegram, Charles A. Sr. 

Pegram, Lucy 

Pegram, Rchard 

Penister 

Penister, Eleanor P. 
Penister, George 

Penister, George A. 
Penister, Lillian Louisa 

Penister, Thomas A. 
Peniston, Thos. E. 
Penn, Mary A. 

Perkins, Nannie D. 
Perkins, Susie 

Burial # 
170 
457 
n 
8 
+ 
54A 
27C 
147 
@ 
66A 
63C 
+ 
n 
n 
291 
n 
115 
292 
+ 
n 
327 
328 
148 
406 
80D 
232 
8 
9A 
115 
+ 
69B 
356C 
341A 
316 
376 
376 
316 
8 
21A 
356B 
21A 
21A 
356A 
165 
250 
16B 
233 

Name 

Perkins, Viola E. 
Perry, Rosa 

Plumber, Lucinda 

Plummer 

Plummer, Henry Otis 

Plummer, Percy 

Pollard 

PoweU, Hattie 

Powell, Henry W. Sr. 

Preston, Mattie 

Price, Errna 

Price, Hartwill 

Price, Keziah 

Quives, Mary Ann 

Raines, Leroy Edward 

Randolph, Montgomery 

Randolph, Rebecca 

Reaves, Pinbey Green 

Reynolds, Jammie A. 

Rhodes, Lillie B. 
&chardson, Charlie 

a c k s  

Ricks, Clifford L. 
acks,  Ella V. 
Roberson, Sarah Ann 
Robertson, Elizabeth 

Robinson 

Robinson, Daughter 

Robinson, David Scott 

Robinson, Eliza Scott 

Robinson, Elnora 

Robinson, Father 

Robinson, Iris Lewis 

Robinson, James 

Robinson, Leslie H. 
Robinson, Martha 

Robinson, Mother 

Robinson, ~ebecca 

Ross, Susie T. 
Roudett, William 

Roundtree 

Rowlings, Elizabeth 

Royall, Thomas C. 
Ryan 

Scott 

Scott, Georgia 

Scott, John Peter 

Burial # 
16B 
448 
+ 
e 
460 
461 
72B, 8 
+ 
423 
+ 
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Name 

Scott, Maggie 

Scott, Robert 

Scott, Thomas 

Scott, William Thomas 

seabrook 

Sewart, W.M. 

Shelton, Marie Baskerville 

Skidmore, Anthony 

Skidmore, H.U. 
S kidmore, Lillie 

S kidmore, Mary 

Smith 

Smith, Agnes M. 
Smith, Blanche B. 
Smith, Ed 
Smith, H.V. 
Smith, Helen D. 
Smith, James 

Smith, John 

Smith, Joseph 

Smith, Reuben 

Smith, William Robert 

Smith, William T. 
Smith, W.J. 
Snead, Emanuel 

Spencer, Alice Watson 

Spencer, Willie 

S tainback, James 

Stallings, Alberta 

Starke, John W. 
Starke, Joseph W. 
Stephens, William 

Stevens, Capt. J.A.C. 
Stevens, C.B. 
Stevens, Mary A. 
Stevens, William N. 
Stevenson, Peter P. 
Steward, Susie 

Stewart, Edward A. 
Stewart , Jas . 
Stewart, Mary A. 
Stewart, Wm. E. 
Stith, Ernest H. 
Stith, Helen M. 
S tith, William Lee 

Stokes 

Burial # 
503 
181 
490 
* 

Name 

Stokes, B.A. 
Stokes, G.A. 
Stokes, Hattie 

Stokes, Lucy 

Stokes, S.A.J. 
Stward, Williame [sic] 

Sydnor, Jennie 

Sydnor, Junus 

Sykes, Alex 

Sykes, Fannie 

T., Eliza 

Taliafeno, Charlie 

Tate, Mrs. Augustua L. 
Tate, R.L. 
Taylor 

Taylor, Ed 
Taylor, Mary 

Tazewell, Bennie 

Terry, George Arthur 

Thomas 

Thomas, E.T. 
Thomas, Emma 

Thomas, John 

Thomas, Mary 

Thompson, Herbert L. 
Thompson, John Willis 

Thornton, Mary S. 
Thompson, Sara J. 
Thorp, Peter 

Thorpe, Peter 

Thrift, Octavius 

Thurman 

Thurman, Annie 

Thurman, Richard 

Todd, Laura A. 
Tompkins , Albenia 

Tompkins, Lucretia 

Tompkins, Mary J. 
Tompkins, Rebecca 

Tompkins, Robert J. 
Tompkins, Ruth 

Tucker 

Tucker-Miles 

Tucker, Cherry J. 
Tucker, William H. 
Turner, Bessie 

Turner, George 

Burial # 
* 
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Name 

Turner, Thomas 

Valentine 

Valentine, D.C. 
Valentine, Margaret B. 
Vaughan 

Vaughn, Albert 

Vaughn, Eathell 

Vaughn, Gertrude L.M. 
Vaughn, Martha 

V[x]king, Effie 

W.C. 
W.G.J. 

Wagoner, Samuel Holmes 

Walker 

Walker, Ann 

Walker, B. 
Walker, Charles M. 
Walker, Emmett 

Walker, Freeman 

Walker, Irving 

Walker, Jane 

Walker, L.C. 

Walker, Martha M. 
Walker, Queen V. 
Walker, S. 
Walker, Simon 

Walker, William 

Warsham, Rosa 

Watkins, Annie 

Watkins, Ollie 

Watkins, D. 
Webb, Capt. Pleasant 

Wells 

Wells, Mary Ella 

Wells, Napoleon B. 
Wells, Lottie W.B. Young 

Wells, Theresa F. 
West 
West, Mrs. C. 
White, Herbert Lee 

White, Mary 

White, Sarah Boyd 

Wiggins, A. 
Wiggins, John 

Wiggins, Mariah 

WJkerson, J.M. 
Wilkins, Elizabeth 

Burial # 
n 
@ 
+ 
123 
n 
386 
505 
10 
185 
285 
471 
352 
300 
§ 

193 
22C 
264 
n 
182 
* 

Name 

Williams, Caroline 

Williams, J. 
Williams, Maria 

Wilson, Christine 

Wilson, Emma 

Wilson, Francis G. 
Wilson, John 

Wilson, Percy W.T. 
Wirnbush, Pansy Patrice 

Wimbush, Rudolph 

Winfield, James 

Wood, Adlena 

Wooded, Caroline 

Word, Adelaide P. 
Word 

Word, Fletcher H. 
Wynn, Anna W. 
Wynn, Charles H. Jr. 

Wynn, Charles H. Sr. 

Young 

Burial # 
341C 
95 
145 
+ 
44B 
+ 
28B 
44E 
644 
64A 
157 
+ 
110 
9C 
9B 
9A 
455 
454 
456 
n 
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E. Statement of Historic Context 

Development and Use of African-American Cemeteries in Petersburg, ca. 1820-1942 

The historic African-American cemeteries in Petersburg reflect the long history of the 
city and its environs. From its earliest colonial settlement, Petersburg was home to 
free whites, enslaved blacks, and a separate class, "free persons of color." After the 
Civil War until some time in the mid-twentieth century, former slaves, antebellum free 
blacks, and their children continued to comprise a community separate in many ways from 
white-dominated society. African-Americans typically lived in their own neighborhoods, 
worked in segregated occupations, went to school and church separately from whites, and 
were buried in all-black cemeteries. 

Much of the above-ground evidence of Petersburg's early black history has been lost 
with the destruction of buildings. The extant cemeteries help to illustrate the growth 

a group whose 
life of the 

A number of cemeteries in Petersburg, white and black, have been destroyed over time. 
Those that remain are in two contiguous complexes at either side of South Crater Road. 
On the east side, from north to south are Blandford, St. Joseph's, B'rith Achim, and 
East View- On the west are Little Church and People's ~emorial (itself made up of 
several separate cemeteries). All these properties retain their essential physical 
integrity and associations with nineteenth and twentieth century Petersburg. East 
View, Little Church, and People's are significantly associated with the city's African- 
American 'conanunity . 
Very few surviving buildings are associated with Petersburg's large antebellum free 
black and slave population, There are slave quarters in the Poplar Lawn Historic 
District (National Register), at Battersea (National Register), and in less well- 
documented locations scattered throughout the city. The pre-Civil War Watson-McGill 
Tobacco Factory is significant as the employer of many blacks, both slave and free. 
Only a handful of buildings, such as the Jarratt House and the Esther Gilliam House, 
are known to have been owned by or independently constructed by blacks. 

In addition, there are several African-~rnerican churches, including Gillfield Baptist 
and First (Harrison Street) Baptist, first established before the Civil War whose 
congregations built new edifices in the late nineteenth century. Other important 
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buildings, such as Oak Street AMEZ and St. Stephens Episcopal, were constructed for 
churches that organized after the Civil War. There are also several late-nineteenth 
century residences in various states of repair. These post-Civil War buildings, of 
various types and styles, provide evidence that African-Americans in Petersburg 
participated in the same architectural fashions that affected white society. 

The same trend is clear in the city's cemeteries. The influence of the nineteenth 
century rural cemetery and lawn-park design aesthetics, as well as the twentieth 
century memorial park movement, can be seen in the improvements and additions made by 
African-Americans to- their privately held or community-owned burial grounds. The 
selection of styles, material and ornamentation of many gravemarkers also show tastes 
consistent with the American mainstream. 

Just as many of the historic gravemarkers in Petersburg's black cemeteries show strong 
relationships with the contemporary mainstream, there are also a substantial number 
that are unlik The style of 
several concret f the classic 
obelisk or ped , commemorate 
individual par 
during the lat 

- 
Historical Backaround 

From at least the early nineteenth century, Petersburg's relatively open labor and 
entrepreneurial opportunities drew many free blacks to the city. The census of 1810 
found 310 free persons of color. By 1830, alongside 3,440 whites and 2,850 slaves 
there were 2,032 free blacks. Many of them found employment side-by-side with slaves 
in Petersburg's rapidly-growing tobacco factories. Other free people established 
themselves as craftsmen, tradespeople, entrepreneurs, and property owners. By 1860 
about one-third of Petersburg's 811 free Negro families (composed of 3,225 individuals) 
owned property.' 

Regardless of wealth or education, however, blacks could not enter white circles of 
influence, and were further tied to their own community by the unwillingness of white- 
managed associations to serve colored people. To participate in civic and community 
improvement, blacks had no choice but to organize independently of whites. Therefore, 
the free black community created its own societies to care for the sick or 
impoverished, and to manage burials. 

t Bushey, Mary E l l e n ,  Ann Cre igh ton -Zo l l a r ,  Lucious  Edwards, J r . ,  L.  Dan i e l  Mouer and Robin L.  
Ryder,  "Af r i c an  Americans i n  P e t e r s b u r g :  H i s t o r i c  C o n t e x t s  a n d  Resources  f o r  P r e s e r v a t i o n  
P l ann ing ,  Research  and I n t e r p r e t a t i o n "  (Pe t e r sbu rg :  Depa r tmen t  of P l ann ing  and Community 
Developnent ,  1994) ,  pp. 22-24. L u t h e r  P o r t e r  Jackson,  F r e e  Negro L a b o r  and Property Hold ing  i n  
V i r g i n i a ,  1830-1860 (NY:  D. Appleton-Century Co., 1 9 4 2 ) ,  passim. 
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Private fraternal organizations, including secret ritual societies and mutual benefit 
associations, have traditionally had memberships based on ethnic and cultural affinity. 
Working classes, white and black, were particularly interested in providing themselves 
a respectable funeral or gravemarker. This became a primary role of benevolent 
organizations. 

Particularly among slaves, a group granted little dignity by the surrounding society, 
the funeral had developed into a prominent religious ritual and social event, providing 
a rare opportunity to acknowledge an individual's life.' Yet many urban sl-aves and 
free blacks, even churchgoers, were laid in a potter's field, disposed of at the least 
cost to the public. In cities such as Petersburg the benevolent societies and strong 
churches that helped create an African-American community made it a priority to acquire 
a suitable burial ground for its members.' No other region of the county had such a 
concentration of lodges and other mutual aid organizations as the Middle Atlantic 
South, notably the cities of southeastern Virginia.' Before the Civil War nearly all 
the large towns in Virginia had benevolent financial societies, many of them the owners 

ceme 

Most lodges p 
or illness. 
Free Men of C 
lump sums of 

h e  of a de 

rer' s Accou 
members or 

monthly to members' widows, Each member was entitled to "a square in the place of 
interment," and each member was expected to attend every members' f~neral.~ The cash 
structure of such an organization could only be supported by a steady membership of 
healthy, employed individuals such as the free black community in antebellum 
Petersburg. 

After the Civil War, tobacco factories continued to provide important employment for 
Petersburg's African-Americans, whose wages were a substantial support for other black 
craftsmen and businesspeople. Undertaking was an especially attractive field, in part 
because a successful African-American undertaker or funeral director could earn a 
comfortable living in a trade mostly free from white interference. 

- 

' . David R .  Roediger, 'And Die i n  Dix ie ,"  i n  M a s s a c h u s e t t s  R e v i e w ,  Vol.  2 2 ,  1981. 
1 David R .  Goldf ie ld,  "Black L i f e  i n  Old South C i t i e s "  (pp.  146-147 i n  Edward D .  C. Campbell, J r . ,  

e d . ,  B e f o r e  Freedom Came: Afr ican-Amer ican L i f e  i n  t h e  A n t e b e l l u m  South  ( C h a r l o t t e s v i l l e :  
Univers i ty  Press of V i r g i n i a ,  1 9 9 1 ) ,  pp. 146-147. 

4 Joel Walker, The S o c i a l  W e l f a r e  P o l i c i e s ,  S t r a t e g i e s  a n d  Programs o f  B l a c k  F r a t e r n a l  
O r g a n i z a t i o n s  i n  t h e  N o r t h e a s t  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  1896-1920  (Ph.D. d i s s e r t a t i o n ,  NY: Columbia 
Univers i ty ,  1985), p .  103. 

J James B. Browning, "The Beginnings  of Insurance Enterprise  among Negroes" i n  Carter  G .  Woodson, 
e d . ,  The Journal o f  Negro  H i s t o r y  XXII,  October 1937. 

6 C o n s t i t u t i o n ,  R u l e s  and R e g u l a t i o n s  o f  t h e  B e n e f i c i a l  S o c i e t y  o f  F r e e  Men o f  C o l o r ,  o f  t h e  C i t y  
of P e t e r s b u r g  'and  S t a t e  o f  V i r g i n i a ,  a s  r e v i s e d  o n  t h e  2nd  d a y  o f  August  A.D. 1 8 5 2  (Spec ia l  
C o l l e c t i o n s ,  Virginia  S t a t e  Univers i ty  Archives ) . 
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Before the rise of the career funeral director, some professions were associated with 
funerals and burial. At least by 1858 Richard Kennard, a free man of color, was 
operating a hack (horse and carriage for hire) business in Petersburg.' Involvement in 
funerals was probably one reason he joined nine other men in the purchase of cemetery 
land in 1865. Another of the purchasers, Thomas Scott, also established a funeral home 
which became one of the most successful in the city. Under his successor Thomas ti. 
Brown, the business lasted into the late 1940s. Its longevity is exceeded only by 
Wilkerson Memorial Funeral Home, still a prominent enterprise in Petersburg. 

Tobacco manufacturing boomed in the late nineteenth century, and in 1908 five large 
tobacco factories employed 5,000 people making plug tobacco for export. * Most 
occupations were racially segregated, and there was a color line within the tobacco 
industry. White labor was chosen for machine-driven work, and African-Americans for 
manual tasks such as stemming and twisting that predominated in the plants devoted to 
dark tobacco in smoking, plug, twist and leaf form. After World War I, although 
American and European markets abandoned dark tobacco in favor of lishter tobacco and 
cigarettes, plu g's stemmeries 
continued to p II.9 Because 
mutual-benefit their members, 
the persistenc f Petersburgt s 
African-Americ cities. 

The mid-1870s saw a peak of fraternalism in America. In an era without government 
benefits or even health insurance, lodges offered aid to ill members and death benefits 
to their survivors, small sums that prevented starvation or homelessness. Between 1880 
and 1900 hundreds of beneficial societies offering fellowship, cheap insurance and 
initiatory ritual were established. For many of these, the secret rituals were the 
glue that kept their members together." For others, membership was an aspect of 
socia$ networking. Officers were selected from the leaders of church and community, 
and ambitious people found lodge membership an aid to advancement in business and 
public life.'' Fraternal-beneficial societies and burial associations also helped to 
create the first major black financial institutions, the most rapidly successful being 
those that combined mystic fraternalism with finance. The best-known was the 

7 J a c k s o n ,  F r e e  N e g r o  L a b o r ,  p.  2 0 .  
8 W i l l i a m  D.  H e n d e r s o n ,  T h e  Unredeerned C i t y :  R e c o n s t r u c t i o n  i n  P e t e r s b u r g ,  V i r g i n i a ,  1865-1 8 74 

( W a s h i n g t o n  DC: U n i v e r s i t y  P r e s s  o f  Amer ica ,  1 9 7 7  ) , pp. 95, 115, 147. P e t e r s b u r g ,  V i r g i n i a ,  "The  
C o c k a d e  C i t y , "  I t s  I n d u s t r i e s ,  Commerce and F i n a n c e  ( S e a b o a r d  A i r  L i n e  R a i l w a y ,  n d ,  c a .  1909). 

9 C h a r l e s  L .  P e r d u e ,  J r . ,  e d .  T h e  Negro  i n  V i r g i n i a ,  c o m p i l e d  by w o r k e r s  o f  t h e  W r i t e r s '  Program 
o f  t h e  Work  P r o j e c t s  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  i n  t h e  S t a t e  o f  V i r g i n i a .  W i n s t o n - S a l e m  N C :  J o h n  F .  B l a i r ,  
P u b l i s h e r ,  1994), p. 339. 

10 H a r k  C .  C a r n e s ,  S e c r e t  R i t u a l  a n d  Manhood i n  V i c t o r i a n  A m e r i c a  (New Haven: Y a l e  U n i v e r s i t y  P r e s s ,  
1989), pp. 9-11. 

I 1  A l r u t h e u s  A.  T a y l o r ,  T h e  N e g r o  i n  t h e  R e c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  V i r g i n i a  ( W a s h i n g t o n  DC: T h e  A s s o c i a t i o n  
f o r  the S t u d y  o f  N e g r o  L i f e  and  H i s t o r y ,  1926), p. 65. 
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International Order of St. Luke and its Penny Savings Bank, which achieved tremendous 
success under Maggie Walker of Richmond." 

The 1880s, a decade of expanding industrial employment and wages, are considered to 
have been the high point in black cultural life in Petersburg, but the interest in 
benevolent and fraternal organizations lasted several more decades. In 1898 there were 
at least twenty-two mutual benefit societies, alongside numerous secret and fraternal 
lodges. l3 

Most if not all of these organizations are inactive today, their buildings demolished 
or converted to other uses. The most tangible reminders of the clubs are the 
individual memorials they placed on the graves of their members. An important reason 
for supporting large funerals was to ensure that friends would not be forgotten; the 
individual lodgestones have become significant memorials to the clubs themselves. 

As early as 1873 and as late as 1948, qrave markers in Petersburg's African-American 
cemeteries bea izations were 
as active in t st number of 
lodgestones be arlier period 
may have been ership markers 
was more popul lific in placing 
markers 'were E Society, Young 
Men's Industrial Benefit Association, and Blandford Industrial Benefit Club. 

The African-American Cemeteries 

~etersburg's earliest African-American cemeteries have been destroyed. As early as 
1794 a "colored burying ground" was designated on Walnut Street, and from an early date 
some blacks were buried within Blandford Cemetery or the adjacent potter's field. In 
1818, at. the same time that the City of Petersburg was purchasing the old Blandford 
Churchyard as a public burying ground for whites, trustees of the Benevolent Society of 
Free Men of Color paid $100 for a small parcel of land to become a burial ground," 
doing for their own community what the government did for its citizens. The exact 
location of the Benevolent Society's Blandford-area plot, like that of a separate 
cemetery in the Pocahontas section of Petersburg, has been forgotten. No above-ground 
traces of the sites remain. Two later graveyards in the West End, near the poorhouse 
and hospital, were obliterated in the 19709, with the known Confederate soldiers being 
relocated to Blandford. 

12 C .  E r i c  L i n c o l n  and Lawrence Harniya, The  B l a c k  Church i n  the  A f r i c a n - A m e r i c a n  E x p e r i e n c e  (Durham 
NC: Duke U n i v e r s i t y  P r e s s ,  1990), pp. 244-245.  

13 W a l t e r  B .  W e a r e ,  B l a c k  B u s i n e s s  i n  t h e  New S o u t h .  A S o c i a l  H i s t o r y  o f  t h e  N o r t h  C a r o l i n a  Mutua l  
L i f e  I n s u r a n c e .  Company ( U r b a n a :  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  I l l i n o i s  P r e s s ,  1973), p. 11. 

14 C i t y  o f  P e t e r s b u r g  H u s t i n g s  C o u r t ,  Deed Book 5 ,  p .  306 (in J a c k s o n ,  Free Negro L a b o r ,  p. 162). 
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Although intended for whites, Blandford initially permitted the burial of a slave in 
the plot of the rare white family who wished it, and there was a potter's field section 
on the fringe of the cemetery. Then in 1837, reflecting a wave of repressive state 
laws, a city ordinance forbade the burial of blacks in Blandford Cemetery. Shortly 
afterward, in 1840 a group of 28 men bought a one-acre tract, the first deeded parcel 
of today's Peoples Memorial Cemetery. In 1865 the cemetery was enlarged, again by the 
purchase of land by a group of African-American men, and eventually expanded to the 
south to include land owned by undertaker Thomas Scott. By about 1915 his successor 
Thomas Brown was generally recognized as the manager of Peoples Memorial Cemetery, a 
consolidation of the several separate tracts. 

Ownership of city's other two extant historically African-American cemeteries became 
vested in Wilkerson's Funeral Home. James M. Wilkerson purchased Little Church in 
1883; from about 1899, he was the superintendent of Providence (part of Peoples) ; by 
1905 he was also managing East View Cemetery, which he acquired in 1911. In Petersburg 
at least, an und the survival 
of both the busi 

~f rican-American ovide important 
illustrations of s of like-minded 
people in order to provide for the decent burial of menbers of their community. They 
are significant under Criterion A in the areas of Community Planning, Ethnic History: 
Black, and Social History. They may also be significant under Criterion C in the area 
of Art. Those that are proposed for listing retain integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials, workmanship, feelings and association. 

The end of the period of significance, ca. 1942, marks the first substantial alteration 
to the fjoundaries of People's Memorial Cemetery and Little Church Cemetery. This 
involved widening South Crater Road to encroach on the east side of both cemeteriks, 
and the addition of a reinterment tract to the west side of Peoplef s Memorial. East 
View Cemetery was also affected by the project, as some of the disinterred bodies were 
relocated to East View. A second widening of the road ca. 1968 also encroached on 
People's Memorial and Little Church, and resulted in reburials both at East View and 
Peoplef s Memorial. These changes were not so dramatic as to have destroyed the 
essential integrity of any of the properties. The affected area was only a small 
fraction of the total cemetery area, and the relationship of the properties to each 
other and to the road was not noticeably changed. 
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Proposed African-~rnerican Cemeteries Multiple Properties Submission 

People's Memorial Cemetery, Petersburg 
Little Church Cemetery, Petersburg 
East View Cemetery, Petersburg 

Properties Already Listed in the National Resister and Contributins in Whole or In Part 
to the Proposed Historic African-American Cemeteries Multiple Properties Submis-sion 

- 
Blandford Cemetery, Petersburg DHR file 123-110, ~isted 1992 

F. Associated Property Types 

Property type: Historic African-American Cemeteries 

Subtype : 

Subtype : 

Subtype : 
None are documented in Petersburg 

Subtype: Mass graves related to historical events 
None are documented in Petersburg 

Subtype: African-American community cemeteries situated outside the core city ' 
Three are documented in Petersburg 

Justiffcation of Criteria 

Properties in Petersburg that conform to the property type "Historic ~frican-American 
Cemeteries" all represent the subtype "African-American Community Cemeteries Situated 
outside the Core City." They are eligible under Criteria A and/or C, and under 
Criteria Consideration D, in that they derive their primary significance from their 
association with historic events or distinctive design features. 

The period of significance begins ca. 1820, the era of the earliest gravestone ( 1821, 
in j land ford's "Negro section") found in any of ~etersburg's extant ~frican-Merican e 

cemeteries. Other burial grounds are known to have been used before 1820, but none are 
extant. The end of the period of significance is 1942, the date that marks the city's 
acquisition of a one-acre tract of land in anticipation of a road-widening project that 
would impact the east side of People's Cemetery and Little Church Cemetery. 
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Description 

Cemeteries originally situated outside a core city typically comprised at least one 
acre. The terrain may include areas of level ground, slopes or hills, and there may be 
wetlands or intermittent streams. The land was acquired for the purpose of 
establishing a cemetery, which was then laid out as plots or squares, commonly planned 
for eight graves, each square assigned to a family and filled gradually. Some 
individual plots were also used, which would have been spaced and aligned in a similar 
fashion to those in squares. A few burials may have pre-existed the designation of the 
larger area that included them, but their number is small compared to the numbers of 
grave plots that were laid out to surround them. 

The land acquired for a suburban cemetery may have been farmland, pasture, or cutover 
woods lot, and was not heavily forested. The general appearance of the cemetery is 
grassy, with scattered trees and some smaller ornamental shrubs in family plots. TO 
make maximum use of the land, new areas were not set aside for tree plantins. Some 
existing s grown up are 
typically may not have 
included s may have been 
abandoned. as intended as 
paths, and s 

Which plots would be deeded first depended upon the rate of demand, and the pattern of 
planning. Where a complete grid was imposed early on, families could select sites 
scattered about the property. In those cemeteries, the earliest burials are not in 
adjacent squares. Other cemeteries were treated in sections, each laid out when all 
the squares in an earlier section had been assigned. In those cemeteries, plots can be 
seen to be grouped according to the date of their earliest burial. In either case, 
however, the time period represented by each square may be long, and some nineteenth 
century plots still await twenty-first century burials. 

Families had the option of enclosing their square with fencing or coping, but this was 
not always done. Over time, deeds and memories have been lost, so that plot boundaries 
have not been physically maintained. Squares may be indistinguishable from individual 
burials or unused areas. 

~andsca~in~, fencing, and markers bearing the name of the deceased are conventional 
grave care customs that vary according to time, place, economics, and spiritual values. 
Some of the characteristic features of cemeteries outside the core city of Petersburg - 
grid organization and family members grouped together - are common to Blandford, the 
historic municipal cemetery, and to the African-American cemeteries, which were 
historically privately owned. Other characteristic elements of the African-American 
cemeteries - irregular transportation networks, abandoned maintenance of plots, fences 
or coping, loss of information about burial locations - have resulted from the lack of 
a stable repository of records. 
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As with the general layout of the land, the extant historic gravemarkers reflect the 
cultural values of the community over time. Their typical placement at the head of the 
grave, and also limited penetrometer testing, seem to indicate that most burials were 
oriented west to east. This pattern is common throughout Western European and American 
Christian tradition, and may also be compatible with some West African cultures. Their 
designs, materials, and inscriptions generally reflect the attitudes of contemporary 
society toward marking burials, with some demonstrating the strong emotional attachment 
of family or church members to the deceased. There are also some concrete markers 
unlike any that have been documented in the city's white cemeteries. These indicate 
some divergence by African-American consumers from the mainstream of marker design. 
One very notable way in which Petersburg's black community traditionally demonstrated 
remembrance was by placing small "lodge stones" to commemorate membership in a 
fraternal or mutual-assistance organization. These markers testify to the importance 
that fraternal and benevolent societies placed on mutual reliance, community, and 
remembrance. 

The significan ies situated 
outside the c larly-sized . 
family plots, ays; the few 
specimen trees gravestones with 
standardized i e stones," small 
markers placed 
the juxtaposition of two opposite types of grander markers, mainstream-America marble 
obelisks and uniquely crafted concrete pedestals. 

These elements are closely associated with the history of the African-American 
community in Petersburg. They are related to the early acquisition and layout of the 
properties by mutual benefit societies or successful undertakers; the importance of 
economy over substantial landscaping; the artistic and cultural values the community 
shared with white Petersburg and the American mainstream; and the high premium placed 
on mutual self -help and remembrance in an ethnically separate working-class communify. 
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Sisnificance 

Cemeteries that qualify for registration with this nomination are important resources 
that provide information about the African-American community in Petersburg, ca. 1820 - 
1942. Under Criteria Consideration Dl a cemetery is eligible if it derives its primary 
significance from its association with historic events or distinctive design features. 
Those that qualify with this nomination reflect various aspects of black ethnic history 
in Petersburg, and through their location, grave markers, and landscape plans they 
illuminate the commonalties between Petersburg's two separate cultures. They represent 
broad patterns of attitudes or behavior in an ethnic group whose impact on the larger ' 

community was significant but is not well documented in other resources. They qualify 
under Criterion A, and should be listed under the areas of ETHNIC HERITAGE: BLACK, and 
SOCIAL HISTORY. Some may also qualify for listing in the area of COMMUNITY PLANNING 
AND DEVELOPMENT. 

Those that ret or marble, or 
distinctively qualify under 
Criterion C fo 

To qualify for registration, properties must have been used for burial of African- 
Americans during the period of significance, ca. 1820 - ca. 1942. The key registration 
requirements are a grid organization into regularly-sized family plots; casual drives 
and walkways; a few trees in a grassy landscape; the predominance of middle-cost 
gravestones with standardized iconography and text; and the juxtaposition of other 
types of markers: well-carved marble obelisks, uniquely crafted concrete pedestals and 
pulpit stones, and the small "lodge stones" that reflect identification with a 
membership group that crossed family and church lines. 

To be listed, properties must retain their essential integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials, workmanship, feelings and association. The boundaries may have 
shifted over time, but the area presently recognized as the cemetery will be a 
generally open ground, with grassy cover, scattered trees or shrubs, and uncurbed walks 
or driveways. Individual or family plots may feature a variety of fencing or curbing. 
Burials and above-ground markers may continue to be added up to the present, but 
earlier gravestones or unmarked graves will predominate. The proportional number, size 
and scale of the new features must not be so imposing as to overwhelm the overall 
historic appearance. Some of the historic gravestones may be broken or show evidence 
of repairs, and as a group they will show a range of effects from aging. They will not 
have been subjected to a wholesale cleaning and repair effort (which besides giving a 
fresh new appearance may well damage stones drastically). 
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Maintenance of cemeteries varies. For them to retain integrity, any modern buildings 
or service structures must be small-scale and simply designed. Obviously modern 
fencing should not be present along* the principal street frontage. There may be 
overgrowth, but brush will be periodically cut to avoid forestation. Rubbish produced 
during lot-clearing activities, and fragments of historic material, should be confined 
to the edges of the site. 

Ongoing maintenance and new burials may have some negative effect on historic 
cemeteries, but these factors are very important to their persistence. Cont'inuity of 
use promotes identification with the property as a meaningful part of the community, 
and encourages the preservation of the burial ground as the resting place of 
individuals who are personally remembered. 

G. Geographical Data 

a 

H. Summary 

The multiple property listing of African-American cemeteries in Petersburg, ~irginia, 
is based upon a 1998-99 survey of African-American cemeteries in the City of Petersburg 
conducted by Chicora Foundation, Inc., and Historic Preservation Consultants, under the 
auspices of the Virginia Department of Historic Resources and the City of Petersburg. 
The research goals were to collect historical information concerning the extant 
African-American cemeteries in Petersburg, to conduct a reconnaissance of the 
historically black section of the National Register-listed Blandford Cemetery, to 
generally survey two that are privately-owned (Little Church and East View), and to 
thoroughly map and survey People's Memorial Cemetery, which has been owned by the City 
of Petersburg since 1984. Associated goals were the preparation of a preliminary 
preservation plan for People's Memorial, recommendations as to National Register 
eligibility, and preparation of a draft Multiple Property Nomination cover sheet for 
those considered eligible for listing. The survey report written by Michael Trinkley, 
Debi Hacker, and Sarah Fick, The African-American Cemeteries of Petersburg, Virginia: 
.Continuity and Change (Chicora Foundation Research Series 55, Columbia SC, 1999 ) 
provided information for the National Register documentation. 

A second goal was to explore the feasibility of using the information developed in 
Petersburg to develop a context for evaluating historically African-American cemeteries 
throughout the Commonwealth of Virginia. 

Background research into plats, deeds and newspaper records, supplemented by "African 
Americans in Petersburg: Historic Contexts and Resources for Preservation Planning, 
Research and Interpretationw (a 1994 report prepared by Mary Ellen Bushey et. al. for 
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the City of Petersburg under an earlier cost-share grant from the Department of 
Historic Resources) provided a preliminary context for evaluating properties in light 
of Petersburg's rich African-American history. The properties to be surveyed - 
People's Memorial, Little Church, and East View - were identified for the consultants 
by the City of Petersburg's Museums Manager and Director of Planning, so that a general 
reconnaissance survey was not necessary. Instead, at the same time that research 
began, fieldworkers began site surveys of the cemeteries. Their findings as to the 
layouts of the grounds, marker types and dates, and plot organization directed the 
intensive research into the historic contexts most closely related to the visible 
features of the cemeteries. These were determined to be employment and associational 
patterns within Petersburg's African-American community, cemetery ownership and 
management, and contemporary trends in other American cemeteries. Based on their 
significance within the context of Petersburg's African-American history, and their 
retention of sufficient integrity to express their associations with the context, all 
three of the surveyed properties were recommended as eligible by the consultants. 

Upon review 
to the prop all to be 
one subtype, s known to 
exist in Vi 
churchyard c 
represented in 
are limited to the single subtype. 
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1. Name of  Property -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
historic name People's Memorial Cemeterv 

other nameslsite number -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2, Location 
-------------------------------------------------------------&--'---- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
street & number South Crater Road - not for publication 

city or town Petersburs 

state Virsinia code cou~lty Petersbura code 730 zip code 23803 -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. State/FederaI A ------------- ------------- --em------ ---------- 
As the designated authority on - request for 
determination of eligibility ric Places and meets 
the procedural and professio not meet the National 
Register criteria I recomm See continuation sheet for 
additional comments.) 

-- - 

Signature of certifying officid/Title Date 

State or Federal agency and bureau -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. National Park Service Certification -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I hereby certify that this property is: Signature of the Keeper Date of Action 

- entered in the National Register 
- See continuation sheet. 

detennined eligible for the National Register - 
- See continuation sheet. - detennined not eligible for the National Register 
- removed from the National Register 
- other (explain): 
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Name of Property Coullty ar~d State -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5. Classification -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ownership of  Property Category of Property Number of Resources within Property 
(Check as many boxes as apply) (Check only orle box) (Do not include previously listed resources in  the count.) 

private - building Contributing Noncontributing 
X public-local - district buildings 

pu blic-S tate - X site 1 sites 
pu blic-Federal - structure structures 

- object objects 
1 Toral 

Name of related multiple property listing 
(Enter "NIA" if property is not part of a multiple property listing.) 

Number of contributing resources previously 
listed in the National Register 

African-~merican Cemeteries in Petersburs. Virsinia 0 

-_---,__-_---__--_-------------------------------------------------- ------_-_---------_------------------------------------------------- 
6. Function or  Use ------_-_-_--__---_------------------------------------------------- -----------,-,----,------------------------------------------------- 

Historic Functions Current Function.~ 
(Enter categories from instructions) (Enter categories from instructions) 

-------------- -------------- ------ ------ 
7. Description -------------- -------------- -------- 

-me----- 

Architectural Clas 
(Enter categories from inst 

walls 

roof 
other: Stone: Marble 

Granite 
Concrete 

Narrative Description 
(Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more continuation sheets.) 

See Continuation Sheets 
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Peo~le's ~emorial Cemeterv Petersburg. Viruinia 
Name of Property County and State -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

8. Statement of Significance --------------------------------------------------------------- - ---------------------------------------------------------------- - 
Applicable National Register Criteria Areas of Significance 
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the propeny (Enter categories from ~rlstructior~s) 
for National Register listing) 

X A Property is associated with events that have made a - Communitv Plannins and Development . si,onificant contribution to tile broad pattenls of our history. Ethnic Heritage: Black 

- B Property is associated with dle lives of persons sigrrifiwit Social Historv 
in our past. 

- C Property embcxiies the distinctive characteristics of a type, 
period, or method of construction or represents tile work of 
a master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a Period of Significance 
significant and distinguishable entity whose cotnponents ca. 1 8 4 0  - ca. 1 9 4 2  
lack individual distinction. 

- D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield infon~lation 
important in prehistory or history. 

Criteria Considerations 
(Mark "Xu in all the boxes that apply.) 

Property is: 

Significant Dates 
1840 .  1 8 6 6 .  1 8 8 0  

- A owned by a religious institution or used for religious Significant Person 
purposes. (Complete if Criterion B is marked above.) 

- B removed from its original location. 
- C a birthplace or grave. 

a cemetery. 

Narrative Sta tement  of Significance 
(Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation sheets.) 

See Continuation Sheets -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9. Major Bibliographical References -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Bibliography 
(Cite the bobks. articles, and other sources used in preparing this form on one or more continuation sheets.) 
Previous documentat ion on file (NPS) Primary Location of Additional Data 
- preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFX 67) has ); State Historic Preservation Office 

been requested. - Other State agency 
- previously listed in the National Register - Federal agency 
- previously determined eligible by the Natio~ial Register - S Local govemiimt 
- designated a National Historic Landmark - Uxuversi ty 
- recorded by Historic American Buildir~gs Survey # - Other 
- recorded by Historic Arnerican Engineering Record # Name of repository: 
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Peo~le's Memorial Cemeterv Petersburu, Virqinia 
Name of Property Coimty atld Statc _-----_---_-------_------------------------------------------------- -_---------------__------------------------------------------------- 

10. Geographical Data ____----__------___------------------------------------------------- ___----_-_---__---_------------------------------------------------- 
Acreage of P r o p e r t y  8 . 1 7  acre 

UTM References  
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet) 

Zone Easting Xortlli~~g 

4 -- 
- Sec continuation sheet. 

Verbal B o u n d a r y  Description 
(Describe the boundaries of the property on a continuation sheet.) 

Boundary Just i f icat ion 
(Explain why the boundaries were selected on a continuation sheet.) ---_--_-------__--_------------------------------------------------- -_----------_--_-__------------------------------------------------- 
11. Form Prepared By ------_--_-----___-------------------------------------------------- -----_--_-----___-_------------------------------------------------- 
name1 ti tIe Sarah Fick 

organization Historic Preservation Consultants date June 1 9 9 9  

street & number Post O f f  ice Box 11 1 2  telephone 843-723-1746  

city or town Charleston state SC zipcode 2 9 4 0 2  

__--_--_-_-_-_----_------------------------------------------------- __-_______--____--_------------------------------------------------- 
Additional Docum 
------------- ----------- ----------- 
Submit the following ite 
C o n t i n u a t i o n  S h e e  
M a p s  

A U S G S  m a p  (7 
A s k e t c h  m a p f o  

Photographs  
Representative b lack  a n d  white  pho tographs  of the property. 

Addit ional  i t e m s  
(Check with the SHPO or R)O for any additional items) -------------------------------------------------------------------- .................................................................... 
Property Owner 
(Complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO.) 

name/ title City of Petersbura 

street & number 134 North Union Street telephoue 804-733-2308 

city or town Petersbura state VA zipcode 2 3 8 0 3  -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Paperwork Reduct ion Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the Sational Register of Historic Places to 
nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing. to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is 
required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Presenation Act. as amended (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.). 
Estimated Burden  Statement: Public reporting burden for this forrn is estimated to average 18.1 hours per respo~ise i~lcluding the time for 
reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data. and conipletiug and reviewing the form. Direct comme~lts regarding this burden estimate 
or any aspect of this form to the Chief. Administrative Services Division. Sational Park Service. P.O. Box 37127. Washington. DC 30013- 
7127; and the Office of Management and Budget. Paperwork Reductioris Project (1074-0018). ii'ashington. DC 20503. 
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is surely higher, but how high is unknowable. One early-twentieth century observer claimed 
that there were 8,852 burials between 1892 and 1943': an apparently high figure that is in 
fact consistent with a reasonable death rate among Petersburg's African-American 
population, which averaged 12,280 from 1890 to 1940. 

The original plan of the cemetery has not been documented, but surviving records indicate 
that plots were sold to members of beneficial societies on the basis of family squares. . 
Based on remnant portions of coping and fencing, family plots were probably around 17 ' X 
17', following the general scheme of the rural cemetery movement- of the early nineteenth 
century. Many of the family plots are surrounded by low concrete coping or retain some 
remnants of former coping. There are also a few plots with remnant iron fencing. Only two 
markers have been found that represent permanent recordkeeping: an urn-shaped column on 
concrete base marked "A SQUARE", and a tablet noting "Henry H. Kerr's Square." 

n of drives and 
0% a horseshoe- 
seen, but the * 

entieth century 
connection 

The cemetery remained in active use for generations, so there is a broad range of marker 
types and styles. Some grave markers include a lodge or church affiliation along with the 
names and dates of the deceased. There are only a few obelisks or pedestal tombs, but 
those that remain are of good quality and were obviously costly. Over half the monuments 
are headstones or dies-in-socket, in traditional marble or granite styles with square, 
rounded, or segmented tops. These range in date from the mid-nineteenth to the mid- 
twentieth century. Some are finely carved, with lengthy inscriptions, and more than twenty 
were identified as having been made by C. M. Walsh or Burns and Campbell, two well-known 
white Petersburg firms. Others are concrete, probably locally crafted. Although the 
makers have not been identified, several of the stones are clearly from the same handt 

Among the headstones are "lodge stones," small (12" high, 8-12" across) tablet stones, with 
flat or rounded-arched tops. Lodge stones typically supplement a more customary grave 
marker. Lettering is simple, with the lodge affiliation usually above the name or initials 
of the deceased; dates may be full or merely the year of death. Many are cut in marble, 
some.. of them with Burns and Campbell's mark. Lodge &tones from the 1930s and later also 
include lawn-type markers of similar size. 

I Thomas H .  Brown, le t ter  to  members of People's Memorial Cemetery Committee, 10 October 1 9 3 1  (People's 
Cemetery f i l e s ,  C i t y  of Petersburg Museums). 
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People's Memorial Cemetery has been enlarged several times. The original 1840 parcel was 
one acre; two acres to its south were added in 1865, and another five acres added by 1880 
completed the nineteenth century grounds. A one-acre parcel was added to the west side of 
the cemetery in 1942 in preparation for relocating a number of graves from South Crater 
Road's expanded right-of-way. This reinterment section of People's Cemetery is part of the 
nominated acreage. 

Alterations to the cemetery include the loss of about 0.6 acre from the east side, along 
South Crater Road. In 1943 and again in 1968 the road was widened. Each time, the right- 
of-way acquisitions required the removal of vaults, curbing, headstones, and unmarked 
remains. Reinterments took place in the west section of People's and also at East View 
Cemetery at the opposite side of South Crater Road. The relocation of graves, even as it 
involved a number of new headstones, did not impair the essential historic integrity of the 

Other changes that have occurred over time are very typical of African-American cemeteries. 
Maintenance and recordkeeping have been erratic, so that the drives have been rerouted, and 
may well traverse burials. The existing gravel drive bisecting the cemetery is rutted and 
eroded. Some gravestones are out of place; many have been lost; others are broken or 
toppled. Fencing and curbing at many plots have not been maintained. The grounds are 
unplanned, with a mix of informal plantings and untended mature trees. The continuing use 
of family plots over decades has resulted in modern headstones and occasional lawn-cemetery 
type markers being scattered among earlier grave markers. Because there has not been any 
wholesale redesign of the landscape, the modern elements of the cemetery do not overwhelm 
its sense of time and place as a nineteenth century suburban burial ground. 

Summarv Statement of Sianificance 

People's Memorial Cemetery reflects the long history of Petersburg's ~frican-American 
community from ca. 1840 to ca. 1942. The economic status and community interest of the 
antebellum free black population led to the initial development of a burial ground, 
separated under ordinance from Blandford, the municipal cemetery for whites. The cemetery 
was enlarged during the nineteenth century through the efforts of benevolent mutual- 
assistance societies and also through the entrepreneurial drive of black funeral directors. 
From its beginnings to the present day, it has been used for burials of members of all of 
Petersburg's historically black churches and many of the city's long-established families. 
The variety of gravemarker types within the informally organized grounds reflect the broad 
range of people who were buried there during years of unofficial ownership by a succession 
of semi-organized entities, which lasted until the property was acquired by the City of 
Petersburg in 1986, 
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Justification of Criteria 

People's Memorial Cemetery is eligible under Criterion A in the areas of COMMUNITY PLANNING 
AND DEVELOPMENT, ETHNIC HISTORY: BLACK, and SOCIAL HISTORY. It represents a significant 
achievement by Petersburg's antebellum free blacks in purchasing land for a ~ommunity- 
managed cemetery, and by the African-American community from Reconstruction through the 
twentieth century in managing the funerals and burials of its own members. The property 
retains physical reminders of Petersburg's black lodges and fraternal orders, churches, 
families, and African-American businesspeople such as undertakers and craftsmen. 

People's Memorial Cemetery is eligible under Criteria Consideration D because it derives 
its primary significance from its association from historic events, in that it reflects 
important aspect 

e's Memori nd purchased for 
They were acting 

on behalf of a nd social services 
to its dues-paying members. 

The burial ground was enlarged in 1865 when another group of men purchased a two-acre tract 
for cemetery use. This section became known as Scott Cemetery for funeral director Thomas 
Scott, one of its original purchasers. In 1880 he acquired a larger site to the south, a 
small-farm estate of just over five acres where three family grave plots had been laid out. 
Over the years until the late 1920s, the three pieces of land were visually inseparable as 
one burial ground, but sections bore various names that reflected their management or 
ownership by several benevolent societies and undertakers: Old Beneficial, Beneficial 
Board, Providence Beneficial, Scott, and Jackson Memorial. By the 1930s the whole parcel 
was considered to be one, the People's Memorial Cemetery. For a time, Little Church 
Cemetery was also considered part of People's Memorial, and the northernmost section of 
People's today is within the original Little Church plot. 

The land had been titled in the nineteenth century not to chartered nonprofit 
organizations, but to individuals acting in trust for the groups. When these associations 
became inactive, new deeds were not filed. The land was left in the ownership of the first 
purchasers' heirs, a situation that was repeated when the City of Petersburg recognized the 
trustees of a new group, the People's Memorial Cemetery Association, to be the owners of 
the cemetery. It was from their heirs that the city finally acquired the land in 1986. 
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Decades of legal limbo as heirs' property had several effects. First, although many 
families retained a connection with the plots that were deeded to them by one or another of 
the societies that claimed ownership of the land, others did not. With no continuity of 
organizational recordkeeping, knowledge of many burials has been lost. Second, from time 
to time various funeral directors operated all or parts of the cemetery as if they owned 
it, an essential factor in the long-term success of businessmen such as Thomas Scott and 
his successor Thomas H. Brown, and also the Wilkerson family of funeral directors. Host 
important, however, the unofficial ownership of its grounds facilitated the identification 
of many families, beneficial associations, and fraternal lpdges with the cemetery. 
Improvements were made to the grounds by mutual benefit societies, the "colored Chamber of 
Commerce" of Petersburg, Masonic lodges, women's groups, and church organizations - in 
short, by every interested party except city government. Since the nineteenth century, 
People ' s Maori of Petersburg' s 
African-American e funerals all 
found their way h the 1950s are 
reminders of the 

Biblioaraphy 

Brown, Thomas H. History of the People's Memorial Cemetery and 51 Years Struggle of the 
Writer of this History. MS in the possession of Miss Thomasine Burke, Petersburg. 

People's Cemetery Records. City of Petersburg Museums, Petersburg. 

Verbal Boundarv Description 

The boundaries'for People's Memorial Cemetery are the same as Tax Parcel 21-17. 
4 

Boundarv Justification 

The boundaries for the nominated property are the same as the boundaries for People's 
Memorial Cemetery. It includes all the land designated as People's Memorial Cemetery by 
the, owner, the City of Petersburg. 
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I .  Name of Property -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
historic name Little Church Cemeterv 

ocher nameslsite number -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. Location -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
street & number Minsea Street - not for publication 

city or town Petersburu 

state Virainia code county Petersburs code 730 zip code 23803 -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------- ---------- ---------- 

equest for 
determination of es and meets 

the National 
uation sheet for 

additional comme 

Signature of certifying officiallTitle Date 

State or Federal agency and bureau -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. National Park Service Certification -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I hereby certify that this property is: S ig~mture of the Keeper Date of .4ction 

- entered in the National Register - See continuation sheet. 
- determined eligible for the National Register - See continuation sheet. 

. 'determined not eligible for the National Register - 
- removed from the National Register 
- other (explain): 
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5. Classification .................................................................... -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ownership of Property Category of Property Number of Resources within Property 
(Check as many boxes as apply) (Check only one box) (Do not include previously listed resources in the count.) 

X private - building Contributing Noncontributing 
public-local - district buildings 
public-State - X site 1 sites 
pu bI ic- Federal - structure stmctures 

- object objects 
1 'I'otal 

Name of r e l a t e d  m u l t i p l e  p r o p e r t y  l i s t ing  
(Enter "NIA" if property is not part of a multiple property listing.) 

N u m b e r  o f  c o n t r i b u t i n g  resources  previously 
l is ted in t h e  N a t i o n a l  Reg is te r  

African-American Cemeteries in Petersbura. Virainia 0 

.................................................................... .................................................................... 
6. Function or Use .................................................................... .................................................................... 
Historic Functions Current Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions) (Enter categories from instructions) 

------------- ------------- 
7. Description ------------ ------------ 
Architectural Cia 
(Enter categories from inst 

n/a foundations 
walls 

roof 
other. Stone: Marble 

Granite 
Concrete 

Narrative Description 
(Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more continuation sheets.) 

See Continuation Sheets 
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~ i t t l e  Church Cemetery Pe te r sburg ,  V i r s i n i a  
Name of Property County and State -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

8. Statement of Significance -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Applicable National Register Criteria Areas of Significance 
(Mark "xu in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the properil (Enter categories from ~nstructrons) 
for National Register listing) 

X A Property is associated with events that have made a - Ethnic  Heri tage:  Black 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our lkstory. S o c i a l  R is to rv  

- B Property is associated with tile lives of persons significant A r t  
in our past. 

X C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, - 
period, or method of construction or represents the \vork of 
a master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a Period of Significance 
significant and distinguishable entity whose components ca. 1883 - ca.  1 9 4 2  
lack individual distinction. 

- D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield information 
important in prehistory or history. 

Criteria Considerations 
(Mark "X" in all the boxes that apply.) 

Property is: 

Significant Dates 

- A owned by a religious institution or used for religious Significant Person 
purposes. (Complete if  Criterion B is marked above.) 

- B removed from its original location. 
- C a birthplace or grave. 
X D acemetery. - Cultural Affiliation 
- E areconstruct 
- F acommerno 
- G less than50 

Narrative Statement of Significance 
(Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation sheets.) 

See Continuation Shee t s  -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9. Major Bibliographical References -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Bibliography 
(Cite the books, articles. and other sources used in preparing this form on one or more continuation sheets.) 
Previous documentation on file (NPS) Primary Location of Additional Data 
- preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has - X State Historic Preservation Office 

been requested. - Other State agency 
- previously listed in the National Register - Federal agency 
- previously determined eligible by the National Register - X Local government 
- designated a National Historic Landmark - University 
- recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey # - Other 
- r h r d e d  by Historic American Engineering Record # Name of repository: 
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Little Church Cemeterv ~etersburu. Viruinia 
Name of Property County and State -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

10. Geographical Data -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Acreage of Property 2 . 5  

UTM References 
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet) 

Zone Easting Northing Zone Easti~lg 

4 -- 
- See conti~luatio~l sheet. 

Verbal Boundary Description 
(Describe the boundaries of the property on a continuation sheet.) 

Boundary Justification 
(Expiain why the boundaries were selected on a continuation sheet.) -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
11. Forrn Prepared By -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
name/ title Sarah Fick 

organization Historic Preservation Consultants date June 1 9 9 9  

street &number Post Off ice Box 11 12 telephone 843-723-1746 

city or town Charleston state S C  tipcode 2 9 4 0 2  

-------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Additional Docum ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ 
Submit the foilowing ite 
Continuation Shee 
Maps 

A USGS map (7. 
A sketch map for historic districts and pro urnerous resources. 

Photographs 
Representative black and white photographs of the property. 

Additional items 
(Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items) -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Property Owner 
(Complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO.) 

name1 title James M. Wilkerson Funeral Establishment. Inc. 

street 62 number 102 South Avenue telephone 804-732-8911 

city or town Petersbura state VA zipcode 2 3 8 0 3  -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
paperwork Reduction Act Statement This information is being collected for applicatior~s to the National Register of Historic Places to 
nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend esistirlg listings. Response to this request is 
required toobtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act. as amended (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.). 
Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18 1 hours per resporlse including the time for 
reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data. and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate 
or any aspect of this form to the Chief, Administrative Services Division, National Park Service, P.O. Box 37127. Washington, DC 20013- 
7 127; and the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reductions Project ( 1024-0018). \Irashington, DC 30503. 
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Sununarv Descri~tion 

Little Church Cemetery conforms to the property type "Historic African-American 
Cemeteries," subtype "African-American Community Cemeteries Situated outside the Core 
City." Established by the early 1880s on two of the southernmost parcels of a tract of 
farmland being subdivided as the "Village of New Blandford," it was later enlarged eastward 
to South Crater Road. Because of its establishment on platted lots, the boundary lines are 
straight, resulting in a trapezoidal form with a rectangular extension, a total area of 
about 2.5 acres. 

The slightly elevated site is entered from Mingea Street, its north boundary. There are 
three sets of concrete steps up from the road to the unenclosed cemetery. Cover is low 
qrass dotted with a few oak and cedar trees but no ornamental shrubs. Most burials seem to 
be organized roug ouped in 16-foot 
square plots. 

The earliest exta stones of marble, 
granite, or con ctorian and early- 
twentieth centu Williams (d. 1900) 
dominates the cemetery. There are also locally-made concrete headstones, some marked "MR" 
by the maker, Milton Rivers, some by unknown artisans, and a number of small marble "lodge 
stones" from at least ten different fraternal orders or lodges. Stones and other monuments 
show variations in condition, with some toppled or leaning as a result of graves settling. 

General Descri~tion 

At the south side of Mingea Street, bounded by People's Memorial Cemetery to its south, 
Talliaferro Road to its west, and South Crater Road and a row of commercial properties to 
its east, Little Church Cemetery occupies about 2.5  acres of the western portion of the 
ridge along which Crater Road runs south from Petersburg. It was established on a suburban 
farm lot that was occupied in the late nineteenth century by a house and outbuildings owned 
by the heirs of John W. Mingea, a prominent white citizen. 

The fairly level ground drops off at the west and south sides, toward Talliaferro Street 
and.Peoplers Memorial Cemetery, and provides a gentle climb up from the entrances on Mingea 
Street. A double-leaf iron gate in a common bow-and-picket style, with the shield of 
Cincinnati Iron Gate Company, is set at the head of one set of steps. Within the 
unenclosed site, the ground undulates considerably, suggesting many unmarked graves. Cover 
is low grass dotted with a few oak and cedar trees, and no ornamental shrubs. Although 
there is a section where concrete markers and unmarked depressions indicate single graves, 
the majority of burials are grouped in 16-foot square plots. Four of these are surrounded 
by iron fences dating from the late-nineteenth or early twentieth century. Three of these 
are designs of the Stewart Iron Works Company, and one has the shield of "C. Hanika & 
Sons." Other plots have been enclosed by low coping walls of concrete. A few are marked 
to indicate full- or half-plot. 
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Stones and other monuments show variations in condition, with some toppled or leaning as a 
result of graves settling. The earliest extant stone marks a burial in 1883. Most 
monuments are headstones or dies-in-socket of marble or granite, with some very good 
examples of traditional Victorian and early-twentieth century designs. Eleven extant 
obelisks range in date from 1889 through 1921, and the pedestal tomb of the Reverend Henry 
Williams (d. 1900) dominating the center of the cemetery. Some of these are from the 
Petersburg workshop of Burns- and Campbell. Much smaller marble "lodge stones" from at 
least ten different fraternal orders or lodges have been identified, many of them 
supplementing other gravestones. There are also several locally-made concrete headstones, 
some marked "MR" by Milton Rivers (active 1890s-1917). 

The number of concrete markers that remain in place at ~ittle Church Cemetery is unusual, 
and the makers of most of them have not been identifi clearly by the 
same craftsman, cially-available 
stone markers. wn-type markers, 
with a variety o ss-produced thin 

preference or the 
time, although 
surf aces, these 
persisted in a 

community that had access to, and could afford, gravemarkers of granite or even marble that 
were commonly used in white and black cemeteries. 

Alterations to the cemetery are very typical of African-American cemeteries. Maintenance 
and recordkeeping have been erratic. Some gravestones are out of place; many have been 
lost; others are broken or toppled. Some fences and curbing are very deteriorated, and at 
least one plot fence (surrounding the Williams monument) has been lost completely. The 
continuing use of family plots over decades has resulted in modern headstones and 
occasional lawn-cemetery type markers being scattered among earlier grave markers. Because 
there has not been any wholesale redesign of the landscape, the modern elements of the 
cemetery do not overwhelm its sense of time and place as a nineteenth century suburban 
burial ground. Despite the deterioration or losses of some elements, and the addition of 
some clearly modern markers, the general appearance retains integrity as a privately-owned 
burial ground in which maintenance of separately-deeded plots is the responsibility of 
individual lot holders. 
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Summarv Statement of Significance 

Little Church Cemetery reflects important aspects of the history of Petersburg's African- 
American community from ca. 1883 to ca. 1942. The land was acquired (with at least some 
burials already having occurred) in 1883 by James M. Wilkerson, who operated the cemetery 
as part of his undertaking establishment for years. Ownership of a burial ground was a key 
component of his successful business, which also operated a funeral home with a rental hall 
that became an important meeting place for African-American lodges and more purely social 
activities. The Wilkerson family were closely associated with Gillfield Baptist Church, 
whose first black minister, the Reverend Henry Williams, Jr., was buried here in 1900. 
Despite their elite status and close ties with that church, the cemetery has been used for 
burials of members of most of Petersburg's historically black churches, many of its long- 
established families, and nearly a dozen different fraternal organizations. 

Little Church Cemetery is eligible under Criterion A in the areas of ETHNIC HISTORY: BLACK, 
and SOCIAL HISTORY. It represents a significant achievement by an entrepreneurial family 
in purchasing land for their company and using it to secure business while providing for 
the needs of the African-American community. The property retains physical reminders of 
Petersburg's black lodges and fraternal orders, churches, families, and African-American 
businesspeople such as undertakers and craftsmen. 

I, 

Little Church Cemetery is also eligible under Criterion C in the area of ART because of the 
significant collection of concrete gravestones, a vernacular adaptation of traditional 
headstones. 

Little Church Cemetery is eligible under Criteria Consideration D because it derives its 
primary significance from its association from historic events or distinctive design 
features. 

J3istorical Backaround 

Little Church Cemetery (the name refers not to a church, but to a nearby road, Little 
Church Street) was established on a suburban farm lot that was occupied in the late 
nineteenth century by a house and outbuildings owned by the heirs of John W. Mingea, a 
prominent white citizen. When the Mingea heirs sold the plot in 1882, at least some 
burials had already taken place, although their identity or location within the tract is 
unknown. The first African-American purchasers, John C. and Eloise Drake, were connected 
to the Jackson family, who had owned part of the land that became People's Memorial 
Cemetery. They sold it very shortly to James Wilkerson, Jr. 
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Wilkerson became one of Petersburg's most prominent funeral directors, and James M. 
Wilkerson Funeral Establishment is still an active concern. Having started in the business 
as a partner in the firm Parker & Wilkerson, he became an independent undertaker during the 
1880s. His financial success is indicated by his family's well-built house at 1205 Rome 
Street, constructed during the 1890s.' Cemetery ownership was an important component of 
Wilkerson's business operation (he bought East View Cemetery in 1911). Lot sale* produced 
revenue, and families preparing to bury there would be inclined to arrange the funeral . 

through his f inn. 

Lots may have sold quickly, but the organization of the grounds into family squares meant 
that burials in each took place over several generations. Markers in the cemetery show a 
range of dates almost to the present. Although the cemetery is considered to be "full," 
and the sections dedicated to sinqle qraves have closely spaced and even overlapping 
burials, there are 

Wilkerson' s bus d he had a hall 
built near his ns. Despite these 
ventures into rketed fencing or 
gravestones. The burg, and probably 
sold through one or more local dealers. Gravemarkers, too, were made by a number of 
artisans. Historic monuments that can be attributed were provided by Burns and Campbell (a 
white firm) and Milton Rivers (an African-American maker who worked mostly in concrete). 
Few of the marble lodge stones or concrete markers are signed. Several similar lodge 
stones at People's Memorial Cemetery were made by Burns and Campbell, which may have been 
responsible for some of those at Little Church as well. 

The concrete markers and low coping walls were probably made locally. They were cast in a 
variety of forms, indicating that Milton Rivers had more than one competitor. The 
selection of concrete markers for a cemetery whose customers counted themselves among the 
upper ranks of their community is intriguing. They may have been supporting businesses run 
by their peers, or they may have been consciously choosing gravemarkers atypical of those 
in white cemeteries. Regardless of the reasons for the use of concrete, the large 
collection that remains will provide a valuable sample for further study. Little Church 
Cemetery embodies distinctive characteristics of a type and method of construction, and 
represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack individual 
distinction. 

1 Bushey et. al., p. 40 ( p h o t o ) ,  p.  50.  
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Little, M. Ruth. Sticks and Stones: Three Centuries of North Carolina Gravemarkers. 
Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998. 

Plan of New Blandford in Richard L. Jones, "People's Memorial Cemetery." N.d. ; City of 
Petersburg Museums, Petersburg. 

Verbal ~oundarv Descri~tion 

The boundaries for Little Church Cemetery are the same as Tax Parcel 21-17. 

Boundarv Justification 

The area of Littl g -the twentieth 
century. A small Crater Road was 
lost during the hi rger section, a 
strip 80 '  deep, Cemetery ( deeds 
have not been loc undaries for the 
nominated property are the boundaries indicated on the tax map, which includes all the land 
designated as Little Church Cemetery. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
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NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
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This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations for irldividual properties and d~stricts. See instructior~s i n  How1 lo Complele the 
NarionalRegisrer of Historic Places Registrarion Form (Kational Register Bulletin 16A). Complete each iten] by marking "X" in the 
appropriate box or by entering the informarion requested. If  an item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "Nta" for "nor 
applicable." For functions, architectural classification. materials. and areas of significance, enter only categories and subcategories from the 
instructions. Place additional entries and narrative items on continua ti or^ sheets (NPS Form 10-900a). L:sc a typewriter. svord processor. or 
computer to complete all items. -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Name of Property -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
historic name East View Cemeterv 

other nameslsite number -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. Location -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
street & number South Crater Road - not for publication 

city or town Petersbura 

state Virainia code county Petersburu code 730 zip code 23803 -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. State/FederaI Aeencv Certification 

Signature of certifying officiallTitle Date 

State or Federal agency and bureau -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. National Park Service Certification -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I hereby certify that this property is: Signature of the Keeper Date of Actio11 

- entered in the National Register 
- See continuation sheet. 

determined eligible for the National Register 
- See continuation sheet. 
- determined not eligible for the National Register - removed from the National Register 
- other (explain): 
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Name of Property County and State .................................................................... -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5. Classification -------------------------------------------------------------------- .................................................................... 
Ownership of Property Category of Property Number of Resources within Property 
(Check as many boxes as apply) (Check only one box) (Do not include previously listed resources in the count.) 

X private - building Contributing Noncontributing 
public-local - district buildings 
pu blic-State - X site I sites 
pu bI ic- Federal - structure structures 

- object objects 

Name of related multiple property listing 
(Enter "NIA" if property is not part of a multiple property listing.) 

Number of contributing resources previously 
listed in the National Register 

African-American Cemeteries in ~etersburg, Viruinia 0 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- .................................................................... 
6 .  Function or Use -------------------------------------------------------------------- .................................................................... 
Historic Functions Current Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions) (Enter categories from instructions) 

------------ ------------ ---------- ---------- 
7. Description ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ 
Architectural Cla 
(Enter categories from ins 

foundat~ons 
walls 

roof 
other. Stone: Marble 

Granite 
Concrete 

Narrative Description 
(Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more continuation sheets.) 

See Continuation Sheets 
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East View Cemeterv P e t e r s b u r u ,  V i r s i n i a  
Name of Property Cou~lty and Srate .................................................................... .................................................................... 

8. Statement of Significance .................................................................... .................................................................... 
Applicable National Register Criteria Areas of Significance 
(Mark "xu in one  or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property (Enter categories from instructions) 
for National Register listing) 

X A Property is associated with events that have made a - E t h n i c  H e r i t a s e :  B l a c k  
si,pificant contribution to the broad patterns of our llistory. Soc ia l  H i s t o r y  

- B Property is associated with the lives of persons sigrlificalt A r t  
in our past. 

X C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, - 
period, or method of construction or represents the work of 
a master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a Period of Significance 
significant and distinguishable entity whose components c a .  1866 - c a .  1 9 4 2  
lack individual distinction. 

- D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield information 
important in prehistory or hstory. 

Criteria Considerations 
(Mark "Xu in a11 the boxes that apply.) 

Property is: 

- A 'owned by a religious institution or used for religious 
purposes. 

- B ' removed from its original location. 
- C a birthplace or grave. 

Significant Dates 

Significant Person 
(Complete if Criterion B is marked above.) 

Cultural Affiliation 
a reconstruct 
a commemo 

Narrative Statement of Significance 
(Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation sheets.) 

See Continuation S h e e t s  .................................................................... .................................................................... 
9. Major Bibliographieal References .................................................................... .................................................................... 
Bibliography 
(Cite the books. articles. and other sources used in preparing this form on one or more continuation sheets.) 
Previous documentation on file (NPS) Primary Location of Additional Data 
- preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has - X State Historic Preservation Office - 

been quested. - Other State agency 
- previously listed in the National Register - Federal agency 
- previously determined eligible by the National Register Local government 
- designated a National Historic Landmark - University 
- recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey # - 0 tiler 
- rkrded by Historic Arnerican Engineering Record # Name of repository: 
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Name of Property County :u~d State .................................................................... .................................................................... 

10. Geographical Data -------------------------------------------------------------------- .................................................................... 
Acreage of Property 26 .75  acres 

UTM References 
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet) 

Zone Eas ting Northing Zone &sting 
3 -- 
4 -- 
- See continuation sheet 

Verbal Boundary Description 
(Describe the boundaries of the property on a continuation sheet.) 

Boundary Justification 
(Explain why the boundaries were selected on a continuation sheet.) -------------------------------------------------------------------- .................................................................... 
11. Form Prepared By -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
name/ tide Sarah Fick 

organization Historic Preservation Consultants date June 1999  

street &number Post O f f  ice Box Ill2 telephone 843-723-1746 

city or town Charleston state SC zipcode 29402 

Additional Docum ------------ ------------ ------------- ------------- 
Submit the following ite 
Cont inua t ion  Sheet  
Maps  

A USGS m a p  (7.5 
A sketch map for historic districts and properti&having l&giacreage or numerous resources. 

Photographs 
Representative black a n d  white photographs of the property. 

Addit ional  items 
(Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items) .................................................................... .................................................................... 
Property Owner 
(Complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO.) 

name/ tide James M.  Wilkerson Funeral Establishment. Inc. 

street & number 10 2 South Avenue telephone 804-732-8911 

city or town Petersburs state VA zipcode 23803  

paperwork Reduction Act  Sta tement  This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to 
nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties. and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is 
required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.). 
Estimated Burden Statement:  Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18.1 hours per response including the time for 
reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate 
or any aspect of this form to the Chief. Administrative Services Division, National Park Service. P.O. Box 37127. Washington, DC 20013- 
7 127; and the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reductions Project (10'24-0018). Washington. DC 7,0503. 
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Smarv Descrivtion 

East View Cemetery conforms to the property type "Historic African-~merican Cemeteries," 
subtype "African-American Community Cemeteries Situated outside the Core City." 
Established as early as 1866 on several parcels of a tract of farmland laid out as regular 
lots at either side of a straight road, the 26.75-acre property is generally rectangular 
with its south line following the uneven course of a branch that separates it from today's 
Petersburg National Battlefield. 

The level site is entered from Page Street, its south boundary. There is a low brick wall 
with entry posts along South Crater Road, but the drive that they access is unused today. 
The property is unenclosed except the front wall and a brick-and-concrete wall that 
demarcates the east half of the boundary with B1rith Achim Cemetery to the north. Cover is 
low grass dotted ast and southeast 
boundaries of the ar north sections 
of the cemetery. 

The' earliest ext Most monuments are 
headstones of ma aditional Victorian 
and early-twent le "lodge stones" 
commemorating membership in beneficial or fraternal associations. The historic markers 
that can be attributed came from the Petersburg shops of C. M. Walsh, Burns and Campbell, 
and Milton Rivers. There is also an exceptional range of concrete markers, all of which 
appear to have originally been whitewashed. They include plaque markers and tabletstones, 
thicker tabletstones that resemble pulpit markers, pointed-arched monuments that seem to 
represent upward-pointing arrows, and even a concrete obelisk. Most unusual are several 
concrete markers cast as obelisks, but with barbs or roofs raking out from the shaft. 
These are the ,work of a very skilled craftsman, as is the March monument (B. P. March, 
1859-1900). This slender concrete column is topped by a concrete head of an African- 
American man, the only such example found in any of Petersburg's cemeteries. The makers of 
these notable gravemarkers have not been identified. 

At the east side of South Crater Road, bounded by Page Street and a residential 
neighborhood to the south, Blandford Cemetery to the west, and B'rith Achim Cemetery to the 
north, East View Cemetery occupies about 26.75 acres of a level plain above Poor Creek. 
Only at the southern edge, where the property slopes down to the creek, do the elevations 
show more than local variation. 

The cemetery can be viewed as several sections. The west portion, about 4.2 acres, is 
bisected by a two-rut gravel road perpendicular to South Crater Road that eventually turns 
south to connect with Page Street. A brick wall with entry columns but no gate faces the 
highway, but the cemetery is otherwise unenclosed except by the common wall that divides it 
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from B'rith Achim. Beyond the east end of the wall, trees have grown up to virtually 
overtake a strip of graves, many of which are marked. The layout of their plots cannot be 
determined. Except that overgrown area, the grassy aspect of this section of the cemetery 
is interrupted only by a few oak and cedar trees. It can be seen to have been organized 
into uniform lots of about 16' square, in keeping with the rural cemetery movement which 
emphasized lot enclosures and individual monuments. Many of the squares have 'remnants of 
coping walls, but much of the coping material has been removed. Only four plots are 
fenced. Two fences are of modern pipe-rails, and two are late-nineteenth or early 
twentieth century iron fences probably produced by Stewart Iron Works for retailing by a 
local firm. 

Extant stones in this portion of East View indicate that it began to be heavily used only 
in the early 1920s, but one marble tabletstone with a date of 1890 was identified. The 
early gravestones le obelisks, and 
small marble lodg odge affiliation 
of the deceased. the Petersburg 
shops of C. M. W Rlvers (concrete) .. 
One notable mo bronze casting of a 
face, a portrak also an exceptional 

tewashed. They 
include plaque markers and tabletstones, thicker tabletstones that resemble pulpit markers, 
pointed-arched monuments that seem to represent upward-pointing arrows, and even a concrete 
obelisk. Most unusual are several concrete markers cast as obelisks, but with barbs or 
roofs raking out from the shaft. These are the work of a very skilled craftsman, as is the 
March monument (B. P. March, 1859-1900). This slender concrete column is topped by a 
concrete head of an African-American man, the only such example found in any of 
Petersburg's cemeteries. 

Beyond the western "front" section of East View Cemetery is an open grassed field where the 
victims of an early-twentieth century epidemic are said to be buried. No markers of any 
sort break this expanse, and there are no signs of the settling graves that may be expected 
in a hastily-used area of many individual burials. 

The public road, Page Street, terminates just beyond the open field. A brick pillar, 
perhaps originally one of a pair, marks the entry to an unpaved continuation of Page Street 
that extends to a woods line marking the approximate east boundary of the cemetery. The 
rear or eastern section of East View Cemetery extends north and south of this unpaved lane. 
At the north side, adjacent to Blandford Cemetery, is a woods line at least 100' across, in 
which are hundreds of graves, marked and unmarked, dating to the 1920s. South of the Page 
Street extension, the cemetery is further subdivided by several drives. In the southeast 
quadrant are the earliest headstones found at East View Cemetery, marble tabletstones 
dating the 1866 and 1868. The early sections at far south and north blend into the 
center-rear section where markers typically date from the 1930s to the present, indicating 
continuing use of family plots that were first conveyed ca. 1930. 
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The eastern portion of East View Cemetery, also called Wilkerson ~emorial Cemetery, has 
been opened in sections over time. A major expansion cane in 1942-43, when a number of 
graves were relocated from the edge of People's ~emorial Cemetery that was to be affected 
by a highway widening project. This was repeated in 1968. 

The Wilkerson interests may have envisioned the rear section of East View as'a memorial 
park, a cemetery landscape that became dominant in the first quarter of the twentieth 
century. Their goal of easy maintenance was thwarted by the families who used the site, 
who continued to place curbing of granite, concrete or brick and above-ground monuments on 
their plots. Ownership of some family plots must predate the Wilkerson's acquisition of 
the entire cemetery in 1911, and may have been claimed since the time Henry Bowman acquired 
Lots 7 and 8 of the Taylor Estate in the 1850s. 

The Wilkerson M derable range of 
marker dates and the 1860s through 
1940s; granite o where was only in 
concrete) ; many portion of lodge 
stones than are re are also many 
lawn-type marker wo types that most 
commonly date fr 

The gravemarkers that were made after the end of the period of significance ca. 1942 
(including some placed during the reinterment work) do not overwhelm the sense of the site 
as a historic cemetery. Surrounded by earlier gravestones, they dominate only part of its 
rear sections. Although they are clearly modern, they are additions, not substantial 
alterations, and the property retains its overall integrity and sense of time and place. 

Most alterations to East View Cemetery are very typical of African-American cemeteries. 
Maintenance and recordkeeping have been erratic. Some gravestones are out of place; many 
have been lost; others are broken or toppled. Coping and fence elements are deteriorated 
or missing. The lack of maintenance is most apparent and severe in the "fringe" sections 
along the north boundary of the-cemetery. In these overgrown areas, abandoned by the 
cemetery's management, only a few graves are tended. The overgrown section near Blandford, 
the woods line at the east boundary, and the slope leading to Poor Creek, are all used as 
disposal areas for coping material and even some markers. Some may have been displaced at 
an'early date, in pursuit of the goal of a low-maintenance lawn park memorial cemetery, but 
dumping has continued as elements seem incapable of repair or merely inconveniences to 
mowing or gravedigging activities. These unfortunate alterations do not outweigh the 
general integrity of the property or its ability to convey its significant historic 
associations as a cemetery where commercial ownership of the land coexists with separately- 
deeded plots whose markers and maintenance are the responsibility of individual lot 
holders. 
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Summarv Statement of Sisnificance 

East View Cemetery reflects important aspects of the history of Petersburg's African- 
American community from ca. 1866 to ca. 1942. It was laid out on several lots of a farm 
that was surveyed and subdivided for sale in 1855. The earliest burials took place while 
the land was owned by Henry Bowman and his heirs from the 1850s until 1911. A t  least by 
1905 the burial ground was known as East View Cemetery. After having managed the cemetery 
for some years as part of his undertaking establishment, in 1911 James M. Wilkerson, Jr . , 
purchased the property from John C. Bowman. For decades Wilkerson Funeral Home/James M. 
Wilkerson Funeral Establishment has sold lots to families and individuals, opening new 
sections as previous areas are completely sold. This gradual expansion has not resulted in 
clearly defined "old" and "new" sections, because the use as family plots assures a range 
of burial dates even in the oldest squares. The cemetery has been used for burials of 
members of most of its long- 
established fami commemorating 
membership in a f d Little Church 
Cemetery. 

East View Cemeter gravemarkers, which 
were probably loc ry through the mid- 
twentieth century. 

~ustification of Criteria 

East View Cemetery is eligible under Criterion A in the areas of ETHNIC HISTORY: BLACK, and 
SOCIAL HISTORY. It represents a significant achievement by an entrepreneurial family in 
purchasing land for their company and using it to secure business while providing for the 
needs of the African-American community. The property retains physical reminders of 
Petersburg's black lodges and fraternal orders, churches, families, and African-American 
businesspeople such as undertakers and craftsmen. 

East View Cemetery is also eligible under Criterion C in the area of ART because of the 
significant collection of concrete gravestones, some of them vernacular adaptations of 
traditional headstones and some of them in styles that are previously unrecorded. 

~ast'.View Cemetery is eligible under Criteria Consideration D because it derives its 
primary significance from its association from historic events or distinctive design 
features . 
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pistorical Backaround 

East View Cemetery was established on a suburban farm lot that was surveyed for the Estate 
of Elizabeth Taylor in 1855. By the time the plat was recorded, Benry Bowman had acquired 
Lot #7 ( five acres) ; before his death he also acquired Lot #8 (about 12 acres) . Henry 
.Bowman's identity is unknown. Apparently an ~frican-~merican, he also owned land at the 
opposite side of South Crater Road (below today's People's Memorial Cemetery), and may have 
resided on the Taylor tract, which was outside the corporate boundaries of Petersburg until 
1945. For that reason, Bowman has not been traced through the Petersburg census records 
that can provide much information about antebellum free blacks within the city. 

Bowman's son John gained title from the other heirs in 1902, and in 1904 added Parcel #5 
(nine acres) of the Taylor farm to his property. It is unlikely that the entire Bowman 

where the 

Wilkerson was one of Petersburg's most prominent funeral directors, and his business is 
still an active concern. Having started as a partner in the firm Parker & Wilkerson, he 
became an independent undertaker during the 1880s and purchased Little Church Cemetery in 
1883. His financial success is indicated by his family's well-built house at 1205 Rome 
Street, constructed during the 1890s.' Management and ownership of a cemetery was an 
important component of the business. Lot sales produced revenue, and families preparing to 
bury on his grounds would be inclined to arrange the funeral through Wilkerson. 

Wilkerson or his predecessor organized much of the cemetery into family squares, so that 
burials in each took place over several generations. Markers in the cemetery show a range 
of dates up to the present. Obviously, sections that were laid out for lot sales in the 
twentieth century do not hold early gravestones, but plots with very early stones may also 
have recent burials. 

Wifkerson's business periodically extended into coach and hack rentals, and he had a hall 
built near his funeral home for rental to lodges and other organizations. Despite these 
ventures into related services, there is no evidence that he marketed fencing or 
gravestones. The iron fences that survive were made outside Petersburg, and probably sold 
through one or more local dealers. Gravemarkers, too, were made by a number of artisans. 
The historic monuments that can be attributed were locally made, by two white firms, C. M. 
Walsh and Burns & Campbell, and Milton Rivers, an African-American who worked mostly in 

' Bushey et. al., p. 40 (photo), p. 50. 
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concrete but who carved several of the granite obelisks at East View. Charles Sparks, a 
Wilkerson relative who managed the cemetery for years, is also thought to have made some 
concrete markers and coping walls, but which ones he made have not been identified.' 

All the concrete markers and low coping walls were probably made locally. They were cast 
in a variety of forms, and all appear to have originally been whitewashed. Many are in 
traditional styles that resemble comercially-made granite or marble markers. Others are 
less common, and indicate great skill on the part of the artisan(s) who prepared the molds. 
There is an obelisk in a cross form, and several headstones with steeply gabled arches that 
may represent upward-pointing arrows. These markers may all be seen as unusual or local 
expressions of traditional Western Christian thought, but there are others which cannot. 
The cultural values behind the markers cast as obelisks with barbs or roofs raking out from 
the shaft are obscure, but the objects themselves demonstrate high levels of creativity and 
technical ability ent is likewise 
the work of a mas 

The selection of learly valued 
and could afford ng businesses 
run by their peer ical of those 
in white cemeteri 
been lost. Regardless of the reasons for the use of concrete, the collection that remains 
at East View Cemetery embodies distinctive characteristics of a type and method of 
construction, and represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may 
lack individual distinction. 

Biblioarawhv 

Deed Books, Clerk of Court's Office, Prince George County, Virginia. 

Little, M. Ruth. S t i c k s  and Stones: Three Centur ies  of North C a r o l i n a  Gravemarkers. 
Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998. 

Simms, Pernell A. Manager, James H. Wilkerson Funeral Establishment, interview 16 December 
1998. 

verbal Boundarv Description 

The boundaries for East View Cemetery are the same as Tax Parcels 20-1-4 and 20-5-5. 

Boundary Justification 

The boundaries for the nominated property are the boundaries indicated on the tax map, 
which includes all the land designated as East View Cemetery. 

7 

In terv i ew ,  P e r n e l l  A .  Simms, 12/16/1998. 
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Figure 25. Plan showing the gradual 16erosion'' of People; C e m e t e r y  resu l t ing  from the 1943 and 1968 road widening.  
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